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Abstract 

Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is a technology for producing images of internal body 

structures from the analysis of the electrical measurements made from the rings of electrode system 

fitted on the body surface. Producing an image from measurements in ERT is broadly classified into a 

forward and inverse problem. In the forward modelling of the problem computing the boundary 

voltages from a model of the electric flux given the resistivity distribution within the domain of the 

vessel is required. The technique requires an iterative processes in order to address the ill-posed and 

non-linear mathematical inverse problem associated with ERT, i.e. to progressively improve on a 

calculated resistivity distribution to match the simulated forward solution with the measured data. 

To achieve these calculations, the use of a public domain library of MATLAB functions, EIDORS, was 

explored. The forward solver function in the library is based on the finite element method (FEM), 

which is robust at handling complicated geometries, complete electrode modelling and the spatially 

variable or non-linear material properties.  

A study of the current stimulation and voltage measurement codes in the library lead to the 

development of six 3-D measurement sequence tables for collecting data over two, three and four 

rings of sixteen equally spaced electrodes system in a ring, with consideration to a sequence of 

current stimulation through both opposite and adjacent electrode pairs. With the voltage measured 

using these tables, the inverse solver code included in the library was explored in solving the inverse 

problem based on the regularisation technique. 

The modification and customisation of the open-source library of functions for analysis of measured 

voltage signals from the UCT vessel lead to the development of an image reconstruction procedure  

which was coded in MATLAB for each of the six 3-D measurement strategies.  

The primary objectives of this research include an implementation of a 3-D algorithm in visualising 

the movement of solid suspended objects through image reconstruction and assessment of the 

quality of these images as well as validation of the application of the 3-D algorithm in visualising the 

movement of conductive solution. 

Implementation of the 3-D algorithm was demonstrated in an applied context with the use of the six 

programs to visualise the position of a suspended solid object along the diameter of the vessel. A 

comparative study of the volume and centre of gravity of the suspended solid objects and 

reconstructed images using the six reconstruction codes enables the determination of the optimal 

measurement strategy. 
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Although there was improvement in the resolution of the reconstructed images with the stimulation 

of current through opposite electrode pairs instead of adjacent pairs, analysis of tomogram of the 

variation of position and volume of suspended phantom along the diameter of the vessel indicate 

the resolution of the images decreases towards the centre of the vessel. Three major sources of 

error that account for this observation are (1) the use of first order FEM in the explored libraries 

instead of higher order FEM, (2) the variation of the mesh density from fine mesh near the boundary 

to coarse mesh towards the centre in explored 3-D mesh generator, (3) the inaccuracy in 

reproducing the tank phantom measurements due to limitation in the memory space and processing 

power of the computer used for the 3-D imaging.   

The 3-D reconstruction software developed using the optimal measurement strategy was further 

applied to visualise the movement of more conductive solution relative to the less conductive bulk 

solution in some experimental work. The analysis of the reconstructed images provided a means of 

ascertaining the physical phenomenon influencing the movement of the fluid.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Gaining a better understanding of the internal composition of pipelines, vessels, reactors and 

separators is supported with a technology that enables the visualisation of the interior of the vessel. 

Delineation of the interior of the process vessels or pipelines containing multiphase mixtures with 

the help of an imaging technique will enhance investigation and optimisation of the processes within 

the vessel through an online control system aiming at reducing energy consumption, increasing 

product yield and monitoring the performance of the processes. 

 An appropriate imaging technique is sought to visualise complex processes within process vessels. 

For example, the measurement of formation of a vortex and its maintenance to achieve separation 

of solid/liquid mixture in a hydrocyclone process requires a non-invasive process measurement 

technique from outside the hydrocyclone so as not to disturb the vortex.  

Similarly, fluidised beds are employed in reactions where the solid is a catalyst or a heat transfer 

medium by passing a gas or liquid up through a bed of solid material at sufficient velocity to 

maintain fluid behaviour. When this  process is optimised, excellent mixing is obtained. To achieve 

an optimised reaction, during operation, a process measurement is sought to measure the 

homogeneity of the fluidised beds and the presence of any contaminants that may need removing 

from outside the vessel as any measurement within the process vessel will potentially disturb the 

fluidity of the system. 

A further example is  a filtration processes, where the filter medium is replaced after a fixed time 

due to drop in performance and then cleaned before being returned to operation in batch and 

continuous filtration, respectively. As filtration occurs within the filtered medium, especially a 

filtration process that involves solids, a process measurement technique is needed to measure what 

is actually happening within the filter medium, owing to the difficulty of determining this with any 

conventional instrument.  

Also, measuring the flow of each phase in the pipe during multiphase flow (flow of two or more 

phases such as liquid, gas and solid along a closed or open pipe) will provide information on the 

mass, volume and degree of mixing within the pipe. Multiphase flow can only be measured by a 

measurement technique that is non-intrusive, otherwise, the flow will be disturbed. 
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Similarly, although the behaviour of fluids could be modelled and described using computational 

fluid dynamics techniques, obtaining an "on-line" data sets from an experimental rig during chemical 

processes such as batch mixing, polymerisation reactions, polymer extrusion and crystallisation in 

order to validate the model is a challenge. Data sets acquired by process measurement help 

developers to optimise their models, as the measured data is used to validate the reliability of the 

model. More importantly, a process measurement technique that provides visualisation of the 

measurement variable (concentration and turbulence) is being sought by many oil and gas 

companies in order to identify flow regimes that are operational during a certain time of the flow 

and mixing process. A process measurement of this kind will enhance investigation into oil sand 

research, where visibility is reduced owing to stainless steel equipment and opaque fluid (sand in 

heavy oil). Likewise, the opaque medium presented by the heap of ores in heap leaching processes 

disallows the visualisation of the flow of the leach solution through the heap of mined ores. A 

process measurement technique that enables the visualisation of the flow of the leach solution from 

analysis of the measured data sets taken during an "on-line" flow will enhance investigation into an 

improved form of recovery of the leachate. Thus, a process measurement technique aiding the 

visualisation of the flow of the leach solution without disturbing heap leaching processes is called for 

in heap leaching research.    

Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) is an imaging technique of choice due to its effectiveness in 

aiding the visualisation of interior of process vessels in a non-intrusive, non-destructive, non-

radioactive manner and at a low cost. ERT enables the visualisation of resistance or conductance 

distribution within a less resistant or conductive homogeneous medium, respectively, from voltage 

measurement made on multiple electrodes fitted on the periphery of the process vessel due to 

sequence of current stimulation through array of electrode. ERT could be used to model any higher 

resistive materials such as Perspex or Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) materials relative to the bulk solution 

by suspending these into the bulk homogeneous solution. Modelling the specific geometry of region 

of resistivity or conductance distribution using the ERT technique in 3-D will require mesh density of 

order of 105, which is only obtainable using computing system of much bigger memory and higher 

processing power. 

 The peripheral electrodes are fitted so as to ensure contact with the process fluid without disturbing 

the process flow pattern. 

In general, an electrical resistance image reconstruction technique used for ERT involves computing 

the solution of a non-linear and ill-posed inverse problem. Non-linearity in image reconstruction 

arises due to isopotential lines curving in a way which depends on the spatial conductivity 
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distribution (Pinheiro et  al. 1998). Non-linearity is reduced to an iterative procedure using Newton’s 

method, as it exhibits quadratic convergence for a non-singular derivative (Pinheiro et al. 1998).  

The ERT technique has been applied for the analysis of a number of chemical processes using two-

dimensional (2-D) image reconstruction code developed in the Department of Chemical Engineering, 

University of Cape Town. Stevenson (2006) carried out an analysis of particle suspension and mixing 

in biological systems using the ERT technique developed from 2-D algorithm. An on-line velocity flow 

profiling system using electrical resistance tomography was made by Long (2006) with a view to 

visualising the flow of slurries in 2-D. Recently, an application of ERT in evaluating the influence of 

nozzle design on the gas hold-up distribution in boiling bubble column reactors formed the scope of 

work of Sudhakaran (2010). 

However, the conclusions and recommendations from the analysis of the results from these 

applications were based on 2-D reconstructed images using 2-D voltage measurement strategies 

which inherently contains the following errors: (a) the assumption that isopotential regions are 

curves and not surfaces and (b), that the effect of objects or zones of higher or lower conductivity 

outside the plane of electrodes has no effect on the voltage pattern on the plane.  

1.2 ERT Basic Principles  

Electrical resistance tomography in general involves the computation of: (1) the electric field in the 

interior, in order to compute the Jacobian (sensitivity matrix), (2) solving the forward problem of 

calculating predicted voltage measurements at the boundary from a given interior material 

properties, and (3) finding the solution of a non-linear and an ill-posed inverse problem by iteratively 

matching the predicted with the measured voltages. For complex geometries and inhomogeneous 

material medium, the finite element method (FEM) is required for addressing the aforementioned 

mathematical problems. 

Pinheiro (2002) stated that a restraint to the development of 3-D algorithm was related to the 

isopotentials that were assumed to be curves rather than surfaces. This erroneous assumption lead 

to the modelling of the electric field lines in 2-D and an  implementation of measurement strategy in 

a ring of electrodes (2-D data collection strategy). However, the development of 3-D algorithms in 

ERT has been promoted  following the precise modelling of the electric flux distribution within the 

domain of any geometry and availability of computer systems with larger memory and high 

processing power.  
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1.3 Thesis objectives 

A motivation for this research that spans the scope of developing a three-dimensional (3-D) image 

reconstruction algorithm springs from the acknowledgement of Pinheiro’s assertion (2002) and the 

discovery made by Jossinet et al (1987) who showed from their multi-electrode study that the 

sensitivity outside of the plane containing the injection electrode is far from being negligible.  

The central focus of this research is to implement an advanced algorithm for the analysis of voltage 

signals in electrical resistance tomography. Specifically, an enhanced signal analysis of measured 

voltage distribution on the boundary of process vessel resulting from perturbation of a 

homogeneous conductivity distribution inside the vessel is required for reconstructing  images of 

region of lower or higher conductivity (inhomogeneity) in three-dimensions (3-D). The written 

reconstruction codes from the implemented algorithm will be tested by visualising the displacement 

of an object of low conductivity along the diameter of the vessel, and the flow of a highly conductive 

solution through a bulk solution, of lower conductivity. The need to unravel the dilemma of 

ascertaining the resolution of the reconstructed image is carried out through a comparative study of 

the volume and the centre of gravity of the reconstructed image and suspended phantom. These 

objectives are conceived to demonstrate an implementation of the 3-D algorithm in the applied 

context, which has not yet been demonstrated as summarised in the problem statement in the next 

section.  

1.4 Problem Statement 

A demonstration of an implementation of 3-D algorithm in visualising the movement of solid 

suspended objects is undertaken in the work. This will enable the determination of the best 

measurement strategy for the UCT ERT rig designed with various measurement strategies. 

Furthermore, in view of lack of any attempt to assessing image quality from previous 

implementation of 3-D algorithm, this work intends to address the dilemma through a comparative 

study of the volume and centre of mass of the suspended systems and reconstructed image.  

The work will also validate the use of the 3-D algorithm in visualising the movement of conductive 

solution injected into a mildly saline bulk solution using the obtained best measurement strategy for 

the UCT ERT rig. 

1.5 Thesis outline 

 The review of literature documented in chapter 2 begins with an overview of various 

imaging techniques. Following this, basic principle of ERT, ERT measurement principle and 
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image reconstruction principle in relation to 2-D and 3-D algorithm were considered. 

Subsequently, an account of diverse applications of ERT from medical to industrial purposes, 

such as visualisation of solid/liquid or liquid/gas or liquid/liquid as well as processes in 

fluidised beds, are given. Thereafter, a record of background studies into ERT hardware, 

background knowledge of UCT hardware and implemented measurement sequences in ERT 

was made so as to lay a foundation for the comparative evaluation of various ERT devices 

considered. Succeeding this section of the review is an examination of applicable software in 

ERT, which paves the way for the history of EIDORS that is reported. The chapter concludes 

with problem statement being re-iterated.   

 In chapter 3, detailed mathematical methods involved in both the forward and the inverse 

problem of image reconstruction using ERT is documented. A flow chart describing the 

sequence of operation in image reconstruction is also provided. The exploration of an open 

source software lead to identification of MATLAB functions that implement the 

mathematical formulations needed for the forward and the inverse problems. This library of 

functions is then described with a view to explaining the numerical operations to be 

computed for the forward and the inverse problem. The diverse measurement strategies 

implemented in order to obtain the optimum strategy with regards to the UCT tomography 

set-up are illustrated in the concluding section of this chapter. 

 An account of the experimental design and the physical properties of the suspended solid 

objects chosen as an analysis tools are given in chapter 4. The chapter is introduced with a  

description of the hardware material for the experimental set-up. Thereafter, the explored 

open source software such as EIDORS for addressing the forward and the inverse problem 

and NETGEN for modelling the UCT tomography vessel in ERT are discussed. The concept of 

probability required in addressing the inverse problem is then explained. This is followed by 

the description of experimental work for imaging the movement of solid objects suspended 

in mildly saline solution and the movement of conductive fluid in the same solution. 

 

 The results and discussion of this research is presented in chapter 5. The section describing 

the developed reconstruction code for 3-D imaging of suspended solid objects from data 

sets collected following the implementation of diverse measurement strategies is used to 

introduce this chapter. With due consideration to a few reconstructed images, major 

sources of error blurring the precise resolution of the images are, then, highlighted. Six 

measurement sequences consisting of voltage measurement over two, three and four rings 

due to a sequence of current stimulations through opposite and adjacent electrode pairs 
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respectively are implemented. For each measurement strategy, the volume and position of 

an axis parallel to the vertical axis and passing through the centre of gravity is computed for 

each reconstructed image. The absolute value of the difference in volume and position of 

the centre of image between the reconstructed image and suspended phantom is also 

computed for each image. A comparative study of the these physical properties of the image 

and actual suspended objects is used in determining the best measurement strategy for the 

UCT tomography hardware. The application of the 3-D reconstruction code in visualising the 

movement of conductive solution within a bulk mildly saline homogeneous solution will be 

considered subsequently. The application is directed as ascertaining the phenomena 

influencing the movement of the conductive solution within free solution and in a saturated 

sponge. Similarly, the 3-D image reconstruction code is employed in visualising the 

movement of the conductive fluids through a packed bed medium. This is followed by an 

analysis of the movement of the conductive fluid through various media. 

 

 The conclusions and recommendations of this work are reported in chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  Overview of Imaging Techniques 

 

In order to visualise the interior of an opaque body or medium, a number of imaging techniques with 

regards to the field of application yield remarkable results. In medical practise, magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) is often employed to create images of the inside of opaque organs in living organisms 

as well as detecting the amount of bound water in geological structures. To carry out a MRI scan, the 

living organism is placed in a magnetic field so as to align the spins of the atomic nuclei of the tissue 

molecules. The position of alignment of the proton is then caused to change due to resonance 

between atomic nuclei and radio waves by applying oscillating magnetic field pulses at radio wave 

frequency in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. The spinning of protons produces a 

faint signal that is detected by the receiver of the MRI scanner. Images are created from a computer 

processing the received information. With this technique, it is obvious that the principle for creating 

images involves a form of invasion of the internal constituent of the organs being imaged since the 

protons of the atomic nuclei are required to be aligned initially.  

 

An alternative imaging technique in the field of medicine is positron emission tomography (PET). It is 

a nuclear medicine imaging technique which produces a three-dimensional (3-D) image of functional 

processes in the body. In applying the method, a positron emitting radionuclide (tracer) is 

introduced into the body on a biological active molecule. The PET system then detects the pairs of 

opposing gamma rays emitted indirectly by the tracer. Computer analysis of the detected pairs of 

gamma rays is used to reconstruct images of tracer concentration in 3-D or 4-D (the fourth 

dimension being time). Considering the injection of tracer in to the body to be imaged, the 

technique may not be appropriate for imaging industrial processes sensitive to the radioactive 

tracers, in which the normal function of the process is to be preserved. 

Another imaging technique that has found applications in both medicine and industry for diagnosis 

of ailment and non destructive testing of product for defects, respectively, is X-ray scan. X-rays are 

produced in a highly evacuated glass bulb ( X-ray tube) when streams of high energy and 

accelerating electrons ( cathode rays) released from the cathode strike the anode ( heavy metal of 

high melting point such as tungsten). A high voltage is applied between the two electrodes placed at 

the ends of the tube to ensure the streams have sufficient energy to knock off the electrons from 
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the anode or to emit radiation when stopped by the anode. Imaging an interior body or objects using 

the X-ray technique  

requires passing the decelerated streams of electrons or emitted radiation through the body or 

objects and focussing the emitted radiation on a photographic plate or a fluorescent screen. The 

relative opacity of different parts of the body is determined from the darkness of the shadows 

produced on the plates or screen. 

 

A multidimensional view of the body's interior with more detail and additional view capabilities than 

the regular X-ray imaging is achieved with X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanning. Using the CT 

technique, the amount of radiation being absorbed throughout the body or object is measured by 

rotating a numerous X-ray beams and a set of electronic X-ray detectors around the body or object. 

At the same time, the examination table should be moving through the scanner so that the X-ray 

beam follows a spiral path. The large data of measured radiation is then processed by a computer 

program to create 2-D cross sectional images of the body. The image slices may be reassembled by a 

computer software to obtain a 3-D view of the body's interior. 

 

 Studies that seek to identify subsurface soil structure benefit from the induced polarisation imaging 

technique (IP) often applied in geophysical exploration. IP operates by inducing an electric current 

into the subsurface through two electrodes and measurement of voltage is made through two other 

electrodes. The IP measuring technique requires the use of non-polarisable potential electrodes and 

special wire layout. Besides, IP relies on Alternating current signals which need to be resolved 

mathematically. 

 

Unlike the MRI, X-rays, CT and PET imaging technique that are more cumbersome and more 

complex, more risky, certain process tomography techniques provide means of visualising the 

interior of process vessels and pipelines containing multiphase mixtures without disturbing the flow 

of normal function of the process in a less dangerous and portable manner. An example of process 

tomography that is non-invasive, non-radioactive and low cost is electrical resistance tomography 

(ERT). From the listed imaging techniques, thus, ERT is explored in this work to image inhomogeneity 

of conductivity distribution within a process vessel. 
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2.2  ERT Measurement Principle and Algorithm 

An account of measurement principle governing ERT as well as diverse algorithm that had been 

explored in ERT are given in this section. 

2.2.1 ERT Measurement Principle 

Practically, measurement vessels, usually cylindrical, are fitted with an electrode system, typically 

arranged in rings (of 16-64 electrodes) around the circumference. Current is injected into an 

electrode pair (typically adjacent or opposite) and the resultant peripheral voltages between other 

electrodes are recorded. The conductivity distribution (image) is reconstructed from this data using a 

finite element technique. In other words, the data sets may be post-processed to achieve a higher 

quality image, either by Electrical Impedance and Diffuse Optical Reconstruction Software (EIDORS) 

or user written software (Randall et al. 2007). 

At present, the Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Cape Town, has  a C++ program 

which controls the data acquisition system from the UCT tomography hardware measurement 

system, provides real-time visualisation and can record data for offline analysis by EIDORS open 

source software (Randall et al. 2007).  A comparative evaluation of the UCT instrument and two AC 

excitation instruments (University of Manchester and Industrial Tomography System, ITS) has been 

performed, and UCT instrument compared favourably with these systems (Stephenson et al. 2007). 

Figure 2.1a shows a two-dimensional circular object, the resistivity distribution of which is to be 

determined, and to the surface of which 16 electrodes have been connected. Suppose current is 

passed between two of these electrodes (say numbers 8 and 16), and the electrical potential at the 

other electrodes measured. The values of these potentials must reflect the distribution of current 

within the object, and hence the distribution of resistance (Barber et al. 1983). When a voltage is 

applied between electrodes 8 and 16,     is the voltage difference between electrodes 5 and 6 while 

current is flowing. The sets of potential measured at all the electrodes for a single injection is a 

frame from which an image can be reconstructed. For better images, potentials are measured at all 

the electrodes for all possible pairs of electrodes through which current is applied. However, these 

measurements are not all independent; using N electrodes it is only possible to produce N — 1 

independent current distributions (Barber et al. 1983). Because of the voltage drop across the 

contact resistance, adjacent voltage difference measurement involving an electrode through which 

current is injected is not measured. In other words, for N electrodes, N — 3 measurements of 

voltage difference can be obtained for each pair of adjacent current electrodes. There is also 

reciprocity between the electrode pairs of current application, and of voltage measurement, such 
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measurement of     and    , yielding same magnitude with only a change of sign,  and hence it can 

be shown that the number of independent measurements is N(N — 3)/2. Accordingly, a sixteen 

electrodes ring will yield 104 independent voltage difference measurements for all possible pairs of 

current application. All possible current injections are considered in order to average the data and so 

improve the signal/noise ratio. 

 

                               

  (a) 

Figure 2.1(a). Electrode positions and isopotentials for a circular region of uniform resistivity (Barber et al. 1983). 

 

Figure 2.1a shows these lines of constant potential (here called isopotentials) which end on 

electrodes for this particular electrode configuration, and for a medium of uniform resistivity. 

Considering the voltage difference between electrodes 5 and 6, if the measured voltage difference is 

different from the calculated voltage difference, the resistivity in all of the region between the 

isopotentials which end on electrodes 5 and 6 is altered to a certain value in order to produce the 

measured potential difference. Keeping the current between the drive electrodes constant, the 

resistivity will be altered in proportion to the voltage difference. The resulting image formed by 

backprojecting the profile measurements, normalised to the case of uniform resistivity, into the 

regions between the isopotential lines is the simplest image consistent with this profile of 

measurements. The images so produced by each current injection are then summed. This summed 

image is then filtered, by analogy with CT imaging, to reduce the blurring inherent in backprojection 

(Barber et al. 1983). 

 

It is noteworthy that the voltage measurement strategies and current injection between adjacent 

electrodes are essentially two-dimensional data collection schemes, and results have been obtained 

by this method for two-dimensional distributions of resistivity. In reality, however, the distributions 

of resistivity of clinical and industrial interest are three-dimensional, and this poses some extra 

problems for the reconstruction, because current will flow out of the plane of the electrodes. In fact, 
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a multi-electrode phantom study by Jossinet and Kardous confirmed that sensitivity out of the plane 

containing the injection electrode is far from being negligible (Pinheiro et al. 1998).  A restraint to 

the development of three-dimensional measurement systems is related to the back-projection 

image reconstruction algorithm method employed by Barber and Brown, who in early days of 

electrical imaging research assumed isopotentials being curves rather than surfaces (Adler et al. 

2006). Obtaining an optimal measurement scheme in the early days of three-dimensional 

tomography imaging was an issue of much concern. Contrary to reconstructed  three-dimensional X-

ray images that were obtained from a set of independent two-dimensional images, three-

dimensional electrical resistance tomography cannot be reconstructed from a set of two-

dimensional images owing to three-dimensional objects that cannot be decomposed, and taking into 

account the distribution of the current lines which do not remain localised in a plane. In other words, 

It is of paramount importance to reconstruct a full three-dimensional image from data collected over 

the whole surface of the body, as the current flux spreads out in all directions (Pinheiro et al. 1998). 

 

Given the poorer signal-to-noise ratio obtained from diagonal current injection (i.e between layers 

of electrodes) and diagonal voltage measurement, and the fact that ERT data from 3D objects cannot 

be decomposed considering the current lines which do not remain localised in a plane, it was 

suggested by Pinheiro et al. (1998) that 3D image reconstruction requires 3D current injection 

patterns and measurement over the whole surface of the body. This is because current flux spreads 

out in all direction. Additionally, Paivii et al.(1999) stated that the more independent data are 

obtained the better spatial resolution can be achieved. 

 

2.2.2  Image Reconstruction Principle Relating  2D  Algorithm to 3D Algorithm 

In the 1980s, medical electrical imaging was based on the assumption that the body under 

consideration was two-dimensional (Adler et al. 2006). This assumption was considered necessary 

owing to the limit of computational power of desktop computers, the limited number of drives and 

measurement channels employed. Before the discovery of the applied potential tomography (APT) 

technique, reconstructed images using resistivity had been obtained only from computer simulation 

or on laboratory phantoms, but not from in-vivo measurements. A practical difficulty of in-vivo 

measurements arises from the contact resistance between the electrode and the skin of the patient. 

This resistance is in series with the resistance to be measured, and is of the same order of magnitude 

(Barber et al. 1983). Applied Potential Tomography circumvents the difficulty of measuring potential 

values of the electrodes in contact with the body to be imaged by using a voltmeter of sufficiently 

high input impedance.  
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A number of research groups have presented accounts of initial studies on 3-D reconstruction 

algorithms. Goble et al. (1992) implemented an algorithm in which the region of interest is 

discretised into voxels whose sensitivity is computed using an analytical solution for the potential 

distribution for the homogeneous conductivity case (Pinheiro et al. 1998). In ERT, the Jacobian 

matrix is the matrix of the partial derivative of the measured voltages with respect to conductivity 

distribution over an element of a discretised domain. It is also an operator that maps the 

conductivity distribution of a domain to the measured voltage distribution. Paulson (1992) 

developed an algorithm in which trigonometric currents patterns are used and the image is 

reconstructed using a fast reconstruction algorithm whose Jacobian matrix is undetermined . In the 

development of a 3D algorithm by Metherall et al.(1996), a normalised sensitivity matrix was 

computed by assuming that the potential distribution is that of a point current source on the surface 

of a homogeneous, isotropic semi-infinite medium and then the matrix is inverted using customised 

techniques such as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) (Pinheiro et al. 1998).  

 

However, the work of Pinheiro et al. (1998) differs from the work of Paulson presented above and 

Metherall et al.(1996) in the reconstruction procedure. Pinheiro employs a 3-D reconstruction 

algorithm, based on 3-D forward modelling and 3-D data collection over the entire surface, which 

iteratively uses a linear conductivity updates in conjunction with a general forward solver. The 

algorithms by Paulson (1992) and Metherall et al.(1996) algorithm involves a  linearization around a 

homogeneous conductivity distribution and have no general forward solver. Furthermore,  a ‘fast’ 

reconstruction algorithm was implemented in the work by Pinheiro et al. (1998) yielding  a reduced 

set of equations, which has the advantage of no longer being ill-conditioned, but at the expense of a 

loss in image resolution. Pinheiro  et al. (1998) circumvented the nonlinear nature of the inverse 

problem by reducing the problem into an iterative procedure using the Newton's method due to its 

quadratic convergence for a non-singular derivative.  

 

2.2.3 Applications of ERT for Medical and Industrial Purposes Using  2D and 3D 

 Algorithms 

Figure 2.2b is a reconstruction of human forearm of Figure 2.1b based on the described two-

dimensional algorithm, which reveals that in-vivo data can be collected and used to obtain an image. 

The image will be contaminated by structures above and below the plane of the electrodes, and 

because the isopotentials extend into the third dimension, the image is distorted in a way which 

decreases image resolution towards the centre (Barber et al. 1983). Although a simple geometric 
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correction process was applied to the reconstructed image to produce that of figure 2.2b, one can 

still observe that basic structures, including the two bones, the muscular tissue, and possibly the two 

major blood vessels have been imaged in figure 2.2b  when one  compares figure 2.2a with figure 

2.2b. 

 

                                                                                     

 

Figure 2.2(a). Diagrammatic cross-section of the human forearm at the level imaged (Barber et al. 1983). 

Figure 2.2(b). Resistance image of a normal human forearm. Increasing blackness denotes increasing resistivity 
(Barber et al. 1983). 

 

In the field of industrial process tomography, progress in research to obtaining a three-dimensional 

(3-D) reconstruction algorithm has been slower due to lack of an efficient way of computing the 

Jacobian matrix and in appropriate modelling of the electrode in three-dimensions that require 

access to a low level programming language. However, early 3-D reconstruction algorithms were 

from the medical Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) group, which included works of Goble et 

al.(1992) and Metherall et al.(1996) An early three-dimensional study of industrial process 

tomography was done by Pinheiro et al (1998). 

 

In industry, process tomography is employed for the delineation of internal composition of pipelines 

and mixing vessels. Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) offers a relatively low-cost routine to 

determining in a non-destructive manner dynamics of states of chemical processes (Pinheiro et al. 

1998). ERT allows a better understanding of the process kinetics (Pinheiro et al. 1998).  Additionally, 

it does not only provide for online  control of chemical processes to reduce energy consumption and 

increase product yields, but also enables the validation of existing computational fluid dynamics 

models (Pinheiro et al. 1998). In the work of Kim et al.(2005), particle concentration profiles for 

solid-liquid suspensions under shear driven flow was obtained using the ERT technique. A good 

qualitative comparison with the existing diffusion model was noticed from this result with respect to 

the particle concentration.  
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Williams et al. (1996)  gave an account of the application of the ERT technique  in studying solid 

suspension in aqueous media.  Their results were used to investigate effects associated with impeller 

speed and solids volume fraction in a 30 litre vessel (Williams et al. 1996).  Their work, which was 

one of the first recorded applications of ERT, was accredited to have provided a wealth of data to 

allow process model development, thus improving the overall understanding of the process in 

question (Steven et al. 2008). 

 

Electrical resistance tomography was applied to pressure filtration, which required images at 

intervals of minutes since the dynamics of the process were relatively modest. It is equally applied 

for fluid mixing processes requiring images at 10-100ms intervals (Figure 2.3a), i.e. 10-100 frames 

per second (fps), as well as monitoring of highly dynamic multiphase flows in pipelines, Powder flow, 

Pneumatic Conveying, Hydraulic Conveying and Slurries (Figure 2.3f), which require images at 1ms 

intervals (1000 fps) for cross correlation techniques (Stephenson et al. 2007).  

 

2.2.3.1  ERT Application for Solid/Liquid or Liquid/Gas or Liquid/Liquid Mixing  

Specific applications where ERT has been successfully exploited, include solid/liquid mixing (Figure 

2.2d), and liquid/gas mixing (Figure 2.2b), liquid/liquid mixing (Figure 2.2c). Wang et al.(2000) 

applied electrical resistance tomography technique to pseudo-stationary imaging of gas hold-up in 3-

D for typical stirred vessel gas-liquid mixing. Holden et al.(1998) carried out imaging of  

homogeneous single phase mixing created by different impeller types and Stanley et al.(2005)  

applies the technique to the semi-batch feed addition of strong brine, mimicking the semi-batch 

addition of a feed reactant. Electrical Tomography has been applied to measure the depth of 

different components in a vessel in real time (Figure 2.2e). In the same vein, an alternative approach 

for defining mixing indices of solid-liquid mixtures and a suitable image reconstruction strategies for 

solid-liquid mixing were derived from ERT data measurement made by West et al. (1998). Their work 

employed a dual modality approach involving positron emission and ERT (Steven et al. 2008). 

 

   

(a) Complete mixing with impellers  (b) Gas-Liquid Mixing     (c) Liquid –Liquid Mixing 
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(d) Solid-liquid Mixing            (e) Interface detection                   (f) Monitoring flow of slurries              

Figure 2.3. ERT is applied in delineation of chemical processes (Drupal 2010). 

 

ERT also enables the imaging of a solid/liquid mixture pumped tangentially into a conical vessel, i.e. 

hydrocyclones. In hydrocyclones, the resulting centrifugal forces cause a vortex (the motion of the 

fluid swirling rapidly around a center) to form which encourages the solids to swirl to the bottom of 

the cone while the liquids exit at the top. In the course of the process, the challenge is to ensure that 

the vortex is formed and maintained to achieve the separation. Without the vortex the operation 

fails. The measurement challenge, which is to characterise the vortex from outside the 

hydrocyclone, is overcome with the application tomographic imaging, as any internal measurement 

would disturb the vortex (figure 2.4(a – b)). 

 

Williams et al. (1998)  studied the solid liquid suspensions by applying the ERT technique to image 

solid liquid suspension in three dimensions for varying agitation rates. The results which gave 

account of the extent of mixing within the system, were presented in form of voxel-resistivity 

distributions (Steven et al. 2008). Furthermore, a  highly sensitive detection of solid accumulation on 

an impeller disc and settled solids build up on the vessel base itself was made by Holden et al. (1999) 

with the help of ERT on a 1.5 m diameter pilot scale vessel. To build up on the  Holden et al. (1999) 

work, Mann et al. (2001) successfully imaged the pseudo-stationary solid-liquid suspension of plastic 

pellets for an agitated (75, 90 and 105 rpm) and non-agitated system in three dimensions using the 

ERT technique on the same pilot scale vessel as in figure 2.5 (Steven et al. 2008) .   
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(a)                                                                                                                                              (b) 

(a) Tomography of a hydrocyclone reconstructed using parametric modelling (Ronson 2010). 

(b)  Measurement of the vortex from outside the hydrocyclone (Drupal 2010). 

Figure 2.4. Measurement of Vortex in hydrocyclones using tomographic Images. 

It can be observed from the ERT results that there was an increase in the extent of solids suspension 

as the agitation rate increases. 

 

An application of the linear ERT system in monitoring the just-suspension speed for two impeller 

geometries ( Table 2.1 ) and a number of sand concentrations, ranging from 1 to 10% by weight, was 

implemented in the work by Ricard et al.(2005). It was observed in all experimental runs that the 

visual estimates for the just suspended speed corresponded  to the ERT predictions ( Steven et al. 

2008 ). Using the linear ERT system,  Ricard et al.(2005) were able to track the extent of solid 

suspension for increasing agitation rate allowing real time process evaluation and optimisation 

(Steven et al. 2008)(figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.5. Pseudo-stationary solids mixing, agitation of 80 kg plastic pellets in a pilot plant vessel 

(from Mann et al. 2001). 

Table 2.1. Summary of geometries and dimensions of the mixing configurations ( Ricard et al. 2005). 
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Figure 2.6. Variation of average bulk resistance with impeller speed in the     RCT system (Ricard et al. 2005) . 

 

In principle, ERT can be used to investigate and monitor any process where the main continuous 

phase is at least slightly conducting and the other phases and components have differing values of 

conductivity (Drupal 2010). 

 

2.2.3.2  Imaging  Fluidised beds Using ERT technique 

In a fluidised bed, a bed of solid particle is maintained in a fluid like state by passing a gas or liquid 

up through the bed at sufficient velocity to maintain fluid behaviour. Measurement  of  flow 

velocities to identify areas of good and poor contact in fluidized beds (Figure 2.7a) are obtained from 

analysis of process tomography images. One of the challenges is the measurement of the 

homogeneity of the fluidised bed and the presence of any waste products that may need removing, 

without disturbing the fluidity state of the system by inserting physical probes. ERT has been applied 

to image a sliding bed of sand particles in a pseudo-plastic fluid and the resulting  concentration 

maps (Figure 2.7d) were compared with that Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) (Figure 2.7b) of the 

same process together with a  photograph of the actual transparent pipe (Figure 2.7a) within which 

the process took place by  Graham  et al.(2002). The ERT measurement of the process took a fraction 

of the time taken for MRI to do the same. Although the real time  reconstructed image (figure  2.7c) 

is not in good agreement with the photograph as does the MRI, the image produced after an offline 

processing of the  real time measurement compares favourably with the photograph (Steven et al. 

2008). 
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Figure 2.7. Comparison between MRI and ERT concentration profiles (a) photograph of sliding bed of sand particles 

in CMC (Carboxy Methyl Cellulose) taken during concentration data acquisition, (b) concentration map obtained with 

MRI, (c) real time concentration map obtained using ERT and (d) concentration map using ERT data and post-

processing software (Steven et al. 2008). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8(a). Fluidized beds (Drupal 2010).          

Packing of catalyst, sand or some other solids which has been distributed into a vessel to form a 

surface is referred to as Packed beds. The packed bed provides lengthy and complex route for a gas 

or liquid to pass through. In the water industry, liquids may be pumped through the bed as a means 

of filtrations (Figure 2.8b). The central idea of packing is to encourage intimate contact  of a large 

solid surface and a relatively small fluid volume. It is generally impossible to see what is happening 

inside the bed, considering the opaque nature of a packed bed, yet it is critical to ensure intimate 

contact of the fluids within the bed. Another requirement is to monitor for blockages  within the 

beds or "channelling" which change the flow patterns of the fluids and reduce the effectiveness, 

which in turn reduces performance, decreases yield and increases costs (Figure 2.8a). 

 

http://www.itoms.com/applications/columns-beds/fluidised-beds
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Figure 2.8(b). Packed beds (Drupal 2010). 

Characterization of hydrodynamic processes in a bubble column based on superficial velocity of the 

gas, properties of the liquid phase , column diameter, sparger design and height of dispersion can be 

obtained by observing various flow patterns through the use of ERT (Figure 2.8c). 

Figure 2.8(c). Bubble Columns (Drupal 2010). 

 

2.3 ERT Hardware 

A review of ERT hardware device is considered in this section. Both the conventional hardware set-

up and new designs are examined with a description of the implemented measurement sequences. 

2.3.1  Background Studies into ERT Hardware  

Historically, practitioners of ERT have had two options, namely the development of in-house ERT 

instruments (figure 2.9) or the purchasing of commercially available instruments. ERT hardware 

components consist of process vessel or tomography rig fitted with planes of 8 or 16 electrode ring, 

data acquisition system and computer system. Both the computer system (PC) and the process 

vessel are connected to the data acquisition system in a bi-directional manner. The data acquisition 

system communicate with the process vessel by controlling the sequence of current stimulation and 

voltage measurement using the measurement sequence table downloaded into the computer 

system. It also communicates with the vessel by transferring the injected current and storing the 

measured voltage data from the vessel. The PC communicates with the data acquisition system in a 

two-way approach by relaying the measurement sequence table and extracting the stored measured 
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voltage data in order to display reconstructed images, using the reconstruction code stored in the 

hardware of the PC as in figure 2.9. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. The structure of a typical electrical resistance tomography system (Fraser 1996). 

 

A deviation from the conventional measurement strategy,  involving an array of electrodes being 

fitted around the periphery of a multiple plane geometry in a ring-like form, was adopted by Bolton 

et al.(2002). A linear electrode array consisting of a dip stick type probe with a number of discrete 

electrodes equally and axially spaced was used in their work to detect and measure phases in solid-

liquid suspensions. Although the underlying principle of  linear electrode array design of was 

informed by Qiu et al.(1994), in which the novel technique enabled the simulation of seabed 

environment for laboratory experiments, it was noticed in the work of Bolton et al.(2002) that the  

linear electrode array suffers from more severe sensitivity non-uniformity compared to the circular 

array. During the experimental set-up, the laboratory scale linear probe (Figure 2.10b) was scaled up 

to incorporate the technology onto a glass lined baffle for use in an environment where the 

electrode material can react with the chemical compounds as in Figure 2.10(a). The measurement 

strategy for the linear probe was informed from the modelling of the three dimensional  induced 

electric field carried out in the work of  Bolton et al.(2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         (a)                                       (b)  

Figure. 2.10(a). Glass lined ‘Linear’ sensor for pilot reactor ( Bolton et al. 2002).                                                                                                                                                        

Figure. 2.10(b). Laboratory-scale probe. 
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2.3.2 Background Knowledge of UCT ERT Hardware 

The department of Chemical Engineering, University of Cape Town, has developed a current pulse 

measuring technique, simpler to implement than the conventional alternating current (AC) excited 

system and it is capable of high speed operation, enabling dynamic systems to be investigated 

(Randall et al. 2007). The UCT hardware allows a capture rate of up to 1000 frames/ seconds for a 

single 16 electrodes system and displays images at 20 fps (Randall et al. 2007). It has been applied 

for a fast approximation of the conductivity distribution in the plane of measurement in real–time by 

a 2D reconstruction algorithm embedded in the “on-line” control and data capture software (Randall 

et al. 2007). The C++ program which controls the system hardware provides real-time visualization 

and can record data for off-line analysis (Randall et al. 2007). According to Stephenson et al. (2007), 

using adjacent injection strategy, a frame rate range of 0.5 to 285 fps is achievable with the UCT 

tomography hardware. 

In terms of strategy flexibility, UCT hardware has four configurations of measurement strategy, 

allowing current injection between any pair of electrodes on different planes and voltage 

measurement between either horizontally or vertically adjacent electrodes, but not opposite 

electrode pairs. The voltage measurement made on the peripheral electrodes are values of the 

isopotential lines perpendicular to the electric field, which are constituent of the isopotential 

surfaces (a map of points of equal potential from the reference point - earth). Thus, the isopotential 

surface due to a homogeneous solution will vary from that due to an inhomogeneous solution and 

this perturbation to the isopotential lines or surface due to inhomogeneity of the solution will take 

place in three dimensions. 

More so, a signal-to-noise ratio range of 65 db at 1 frame per second through 45 db at 285 frames 

per second is achievable with the UCT hardware set-up. When the UCT tomography hardware is in 

operation, a range of fluid conductivity is obtained by adding incremental quantities of sodium 

chloride to deionised water. It has a conductivity range of 0.04mS/cm at 41 db to 60mS/cm at 37db 

(Stephenson et al. 2007). The excitation of the conductive solution contained in the UCT rig is done 

through a constant current driven into the electrode system (typically from 2mA to 2.5mA) via  

multiplexers. The total impedance presented to the constant current source and sink that pushes 

and pull the current from the selected electrode pair via four way multiplexers, is due to the sum of 

all the multiplexer resistances connected in series, plus the electrode impedance. The value of the 

total impedance may vary between 100Ω and 1Ω depending on the electrode size and solution 

conductivity. In order to maximize the current that the constant current source delivers to the 

electrode system, it is recommended that the total impedance, “on resistances”,  should be low so 

as to reduce the voltage drop due to the multiplexers module and the electrode in contact with the 
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solution. This is achieved with the inclusion of high input differential amplifiers in the current pulse 

ERT system. 

2.3.3 Implemented Measurement Sequences In ERT 

In respect of the linear probe ERT hardware, an adjacent measurement strategy was implemented 

with the injection of constant amplitude current in the top and bottom electrodes on the sensor. 

The induced voltage differences due to the injection were measured between the neighbouring 

electrode pairs, leaving out the pair through which current was injected. Subsequently, the same 

magnitude of current amplitude was injected between the first pair of neighbouring electrodes, for 

example, electrode 1 and electrode 2, with the resulting voltage difference measured between the 

remaining electrodes. This scheme of current injection and voltage measurement was repeated for 

every other pair of electrode combinations. In other words, there were n(n-3)/2 possible 

independent measurements for n electrodes in an adjacent array. Bolton et al.(2002) used data sets 

recovered from the linear electrode probe to reconstruct tomography images using a  sensitivity 

coefficient back-projection algorithm to better understand the change in conductivity from a 

previously acquired 'homogeneous' situation. 

 

The UCT tomography system set-up includes a measuring rig consisting of a non-conducting 

cylindrical vessel container, fitted with 8 rings of 16 equally spaced copper electrodes in a ring. The 

tomography hardware distinguishes itself from that developed elsewhere in that it has an in-built 

multiplexing system which allows capture from 128 electrodes. Programming of the measuring 

sequences with which a full 3D data sets can be recorded, as well as its high speed capability  was 

developed by Wilkinson et al. (2003).  

 

The architecture of a basic ERT system (figure 2.12) is such that a current source and sink are applied 

to adjacent pairs of electrodes via the current multiplexers and the induced outer boundary 

voltages, determined simultaneously by 16 differential amplifiers which are hard wired to adjacent 

electrode pairs, are recorded (Randall. 2007).  For each current injection on an adjacent pair in a 

plane, sixteen (16) measurement sequences were made on all the electrodes in the same plane 

(figure  2.13). The measured data set for an adjacent measurement scheme is in form of a "U curve" 

as shown in figure 2.13. Each "U curve " is a frame from which a single image may be reconstructed. 

In its full operational mode, the UCT ERT set produces data rates of 1000 frames/second from a 

single ring of 16 electrodes. At present, images are reconstructed from these data sets in less that 

1ms and are being updated on the computer system at 20 frames/second (Randall. 2007).  
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Figure 2.12. Basic current pulse ERT system for single ring of 16 electrodes (Randall. 2007)  

 

Figure 2.13. Adjacent pairs measuring sequence for a 16 electrode system. 

The figures show the first two positions of the current injection sequence. 

Output from the 16 amplifiers is recorded for each of the 16 current injection positions (Randall. 2007) 

 

Figure 2.14. Data set for single frame as displayed by the real time software. Data is for homogeneous 
system  and therefore symmetrical.  Each “U curve” is data recorded during single current injection cycle 
(Randall. 2007). 
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An improvised version of the basic ERT architecture of figure 2.12 was improved upon in terms of 

capability of the device to implement an alternative current injection and measuring sequences 

other than the single plane measurements by connecting in parallel a flexible and extendable 

multiplexing system to the electrode array, as shown in figure 2.15. With the addition of a single 

multiplexer (figure 2.15), the instrument allows simultaneous (2-D) data acquisition from up to eight 

rings of 16 electrodes and as such the device can be used in pipe-line flow measurements (Randall. 

2007). On the other hand, when four multiplexers modules are connected in parallel to the 

electrode array, the  current pulse may be applied between any of the 128 (8 x rings of 16) 

electrodes and measurements made between either adjacent electrodes on the same layer,  or 

“vertically adjacent” electrodes on different layers (figure 2.16)(Randall. 2007). To obtaining an 

alternative set of current injection pairs or alternative voltage  measurement scheme on the 

peripheral electrode, such as opposite pairs of electrode measurement, the "key-card" in the current 

pulse device needs to be replaced. Depending on the spatial geometry of the measuring vessel and 

the disturbance under investigation, suitable injection and measurement sequences are defined by 

sequencing tables, downloaded to the instrument from a PC. 

Figure 2.15. Multiplexer enabling data capture from 8 independent rings of 16 electrodes(Randall. 2007). 
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Figure 2.16. Full implementation of the multiplexing system which enabled programmed data capture 
sequences for full 3D image reconstruction(Randall. 2007). 

 

2.3.4 Comparative Evaluation of Various ERT Devices  

The performance requirement of three readily available ERT instruments has been carried out by 

Stephenson (2007) in order to outline future requirements of process ERT systems. The ERT systems 

are the Industrial Tomography Systems (ITS) P2000 from the University of Manchester Institute of 

Science and Technology (UMIST), the LCT instrument from the University of Manchester/Syngenta 

and the University of Cape Town tomography systems. The LCT instrument is the most flexible of the 

three instruments; users have total flexibility to create custom measurement strategies where both 

current injection and voltage measurements may be made between any of the 64 electrodes 

available, in either regular or irregular geometries. 

From the comparison, it was clear that both the ITS P2000 and the UCT instruments do not display a 

linear response over the conductivity range studied. The linear instrumentation response is 

measured by the degree at which the voltage data presented to the algorithm maintains the same 

qualitative shape at various conductivities when there has been a step change in homogeneous 

conductivity for a difference based reconstructed image. The LCT study was particularly linear with 

the voltage curves overlying virtually perfectly. The mean percentage error of linearity of 

measurement was found to be 29.6% for the UCT instrument, 22.2% for the ITS P2000 instrument 

and 1.7% for the LCT instrument. The features of the instruments are the reasons for their respective 

preferred applications. The LCT instrument is suitable for slowly varying processes that require an 

indication of homogeneity. A  fast process not requiring homogeneity such as flow regime 

identification and cross correlation technique might be best suited to the UCT instrument, while a 
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mixing studies that require a relatively high frame rate but also the identification of homogeneity 

should perhaps employ ITS P2000 (Stephenson et al. 2007). 

 

2.4 ERT Software 

Image reconstruction technique of ERT is based on solving an inverse mathematical problem using 

numerical tools such as finite difference or finite volume or finite elements. Suitable numerical tools 

for ERT is expected to model the complex geometries used in many ERT analysis given the degrees of 

freedom associated with each nodal point. An overview of various open source applicable code with 

a description of the architecture of these codes are given in this section. 

2.4.1  Applicable Software In Electrical Resistance Tomography 

The EIDORS (Electrical Impedance and Diffuse Optical Reconstruction Software) is an open source 

software suite for image reconstruction in electrical impedance tomography and diffuse optical 

tomography, designed to facilitate collaboration, testing and new research in this field (Adler et al. 

2005). MATLAB is a software that is used in the EIDORS project for rapid prototyping, graphical user 

interface construction and image display (Marko  et al. 2000). EIDORS utilises MATLAB, installed on 

either Windows or Unix/Linux operating system,  for two-dimensional mesh generation, solving of 

the forward problem, reconstruction and display of the images (Adler et al. 2005). An improved 

version of EIDORS with the capability to solve 3D reconstruction models is EIDORS3D. It is a software 

that facilitates research in the field of image reconstruction by providing a reference 

implementation,  against which new developments can be compared, and by providing a functional 

software base onto which new ideas may be built and tested (Adler et al. 2005). The current version 

of EIDORS3D works with Octave (www.octave.org, version≥ 2.9.3) and Matlab ( version ≥ 6.0) (Adler 

et al. 2005).  

 

Modelling the resistivity distribution in the interior of a process vessel will require discretising the 

domain of interest into discrete elements. While there are many two-dimensional mesh generators 

written by various authors, such as Mitchell and Vavasis (2000), three-dimesional mesh generators 

are few, which include Distmesh and NETGEN, to which EIDORS version 3.3 has interfaces to. These 

mesh generators enable the export of the meshes in a format that can be easily imported in 

MATLAB. In most two-dimensional mesh generators, a tree data structure, quadtree, is used to 

partition a two dimensional space by recursively subdividing it into four regions or quadrant mesh 

generators are utilized. These make constrained meshes which are useful if one has some a priori 

known internal structures, such as human skull layer (Marko et al. 2000). A demerit in the use of the 

quadtree approach instead of the popular Delaunay triangulation is that the element quality in the 
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Delaunay meshes is superior compared to the quadtree meshes. However, the properties of 

Delaunay meshes cannot be extended to 3-D which makes it difficult to apply Delaunay approach in 

3-D (Marko et al. 2000). In some cases, mesh smoothing have been used to produce better quality 

meshes (Field 1988). An automatic 3-D mesh generator such as NETGEN discretises a cylindrical  

domain of into a finite number of tetrahedra of varying sizes. The density of the mesh vary from a 

fine mesh near the boundary of the vessel to a coarse mesh towards the centre. In modelling the 

initial resistivity distribution, each tetrahedron is given a fixed value and the inverse problem is 

solved over the tetrahedra elements. The resistivity difference relative to the initial distribution  

based on the optimisation of the measured voltage with the simulated voltage is computed for each 

tetrahedron.    

 

2.4.2 History of EIDORS 

An Electrical Resistance and Diffuse Optical Reconstruction software, EIDORS (version 1), which 

implements  MATLAB code library, was released in 1999, from the thesis of Vaukhonen in 1997 

(Adler 2008). It has a capability of 2D mesh generation, solving the forward problem, inverse 

problem (image reconstruction) and displaying images (Adler 2006). The need for a 3D image 

reconstruction software motivated more research. EIDORS 3D (version 2) was released in 2002 from 

the thesis of Polydorides (Adler 2006). However, EIDORS 3D (version 2) lacks modular software 

structure so that  researchers have to make changes to the original code itself (Adler 2006). This 

shortcoming was improved upon in EIDORS 3D (version 3) released in 2005 (Adler 2006). It included 

the following features: a provision of modular components which could be ``plugged’’ into a 

selection of reconstruction algorithms, multiple algorithm support, and generalised mode format 

and interface software for common EIT systems (Adler 2005). Additionally, it included usage 

examples, test suites, open source license and language independence (i.e. From MATLAB only to 

octave (version ≥ 2.9.4) and MATLAB (version ≥ 6.0)) . Also, it has a pluggable code base which 

enables use of function pointers to allow adding new modules and controlling which parts of the 

function are executed and an automatic matrix caching. It also allows saving and reusing values of 

computationally expensive variables, such as the Jacobian and image priors (Adler 2005).  

EIDORS 3D (version 3.3), released in 2008, contains the following high-level features: Interface to 

FEM generation tools (NETGEN and DISTMESH), a support for dual model solvers, new 

reconstruction algorithms (total variation, electrode movement solver, temporal solvers), data 

repository (with several contributed models, clinical and experimental data sets, faster algorithms 

(Jacobian computation, better caching, an iterative forward solver) as well as improved graphics and 

extensive tutorials (Adler 2008). 
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2.4.3 EIDORS' Architecture 

EIDORS has two software architectures. Namely, object structure and software structure.  The object 

structure consists of four primary objects: data, image,           and           with properties 

     and     . The      is used to distinguish an object in a function, while the      is used to 

identify object type (i.e. data or image). For example, the structures of the EIDORS          , 

         , data and image objects are Figures 2.17 - 2.20 respectively. 

Fwd_model                                         Inv_model    

                                                                                                              name: 'NP 3D mdl zigzagt electrodes'

   

         name:             'NP 3D zigzag mdl'                                            type  :       'inv_model'       

           type:              'fwd_model'                                                       solve:    e.g     np_inv_solve  

           solve :             e.g np_fwd_solve                                            RtR_prior: e.g  laplace image prior 

           Jacobian :       e.g np_calc_jacobian                                      R_prior:  } provided if no RtR_prior 

           System_mat: e.g np_calc_system_mat                                hyperparameter: 

           nodes:        [Matrix] V x D                                                         value: eg.                             

           elems:             [Matrix] N x (D + 1)                                                 func: eg. aa_calc_noise_figure (opt.) 

                                               

                                                                                                                       parameters: eg. noise_figure (opt.)

   

           boundary:       [Matrix ] B x D                                       Jacobian_bkgnd     

           gnd_nodes:     eg. 252 } node index                                               value: eg. 1 

           misc:          } optional data for algorithm                                func : fcn to estimate bkgnd (opt.) 

           meas_select:   [Matrix]                                                    meas_icov: fcn to calc (noise cov    (opt.)       

           electrodes (1) reconst_type:   eg. difference 

 z_contact fwd_model:  fwd model structure 

 nodes 

 electrode (E) 

                   Stimulation (1)                      Figure 2.18. Structure of EIDORS  inverse problem solver            

                                      Stimulation: eg. 'mA' 

                                     Stim_pattern: [ Matrix]     

                                     Meas_pattern: [ Matrix]        

                                      delta_time: eg. [0,0] optional (sec).      

 

                                         stimulations (S) 

Figure 2.17. Structure of EIDORS forward problem solver   
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    data      Image 

   name:  'measured by xyz' name: '3D simulations' 

                 type:   'data'                                                                                  type: 'image' 

                 time: [ scalar] (unit time)                                                              elems_data: [Matrix]     

                 meas: [Matrix]                                                                                  fwd_model: fwd model structure                        

                  configuration: eg. 16 ring elecs  (opt.) 

 fwd_model: fwd model structure (opt.) 

Figure 2.19. Structure of EIDORS  data object                                       Figure 2.20. Structure of EIDORS  image object        

Since the Jacobian matrix, a forward model operator, relates the forward problem to the inverse 

problem, it is required that we consider how the Jacobian matrix is computed in EIDORS. In EIDORS,  

Jacobian or sensitivity matrix,  , is computed as follows. Given a FEM model of an EIT medium,  , we 

calculate the vector of voltages,  , for each FEM degree of freedom (mainly, degree of freedom are 

nodes, but in complete electrode model, electrodes are also associated with a degree of freedom) 

(Adler 2006). That is   =  ( ,  ), where   is the vector of element conductivities and   is the current 

stimulation pattern, a vector of current inputs of each degree of FEM degree of freedom. The 

measured electrode voltage can be represented as a linear combination of voltages,    . For each 

stimulation pattern,   , a vector of measurements    are required, each of which consist of a linear 

combination of electrode measurement represented by     Thus,  

                               (2.63) 

Based on this model,   is calculated as : 

                            
                

   
     

                                                                                                  (2.64) 

where    is the            conductivity around which small changes are assumed to occur (Adler 

2006). To represent   as a matrix, measurements for all stimulation patterns,   , are flattened into 

column vectors which are concatenated for each finite element  . In EIDORS, the Jacobian is 

calculated using the function               which takes as parameters the FEM model 

(type           ) and the image of (type       ) (Adler 2006). Considering the object structure of 

EIDORS, the               function in used to create an object, which fill in default attributes and 

keeps track of cached properties. For instance, a homogeneous background image of conductivity 

one named          , may be computed given the           as     as follow:  

         =                                                  

                     =                                           

                     =                   
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The above expression specifies that the      field is assigned to       and the name is assigned 

(arbitrarily) to           . Calculating the Jacobian will require the calling of the function 

               as in                                                                                         

                                      

The function first tests to check if   has been previously calculated for     and          . If it 

has, the cached value is returned; otherwise , it loads and call the function in             , which 

may be                  .                  in turn calls the function from the software of Nick 

Polydorides (2002) (Adler 2006). 

As illustrated in the aforementioned ERT measurement principle of section 2.2.1 and the 

implemented measurement sequences in ERT of section 2.3.3, 2-D measurement strategy with 

respect to modelling of the electric flux as a curve instead of surface has been obtained. Similarly, 

analysis of the 2-D imaging has enhanced further researches as stated in section 1.1 in the 

Department of Chemical Engineering, UCT. In reality, however, of much interest to the medical and 

industrial application is 3-D imaging since current flow out of the planes of electrodes in 3-D as 

confirmed by Jossinet and Kardous in their multi-electrode phantom study. More so, following the 

suggestion by Pinheiro (1998) that a 3-D data collection should be taken over the whole periphery of 

the domain in an independent manner for qualitative imaging, obtaining such a 3-D measurement 

scheme is paramount in this work. 

Furthermore, although reconstructed images based on 2-D algorithm have been applied in diverse 

chemical processes as described in section 2.2.3, 3-D reconstructed images have not found many 

applications other than that recorded by Mann (2001), section 2.2.3.1. The few applications of the 3-

D algorithm for visualising the interior conductivity distribution is related to the resolution of the 

images that are yet to be quantified. This is addressed in this research with a view to ascertaining 

the optimal 3-D measurement scheme for the UCT ERT vessel.      
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CHAPTER 3 

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Description of Sequence of Operations in Image Reconstruction 

It is necessary to give a brief description of each  stage  in the flow of processing and computation 

involved in solving the non-linear and ill-posed inverse problem of image reconstruction through an 

iterative technique, as illustrated in the flow chart of figure 3.1. 

 

3.1.1 Electric stimulus (current injection) 

The electric stimulus suggests the application of the current pulse measuring technique on the 

surface of the measurement vessels through the injection of current on pairs positioned within a 

ring or planar rings that are held firmly on the exterior body of the measurement vessels. From a list 

of various measurement schemes based on the electrode definition such as adjacent injection, 

opposite injection or planar injection, a specified value of miliamperes of current will be applied 

between electrode pairs.   

 

3.1.2 Regularization Matrices and Prior Information 

The second stage in the flow of computation is setting up the prior information. The inverse problem 

is posed in the form of an examination of the effects recorded at the boundary of a domain due to 

perturbation of the homogenous state of the medium within the domain in order to resolve the 

cause of the perturbation . In a well posed problem for any set of rational observation, the solution 

should have the following properties: 

(1) A solution consistent with the observations exists. 

(2) The solution is unique. 

(3) The solution depends continuously on the observations (Polydorides 2002). 
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                           2,3,...                       1  2,3,... 

                                                                                              2,3,... 

               1,2,3,...     NO 

    2,3,...  

 

  

 YES 

   

 

Figure 3.1. Flow chart for image reconstruction 

Note: 1,2,3,... specifies the indices of the iterations. 

 

Although some naturally imposed constraints may somehow ensure the validity of the first two 

criteria, it certainly fails the third one because even small perturbations in the measurements can 

lead to wild oscillations in the solution. Thus, the inverse conductivity problem is ill-posed. 

Ill-posed problems are often addressed by replacing them with one which is somewhat different but 

less ill-posed. It contains more information than the ill-posed problem. Regularisation is a 

mathematical method for opting to address the ill-posed inverse problem by solving a similar one 
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that is less demanding due to sufficient information. The prior information about the solution is 

provided to the inverse problem through the regularisation technique. The concept of regularisation 

acts as a constraint preserving the existence and the uniqueness but also the stability of the solution 

(Polydorides 2002). 

 

In forming regularization matrices,  the first or the second difference matrices can be used as such 

that the first difference matrices draws the solution of the Tikhonov regularized version of the EIT  

inverse problem towards a uniform distribution  and the second difference draws the solution 

towards the combination of a uniform and a planar distribution. The Tikhonov regularized versions 

of the EIT inverse problem can be written in the form 

                           
                                                                                                              ( 3.1 ) 

where ρ is the resistivity distribution ,      is the resistivity to potential mapping , that is, the 

potential obtained from the model with known ρ,   are the measured potentials,   is a so-called 

regularization matrix, and   is a regularization parameter (Vauhkonen 1998). In other words, the 

Tikhonov regularization method draws the solution toward the null space       of the regularization 

matrix  . In this sense, the uniform distribution  and the combination of a uniform and a planar 

distribution form the basis for the null spaces of first and second difference matrices respectively. 

Similarly, the regularization matrix can constructed from a prior information of the true resistivity 

distribution in a way that the solution is drawn  towards the known distribution  by the 

regularization . 

 

3.1.2.1 Basis Constrained Method (BCM) 

In BCM  the subspace    needs to be constructed, near which  the true solution is assumed to lie. A 

more detailed description of how this is done can be found in Vauhkonen (1998). Data acquired from 

other sources, such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) experiments or from earlier measured 

resistivity values are used to form  a set of expectable resistivity distributions (vectors)   ,  

         near which the true resistivity distribution is assumed to be (Vauhkonen 1998). This type of 

a set of distribution is sometimes called the learning set.  We assume that this set is comprehensive 

in the sense that any expectable impedance distribution is very near (in the Euclidean metric) to 

either one of the members     or some linear combination of these members (Vauhkonen et al. 

1998). Accordingly, the set can also be said to define a prior model. In BCM a low-dimensional 

subspace (with a predetermined dimension  ) in which the set {  } can be approximated with 

smallest two-norm is determined (Vauhkonen et al. 1998). For the set  {  }, we calculate the 

covariance matrix  
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                                                                          =                                                                      ( 3.2 ) 

where the matrix                                       = [ ]Є                                                              ( 3.3 )   

where   refers to the number of discretized elements in the finite element mesh (Vauhkonen 1998). 

One needs to calculate the  largest eigenvalues and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvector 

,  of  in order to find the -dimensional subspace in which  the learning set 

can be approximated with the smallest mean square error. This can be done using the orthogonal 

iteration method (Golub, 1989). The implementation of the orthogonal iteration method has the 

advantage that one does not have to evaluate  or the calculation of all the eigenvectors and the 

eigenvalues associated with .  These  eigenvectors span the subspace  (Vauhkonen, 1998). This 

kind of a procedure is widely known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe 1986). The 

selection of the subspace dimension  is a compromise between good approximation properties 

(large ) and a good regularization properties (small ) (Vauhkonen 1998). 

 

3.1.2.2 Subspace Regularization Method (SSRM) 

Subspace regularization method requires the minimization of the functional, statement of the 

inverse problem, with respect to   and the use of the regularization matrix  whose null space is . 

The orthogonal projector onto  is ( due to the orthonormality of { })  and the orthogonal 

projector onto the orthogonal complement is, thus 

                                                                                                                                              ( 3.4 ) 

where  is the identity matrix and  is the matrix having the vector   as its columns 

(Vauhkonen 1998). Constructing the vectors, ,  that conform to the prior model 

approximately, for such  we have  and such  "are favoured." On 

the other hand, we have    

where the two projectors are orthogonal and, thus  

||     (Vauhkonen et al. 1998).                                        ( 3.5 )                                        

This informs that the smaller the value of the norm  , the greater the fraction of   

is "explained " by the subspace associated with  and the smaller is the resulting penalty. In the 

limit α →  we have then for the estimate  

                                                              
      

                                                                           ( 3.6 )  

so that we force the estimate into the subspace that is spanned by the column vectors of  ( here  

refers to the norm of the additive noise) (Vauhkonen et al. 1998). In this way, the idea of using 
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 for the regularization matrix is equivalent to using the distance of the solution  from 

the subspace  as a penalty. 

 

3.1.2.3 Standard Tikhonov Regularization Method (STRM) 

The regularization matrix is a diagonal weighting for     and the equation for the increment     is  

                                                                                                                          

in STRM where   is the Jacobian of the mapping        and         denotes the diagonal matrix. In 

this case diagonal matrix can be thought of as representing an approximation for the missing part of 

the second derivative of the mapping      (Vauhkonen et al. 1998). 

 

3.1.3  Forward Modelling and Computation of the Jacobian 

In addressing the forward problem in ERT that requires the computation of voltages on peripheral 

electrodes, one needs to construct  the global admittance or system matrix, a function setting up the 

current patterns and solving the forward model at a certain level of tolerance, eventually extracting 

the array of boundary measurements (Polydorides  2002). The interior electric fields are also 

required in the calculation of the Jacobian, which is needed for reconstruction. Marko et al. (2000), 

Paivi et al. (1999) and Blue et al. (2000) stated that in order to solve the forward problem in a 

domain with a resistivity distribution, the potential distribution should satisfy the elliptic partial 

differential Poisson equation with the Dirichlet and Newmann boundary conditions, using a gap-

electrode model approximation instead of the continuum electrode model approximation. In a 

domain Ω with an admittivity distribution       , the electric potential, u, satisfies the elliptic partial 

differential equation 

                                                  ∇∙ ∇u=0,                                                                                                      ( 3.7 )     

If  is the current injected into the electrode which has a constant impedance , the complete 

electrode boundary conditions are  

                                                                                ( 3.8 )

                                                                                                      ( 3.9 ) 

where  is the constant voltage on electrode, ,  is the outward unit normal vector and 

                                                                                                           (3.10 ) 

the current density on the boundary inter-electrode gap (Polydorides,  2002). Equation (3.8) and 

(3.9) are the Dirichlet boundary conditions while equation (3.11) specifies the Newmann boundary 
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condition. In order to solve equation (3.7) using the finite element method (FEM) over the entire 

domain, it has to be transformed to the weak form. 

 

Firstly, let consider the weak form for the Dirichlet  problem. For a Dirichlet problem 

        in      Ω                                                                                       ( 3.11a ) 

             on                                                         ( 3.11b ) 

If  is continuous and  is a solution of (3.11), then it is natural to expect that the  and its partial 

derivatives of orders one and two are all continuous on Ω and of course,  is zero on δΩ. The space 

 is defined to be the sets of all real-valued functions  defined on  with the property that  

and its partial derivatives up to order  are all continuous on  A solution to (3.11) is sought in the 

subspace      

   on } and    

where   stands for Dirichlet (Gockenbac 2006). If  is a solution to (3.11), then for any function  

defined on , multiplying both sides of the PDE by  yields 

  -  

Since the two functions     and  are equal on , their integral over   must agree 

(Gockenbac 2006): 

  -                                                                      (3.12)                                                                           

In this context,  is called test function. The idea is to check whether the     holds in the weighted 

average sense over Ω, using the test function   to define the weights in the average. Obviously, just 

because equation (3.12) holds for a particular test function  there is no reason to think that the PDE 

(equation (3.11)) holds. However, if equation (3.12) holds for all test functions  from a sufficiently 

large set, then equation (3.11) must hold. The sphere of radius δ centered at   is denoted by

  : 

   < δ }. 

Suppose  Є Ω and δ > 0 is small enough that  is contained entirely in Ω. Consider 

any function  Є ( ) with the following properties: 

1.  for all Є  

2.  for all  

3.  has a total weight 1.    
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  (Gockenbac, 2006).                                                (3.13)                       

Many such functions   exist as constructed in equation (3.22). But then      is 

just a weighted average of  over the disk  and similarly 

                        ∙          ∙       
          

 
 

                                                                              

Applying Green’s identity to the left – hand side of equation (3.14),  

                                                                (3.15)                

                                  =                                                                                                              (3.16)                     

the boundary integral vanishes because   is zero on δΩ. This leads to weak form of Boundary Value 

Problem. That is to find   (   such that     =         for all   ( ),     (3.17)                                                        

 called variational form or weak form .    

 The elliptic (   ) of equation (3.7) relating conductivity distribution, ξ, potential distribution,  , 

and current distribution,  , is similar to an elliptic (   ) of such in a mechanical system that involves 

the stiffness distribution,  , the displacement distribution,  , and the boundary force distribution,  , 

in the FEM analysis. Following this, it is important to show that  that solves equation (3.17) is the 

same   that minimises,  the potential energy of the system. When a partial differential equation 

(   ) models a mechanical system in which  is the displacement and   is an external body force 

for   the total potential energy of the system is  

                                                                                 (3.18)                                                     

where    is some constant (Gockenbac 2006). The state of equilibrium of the system corresponds 

to the displacement  that minimises the potential energy. 

  If (  , so that (  ) then   is also in ( . Mathematically,  

(  is a vector space and 

                             ∙            
 

 
    ∙    
 

                          
  

 

The parameter  is positive and  , provided   is a nonconstant function 

(Gockenbac 2006). Because of the boundary condition, the only constant function in (  is the 

zero function, so if  is a nonzero displacement (that is, if    ), then   

       

Therefore,    
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           for all .                                                                                 (3.20a)                                     

If and only if      

      ∙                                                                                                         
  

                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 For all ( This shows that  minimises  over (  if and only if  satisfies equation 

(3.15). To explain other definition of partial derivatives, we introduce some new concepts.  First of 

all, if  is a function, its support is the closure of the set on which  is nonzero; 

Supp ( )   (Gockenbac 2006). If  is defined on Ω and Supp (  is a 

compact subset (that is, a closed and bounded subset) on Ω, then  is said to be compactly 

supported in Ω. A function compactly supported in Ω is zero on and near the boundary Ω. The space 

(  is defined to be the set of all functions that are infinitely differentiable on Ω and compactly 

supported in Ω. The condition that (  is quite strong from equation (3.11). Such a function 

must have the property that it and all of its partial derivatives go to zero as  approaches the 

boundary of supp ( . To settle this question, it is important to show how to construct a family of 

functions in ( . Let   Є Ω and δ > 0 be sufficient small that , and define  

  Ф : Ω R by 

               , =                      (3.21) 

Then, since       as   .  

It follows that  as . 

Moreover, each partial derivative of Ф, inside , consists of a rational function times the 

same exponential, which is enough to show that each partial derivative converges to zero as

. Thus, Ф Є ( . 

In fact, defining    

                    (3.22) 

it follows that  and thus,   is a test function of the special type described in equation (3.13) 

(Gockenbac 2006). The arbitrariness of  is crucial, as otherwise a weak form is not equivalent to the 

strong from. Weight function is thought of as an enforcer, whatever it multiplies is enforced to be 

zero by its arbitrariness. The key to making the proof of a solution of the weak form to be a solution 

of the strong form possible is the arbitrariness of . It can be assumed to be anything we need in 

order to prove the equivalence (Fish and Betytschko 2007). 
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Suppose  is a real-valued function defined on a domain Ω in R2, and that  is integrable over every 

compact subset of Ω, (in this case,  is called locally integrable). If there exists another locally 

integrable function  defined on Ω such that  

  for all (                                                                        (3.23)                                       

holds, then  is said to be weakly differentiable with respect to  and  is called  the weak partial 

derivative with respect to  . The weak partial derivatives with respect to  are defined 

similarly. Weak partial derivatives are denoted by  and  just as are strong derivatives. 

There is one restriction, however, that is necessary. The definition of weak derivatives requires only 

that   and  be locally integrable.  In the variation equation (3.14) though, it must be possible to 

integrate the products 

     and . 

In particular,  must be allowed, which shows that   and  must be square integrable: 

  < ∞ . < ∞ 

In this way,   must be finite, which also suggest that and  should be square - integrable  

(if , for example). It is therefore convenient to define the space                       

  (Ω) = {  Ω }. 

It will be required that , the right hand side of the     belongs to (Ω). The solution of 

equation (16) must satisfy (Ω)   (Gockenbac 2006). 

The test function must satisfy the same conditions. These conditions are defined as the Sobolev 

Space H1(Ω): 

  H1(Ω) = { (Ω): (Ω)}. 

Finally, it is necessary that both the solution  and all the test function   satisfy the Dirichlet 

boundary condition. For this reason, it is necessary to introduce the following space: 

  (Ω)= { (Ω) :  on δΩ}.  

The space (Ω) is another example of the sobolev space. The variational form of equation (3.12) 

can now be defined in terms of the Sobolev space (Ω): 

            Find (Ω),     =        for all   (Ω) .                               (3.24)                                  
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The right hand side (r.h.s)  is assumed to belong to (Ω). It should be clear why the variational 

form is called weak-form, the requirements of the r.h.s of  and the solution  have been 

considerably weakened over the classical strong form of equation (3.11)  (Gockenbac 2006). 

We need derive the weak form of the Newmann problem. Let consider a Newmann problem of the 

form 

     ∙                                                                                                                        

                                 
  

  
                                                                                                                             

The Dirichlet condition appears explicitly in the weak form as in equation (3.24) (in the definition of 

the space (Ω)), but as it will be shown below, the Neumann condition does not appear explicitly 

in the weak form of equation (3.25). Let assume that  satisfies equation (3.25). This presupposes 

that  has some extra smoothness beyond the requirement that  (Ω), both because the left 

hand side of equation (3.25) involves second derivatives of  and because    is not well defined for 

an arbitrary (Ω) function (Gockenbac 2006).  Then 

   for all  (Ω)                                                      (3.26a)                              

    =    for all (Ω)                                                     (3.26b)                             

    -    =      for all (Ω)                                   (3.26c)                               

             =      for all (Ω)                                                         (3.26d)                             

the boundary integral vanishes  because  of the Newmann boundary condition is satisfied by the 

solution . In the Dirichlet case, it was the boundary condition on the test function  that caused the 

boundary integral to vanish . The weak form of equation (3.25) is thus defined to be the following 

problem: 

Find       (Ω) such that    for all    (Ω).                                            (3.27)                            

Any solution of equation (3.25) is also a solution of equation (3.27). But, one needs to check if the 

converse is true.   After all equation (3.27) does not mention the Newmann boundary condition, and 

so it is not obvious that a solution of equation (3.27) will necessarily satisfy the Newmann condition.  

It does though, provided the solution  is smooth enough that Green’s identity applies, and  can 

be restricted to δΩ  (Gockenbac 2006). 

Suppose that  (Ω) is a solution of equation (3.24). Then since (Ω) ϲ (Ω),  

     for all (Ω).                                                            (3.28)                                   

Applying Green’s identity to the left side yields     
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    +    =    for all (Ω).                                  (3.29)                           

Since  (Ω), the boundary integral vanishes, yielding  

    =    for all (Ω)                                                         (3.30)                         

It follows that the     of equation (3.25) must hold (considering the type of test function discussed 

in equation (3.22), whose support is a disk belongs to the space (Ω)). 

To show that the Newmann condition (3.25b) also holds, we consider equation (3.27) and apply 

Green’s function once again to obtain  

 `   +    =    for all (Ω),                                    (3.31)                         

but now we know that  

    =    for all (Ω),  

(since -  and  are equal on Ω).  

 Therefore =0   for all (Ω) must hold.                                                                             (3.32)                                                     

Although the precise argument is rather technical, it should be believable that equation (3.32) can 

hold for all (Ω) only if  is zero on δΩ (i.e.  is strictly positive) (Gockenbac 2006). 

Since Dirichlet conditions must be explicitly imposed in the weak form, while Newmann conditions 

are implied even though not explicitly imposed, Dirichlet conditions are often called essential 

boundary conditions, while Newmann conditions are called natural boundary conditions . 

Using the finite elements and according to the complete electrode model, the global admittance 

matrix A in a system with  nodes,  elements and  boundary electrodes is assembled as 

                                                                                                                (3.33) 

where    

           +      

(similar to equation (3.27)) 

for , =1,..., , and  and  are the corresponding shape functions. The other two compartments 

of the matrix A have the form of  

                            
 

     
     

                                                                                                                 

 for  =1,...,  and =1,..., ;  
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 for ,  =1,... . Here, is the area of the surface of the th electrode (Polydorides 2002). The 

construction of the full-rank admittance matrix is done in three stages. At first, the Ac block of the 

matrix is assembled as though we were solving with only natural boundary conditions (such as the 

‘gap-shunt’ electrode model and then augmented by the complete electrode blocks Ae and Ad    

(Polydorides 2002) . The calculation of the electrode blocks requires the integrals of products of 

shape functions over the elements under the electrodes. As we are using linear elements, these are 

integrals of quadratics which can be performed analytically (Polydorides 2002).  

From equation (3.33), the forward computations are applied to the system 

       
    

  
   

  
  

  
    

 
  
                                                                                                         

solving for the nodal potential distribution  and the electrode potential , and the right-hand 

side current vectors are denoted as  and their nonzero compartments as  (Polydorides 2002).  

The system of equations highlighted in equation 3.36 can be solved numerically for the voltage 

distribution,   on the boundary by a software code written in any high-level programming language 

that solves the product of the inverse of the system matrix,  , with the current distribution vector,    

injected through periphery electrodes. Being a 3-D problem, the need for a computer with much 

larger memory and high processing power make the use of FEM for online image reconstruction in 3-

D a challenge. An alternative means to analysing the conductivity distribution within a 3-D domain 

through an offline image reconstruction is the exploration of suites of open source software, such as 

Free FEM, DEAL II, EIDORS, e.t.c. Among the enumerated public domain libraries of functions in 

various programming language, EIDORS was explored in this research due to its dedicated use for 

analysis of electrical and optical properties through reconstructed images in 3-D using the FEM 

approach.  

Using the Electrical Impedance and Diffuse Optical Reconstruction Software (EIDORS), the forward 

calculations are mainly performed by the forward_solver function which, depending on the 

admittivity vector ξ, either opts for the Cholesky method or preconditioned conjugate gradients if  

ξЄRn or alternatively the LU method or biconjugate gradients in the case where ξЄCn  (Polydorides 

2002).  

In the case where the admittivity ξ is complex, the Jacobian is calculated through the function that 

calculates four matrices which resemble the sensitivity of the real and imaginary parts of the 

measurement with respect to real or imaginary admittivity perturbations, i.e. Jrr= δVr/δξr , Jri = δVr/δξi 
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, Jir = δVi/δξr and Jii = δVi/δξi where  and  are the real and imaginary parts of the measurements 

while ξr = σ and ξi = ωε the conductivity and permittivity vectors. The complex formulation of the 

forward problem is therefore 

                                  
      
      

  
  
  
    

  
  
                                                                                                           

The Jacobian or sensitivity matrix, J, is computed as follows in EIDORS. Given a FEM model of an EIT 

medium, F, we calculate the vector of voltages, v, for each FEM degree of freedom (mainly, degree 

of freedom are nodes, but in the complete electrode model, electrodes are also associated with a 

degree of freedom) (Adler et al. 2008). That is v = F (σ, ), where σ is the vector of element 

conductivities and is the current stimulation pattern, a vector of current inputs of each degree of 

FEM degree of freedom. The measured electrode voltage can be represented as a linear 

combination of voltages, . For each stimulation pattern, , a vector of measurements,   are 

required, each of which consist of a linear combination of electrode measurements represented by 

. Thus,  

                                                                                                                                                           

Based on this model, is calculated as:         

                                        =  
                  

   
                                                                                                       

where  is the ``background’’ conductivity around which small changes are assumed to occur. To 

represent  as a matrix, measurements for all stimulation patterns,  , are flattened into column 

vectors which are concatenated for each finite element  . In EIDORS, the Jacobian is calculated using 

the function calc_jacobian which takes as parameters the FEM model (type fwd_model) and the 

image of  (type image) (Adler et al. 2006). 

 

3.1.4 Solving the inverse problem (Inverse Modelling with EIDORS) 

In addressing the inverse problem, Polydorides et al.(2002) eliminated the second-derivative terms 

from the Taylor expansion of the nonlinear forward problem,  which makes it possible to construct a 

generalised inverse of the Jacobian, and inversion of the modified problem (well-posed) using the 

Newton-Raphson method - Gauss-Newton method. On the other hand, Polydorides et al.(2002) 

showed that one may opt for a linearized form of the inverse problem and then adopt some 

Tikhonov type regularization to obtain a step solution within the Newton-Raphson algorithm using 

Levenberg and Marquardt method where a variable regularisation parameter was employed. In 
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principle, for the inverse admittivity problem the aim is to obtain a stable solution  which 

minimizes the residual error 

       
 

 
                  

 

 
          

                                                      

where : Cn Cm is the nonlinear forward operator in a problem with  parameters (voxels) and 

 measurements, and VЄCm is the vector of voltages measurements for a fixed set of current 

patterns (Polydorides 2002). For clarity in the following, let . As  is analytic, a 

Taylor expansion of  is  

                                               
 

 
                                                                        

In an initial simplistic attempt to minimize  one can follow a linear least squares approach from 

which the Newton-Raphson iteration for well posed problems is derived by seeking a step  for 

which  

Neglecting second-order term and above 

                                                                                                                                         

                                                   (3.43)   

Finally arriving at the Newton-Raphson iterative solution 

                       
  

                                                                                        

where is the Jacobian matrix. From equation (3.40), the gradient    and the 

Hessian   of the residual   at  are  

    ∇                                                                                                           

                                                                
                                     

When minimum is approached, the second-derivative terms in equation (3.46) becomes negligible, 

therefore we can assume 

                                          
                                                                                                            

With this assumption and using (3.46), we can reformulate the residual (3.40) as  

                         
 

 
                                                             

                      
 

 
                                                        

                                                                   
 

 
                                               

Setting the gradient of (3.48) to zero yields 

                                             ∇                                                                                   

from where the step  is derived as  
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Equation (3.50) combined with the Newton-Raphson formula (3.44) gives the well known Gauss-

Newton algorithm. It is worth noting that the convergence of the method (3.50) depends on the 

validity of assumption (3.47) and the size of step . Alternatively, the second derivative terms in 

(3.46) may be approximated with , where ЄR is a positive scalar and  the identity matrix. This 

effectively changes the assumption (3.47) to  

                                                  
                                                                                                

As obtained in (3.48), the error residual is now expressed as 

                                                        
 

 
                                                                        

                                                               
 

 
                                         

                                                                            
 

 
                                     

and setting the gradient to zero 

                                 ∇                                                                               

leads to Tikhonov regularized solution 

                                                                                                                                

 

Substituting this result into the Newton-Raphson formula (3.44) gives the Levenberg-Marquardt 

method 

                                                          
                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                           

In the Levenberg-Marquardt method for well posed problems, as the solution is approached,  is 

reduced to zero, thus in effect (3.55a) is gradually transformed into a Gauss-Newton step. This 

method can also be derived by linearizing  around  within the nonlinear Tikhonov functional 

                                                        
              

 
    

                                                  

where  is either the identity or any other regularization matrix (as discussed in section 3.1.2) 

imparting some prior assumption about   and  the positive scalar regularization parameter. 

Linearizing   around  yields the minimization problem 

                                                      
            

 
 

      
                                                         

for which the linear generalized Tikhonov solution is 
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The solution of equation (3.58) can be efficiently computed without forming the normal equations 

coefficient matrix, by forming the augmented system 

                                           (Polydorides 2002).                                         (3.59) 

For the iteration, one can minimize the functional 

                                                                   
              

                                  

which has an algebraic  solution 

                                      
                      

                                            

                                                                                                                                                               

It worth mentioning that, unlike (3.55), this time the regularization parameter,  is kept constant in 

each iterative loop . 

 

In EIDORS, the inverse computations are carried out by the         function which solves the 

nonlinear inverse problem implementing the algorithm described in (3.61) (Polydorides et al. 2002). 

The regularization matrices are provided by the functions              and             , which 

construct the discrete forms of the first and second differential operators with adjustable positive 

weight. These impose certain isotropic smoothing assumptions on the required solution. MATLAB 

implements the techniques mentioned above using the backslach operator (\) which performs QR 

decomposition on  thus avoiding the explicit computationally expensive inversion of the 

 matrix (Polydorides et al. 2002). 

 

From equation 3.61b, an improved image is obtained with the computation of the new conductivity 

values distributed within the domain of homogeneous or background solution. The simulated 

voltage (predicted voltage) computed when the finite element forward model operator , F, acts on 

the new conductivity distribution is then compared with the measured voltage, in order to check if 

the iteration stops at this stage, or it continues. As long as the difference in the measured voltage 

and the computed voltage is not minimum, given the conductivity variable in the forward model, the 

iteration continues. The bottom left hand side of the flow chart in figure 3.1 shows a number of 

operations involved in seeking for stable conductivity distribution that minimizes the residue error 

arising from the comparison of measured and simulated voltages.     
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3.2  Numerical Computations of Operations for the Forward Problem Using Free Library of 

 MATLAB functions - EIDORS 

The computation of the voltages of the periphery electrodes of the tomography rig or vessel, given 

the conductivity distribution within the domain for a well defined sequence of current injection, is 

how the forward problem is posed. Thus, the continuous cylindrical domain necessarily has to be 

discretised into a finite number of tetrahedral elements such that the polynomial of the trial solution 

satisfies the continuity and completeness condition in order for the approximate solution by FEM to 

converge to the accurate solution. Using the public library of MATLAB functions, numerical 

computations required for solving the forward problem are documented in section J2.1 to J2.10 of 

appendix J2. 

3.3  Numerical Computations of Operations for the Inverse Problem Using Free Library of 

 MATLAB functions - EIDORS 

A stable solution of conductivity distribution which minimises the residual error of the difference 

between the simulated and the measured voltage values is required to solve the inverse problem of 

computing the conductivity distribution over each element of the discretised domain given the 

measured boundary voltages arising from sequences of current injections. The required numerical 

procedure for addressing the inverse problem for which EIDORS could be used are outlined in 

section J4.1 to J4.3 of appendix J4. 

3.4  Obtaining the Best Measurement Strategy for Effective Analysis of the Voltage Signal 

The UCT tomography setup allows adjacent and opposite current injection sequences with adjacent 

voltage measurement sequences through peripheral electrodes only. Based on this limitation, 

opposite and adjacent measurement schemes over two, three and four ring of electrodes system 

were explored out of a number of possible measurement sequences using the 

                 function in EIDORS in order to determine the best measurement strategy. The 

exploration lead to the development of loading functions needed to load measured voltage data 

from the boundary of the UCT tomography rig for current injection sequences through the two rings, 

three rings and four rings electrode systems using MATLAB syntax. Three data-loading  functions 

were written for each of the six reconstruction programme including both opposite and adjacent 

current injection sequences for two, three and four rings respectively. Each written function was 

linked to the appropriate reconstruction programme as indicated in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.1. MATLAB functions for loading data to the reconstruction codes of the two, three and four rings electrodes 
    system  

S/N Number 
of Rings 

Current 
Injection 

Sequences 

Distribution of 
Conductivity in the 

Vessel 

Name of Loading Function 

1 2 rings Adjacent Inhomo (FC) meas_inhomo2rg_adjacent 

 
2 Homo (FC) getcalibrationdata2rg_adjacent_current 

 
3 Homo (NC) getcalibrationdata2rg_adjacent_nocurrent 

 
4 2 rings Opposite Inhomo (FC) meas_inhomo2rg_opp 

 
5 Homo (FC) getcalibrationdata2rg_opp_current 

 
6 Homo (NC) getcalibrationdata2rg_opp_no_current 

 
7 3 rings Adjacent Inhomo (FC) meas_inhomo_3rings_adjacent 

 
8 Homo (FC) getcalibrationdata3rings_adj_current 

 
9 Homo (NC) getcalibrationdata3rings_adj_no_current 

 
10 3 rings Opposite Inhomo (FC) meas_3rginhomo 

 
11 Homo (FC) getcalibrationdata3rings_opp_currrent 

 
12 Homo (NC) getcalibrationdata3rings_opp_nocurrent 

 
13 4 rings Adjacent Inhomo (FC) meas_4RINGShomo_ADJ 

 
14 Homo (FC) getcalibrationdata4rings_adj_current 

 
15 Homo (NC ) getcalibrationdata4rings_adj_no_current 

 
16 4 rings Opposite Inhomo (FC) meas_4RINGShomo_OPP 

 
17 Homo (FC) getcalibrationdata4rings_opp_current 

 
18 Homo (NC) getcalibrationdata4rings_opp_no_current 

 
* S/N: Serial numbers 

Keys: Inhomo - Inhomogeneous solution.  Homo - Homogeneous solution.  FC - Fixed current.  NC - No current.  
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS TOOLS 

4.1 Hardware Materials for the Experimental Set-up 

The  UCT ERT system comprises of rings of electrodes fitted around the circumference of a pipe or 

vessel to excite and detect signals (sensors), a data acquisition system, a PC that controls and 

communicates the injection and measurement sequences with the data acquisition system and a 

data processing software. 

4.1.1  UCT Tomography Rig 

 The UCT tomography rig is a non-conducting cylindrical vessel fitted with rings of electrode, which is 

filled with salt water (approximately 100mg/l NaCl) to certain level. This provides a medium of 

homogeneous conductivity that leaves the electric field lines between two electrodes situated on 

the rings of electrode system unperturbed (Figure 4.2). In this set-up, the radius and height of the 

tomography rig are 22 centimetres and 13 centimetres, respectively, while the length and breadth of 

the rectangular shaped electrodes are 1 centimetres and 2.2 centimetres respectively. The 

tomography rig is fitted with four rings of 16 electrodes that are equally spaced, and fitted at 1.1 

centimetres, 4.9 centimetres, 8.7 centimetres and 12.5 centimetres, respectively from the base of 

the vessel (Figure 4.1).   

Since the boundary voltages take the value of the isopotential surface in 3-D, it is necessary to 

specify the voltage measurement sequences in three dimensions, i.e. all over the entire domain of 

the solution (Figure 4.2). From literature, it has been confirmed that the more independent 

measured data there is the more accurate the reconstructed image will be. The  voltage 

measurement and current injection sequences through pairs of electrodes is specified using an 

electrode select sequence table format (Figure D1), and implemented by the data acquisition 

system. The data acquisition system (Figure 4.5) communicates with the PC to load the 

measurement and injection sequences and returns the measured data into the PC for display in 

graphical form, as in (Figure 4.4) for opposite current injection sequences, and as in (Figure 4.7) for 

adjacent current injection sequences. 
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Figure 4.1:  The UCT tomography rig   Figure 4.2: An isopotential surface due to opposite current 

       injection sequences.  

 

 

Figure 4.3:  Unperturbed electric field lines                                    Figure 4.4: Graphical display of data sets measured by      

                            opposite electrode pairs sequences 
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Figure 4.5: The UCT data acquisition system                            Figure 4.6: The Internal view of the UCT data acquisition 

        instrument  

 

Figure 4.7: Graphical display of data sets measured by adjacent electrode pairs sequences 

Although the UCT tomography rig has eight rings of electrodes with a black tape fastened around the 

boundary where the first ring is fixed as in Figure 4.1, for the purpose of this research only four rings 

of the electrode system were used. Each ring of the tomography rig is hard wired to the data 

acquisition system through a 16 way cabling system such that 256 data sets are recovered from each 

ring owing to 16 possible current injection sequences, (i.e. 16 X 16).  

4.1.2  The UCT Data Acquisition System of the Tomography Set-up  

The UCT data acquisition system with a built-in four multiplexer system allows three dimensional 

data acquisition. It has capability for current injection for both adjacent and opposite sequences 
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within a plane (a ring of electrode) as well as adjacent planar pairs. In other words, it has the 

capability for any current injection sequences in ERT with adjacent voltage measurement from each 

ring. However, as the injection scheme is hard-wired, the device will require a replacement of its 

“key card” in order to carry out an opposite voltage measurement sequences. For the purpose of 

three dimensional image reconstruction, in which a three dimensional voltage measurement is 

required, adjacent voltage measurements in between pairs of electrodes in all rings are required for 

every current injection in between pairs of electrodes in any plane of the electrode system.  

Typically, there are two possible forms of sixteen current injection sequences, which are opposite 

and adjacent pair electrode injections. For the opposite pair injections, a constant current was 

injected between opposite electrodes in a sequential manner as such that there was reciprocity of 

poles of charges, say electrode 1 and 9, electrode 2 and 10, electrode 3 and 11, electrode 9 and 1, 

electrode 10 and 2, e.tc. Similarly, a 16 current injection sequence in which current was pushed and 

pulled through electrodes 1 and 2, electrode 2 and 3, electrode 3 and 4 and so on implies an 

adjacent injection sequence respectively. Considering a ring of electrode numbering from 1 to 16, 

voltage measurement that involved an electrode acting as the source or sink of current was 

discarded from the measurement used for image reconstruction. A description of total number of 

measurement from respective rings of electrodes used for each experiment and the total number of 

data used for reconstruction is provided in table 4.1.      

Table 4.1. Number of adjacent measurement from rings of electrode and number of measurements used for   

   image reconstruction 

S/N Current injection strategy (Sixteen 

Sequences) 

Number of rings Total number of adjacent 

measurement 

Total number 

measurement used 

for reconstruction 

1 Opposite  Two rings 1024 896 

2 Adjacent Two rings 1024 928 

3 Opposite Three rings  2304 2112 

4 Adjacent  Three rings 2304 2160 

5 Opposite Four rings 4096 3840 

6 Adjacent Four rings 4096 3904 

 

Three voltage data sets are to be collected in order to use the implemented algorithm to reconstruct 

images. These are  boundary voltage distribution for homogeneous distribution of conductivity when 

no sequence of current injection is made, for homogeneous distribution of conductivity when a 
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sequence of current injection of fixed magnitude is made  and for inhomogeneous distribution of 

conductivity when a sequence of current injection of same magnitude as the homogeneous is made. 

These three measured voltage data sets enable the inverse solver (         ) in EIDORS to be used 

based on the difference between the voltage data sets for homogeneous and inhomogeneous with 

current stimulated into the bulk solution and voltage data sets for homogeneous solution with no 

current stimulated into the bulk solution. Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate the voltage data set to 

be measured for stimulation of current through adjacent electrode pairs.  Figures (4.8 and 4.11) 

inform that the UCT device detect series of spikes of low amplitude of voltage signals resulting from 

low magnitude of electric flux when the control bar was dragged to zero point on the scale to 

stimulate no current into the bulk homogeneous solution. Figures (4.8 and 4.11) illustrate the 

current stimulation through adjacent and opposite electrode pairs respectively. 

               

 

                           

 

Figure 4.8. Schematic of an implementation of a sequence of current injections through adjacent electrode pairs        

(electrode 1 and 2) and voltage measurements through adjacent electrode pairs (electrode 11 and 10 )on the 

boundary of a vessel containing a homogeneous solution with no current stimulation. The surface bounded by red 

lines indicates the isopotential surface while the green line indicates the measured voltage at the boundary. 

 

                    

 

                           

 

 

Figure 4.9. Schematic of an implementation of a sequence of current injections through adjacent electrode pairs       
(electrode 1 and 2) and voltage measurements through adjacent electrode pairs (electrode 11 and 10) on the 
boundary of a vessel containing a homogeneous solution with fixed magnitude of current stimulation. The surface 
bounded by red lines indicates the isopotential surface while the green line indicates the measured voltage at the 
boundary. 
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Figure 4.10. Schematic of an implementation of a sequence of current injections through adjacent electrode pairs ( 
electrode 1 and 2) and voltage measurements through adjacent electrode pairs (electrode 11 and 10) on the 
boundary of a vessel containing an inhomogeneous solution with fixed magnitude of current stimulation. The 
surface bounded by red lines indicates the isopotential surface while the green line indicates the measured voltage 
at the boundary. 

To demonstrating the voltage measurements to be made when current is stimulated through 
opposite electrode pairs, the schematic diagrams displayed in figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 are used. 

 

          

 

                           

 

Figure 4.11. Schematic of an implementation of a sequence of current injections through opposite electrode pairs       
(electrode 1 and 2) and voltage measurements through adjacent electrode pairs (electrode 11 and 10) on the 
boundary of a vessel containing a homogeneous solution with no current stimulation. The surface bounded by red 
lines indicates the isopotential surface while the green line indicate the measured voltage at the boundary. 

 

                    

 

                           

 

Figure 4.12. Schematic of an implementation of a sequence of current injections through opposite electrode pairs       
(electrode 1 and 2) and voltage measurements through adjacent electrode pairs (electrode 11 and 10) on the 
boundary of a vessel containing a homogeneous solution with fixed magnitude of current stimulation. The surface 
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bounded by red lines indicates the isopotential surface while the green line indicates the measured voltage at the 
boundary. 

 

 

                    

 

                           

 

Figure 4.13. Schematic of an implementation of a sequence of current injections through opposite electrode pairs       
(electrode 1 and 2) and voltage measurements through adjacent electrode pairs (electrode 11 and 10 ) on the 
boundary of a vessel containing an inhomogeneous solution with fixed magnitude of current stimulation. The 
surface bounded by red lines indicates the isopotential surface while the green line indicates the measured voltage 
at the boundary. 

4.1.3 Computer System Component of the UCT Tomography Set-up 

Two computers constitute some of the components of the UCT tomography hardware set-up. The 

first system with Celero     central processing unit of 2.67 GHz and (RAM) of 504 MB operating on 

Window Xp professional Version 2002 make is employed for downloading the machine code and 

various measurement sequences tables into the data acquisition device and for loading measured 

voltage data from the data acquisition unit communicating with the tomography rig via the 16 - way 

cabling system. The second system is dedicated for image reconstruction purposes, owing to the 

large storage space and fast processing power required. It has an AMD Phenom (Tm) II X4 946 

processor 3.40 GHz with 8GB of RAM and, it operates on a 64-bit operating system of Windows 7 

Enterprise.  

4.2 Applicable Software for Electrical Resistance Tomography: EIDORS and NETGEN 

Two public domain open source software libraries  EIDORS and NETGEN were explored in the course 

of this research. EIDORS was the software of choice owing to its capability of addressing the non-

linear and ill-posed inverse problem of electrical resistance tomography, as well as its compatibility 

with  an automatic three-dimensional mesh generator such as DISTMESH and NETGEN. Furthermore, 

EIDORS had been explored to reconstructing images in two-dimensions in previous work on the UCT 

ERT system (Long 2006, Stevenson 2006 and Sudhakaran 2010). Basic steps required to download 

NETGEN and EIDORS are illustrated in section I1 and I2 of the appendix. 
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4.3 NETGEN : Automatic 3-D Mesh Generator for Modelling the UCT ERT Rig 

In addressing the inverse problem nature of image reconstruction, which requires an initial forward 

solution of the boundary voltages, there is a need to discretize the domain of interest into a finite 

number of elements. Primarily for 3-D imaging of the conductivity distribution within a medium, 

tetrahedral finite elements with four nodes yields more accurate approximate numerical solution 

than hexahedral (Fish and Betytschko 2007). The tetrahedral elements allow the continuous 

geometry of the body to be modelled more approximately than any other quadrilateral. NETGEN is 

an automatic three dimensional tetrahedral mesh generator, compatible with the MATLAB syntax of 

EIDORS. Due to its capability to create sophisticated 2D and 3D models, mesh optimization and 

hierarchical mesh refinement, it is the software of choice the in modelling of the cylindrical UCT 

tomography rig with boundary electrodes (Figure 4.14). It accepts input from constructive solid 

geometry (CSG) or boundary representation (BRep) in the STL file format. It was developed by 

Joachim Schöberl (from Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria) with significant contributions by 

Johannes Gerstmayr and Robert Gaisbauer who assisted with STL geometry and OpenCascade 

interface respectively.  NETGEN can be run on Unit/Linux and Windows operating system.                                

   

                                              Figure 4.14: The UCT tomography rig modelled using NETGEN 

4.4 FEM by EIDORS: Step-wise Approach to Solving the Forward Problem 

The forward problem in ERT is simply stated as : Given the constant conductivity value over each 

element within the domain and the current injection through the boundary electrodes, what are 

http://www.hpfem.jku.at/joachim/index.html
http://www.uni-linz.ac.at/
http://tmech.mechatronik.uni-linz.ac.at/staff/gerstmayr.en.html
http://www.hpfem.jku.at/robert/index.html
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boundary potential differences (Voltages). The finite element analysis procedure used for addressing 

the forward problem could be summarized to four steps: (a) preprocessing, in which the mesh is 

constructed, (b) formulation of the discrete finite element equation, (c) solving the discrete 

equation, (d) postprocessing, where the solution is displayed and various variables that do not 

emanate directly from the solution are calculated (Fish and Betytschko 2007). In addressing the pre-

processing requirement of FEM, NETGEN was employed in generating a 3-D mesh as in figure 4.15b 

to model the UCT tomography rig(figure 4.15a). Ingredients for the solving the forward problem 

developed from the mathematical theories stated in chapter 3 are : 

(a) A 3-D Mesh to discretize the domain of interest. There is a need to discretize the domain into 

finite elements such that the approximate solution by the finite element method converges to the 

accurate solution. The approximate solutions are the nodal voltage values which can be compared to 

the accurate solution by evaluating the accurate solution at the coordinates of the nodes. NETGEN 

was employed for discretizing the cylindrical UCT tomography rig vessel into a finite number of 

tetrahedral elements as in (figure 4.15c) using the function                 . 

 

Figure 4.15(a): Continuous domain of UCT rig  Figure 4.15(b): Discretised domain of UCT rig Figure 4.15(c): A  

          tetrahedral element. 

In EIDORS, a shape function that interpolates the nodal voltage values of each element is a linear 

polynomial function as in (4.1), as this satisfies the continuity and completeness conditions needed 

for the approximate solution to converge to the accurate solution. 

                                                                                 
    

                                                         (4.1) 

                                                                                      
  

 

  
               (4.2a) 

                                     =                                                                    (4.2b) 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/52/3-simplex_t0_A2.svg
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Based on FEM, an appropriate polynomial for each element will be that in which the coefficient of 

the polynomials can be expressed uniquely in terms of the solution at the nodal points. However, 

the choice of linear function for a four nodes element implemented in the latest EIDORS 3D version 

released to the public,  does not allow the  coefficients of the polynomials to be expressed in terms 

of the solution at the nodal points uniquely. 

     
       

    
   

                                                                                                (4.3a) 

     
       

    
   

                         (4.3b)

     
       

    
   

                     (4.3c) 

     
       

    
   

                                                                                                (4.3d)    

  

 
 
 
 
 
   

 

   
 

   
 

   
  
 
 
 
 

  

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
 

  
  

 

  
                                                                                                (4.4a) 

                                  ;                                                                            (4.4b) 

In this way,                         , and                                           (4.4c)   

where           
   

   
   

             . 

      is the element shape function matrix consisting of the element shape functions associated 

with element   . The Shape function is non-zero only at a single node and at that node it is unity. It is 

an interpolation of the nodal data owing to the fact that the function passes exactly through the 

data.  The coefficients of the polynomial function are expressed in terms of nodal voltages since the 

FEM approximation is exactly equal to the nodal voltages at the nodes as in (4.4b).        is the trial 

solution expressed in terms of the shape function and nodal voltages as in (4.4c).  Transformation of 

the strong form of the Poisson equation to the weak form reduces the order of the derivative from 2 

to 1. Thus, one order derivative of the trial solution of each element is needed as in (4.5) 

   

  
 

       

  
 

   

  
   

   
 

  
  

  
   

 

  
  

  
   

 

  
  

  
   

 

  
  

 .                                              (4.5) 

In matrix form, the derivative is expressed as 
   

  
  

   
 

  

   
 

  

   
 

  

   
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 

  
 

  
 

  
  
 
 
 
 

          (4.6) 

This local derivative of the trial solution of each element (4.6), local matrix system, is assembled into 

the global matrix system for the domain using the function                   . Subsequent steps 
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to be considered in order to solve the forward problem are documented in section J1 of the 

appendix. 

 

4.5 The Concept of Probability in Addressing the Inverse Problem 

Probability theory enables  one to address the inverse problem of reconstructing an image of an 

unknown distribution, given  the boundary voltage measurements and current injection sequences, 

by predicting the most likely actual image as there is no practicable way of affirming what the 

correct image looks like. Through this method, the likely image is obtained by fitting it to the actual 

voltage measurements or some prior assumption about the solution. 

For a set of   continuous random variables     , there exists a probability density function (pdf)  

          . If     and   are respectively the lower and upper bound on  , then the probability of    

being within the closed interval [     ] is 

                        
 

 
.                   (4.7) 

Suppose this probability is a multivariate Gaussian distribution, its density function is  

       
 

                           (4.8) 

where   is its variance and   the mean           value of   derived from  

                     
  

  

  

  

  

  
                                                                                                     (4.9) 

In addition, a symmetric non-diagonal covariance matrix can be defined as  

                            (4.10) 

where   is the Kronecker  delta function (Trefethen 1994). Conversely, when the covariance matrix is 

known and invertible then the pdf of the set   is the multivariate Gaussian distribution 

                                                       
 

                 
 

 
      

 

         (4.11) 

where                                                   

is the inverse of the positive definite covariance matrix, det   the determinant of  , and      a 

weighted norm of a vector   satisfying  

                                                                           (Polidorides 2002).       (4.12) 
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In practice, the closest to actual conductivity distribution is obtained having known some prior 

knowledge about it, together with a degree of confidence regarding the distribution of noise in the 

measurements. More often, the measured peripheral voltage data are added to some Gaussian 

noise distribution with mean,     zero and variance    That is , if       is the noise-free 

measurement, then  

                                                                      (4.13)  

are the noise-contaminated measurements, where         is the Gaussian noise distribution 

(Polidorides 2002).  In the designing of a data acquisition circuit, the measurement scheme is 

defined as such that a constant covariance  

                    (4.14) 

is maintained for all measurement (i.e. all measurements are exposed to the same noise ). A full-

rank and a positive definite covariance matrix       can be constructed from an independent set of 

boundary measurements as  

                  ,       (4.15) 

where   is the inverse of the covariance matrix with a well defined square root,       (Polidorides 

2002). In essence, the set of correlated random data with a noise signal of zero mean and variance 

one is stated as  

                                                                                               (4.16) 

with an estimated covariance  

                                                                                   (4.17) 

where    is the complex conjugate transpose of   in contrast to the transpose    (Polidorides 2002) 

With a view to modelling the conductivity distribution, one can use a probabilistic distribution to 

reflect confidence about the model parameter of conductivity distribution. For instance,  one can 

provide a good initial guess    or effect the information that the distribution conforms to some kind 

of smoothing imposed by a discrete differential operator,  . Significantly, the latter implies that the 

 -norm of the distribution is small enough, i.e. 

                   (4.18) 
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where   is a small positive scalar (Polidorides 2002). In other words, this ensures a better form of 

correlation among nearby elements of the model, effectively preventing them from varying 

independently. If  

                    (4.19) 

is the correlated conductivity distribution. Where   is a discrete differential operator, the 

associated covariance is  

                   (4.20) 

and  

                                                                                (4.21) 

provided that   is invertible and positive definite so that    
 

   (Polidorides 2002). It is 

noteworthy that the regularization technique used in addressing the inverse problem is a means of 

introducing the image prior information and can be used to de-correlate the noise signals from the 

measurements or to correlate the value of the pixels in the image according to some prior 

knowledge about the conductivity solutions. Addressing the inverse problem of computing the 

conductivity distribution given the boundary voltages for a sequence of current stimulation pattern, 

follows the sequence of computational operations illustrated in section J2 of the appendix. Since the 

explored libraries provide no means for researchers to develop an image-prior code from measured 

data from their laboratories, image prior function developed using data from other laboratories was 

used in this work.  

4.5.1 Writing of MATLAB  Code to Solve the Inverse Problem  

Three data sets are required to solve the inverse problem in ERT. The measured voltage for 

homogeneous distribution of conductivity with a fixed current injected, for inhomogeneous 

distribution of conductivity with the same current injected and the electric field in the interior from 

which the Jacobian matrix is computed have to be obtained in order to solve the inverse problem. 

Through the exploration of EIDORS, the inverse problem is solved with the function               on 

line 26 in section 3.3.3 of chapter 3. The function accepts the simulated voltage for homogeneous 

distribution of conductivity and simulated voltage for inhomogeneous distribution of conductivity as 

an input variable. The simulated voltage for homogeneous distribution of conductivity was 

computed by solving the forward problem when the conductivity of each tetrahedron was set to be 

one as in section 3.2.6 and 3.2.7. The simulated measured voltage data sets for inhomogeneous 
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solution was computed from the product of ratio of simulated measured voltage for homogeneous 

solution to measured voltage for homogeneous solution (scaling factor) and the measured voltage 

for inhomogeneous solution as in the code on lines 6 - 8 of section 3.2.10. Thus, since the inverse 

solver function solves for resistivity distribution in the domain from the difference between the two 

measured voltage data sets, the solution of the inverse problem (output of          ) is a 

distribution of the difference in resistivity value over each tetrahedron element.   

4.6 Description of Experimental Work for Imaging the Movement of Solid Objects Suspended 

 in a Mildly Saline Bulk Homogeneous Solution 

In addressing one of the objectives of this research that focuses on exploring EIDORS with a view to 

obtaining the best 3-D measurement strategy for 3-D image reconstruction, a number of 

experiments were carried out by suspending cuboid shaped perspex and polyvinylchloride insulators 

of various volumes into a homogeneous, conductive solution. 

4.6.1 Purpose of the Experiment 

The aims of the experiments were as follow: (a) to test the written reconstruction codes from the 

impemented algorithm in order to determine the hyperparameter value, number of iteration 

involved in solving the inverse problem, the reconstruction type and image prior function that are 

most suitable for the UCT tomography rig.(b) to obtain the best 3-D measurement strategy, this was 

done through a comparative study of the volume and position of axis of symmetry (PAS) along the 

diameter of the vessel of the suspended phantom objects and the reconstructed image.  

4.6.2 Material for the Experimental Set-up 

In figure 4.16, the six suspended cuboid perspex and PVC insulating materials that were suspended 

into the homogeneous medium so as to initiate region of low conductivity distribution are displayed. 

Three rulers as well as six pieces of short length of twine were used to suspend various insulating 

materials in the course of the experiment in the 22cm diameter cylinder as shown in figure 4.15a. 

The conductivity of bulk solution in all experimental work was 100mg/l NaCl solution. Considering 

the specification of the computing system used in this work, the minimum volume of the region of 

resistivity distribution that can be modelled is 0.24ml. The choice of size and geometry of the 

suspended objects was made with a view to carrying out appropriate comparative study of the 

object and image in order to achieve the optimal measurement scheme.  
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Figure 4.16:     Cuboid shaped perspex and polyvinylchloride (PVC) insulating materials suspended into the  

 homogeneous conductive solution to introduce region of low conductivity distribution. From the left 

 to right, the volume of the insulating materials are 11.6  , 11.6    42.6    39.5    37.5   and 

 42.6    

4.6.3  Experimental plan to Search  for the Best Measurement Sequence for the                                    

 UCT tomography Set-up  

Thirty set of measurements were performed as detailed in the experimental plan of table 4.2 in 

order to determine an optimal measurement strategy. The experimental plan entails the suspending 

a solid object at various position along the diameter of the vessel and relating the volume and the 

centre of gravity of the suspended phantom with the reconstructed image. 

4.6.4 Analysis Tools Developed for the Experimental Data 

For the purpose of this research, an optimal measurement strategy should yield voltage data sets 

with which the distribution of the resistivity values resulting from solution of the inverse problem 

should be the same as the actual distribution. The correspondence of the distribution of resisitivity 

was measured by comparing the volume of the suspended phantoms with the volume of the region 

of high resistivity values. The region of high resistivity is assumed to be the region between 0 and 

20% on the colour bar scale that maps increasing conductivity of each element to the respective 

colour code from bottom to the top as in Figure 4.17. The degree of 'blueness' increases with the 

resistivity of the region, while the degree of 'redness' increases with conductivity of the region. 
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Table 4.2:    An Experimental Plan to Search for an Best Measurement Sequence for the Designed UCT  Tomography       

Hardware. 

S/N 
Number 
of Rings Distance of Phantom 

Current 
Injection Voltage measurement 

    ( volume of 39.5 ml) Pattern sequence (No measurement 

    from the boundary (cm)   on injection electrode) 

1 

2 

3.0 

Opposite Adjacent 

2 7.0 

3 11.0 

4 15.0 

5 19.0 

6 

2 

3.0 

Adjacent Adjacent 

7 7.0 

8 11.0 

9 15.0 

10 19.0 

11 

3 

3.0 

Opposite Adjacent 

12 7.0 

13 11.0 

14 15.0 

15 19.0 

16 

3 

3.0 

Adjacent Adjacent 

17 7.0 

18 11.0 

19 15.0 

20 19.0 

21 

4 

3.0 

Opposite Adjacent 

22 7.0 

23 11.0 

24 15.0 

25 19.0 

26 

4 

3.0 

Adjacent Adjacent 

27 7.0 

28 11.0 

29 15.0 

30 19.0 
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  Figure 4.17: A map of the resistivity values of the tetrahedral element to colour bar   

              scale. In this case, 'blueness' values of 0 to 50 (20% of the total) would be considered 

         as imaging the solid object (Phantom). 

For a tetrahedron with vertices a = (a1, a2, a3), b = (b1, b2, b3), c = (c1, c2, c3), and d = (d1, d2, d3), the 

volume is  
 

 
                   . In product form, the volume is expressed as  

       
                     

 
                                                 (4.22) 

The volume of the region was computed by summation of the volume of those tetrahedra with 

resistivity values lying within the region of high resistivity values using equation 4.22. A piece of 

MATLAB code for executing the summation of the volumes of tetrahedra with high resistivity 

values is found in section K1 of the appendix. Furthermore, the location in space of an axis passing 

through the center of gravity of the volume of reconstructed image and parallel to the z-axis 

moving along the y-axis (along the diameter of the vessel) for a fixed x-axis value is referred to as 

the position of the axis of symmetry (PAS). It was  compared to that of the  actual suspended 

phantom.   

The center of gravity of a system of particle is defined as the average of their positions,   , weighted 

by their gravityes,   . The centre of gravity,                  is expressed as 

        
     

   
   

where               and    is the gravity of each tetrahedral element. Alternatively, It could be 

written with respect to the reference coordinate as 

    
      

    
 , 

    
      

    
 and 
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, 

where ρ is the density of each tetrahedron assumed to be constant for all tetrahedra considered,    

is the volume of each tetrahedron element,   is the index of the tetrahedral element and           

are the mean of each of the coordinates along the reference axis for the four nodes. The mean 

              are defined as follows. 

                                                              
 

 
    

 

 

   

                                                                                  

      

                                                              
 

 
    

 

 

   

                                                                                  

       

                                                                
 

 
    

 

 

   

                                                                                

Thus,           and     are expressed as 

           
          

 
   

   
 
   

 ,  

          
          

 
   

   
 
   

 and  

                                                   
          

 
   

   
 
   

 . 

 A piece of MATLAB code for the computation of PAS of the region of high resistivity values is found 

in section K2 of the appendix. The coordinate of PAS of the actual suspended phantom was 

computed by determining the point of intersection of the three planes bisecting the length, breath 

and height of the cuboid shaped insulating material as in figure 4.18. 

 

      

 

 

  Figure 4.18: A cuboid shaped insulating material bisected by three     

                 intersecting planes at the coordinate of its PAS.  
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4.7 Experimental Design for the Study of Movement of Conductive Fluid Using 

              the 3-D Reconstruction Code Implementing the Best Measurement Sequences 

The reconstruction code for the four rings electrode system based on current stimulation through 

opposite electrode pairs and voltage measurement through adjacent electrode pairs was applied in 

the imaging of the flow of highly conductive solution within the bulk mildly conductive  

homogeneous solution.  

 

4.7.1 Application of the 3-D Reconstruction Software to Visualise the Spherical Diffusion of  

 Various Concentration of Experimental Solution in a Bulk Mildly Saline Solution 

An investigation into the applicability of this reconstruction software in monitoring the flow of 

higher conductive solution is directed at ascertaining the physical phenomena that are influencing 

the movement of the fluid. Hypothetically, gravitational force, frictional force, force due to mixing of 

the fluid and diffusion of the fluid are assumed to influence the mixing of the fluids at various 

concentration in the vessel. The series of experiment conducted by Baxter and Brighton (2010) to 

determine the extent of applicability of the 3-D ERT reconstruction software to study the movement 

of conductive fluids can broadly be categorised into the following: 

(a) Investigating the applicability of the 3-D ERT reconstruction software to examine the spherical 

geometry of diffusion of higher conductive experimental solution injected into a bulk mildly saline 

solution. 

(b) Studying the applicability of the 3-D ERT reconstruction software to analyse the radial geometry 

of diffusion of higher conductive experimental solution injected into a mildly bulk saline solution. 

(c) Ascertaining the use of the 3-D ERT reconstruction software to view the planar geometry of 

diffusion of higher conductive experimental solution injected into the base of a mildly bulk saline 

solution. 

(d) The use of the 3-D ERT reconstruction software to visualise the flow of higher conductive fluid 

through a packed bed.  

 

In addressing the extent of applicability of the 3-D ERT software to imaging spherical diffusion, table 

4.3 highlights the sequence of experiments that were conducted. For all the experiments in table 

4.3, the bulk homogeneous saline solution was prepared by the dissolution of 1.8g of NaCl into 6.7 

litres of water to form a concentrated solution of approximately 0.005 molality. The temperature of 

the bulk saline solution was maintained at     , while the temperature of air within the laboratory 

was measured to be between      and     . Highly conductive solution was injected in various 
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manners to spread by diffusion through the less saline bulk solution. The Scilab based modelling of 

the movement of NaCl ions due to diffusion carried out by Baxter and Brighton (2010) provided the 

time-scale, indicating how far solution would have migrated, and thus when data sets are to be 

measured from the periphery electrodes.  

 

   

   ` (a)   (b)  

Figure 4.19. (a) Location of experimental solution injection in the empty tank. 1 = Syringe injection 

        (b) Location of experimental solution into a tank containing the bath sponge. 1= Syringe injection. 

            2 = Bath sponge. 3 = Support for sponge.             

 

Table 4.3: Experimental plan to study the movement of conductive fluid due to spherical diffusion       

   within an unimpeded medium using four rings electrode system 

S/N Description of Injected Time Current Voltage 

  conductive fluid   injection Measurement 

      strategy strategy 

1 

Injection of 4ml of 1M of NaCl solution 0 sec. 

Opposite Adjacent 

into the center of the tank, using a 5 sec. 

ceramic dispersion head syringe (figure 4.19a) 10 mins. 

2 

Injection of 4ml of 1M of NaCl solution 0 sec. 

Opposite Adjacent 

at the top of the tank using a ceramic 5 secs. 

dispersion head syringe 10 secs. 

 
90 mins. 

3 

Injection of 4ml of 1M of NaCl solution 5 secs. 

Opposite Adjacent 

through a needle into the centre of a bath sponge 
suspended at the centre of the tank (figure 4.19b) 10 secs. 

 
15 secs. 

 
30 secs. 

4 

Injection of 4ml of 1M of NaCl solution 5 sec. 

Adjacent Adjacent 

through a needle into the centre of a bath sponge 
suspended at the centre of the tank 10 secs. 

 
30 secs. 

  2 mins. 

 
15 mins. 
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Following the rapid rate of dropping of the injected conductive experimental solution in an 

unimpeded medium at various location as shown in table 4.3, the set of experiment described in 

table 4.4 were carried out in a more impeded medium (a saturated foam sponge).  

     

Figure 4.20: Location of experimental solution injection into the tank filled with foam. 1 = Syringe injection.  

       2 = Saturated foam 

 

 

 

Table 4.4: Experimental plan to study the movement of conductive fluid due to spherical diffusion       

within a foam impeded medium using four rings electrode system. 

S/N Description of Injected    Time Current Voltage 

  conductive fluid   injection Measurement 

      strategy strategy 

1 

Spherical injection of solution of 10% acetic 0 sec. 

Opposite Adjacent 

acid into the centre of highly porous foam  3 sec. 

saturated with mildly saline solution  10 mins. 

 (figure 4.20) 17.5 hours 

2 

Spherical injection of solution of 1M NaCl 30 sec. 

Opposite Adjacent 

into the centre of highly porous foam  16 hours. 

saturated with mildly saline solution 68 hours. 

 (figure 4.20) 
  

4.7.2 Application of the 3-D Reconstruction Software to Study the Radial Diffusion of Various 

 Concentration of Experimental Solution in A Bulk Mildly Saline Solution 

The applicability of the reconstruction code for the four ring electrode system, based on stimulation 

through opposite electrode pairs and voltage measurement through adjacent electrode pairs for 

visualising the movement of conductive fluid due to radial diffusion, was tested. In order to visualise 

the movement of fluid in a mildly conductive solution following radial diffusion, a column of higher 
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conductive fluid was suspended in the tank. This was done by suspending a porous rubber tube filled 

with 20ml of 1M salt solution at the centre of the tank, as described in the first experiment on table 

4.5. In the second experiment,  a perspex tube riddled with small holes and inserted into a canvas 

tube was then used in order to reduce the influence of forces such as gravitational or frictional force 

other than radial diffusion in the movement of the higher conductive solution. As done in previous 

experiments, a time scale for the voltage measurement was determined from the model of 

movement of conductive fluid owing to radial diffusion (Baxter and Brighton 2010). This enabled  

easy comparison of the movement of fluid in the rig with that of the model.  

     

Figure 4.21. Canvas covered Perspex tube positioned within the tank 

Table 4.5: Experimental plan to study the movement of conductive fluid due to radial diffusion within an unimpeded 

    medium using four rings electrode system. 

S/N Description of Injected    Time Current  Voltage 

  conductive fluid   injection Measurement 

  
 

  strategy strategy 

1 

Porous rubber tube filled with 1M salt  5 mins.  

Opposite  Adjacent 

solution as a column of high resistive  15 mins. 

medium suspended in the centre of the tank 4.5 hours.  

2 

Perspex tube riddled with small holes filled   3 secs. 

Opposite  Adjacent 

with 20ml of 1M salt solution inserted into a  10 secs. 

canvas tube (figure 4.21) 60 secs. 

  3 mins. 

 

4.7.3 Application of the 3-D Reconstruction Software to Examine the Planar Diffusion of Various 

 Concentration of Experimental Solution in a Bulk Mildly Saline Solution. 

The 3-D reconstruction software requiring data sets from four rings of electrode array was employed 

in studying the diffusion of higher conductive solution relative to the bulk homogeneous solution in 

planar geometry, from the base to the top of the tomography vessel. The experimental design  

involved the injection of a 50ml of 0.5M NaCl solution at the base of the tank through the draining 
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tube using the peristaltic pump as in figure 4.22. The experimental solution was introduced into the 

bulk solution using the peristaltic pump with a view to ensuring that no eddies were created and 

minimal mixing were made during injection. Measurement of sensed voltage at the boundary 

electrodes were made at specified time  as stated in table 4.6 so as to visualise the upward 

movement of the fluid from the base of the tank. 

         

Figure 4.22. Experimental set-up from the bottom view, for getting experimental solution into the bottom of the 

        tank. 1 = Beaker containing the experimental solution. 2 = Peristaltic pump.   3 = Nozzle at the bottom     

        of the tank.   

Table 4.6: Experimental plan to study the movement of conductive fluid due to planar diffusion       

   within an unimpeded medium using four rings electrode system. 

S/N Description of Injected     Time Current  Voltage 

     conductive fluid   injection Measurement 

      strategy strategy 

1 

Injection of 50ml of 0.5M salt into 
the base of the tank (figure 4.22) 1 mins.  

Opposite  Adjacent 

 
13 mins. 

  38.5 hours 

  50 hours 

  71 hours  

 

4.7.4 Application of the 3-D Reconstruction Software to Visualise the Flow of conductive 

 Solution through Packed Beds.  

The experiments described in table 4.7 were designed to examine the imaging of fluid flow through a 

packed bed in the tomography rig. The tomography rig contained 15mm diameter glass marbles and 

a highly porous, low density sponge embedded within. The sponge was immersed so as to introduce 

some resistance to flow, in addition to the marbles. An experimental solution of 0.1M NaCl solution 

was sucked from the beaker containing the ionic solution and released into the top of the tank at the 

rate of 2ml/minute using a dual cartridge peristaltic pump. At the same time an equal amount of the 

bulk solution was removed through the base of the tank and released into a sink using the same 
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pump, as illustrated in figure 4.23. Because of the small flow rates and the precision at which the 

two flow rates had to be maintained, a dual cartridge peristaltic pump was used for the pumping of 

the fluid before a set of readings was taken at a specific time, as stated in table 4.7. 

                         

Figure 4.23. Experimental set-up for flow experiments. 1 = Electrodes attached to the tank. 2 = 15mm diameter    

 marbles. 3 = Highly porous, low density sponge. 4 = Dual cartridge peristaltic pump. 5 = Ionic experimental 

 solution. 6 = Drain tube from the bottom of the tank. 7 = Drain tube from the bottom of the tank via pump 

 to sink. 8 = Experimental solution feed to pump. 9 = Experimental solution feed to tank.    

Table 4.7: Experimental plan to study the movement of conductive fluid through a packed bed medium using four 

    rings electrode system 

S/N Description of Injected    Time Current Voltage 

  conductive fluid   injection Measurement 

  
 

  strategy strategy 

1 

Injection of 0.1M NaCl solution dropped in  3 mins. 

Opposite  Adjacent 

from the top at the same rate as liquid was  10 mins. 

removed through the base of the tank filled 15 mins. 

with marbles around a sponge core (figure 4.23). 5.5 hours 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1 Analysis of the Position of a Suspended Solid Phantom Using the 3-D Reconstruction Code 

The reconstruction code for imaging conductivity distribution considering a two, three and four  

rings tank for current stimulation through opposite electrode pairs are displayed in sections B2, B4 

and B6 of the appendix, respectively, while those for current stimulation through adjacent electrode 

pairs are reported in section B1, B3 and B5 of the appendix respectively.  

A fixed magnitude of current was introduced to stimulate an inhomogeneous conductive medium, 

which lead to voltage signals on the boundary electrodes. Using the adjacent measurement 

sequence table, voltage measurements from the boundary electrodes in the two, three and four ring  

electrode systems were taken when a sequence of current injections through both opposite and 

adjacent electrode pairs were made.  

5.1.1 Reconstruction of Solid Suspended Phantom from Data Sets Measured over Two Rings Due 

 to Stimulation  through Opposite Electrode Pairs 

Figure 5.1 (a-f) displays the solution of the inverse problem, when the data sets were loaded to an 

appropriate reconstruction code. The code modelled the tomography vessel by discretising the 

continuous domain into 3959 finite elements of tetrahedrals with 950 nodal points. Each solution of 

the inverse problem displayed in figures 5.1 (a-f) were obtained from 2692  measured voltage data 

frames captured after 3 seconds and each reconstruction was obtained after 25 seconds processing 

time. A frame rate is the set of 256 voltage data point from 16 sequences of current injection in a 

ring of electrode with which an image can be reconstructed. The dark blue tetrahedra indicate the 

location of the suspended solid phantoms, i.e. region of lower conductivity. As the inverse problem 

was addressed through an iterative numerical technique, it is expected that resolution of the images 

should be improved with increase in number of iteration. However, from a series of experimental 

work, more distortion in resolution of images due to noise artefact effects was noticed with increase 

in number of iterative loop. This unexpected observation is assumed to be related to the use of an 

image prior developed with data set from other laboratories. The variable 

"parameter.max_iteration" was set to one to obtain a loop of iteration. Since this setting yields the 

most improved image quality, this variable was fixed at one in all reconstructed images.  
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Figure 5.1(a). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 3cm          

          from the boundary. 

Figure 5.1(b). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 7cm          

          from the boundary. 

Figure 5.1(c). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 11cm          

          from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.1(d). Plot of solution of the inverse problem with the artefact effects erased for a suspended cuboid   

           perspex phantom at 11cm from the boundary. 
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Figure 5.1(e). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 15cm          

          from the boundary. 

Figure 5.1(f).  Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 19cm          

          from the boundary. 

Table 5.1 gives an illustration of computed volume and position of axis of symmetry (PAS) parallel to 

the vertical axis (z-axis) with a view to correlating physical properties of suspended phantoms with 

that of the reconstructed image. Graphical analysis of the data is presented in figure 5.2(a) and 

5.2(b).  

Table 5.1.  Computed volume and PAS of reconstructed image for various positions of suspended cuboid      

Perspex phantom for sequence of stimulation of current through opposite electrode pairs in a two rings system. 

S/N - 
Physical Quantities 

1 2 3 4 5 

Distance of Phantom 
from boundary (cm) 

3.0 7.0 11.0 15.0 19.0 

PAS of phantom 
(x-axis, y-axis)(cm) 

(-1.9, -8.0) (-1.9,-4.0) (-1.9,0.0) (-1.9,4.0) (-1.9,8.0) 

PAS of image 
(x-axis, y-axis) (cm) 

(-0.3, -4.7) (-0.8, -3.1) (-0.2,1.5) (2.3, 1.6) (1.4, 5.5) 

Volume of Phantom 
(  ) 

39.4 39.4 39.4 39.4 39.4 

Volume of Image 
(  ) 

18.1 41.3 107.0 39.4 23.3 

Error in volume (%)  -54.1 -4.6 171.1 0.2 40.9 
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Figure 5.2(a). Variation of position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) of reconstructed image and suspended  

          phantom with distance along the diameter of the tomography rig for the two rings electrode system 

          based on opposite current injection sequences. 

 

Figure 5.2(b).  Variation of volume of reconstructed image and suspended phantom with distance along the            

            diameter of the tomography rig for the two rings electrode system based on opposite current   

            injection sequences. 

Figures 5.2 (a and b) show the plot of absolute values of the difference in PAS and volume between 

the reconstructed image and suspended phantom, respectively.  

5.1.2 Analysis of major sources of error associated with all reconstructed images 

The plot of absolute values of the difference in PAS and volume between the reconstructed image 

and suspended phantom is linearly related to the three major errors of the solution of the inverse 

problem with regards to the loaded UCT data sets.  
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Firstly, error of the solution of the inverse problem considering the loaded UCT data sets is due to 

inappropriate polynomial functions with which the electric field lines are modelled as explained in 

section 4.4. In EIDORS 3D (the version released to the public domain), modified and customised for 

analysing measured voltage signals from the UCT tomography rig, the shape function that 

interpolates the nodal voltage values of each element is a first order polynomial function ( linear 

polynomial ). Since electric field lines are not straight lines but curves in 2-D, the shape function used 

in developing EIDORS 3D will model the electric field lines near the boundary of the vessel and not at 

a point far from the boundary (centre of the vessel) as the field lines are approximately straight lines 

near the boundary. The inappropriate modelling of the electric field lines will not be improved with 

either opposite or adjacent  current stimulation strategy as the stimulation strategy improves the 

sensitivity of the Jacobian matrix to pertubation of the electric field and not the shape of the electric 

field lines.  

 Secondly, the variation of mesh densities from fine mesh near the boundary to coarse mesh towards 

the centre produces error in forward solution. The mesh near the boundary  and especially near the 

electrodes is small enough to preserve the accuracy of the measurements, however, the larger 

meshes within the centre region produce some error in the forward computation, though they 

reduce the computation time . Thus, a small volume of perturbation close to the centre or at the 

centre by suspending a small phantom will cause voltage signals to be detected on the boundary 

electrodes as solution of the forward problem. When the inverse problem is solved with respect to 

these voltage values, the conductivity distribution will be solved over larger volumes of tetrahedra 

as the nodal points of these tetrahedra interpolate the solution of the forward problem. Thus, the 

accuracy of the mesh in appropriately reconstructing images of the same volume as that of the 

suspended phantom close to the centre of the vessel is reduced  due to the increase in coarseness of 

the mesh towards the centre. In addition, the fineness of the mesh towards the boundary justifies 

the closeness of the value of volume of suspended phantom near the boundary of the vessel with 

that of the volume of reconstructed image about the same zone. As the accuracy of the 

measurement is not preserved towards the centre of the vessel owing to coarseness of the mesh, 

the accuracy of PAS of the suspended phantom relative to the reconstructed image is reduced as 

well. 

 Thirdly, in the development of EIDORS v3.3 explored in this work, the dual model approach requiring 

the use of a fine mesh for the forward model and a coarse mesh for the image reconstruction was 

implemented. Since the dual models design entails the use of large mesh FEM for forward modelling, 

the accuracy of the first order tetrahedra models commonly used in EIT research  was explored in 
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the work of Adler et al.(2008). It was reported that simple tetrahedra first-order finite element 

models (FEMs) are not as good as generally assumed in EIT research. Their test showed that models 

with less than 2500 elements for 2-D imaging and 150,000 elements for 3-D imaging are not able to 

reproduce the accuracy of the tank phantom measurements (Adler et al 2008). Given the 

specification of the computer system that was employed for reconstructing the images (8GB of RAM 

and 3.40GHz processor) coupled with the use of first-order finite element models based on dual 

models in the development of EIDORS v3.3, the required minimum finite element of 150,000 could 

not be achieved. This is due to limitation of the memory of the computer system used. As such, error 

due to inaccuracy in reproducing the tank phantom measurements is associated with all the 

reconstructed images.  

  5.1.3 Analysis of variation of absolute values of the difference in volume and PAS between 

 reconstructed image and suspended phantom, with distance along the diameter of the

 vessel for a two rings electrode system based on opposite current injection sequences 

In figures 5.2 (a and b), the plots are nearly symmetric about the centre of the vessel. The decrease 

in the absolute values of the difference in PAS and volume between the suspended phantom and 

reconstructed image informs that there was progressive decrease in error of the solution of the 

inverse problem as the phantom was moved away from the boundary to  the mid-point between the 

boundary and the centre of the vessel. As the region of low conductivity (suspended phantom) was  

moved closer  to the centre, the error increases to its peak value. Although the progressive decrease 

in error towards the mid-point between the boundary and the centre of the vessel cannot be related 

to inappropriately modelled electric field lines, noisy artefact which made the resolution of 

reconstructed images poor account for this. Since the noise inherently associated with the UCT 

hardware cannot be measured, the inconsistency in the noise associated with the device and that 

added to the simulated voltages in the forward problem, introduces noisy artefact in the images. In 

addition, the low number of voltage data sets collected over two rings from the UCT vessel  is 

equally responsible for the noisy artefact in the reconstructed images.  

The peak value of the error at the centre of the vessel is due to over-approximation of the quadratic 

shape of the electric field lines at the centre in 2-D (figure 4.2) by the use of linear polynomial shape 

function in the development of EIDORS 3D. 
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5.1.4 Reconstruction of solid suspended phantom from data sets measured over two rings due 

 to stimulation  through adjacent electrode pairs 

Figures 5.3(a - e) show the solutions of the inverse problem for voltage measurements from the two 

rings electrode system based on adjacent current injection sequences. Each plot of of the solution at 

various position of the insulating material took 23 seconds when 2440 measured voltage data 

frames were loaded into the appropriate reconstruction code. The 2440 measured voltage data sets 

were captured on the data acquisition system after 3 seconds. The tomography rig was modelled 

with 3959 tetrahedra elements with 950 nodal points in each of the plot of figures 5.3 (a – e). 

Figure 5.3(a).  Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 3cm          

          from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.3(b). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 7cm          

          from the boundary. 

Figure 5.3(c).  Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 11cm          

           from the boundary. 
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Figure 5.3(d). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 15cm          

           from the boundary. 

Figure 5.3(e). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 19cm          

          from the boundary. 

Figure 5.3(f). Plot of solution of the inverse problem with the artefact effects erased for a suspended cuboid perspex 

          phantom at 19cm from the boundary. 

The volume and PAS of the reconstructed image were computed from the plot of solutions. Table 

5.2 displays the values of these physical quantities and figures 5.4(a - b) give a graphical illustration 

of the data in order to relate the volume and PAS of the reconstructed image with that of suspended 

phantoms.  
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Table 5.2.  Computed volume and PAS of reconstructed image for various positions of suspended cuboid      

perspex phantom for sequence of stimulation of current through adjacent electrode pairs in two rings  

S/N - 
Physical Quantities 

1 2 3 4 5 

Distance of Phantom 
from boundary (cm) 

3.0 7.0 11.0 15.0 19.0 

PAS of phantom 
(x-axis, y-axis)(cm) 

(-1.9,-8.0) (-1.9,-4.0) (-1.9,0.0) (-1.9,4.0) (-1.9,8.0) 

PAS of image 
(x-axis, y-axis) (cm) 

(1.3, -6.3) 
 

(3.2, 6.7) (3.1, 6.6) (2.7, 5.4) (0.7, 7.9) 

Volume of Phantom 
(  ) 

39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 

Volume of Image(  ) 24.9 19.5 19.8 27.5 26.2 

Error in volume (%) -36.9 -50.5 -49.9 -30.4 -33.5 

 

 

Figure 5.4(a).  Variation of position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) of reconstructed image and suspended  

           phantom with distance along the diamter of the tomography rig for two rings electrode system based 

           on adjacent current injection sequences. 
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Figure 5.4(b). Variation of volume of the reconstructed image and suspended phantom with distance along 

           the diameter of the tomography rig for the two rings electrode system based on adjacent  

          current injection sequence. 

5.1.5  Analysis of Variation of Absolute Values of the Difference in Volume and PAS between 

Reconstructed Image and Suspended Phantom with Distance along the Diameter of the 

Vessel for a Two rings Electrode System Based on Adjacent Current Injection Sequences 

In figures 5.4 (a and b), the plot of absolute values of the difference in PAS and volume between 

reconstructed image and suspended phantom is not symmetric about the centre of the vessel. 

However, from the two ends of the diameter (boundary of the vessel), the error in volume  increases 

as the region of low conductivity is moved away from the boundary towards the centre of the vessel. 

The peak value of the error was noticed near the centre. This is due to the variation of the zone of 

much coarseness of the mesh from the centre or near the centre. NETGEN, being an automatic 3-D 

mesh generation generates meshes with varying density distribution at various times, even with the 

dimension of the vessel and the electrodes fixed. Also, the location of the  peak value of the error 

(similar to location of the peak value of the error for injection through opposite electrode pairs) 

confirms that  the variation of stimulation strategy from opposite to adjacent does not eliminate the 

error due to inappropriate modelling of the electric field lines. The peak value of the error at the 

centre indicate an over-approximation of the electric field lines at the centre considering the use of  

linear polynomial shape function in EIDORS v3.3 and degree of coarseness of the mesh at centre of 

the tank. It should be noted that the volume are underestimated in adjacent injection sequences, 

whereas overestimated in opposite injection sequences.  
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More so, the noisy artefact shown in the plot in figure 5.3 (a and b), which look like the second 

phantom is due to inaccurate voltage measurement at the boundary, resulting from a less sensitive  

Jacobian matrix that was developed from an electric field flux spreading over smaller area owing to 

stimulation through adjacent electrode pairs. 

5.1.6 Reconstruction of Solid Suspended Phantom from Data Sets Measured over Three Rings 

 Due to Stimulation through Opposite Electrode Pairs 

Paivi et al. (1999) stated that the more the data measured on the boundary of the tomography rig 

are, the more accurate the approximate solution of the inverse problem should be.  This was 

examined by measuring the boundary voltage on a three rings electrode system. Figure 5.5 (a - e) 

illustrate the solution of the inverse problem for 2520 frames of adjacent voltage measurements  

captured over 3 seconds from the three rings electrode system based on opposite current injection 

sequence. The tomography rig for each of the plot was modelled using 7279 tetrahedra elements 

with 1608 nodal points. Each reconstructed image displayed in figures 5.5 (a – e) was obtained after 

43 seconds. 

Figure 5.5(a). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 3cm          

          from the boundary 

Figure 5.5(b). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 7cm          

          from the boundary 
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Figure 5.5(c). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 11cm          

          from the boundary 

Figure 5.5(d). Plot of solution of the inverse problem with the artefact effects erased for a suspended cuboid  

          perspex phantom at 11cm from the boundary 

Figure 5.5(e). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 15cm          

           from the boundary 

Figure 5.5(f). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 19cm          

          from the boundary 

The volume and the position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) of the reconstructed image were 

estimated from the plot of the solution as shown in table 5.3. In figures 5.6(a) and (b), the PAS and 

the volume of reconstructed image were correlated to that of the suspended phantoms respectively.    
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Table 5.3. Computed volume and PAS of reconstructed image for various positions of suspended cuboid      

Perspex phantom for sequence of stimulation of current through opposite electrode pairs in three rings 

S/N - 
Physical Quantities 

1 2 3 4 5 

Distance of Phantom 
from boundary (cm) 

3.0 7.0 11.0 15.0 19.0 

PAS of phantom 
(x-axis, y-axis)(cm) 

(-1.9,-8.0) (-1.9,-4.0) (-1.9,0.0) (-1.9,4.0) (-1.9,8.0) 

PAS of image 
(x-axis, y-axis) (cm) 

(0.3, -5.9) (-0.4, -3.3) (-0.2, 1.1) (1.8, 1.7) (1.6, 6.7) 

Volume of Phantom 
(  ) 

39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 

Volume of Image 
(  ) 

10.9 102.1 279.9 69.5 54.2 

Error in volume (%) -72.3 158.5 654.6 76.1 37.2 

      

 

 

Figure 5.6(a). Variation of position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) of the reconstructed image and suspended    

           phantom with distance along the diameter of the tomography rig for three rings electrode system 

           based on opposite current injection sequences. 
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Figure 5.6(b). Variation of the volume of the reconstructed image and suspended phantom with distance along the 

           diameter of the tomography rig for the three rings electrode system based on opposite current  

           injection sequences. 

5.1.7  Analysis of variation of absolute values of the difference in volume and PAS between 

reconstructed image and suspended phantom with distance along the diameter of the 

vessel for three rings electrode system based on opposite current injection sequences 

In figures 5.6 (b), the plot of absolute values of the difference in volume between the reconstructed 

image and suspended phantom is nearly symmetric about the centre of the vessel. It was noticed 

that the error increases as the region of low conductivity was moved from the boundary of the 

vessel to its centre. As previously stated, this is due to the inappropriate modelling of the electric 

field lines using a linear polynomial shape function and the increase in the degree of coarseness of 

the mesh towards the centre as explained earlier. 

Furthermore, the plot of absolute values of the difference in PAS between the reconstructed image 

and the suspended phantom in figure 5.6 (a) is not symmetric about the centre of the vessel. There 

is progressive decrease in the error of the solution as suspended phantom was moved from left end 

of the boundary to the mid-point of the first radius of the vessel.  However, the error of the solution 

increases when the suspended phantom was moved further from this mid-point. When the 

suspended phantom was moved further from  the centre to the other end of the diameter, the error 

increases progressively and attains a maximum value at the mid-point of the other radius. The 

inconsistency in the plot of the absolute value of the difference in volume with the PAS is due to the 

use of a much less dense mesh for 3-D imaging in this work. As explained in the third major source of 

error of section 5.1.2, a discretised domain for 3-D imaging should have finite number of element of 

the order of      . A discretised domain of such would provide an efficient discrete medium that 

could detect effectively the actual change in the position of the suspended phantom within the five 
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seconds time-interval between successive capture of data. Considering the 7279 tetrahedra 

elements for the dimension of the process vessel, this finite medium is not efficient at detecting the 

actual position of the suspended phantom given the time-interval between successive movement 

and data capture. Thus, the error in PAS as described above. There is overestimation in volume of 

the images towards the centre because of more coarse mesh near and at the centre. The larger 

discretised medium of  3 rings (figure 5.6b) containing more coarse mesh near and at the centre as 

compared with that of 2 rings (figure 5.2b) medium is responsible for more over-prediction in 

volume for 3 rings than 2 rings 

5.1.8 Reconstruction of Solid Suspended Phantom from Data Sets Measured over Three Rings 

 due to Stimulation through Adjacent Electrode Pairs 

A sequence of current injection through adjacent electrodes pair in a three rings system was carried 

out in order to confirm the relative improvement in the accuracy of the solution, given a different 

stimulation strategy for the same number of electrode. Figure 5.7 (a - f) show the plot of the solution 

for various position of suspended phantom when 2299 measured voltage data frames captured over 

3 seconds were loaded to appropriate reconstruction code. In figures 5.7 (a - e), each reconstructed 

image was obtained after 42.32 seconds with tomography rig  discetised into 7279 tetrahedra 

elements and 1608 nodal points. 

Figure 5.7(a).  Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 3cm          

           from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.7(b).  Plot of the solution of the inverse problem with the artefact effects erased for a suspended cuboid 

             perspex phantom at 3cm from the boundary. 
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Figure 5.7(c).  Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 7cm             

           from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.7(d). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 11cm             

          from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.7(e). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 15cm          

          from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.7(f). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 19cm          

          from the boundary. 

 

The calculated volume, PAS and the mass of the reconstructed image from the plot of the solutions 

are shown in table 5.4. Graphical analysis of the calculated values are presented in figures 5.8 (a) and 

(b) with a view to comparing these quantities for the reconstructed image and region of low 

conductivity in the rig.   
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Table 5.4. Computed volume and PAS of reconstructed image for various positions of suspended cuboid     

perspex phantom for a sequence of stimulations of current through adjacent electrode pairs in three rings.  

S/N - 
Physical Quantities 

1 2 3 4 5 

Distance Phantom 
from boundary (cm) 

3.0 7.0 11.0 15.0 19.0 

PAS of phantom 
(x-axis, y-axis)(cm) 

(-1.9,-8.0) (-1.9,-4.0) (-1.9,0.0) (-1.9,4.0) (-1.9,8.0) 

PAS of image 
(x-axis, y-axis) (cm) 

(0.9, -7.3) (2.2, 4.6 ) (2.3, 4.2) (1.9, 4.2) (1.7, 4.4 ) 

Volume of Phantom 
(  ) 

39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 

Volume of Image 
(  ) 

16.9 17.6 17.6 17.6 106.2 

Error in volume (%) -57.2 -55.5 -55.5 -55.5 169.0 
 

 

Figure 5.8(a). Variation of position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) of reconstructed image and suspended    

          phantom with distance along the diameter of the tomography rig for the three rings electrode system 

          based on adjacent current injection sequences. 
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Figure 5.8(b). Variation of the volume of reconstructed image and suspended phantom with distance along the               

          diameter of the tomography rig for the three rings electrode system based on adjacent  

                          current injection sequences. 

5.1.9  Analysis of Variation of Absolute Values of the Difference in Volume and PAS between 

Reconstructed Image and Suspended Phantom with Distance along the Diameter of the 

Vessel for  Three Rings Electrode System based on Adjacent Current Injection Sequences 

The plot of variation of absolute values of the difference in PAS between the reconstructed image 

and the suspended phantom with distance along the diameter of the vessel for voltage measured 

through adjacent electrode pairs due to the sequence of current stimulation through adjacent 

electrode pairs in a three rings electrode system is shown in figure 5.8(a). The plot is not symmetric 

about its centre. From one end of the boundary, the error of the inverse solution increases  as the 

region of low conductivity was moved from the boundary to its peak value at the mid-point between 

the boundary and the centre of the rig. The error decreases as the region was moved towards the 

centre. From the other end, however, the error in the inverse solution decreases as the region of low 

conductivity was moved from the boundary to the mid-point between the centre of the vessel and 

boundary. Further away from this point, the error increases toward the centre of the vessel. The plot 

of absolute values of the difference in volume between the reconstructed image and suspended 

phantom for the same measurement strategy is displayed in figure 5.8 (b). The error of the solution 

of the inverse problem remains fixed with the difference in volume being         as the region of 

low conductivity was moved from one end of the diameter pass the centre to the mid-point of the 

other radius. However, the peak value of the error was noticed at the other end of the boundary 

with the difference in volume being         .  
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The plot of the absolute values of the difference in volume in figure 5.8(b) is not consistent with 

variation of error in relation to figure 5.6 (b) for current stimulation through opposite electrode 

pairs. Since both current stimulation strategies are evenly affected by the identified major sources of 

error, it is strongly suspected that current injection through adjacent electrode pairs yields less 

accurate voltage values at the periphery electrodes. Thus the plot of the PAS is inherently affected 

by distorted measured voltage signals using adjacent current injection sequences.  

The presence of the noisy artefact that mimic a second image in figure 5.7(a) is similar to the plots in 

figure 5.3 (a and b), in which current stimulation through adjacent electrode pairs was made over 

two rings. The observed second image is due to inaccuracy in the measured voltage due to less 

sensitive jacobian matrix developed from an electric field spreading over small area. Figure 5.7(a) 

shows this error in the measurement is not improved upon with increase in the number of measured 

data over three rings.   

5.1.10 Reconstruction of Solid Suspended Phantom from Data Sets Measured over Four Rings 

 Due to Stimulation through Opposite Electrode Pairs 

The solutions of the inverse problem for 3101 frames of voltage measurement from the four ring 

electrode system based on opposite current injection sequences are displayed in figures 5.9 (a - f). 

The data sets were collected over 3 seconds.  Each reconstruction code in figures 5.9 (a – f) was 

obtained after 179 seconds using a modelled rig of 16293 tetrahedral elements with 3309 nodal 

points. 

 

Figure 5.9(a). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 3cm          

          from the boundary. 
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Figure 5.9(b). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 7cm          

           from the boundary. 

Figure 5.9(c). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 11cm          

          from the boundary. 

  

Figure 5.9(d). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem with the artefact effects erased for a suspended cuboid 

            perspex phantom at 11cm from the boundary (centre). 

Figure 5.9(e). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 15cm          

          from the boundary. 
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Figure 5.9(f). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 19cm          

          from the boundary. 

The values of the physical quantities were estimated from the plot of the solution and are presented 

in table 5.5. Figure 5.10 (a) and (b) are graphical plots relating the estimated physical quantities, PAS 

and volume, for the region of low conductivity (volume of suspended phantom) and reconstructed 

image.  

Table 5.5: Computed volume and PAS of the reconstructed image for various positions of suspended cuboid       

   perspex phantom for a sequence of current stimulations of current through opposite  electrode pairs in 

   four rings 

S/N - 
Physical Quantities 

1 2 3 4 5 

Distance Phantom 
from boundary (cm) 

3.0 7.0 11.0 15.0 19.0 

PAS of phantom 
(x-axis, y-axis)(cm) 

(-1.9,-8.0) (-1.9,-4.0) (-1.9,0.0) (-1.9,4.0) (-1.9,8.0) 

PAS of image 
(x-axis, y-axis) (cm) 

(0.9, -8.0) (-0.0, -3.9) (1.0,-0.7) (2.1, 3.0) (1.9, 6.2) 

Volume of Phantom 
(  ) 

39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 

Volume of Image 
(  ) 

33.5 64.8 376.6 67.5 37.3 

Error in volume (%) -15.0 64.2 853.8 71.0 -5.4 
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Figure 5.10(a). Variation of position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) of reconstructed image and suspended    

             phantom with distance along the diameter of the tomography rig for the four rings electrode system 

            based on opposite current injection sequences. 

 

Figure 5.10(b). Variation of volume of reconstructed image and suspended phantom with distance along the            

            diamter of the tomography rig for four rings electrode system based on opposite current      

            injection sequences. 

5.1.11  Analysis of Variation of Absolute Values of the Difference in Volume and PAS between 

Reconstructed Image and Suspended Phantom with Distance along the Diameter of the 

Vessel for Four Rings Electrode System Based on Opposite Current Injection Sequences 

The variation of PAS of reconstructed image, suspended phantom and absolute values of the 

difference of the difference in PAS of the reconstructed image and suspended phantom with the 

distance along the diameter are displays in Figure 5.10 (a). The plot of variation of absolute values of 
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the difference in volume between the reconstructed image and suspended phantom is displayed in 

figure 5.10 (b) and is symmetric about the centre of the vessel. It was observed that the error 

increases as the suspended phantom was moved from the boundary to the centre. The increase in 

error lead to increase in magnitude of the difference in volume between the reconstructed image 

and suspended phantom from the boundary to the centre with the peak value of          ( 8 times 

suspended phantom) for volume at the centre of the vessel. The disparity in volume of the 

suspended phantom and reconstructed image towards the centre of the vessel is due to the 

highlighted three major sources of error associated to the with the solution of the inverse problem 

with respect to UCT data. The major sources of error are on account of the explored public library of 

MATLAB functions, the automatic mesh generator and the limitation of the RAM and processing 

power of the computer system used for reconstructing images  as discussed in section 5.1.2.  

As the suspended phantom was moved from one end of the boundary to the centre of the vessel, 

the PAS of the reconstructed image is approximately equal to the PAS of the suspended phantom. 

Further from the centre, the absolute values of the difference in PAS of the reconstructed image and 

suspended phantom increases very slightly. The slight disparity in the PAS is as a result of distortion 

of the volume of the image towards the centre and inconsistency in the inherent noise in the data 

and that added to the solution of the forward problem.  

5.1.12 Reconstruction of Solid Suspended Phantom from Data Sets Measured Over Four Rings 

 due to Stimulation through Adjacent Electrode Pairs 

In order to verify the dependent of the accuracy of the solution of the inverse problem on the 

current stimulation strategy, voltage measurement over the four ring electrode system due to 

stimulation through adjacent electrode pairs was made. The voltage measurement through adjacent 

electrode pair was maintained in all experiments, as it yields more data required for 3-D imaging. 

Solutions of the inverse problem with this measurement strategy are presented in figure 5.11 (a - f). 

The tomography vessel was modelled with 14830 tetrahedra elements with 2982 nodal points for 

each of the reconstructed images obtained from 2237 measured voltage frames. The data sets were 

captured over 3 seconds and images were reconstructed after 143.52 seconds, as shown in figures 

5.11 (a – f). 
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Figure 5.11(a). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 3cm          

          from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.11(b). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 7cm          

          from the boundary. 

Figure 5.11(c). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 11cm          

           from the boundary. 

Figure 5.11(d). Plot of solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 15cm             

            from the boundary. 
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Figure 5.11(e). Plot of solution of the inverse problem with the artefact effects erased for a suspended cuboid    

            perspex phantom at 15cm from the boundary. 

 

Figure 5.11(f). Plot of the solution of the inverse problem for a suspended cuboid perspex phantom at 19cm           

            from the boundary. 

 

Table 5.6 shows the estimated values for the volume, position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) and 

mass of the reconstructed image. The graphical analyses in figures 5.12(a) and (b) juxtaposes the 

physical quantities of the region of low conductivity of the reconstructed image with the actual 

region in the tomography rig.   

Table 5.6. Computed volume and PAS of reconstructed image for various positions of the suspended cuboid       

    perspex phantom for a sequence of current stimulation through adjacent electrode pairs in four rings 

S/N - 
Physical Quantities 

1 2 3 4 5 

Distance Phantom 
from boundary (cm) 

3.0 7.0 11.0 15.0 19.0 

PAS of phantom 
(x-axis, y-axis)(cm) 

(-1.9,-8.0) (-1.9,-4.0) (-1.9,0.0) (-1.9,4.0) (-1.9,8.0) 

PAS of image 
(x-axis, y-axis) (cm) 

(1.2, -7.1) (0.0, 0.1 ) (0.5, 7.2) (0.2, 4.6) (1.0, 7.4) 

Volume of Phantom 
(  ) 

39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 

Volume of Image 
(  ) 

26.2 133.4 56.1 96.4 68.4 

Error in volume(%) -33.7 237.8 42.0 144.3 73.3 
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Figure 5.12(a). Variation of the position of the axis of symmetry (PAS) of reconstructed image and suspended    

            phantom with distance along the diameter of the tomography rig for the four rings electrode system 

            based on adjacent current injection sequences.  

 

 

Figure 5.12(b). Variation of the volume of reconstructed image and suspended phantom with distance along the 

              diameter of the tomography rig for the four rings electrode system based on adjacent  

              current injection sequences. 

5.1.13  Analysis of Variation of Absolute Values of the Difference in Volume and PAS between 

Reconstructed Image and Suspended Phantom with Distance along the Diameter of the 

Vessel for Four Rings of Electrode System Based on Adjacent Current Injection Sequences 

The plots of the variation in volume are symmetric about the centre of the vessel such that the 

difference increases from the boundary to a peak value at the mid-point between the boundary and 

the centre of the rig. Further from, the mid-point to the centre of the vessel, the difference 

decreases to a lower value of         for volume at the centre of the rig. The plots in figures 
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5.12(b) is similar to 5.8(b) and 5.4(b) in terms of the error in the measured data sets that is   

independent of the highlighted three major sources of error. Stimulation of current through 

adjacent electrode pairs produces an electric field flux that is less sensitive to perturbation. Figures 

5.11 (a - f) confirms that there is no significant improvement in the insensitivity of the electric field 

flux due to current stimulation through adjacent electrode pairs with increase in size of measured 

voltage data sets at the periphery of the vessel. Thus, stimulation of current through adjacent 

electrode pairs yields inferior electric field lines compared to that produced by stimulation through 

opposite electrode pairs. Accordingly, with regards to the major sources of error of the solution of 

the inverse problem that are not linked of the current stimulation strategy, a sequence of current 

injection through opposite electrode pairs and voltage measurement through adjacent electrode 

pairs arranged in  a four rings electrode systems is observed to be the best measurement strategy 

for 3-D data sets. It is recommended as the best measurement strategy since it yields more data sets 

which will be more accurate if the highlighted major sources of error are addressed. 

The plots of variation in PAS are nearly symmetric about the centre as in figure 5.12 (a). It was 

observed that the difference in PAS between the reconstructed image and suspended phantom 

increases from the boundary to the centre. This is due to the three major sources of error in addition 

to the insensitive electric field flux generated by the current stimulation through adjacent electrode 

pairs. 

The plot of solutions of the inverse problem for both opposite and adjacent current stimulation 

strategies ranging from two to four rings electrode systems confirms the work of Paivii et al. (1999), 

who stated that " the more independent data are obtained the better the spacial resolution can be 

achieved". A better spacial resolution was measured for the six written codes from their accuracy in 

reconstructing volume of region of low conductivity distribution, and the spacial coordinates of the 

axis of symmetry through the volume and parallel to the vertical axis (z-axis). Furthermore, a current 

stimulation pattern combined with a voltage measurement strategy leading to a better spacial 

resolution is said to produce the best measurement sequence.  

5.1.14 Reconstruction of Two, Four and Six Solid Suspended Phantom from Data Sets Measured 

 Using the Best Measurement Strategy  

The best measurement sequence was employed for measuring voltage from boundary electrodes 

using the three-dimensional measurement strategy, when two, four and six cuboid perspex 

phantoms were suspended in a saline solution to introduce regions of low conductivity within the 

conductive domain. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 are plots of the solutions when two phantoms were 

suspended close to the boundary and the center of the vessel respectively. Solution of the inverse 
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problem when four phantoms were suspended near the boundary  and near centre of the vessel are 

shown in figures 5.15 and 5.16 respectively. Finally, six cuboid perspex phantoms were suspended 

near the boundary of the vessel and the plot of the solution of the inverse problem resulting from 

the measured voltage data sets is displayed in figure 5.17. 

 

Figure 5.13. Two suspended cuboid perspex and PVC phantoms at 3cm and 19cm along the diameter of the      

     vessel. 

 

Figure 5.14. Two suspended cuboid perspex and PVC  phantoms at 10cm and 12cm along the diameter of the       

        vessel. 

 

Figure 5.15. Four suspended cuboid perspex phantoms at 1.0cm (of volume 11.6   ), 1.5cm 

        (of volume 42.6    ), 1.0cm (of volume 39.5  ) and 2.0cm (of volume 47.9  ) respectively from the 

       boundary of the vessel along two perpendicularly placed rulers along the diamters of the vessel. 
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Figure 5.16. Four suspended cuboid perspex phantoms along two perpendicularly placed rulers close to the      

       intersection point of the two rulers with volume as indicated in figure 5.12. 

 

Figure 5.17. Six cuboid suspended phantoms consisting of four perspex phantoms and two PVC at 1.0cm (of  

       volume 11.6  ), 1.5cm (of volume 4.26   ), 1.0cm (of volume 3.95  ), 2.0cm (of volume       

       4.79  ), 3.0cm (of volume 11.6  ) and 3.0cm (of volume 37.5  ) from the boundary of the vessel 

       respectively.   

In addition to the effect of the two major sources of error such as inappropriate modelling of the 

electric flux using the 1st order FEM for the dual models implemented in EIDORS v3.3 and lack of 

suitable computing devise to discretise the continuous domain to finite element of the order of     

tetrahedra, the effect of variation of density of the mesh is significant in the reconstructed images of 

the multiple suspended phantoms. The variation of the density of the mesh from fine to coarse 

mesh at the centre in order to preserve accurate measurement of the voltage on the boundary 

electrode and reduction of the computation time yield less accurate values for voltage signals 

sensed at the boundary for perturbation near and at the centre of the veesel. This error in the 

solution of the inverse problem as a result of the distorted signals is equally noticed for multiple 

phantom system similar to single phantom system. For multiple suspended phantoms near the 

boundary, the detected voltage signals on electrodes are more accurate. Figures 5.13 to 5.17 show 

the sensitivity of the electric field flux generated using the best measurement strategy, especially at 

detecting the precise degree of perturbation near the boundary of the vessel.   
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Furthermore, the lack of feature in the explored EIDORS v3.3 with which researchers can develop 

their image prior with earlier measured resisitivity values to form an expectable resistivity 

distribution near which the true resisitivity distribution is assumed, was a challenge in this work. 

EIDORS v3.3 does not provide means for assessing the code used in developing the image- prior used 

in this work. Since the explored image prior was developed from data taken from other laboratories, 

the counteraction of the data sets with that of the UCT data contribute to the poor resolution of the 

reconstructed images. This can be addressed by a user-written image-prior code  developed using 

ealier measured resisitivity distribution for the UCT data to form expectable resistivity distribution in 

the first iteration. Thereafter, subsequent iterative loop should use the previous solution of the 

inverse problem for the next iterative step. Alternatively, the provision of a feature that allows user 

of EIDORS library to modify or customise the available image-priors in the later versions of EIDORS 

V3.3 to be released will prove useful.    

 

5.2 Analysis of the movement of conductive fluid using the 3-D reconstruction code 

In addition to imaging suspended solid phantoms within the discretised domain of bulk mildly saline 

homogeneous solution at various position along the diameter of the vessel, the obtained best 

measurement strategy requiring voltage data measurement over four rings of electrodes was tested 

and applied in visualising the movement of conductive solution. The sets of experiments presented 

in table 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 of section 4.7 of chapter 4 were designed to monitor the movement of 

conductive fluid through diffusion process in a spherical, radial and planar geometry respectively, 

using the visualisation aid provided by the reconstructed image. In order to do so, a point injection 

was made into a free bulk solution, a column of more conductive solution was suspeded in the bulk 

solution and an injection through the nozzle of a peristaltic pump at the base of the tank were made. 

Based on the sequence table, utilising the best measurement sequences established above, voltage 

measurements were taken through the periphery electrodes at specific times after injection of the 

conductive fluid so as to reconstruct the conductivity distribution in the vessel. 

 

5.2.1 Plot of reconstructed images in studying the movement of conductive fluid due to 

 spherical diffusion within an unimpeded medium 

As detailed in the table 4.3 in chapter 4, the first sets of experiment were designed such that the 

measurement were made at various time to visualise the movement of 4ml of 1M  NaCl solution 

injected into the centre of the tank through a ceramic dispersion head syringe. The plot of the region 

of higher conductive solution at various time are displayed in figures 5.18 (a - c). 
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Figure 5.18 (a). Tomogram of spherical injection through                            Figure 5.18 (b). Tomogram of spherical  

ceramic head in the centre at 0 sec.                                                        injection through ceramic head at 5 sec.               

 

Figure 5.18 (c). Tomogram of spherical injection through  

ceramic head in the centre at 10 mins.                 

 

The second set of experiments were made by injecting the experimental solution of 4ml of 1M NaCl 

solution at the top of the tank to confirm if the movement of conductive fluid through the bulk 

solution is influenced by variation of the spot of injection. Figures 5.19 (a - d) highlight the 

movement of the conductive experimental solution at the specified time when the spherically  

shaped conductive solution was injected at the top of the tank through the head of a ceramic 

dispersion syringe.   

                                              

Figure 5.19(a). Tomogram of spherical injection through     Figure 5.19(b). Tomogram of spherical injection through  

ceramic head at the top at 0 sec.                                          ceramic head at the top at 5 sec.                   
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Figure 5.19(c). Vertical slice through 3-D tomogram                                 Figure 5.19(d). Tomogram of spherical 

injection of spherical injection through ceramic head at the top at 10 sec.      injection through ceramic head at the 

             top at 90 sec.              

Having observed that the movement of higher conductive experimental solution for the two 

mentioned cases were similar, Baxter and Brighton (2010) studied the movement of the fluid by 

injecting the same solution at the centre of a sponge suspended at the centre of the tank at 

specified time as indicated in third experiment on table 4.3. The plots of the 3-D tomogram at 

specified time are displayed figures 5.20 (a - d).            

                               

Figure 5.20(a). Tomogram of spherical injection into           Figure 5.20(b). Tomogram of spherical injection into            

central sponge at 5 sec.                                                              central sponge at 10 sec.                   

                                                             

Figure 5.20(c). Tomogram of spherical injection into           Figure 5.20(d). Tomogram of spherical injection into            

central sponge at 15 sec.                                                            central sponge at 30 sec.                                                               

 

To confirm the effect of changing the current stimulation strategy on the reconstructed image using 

measured voltage data, a sequence of current stimulation through adjacent electrode pairs was 

implemented in studying the movement of injected conductive solution at specified time as 
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indicated in the fourth experiment on table 4.3. Figures 5.21(a - e) illustrates the use of the 3-D 

reconstruction software in imaging the movement of the fluid at various time for a sequence of 

current injection through adjacent electrode pairs.  

 

                                                           

Figure 5.21(a). Tomogram of spherical injection into                    Figure 5.21(b). Tomogram of spherical injection into            

central sponge using adjacent current injection at 5 sec.         central sponge using adjacent current injection at 10 

                    sec.                                                            .                                                               

                                                        

Figure 5.21(c). Tomogram of spherical injection into              Figure 5.21(d). Tomogram of spherical injection into            

central sponge using adjacent current injection at 30 sec.    central sponge using adjacent current injection at 2 mins.         

 

  

Figure 5.21(e). Tomogram of spherical injection into            

central sponge using adjacent current injection at 15 mins.          
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5.2.2 The Movement of a Conductive Fluid Due to Spherical Diffusion within a Foam and Marble 

 Impeded Medium 

In the first set of experiments (table 4.4), a 10% acetic acid experimental solution was injected into 

the centre of a bed of marbles and highly porous foam. Since the 10% acetic acid solution is only 

0.5% denser than the bulk homogeneous solution, it was chosen so as to eliminate the rapid 

dropping of the conductive fluid due to the difference in density. Using the 3-D reconstruction 

software for the four ring of electrodes system, imaging of the movement of the fluid is shown in 

figures 5.22 (a - c).  

                                                                         

Figure 5.22(a). Tomogram of spherical injection of 10% acetic acid          Figure 5.22(b). Tomogram of spherical   

into centre foam and marble at 0 sec.                                      injection of 10% acetic acid into the centre 

                  foam and marble at 3 mins.

 Figure 5.22(c). Tomogram of spherical injection of 10% acetic acid into the 

                  centre of foam and marble at 17.5 hours.  

        

The movement of the fluid was then monitored in a foam impeded medium only so as to determine 

the extent of the resistance to flow that was provided with the marble bed. Figures 5.23 (a - c) show 

the region of higher conductivity at various times as indicated in each plot after 1M NaCl solution of 

spherical geometry was injected into the centre of the form.  
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Figure 5.23(a). Tomogram of spherical injection                     Figure 5.23(b). Tomogram of spherical injection into                    

             into centre of a foam at 30 sec.     centre of foam at 16 hours   

                                                 

 

Figure 5.23(c). Tomogram of spherical injection into   

             centre of foam at 68 hours.                  

 

5.2.3 Analysis of the Reconstructed Images to Examine the Spherical Diffusion  

 of Higher Conductive Solution Injected into a Bulk Mildly Saline Solution 

An estimation of the physical phenomena influencing the movement of the fluid in the UCT ERT rig 

was acquired from the comparison of the various plots of the tomogram to the model obtained from 

the Scilab-based modelling of movement of NaCl ions due to diffusion only in the three geometries 

considered - spherical, planar and radial. From the model of spherical geometry of diffusion,  a 

significant widening of the spherical injection is expected over 10 000 seconds or three hours (Baxter 

and Brighton, 2010). However, all the plots of the tomograms in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 displayed 

significant dropping of the conductive fluid in less than 10 minutes even with the use of impeded 

materials and a less dense solution. This informs that  the downward movement of the fluid is 

determined largely by gravitational forces due to density differences between the bulk and more 

conductive solution, as diffusion has little influence on the movement of the solution. 

5.2.4 Plot of reconstructed images in studying the movement of conductive fluid due to radial 

 diffusion  

This set of experiments (table 4.5) was conducted due to a search for an efficient method to provide 

a central column of highly conductive solution to diffuse radially into the tank. In the first set of 
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experiments, the column of highly conductive solution was created by using a porous rubber tube, 

while in the second set of experiments the region of higher conductive solution was introduced 

using a perspex tube riddled with small holes which was inserted into a canvas tube (figure 4.15). 

Figures 5.24(a- c) shows the reconstructed images of the movement of the column of conductive 

solution in the porous rubber tube at respective times.     

                                               

Figure 5.24(a). Tomogram of injection into a vertical           Figure 5.24(b). Tomogram of injection into a vertical 

porous rubber tube at 5 mins.       porous rubber tube at 15 mins. 

 

 

Figure 5.24(c). Vertical slice of tomogram of injection  

into a vertical porous rubber tube at 4.5 hours  

A set of four measurement were then taken at specified times for a column of 20ml of 1M salt 

solution filled into a perspex tube riddled with small holes and inserted into a canvas tube. The 

results are shown in figures 5.25 (a - d). 

                                                   

Figure 5.25(a). Tomogram of injection into vertical        Figure 5.25(b). Vertical slice of tomogram of injection into  

             perspex tube in canvas at 3 sec.                                          vertical perspex tube in canvas at 10 sec. 
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Figure 5.25(c). Tomogram of injection into vertical              Figure 5.25(d).  Tomogram of injection into vertical                          

             perspex tube in canvas at 60 sec.                                               perspex tube in canvas at 3 mins.                                                  

  

5.2.5 Analysis of the reconstructed images to examine the radial diffusion of higher  conductive 

 solution injected into a bulk mildly saline solution 

 The plots in figures 5.25 (a - d) monitors the  movement of the conductive fluid more accurately 

than figures 5.24 (a – c). The porous rubber tube proved to be more suitable column of higher 

concentration for observing the movement of fluid when compared with the other column. The  rate 

of movement of the fluid out of the column as shown in figures 5.25 (a - d) differs from the rate of 

radial diffusion model, which predicts that the whole conductive fluid should move to the base of 

the tank after three hours (Baxter and Brighton, 2010).  In addition, figures 5.24a indicate increase in 

the radial size minutes after the start of the experiment and dropped completely after fifteen 

minutes (figures 5.24b) a time-scale in which limited diffusion effects will be seen (Baxter and 

Brighton, 2010). The plots in figures 5.25 (a - d) indicate  the movement of the conductive solution is 

due to convective effects arising from density differences between the bulk and the more 

conductive solution.  

5.2.6 Plots of Reconstructed Images in The Study of Movement of Conductive Fluid Due to 

 Planar  Diffusion within A Bulk Mildly Saline Solution 

 

The 3-D reconstruction software was tested through the study of the upward movement of 

conductive solution injected at the base of the tomography rig with time. An injection of more 

conductive fluid was made at the base to eliminate the effect of gravitational force in the downward 

movement, owing to density differences between the injected solution and the bulk solution. Thus, 

the upward movement of the fluid with time is suspected to be in response to the planar diffusion 

process, or other fluid mixing processes, sustained by initial momentum of the injected solution 

released by the pump. The plots of the solution of the inverse problem for the measured voltages at 

specified times are shown in figures 5.26 (a - e).  
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Figure 5.26(a). Tomogram of injection of 0.5M                          Figure 5.26(b). Vertical slice of tomogram of injection 

of NaCl solution into the base of the tank at 1 min.                                             0.5M NaCl solution into the base of 

                the tank at 13 hours.  

      

 

                                                     

Figure 5.26(c). Tomogram of injection of 0.5M Nacl solution        Figure 5.26(d). Tomogram of injection of 0.5M Nacl        

into the base of the tank at 38.5 hours.                                               solution into the base of the tank at 50 hours.                                                

 

 

Figure 5.26(e). Tomogram of injection of 0.5M Nacl   

solution into the base of the tank at 71 hours.      

 

5.2.7 Analysis of the Reconstructed Images to Examine The Planar Diffusion of Higher 

 Conductive Solution Injected into A Bulk Mildly Saline Solution 

The plot of the tomogram in figures 5.26 (a - e) indicating that there was significant movement and 

mixing in the whole tank in less than three days is not in agreement with the planar diffusion model. 

The model suggests that the time taken for the diffusion only system to reach a relatively even 
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concentration at the middle of the tank is in excess of 300 000 seconds (3.5 days) (Baxter and 

Brighton, 2010). The plot of the reconstructed images do not match planar diffusion models in which 

the movement of the conductive fluid due to concentration difference is expected along the vertical 

direction only. This support the observation that the fluid movement being imaged at various times 

is not due to diffusion process but convective effects that are enhanced by initial momentum of the 

injected solution released by the pump. The larger size of the volume of reconstructed image 

relative to the actual injected solution is related to the highlighted three major sources of error as 

well as the limitation in the reconstruction code in term of use of image-prior that is inconsistent 

with the UCT data sets, as discussed in section 5.1.2.   

 

5.2.8 Studying the Flow of Conductive Solution through A Packed Bed.  

 

The 3-D reconstruction software was applied in visualising the movement of fluid within packed beds 

made from a collection of marbles enclosing a sponge core.  The experimental procedure required 

the injection of 0.1M NaCl solution fed in from the top at the same rate as the liquid was removed 

through the base of the tank filled with marbles around a sponge core. The experiment is designed 

to test the effectiveness of the software in analysing flow of conductive solution in processes such as 

heap leaching and dump leaching, but also any type of hydrological process. The tomogram of the 

movement of the conductive fluid through the marbles and sponge, constituents of the packed bed 

at various times are highlighted in figures 5.27 (a - d).  

 

                                           

Figure 5.27(a). Tomogram of flow of 0.1M NaCl                              Figure 5.27(b). Tomogram of flow of 0.1M NaCl  

solution at 1.82ml/min at 3 mins.                 solution at 1.82ml/min at 10 mins. 
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Figure 5.27(c). Tomogram of flow of 0.1M NaCl                      Figure 5.27(d). Tomogram of flow of 0.1M NaCl  solution 

            at 1.82ml/min at 15 mins.                                                             at 1.82ml/min at 5.5 hours                            

 

5.2.9 Analysis of the reconstructed images to examine the flow of conductive solution through a 

 packed bed 

The plot of the tomogram for the movement of the fluid through packed marbles enclosing a sponge 

core  after 3 minutes shows there is downward movement of the high conductivity fluid through the 

central injection point onto the surface, as in  figure 5.27 (a). It was noticed 10 minutes after the 

start of the experiment that the region of higher conductivity widens with phantoms, as shown in 

figure 5.27(b). Figure 5.27(c) is the 2-D slice of the tomograms plot after 15 minutes showing a high 

conductivity region at the centre of the tank and a low conductivity region above and below it. After 

five and a half hours, there is a high conductivity region which spread across the top and narrows 

down towards the nozzle in the centre of the bottom of the tank through which the fluid was 

pumping as shown in figure 5.27(d). The movement of the conductive solution could be visualised by 

the ERT technique, though the resolution of the images are distorted by the highlighted errors. An 

improved resolution of the images will be achieved if the sources of error are addressed as 

recommended in the conclusion.  

 

5.2.10 Analysis of movement of conductive fluid using the 3-D reconstruction code 

A study of change in a region of high conductivity within the homogeneous domain in both vertically 

downward and upward direction for all the conducted experiments is in agreement with the 

movement of the fluid due to either gravitational force or frictional force or fluid mixing processes. 

The tomogram from the loaded measured voltage shows that the 3-D reconstruction software 

provides a practical means of visualising the movement of conductive fluid with time. It was noticed 

in the plot of the tomogram for various experiment that the volume of the reconstructed image is 

much larger than the injected conductive solution using either needle or pump (Baxter and Brighton, 

2010).This is due to the increase in the coarseness of the mesh towards the centre, the use of much 
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less dense mesh relative to that recommended for 3-D imaging (150,000 tetrahedra elements), as 

well as the mentioned error of the solution of the inverse problem with regards to the UCT voltage 

data sets, resulting in less accurate sensed voltage at the boundary. The less dense mesh provides an 

inefficient discretised domain to solve both the forward and the inverse problem.  

In summary, considering the rate of movement of the conductive experimental solution in all the 

experimental design to visualise the movement of fluid due to spherical, radial and planar diffusion, 

it may be said that the movement of the of the more conductive solution is due to convective effects 

as the movement cannot  be  accounted for by the diffusion model. Thus, the ERT technique is 

suitable to visualise the migration of the conductive solution due to convective effects in both 

impeded and unimpeded media.    
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

An open source free library of MATLAB functions, EIDORS 3D, has been explored, modified and 

customised for imaging the resistivity distribution within a conductive saline solution in three 

dimensions contained in the UCT tomography rig, fitted with two, three and four rings of sixteen 

electrodes. This led to the development of six reconstruction software codes for reconstructing 

images from a sequence of voltage measurement through periphery adjacent electrode pairs due to 

a sequence of current stimulation through both opposite and adjacent electrode pairs. 

The six reconstruction codes were used to image the position of a region of low conductivity ( solid 

suspended phantoms ) within a more conductive solution along the diameter of the vessel in order 

to determine the best measurement strategy. A sequence of voltage measurements through 

adjacent electrode pairs due to a sequence of current stimulation through opposite electrode pairs 

in a four rings electrode system was observed to the best measurement strategy for the UCT 

tomography rig. The best measurement strategy was employed to image two, four and six distinct 

solid suspended phantoms within the rig 

A comparative study of the reconstructed images with the suspended phantom using the volume 

and coordinate of the centre of gravity (PAS) facilitate the measurement of the resolution of the 

reconstructed images. For the best measurement strategy, the plot in figure 5.10 (a) comparing the 

volume of suspended phantom and reconstructed image shows that the resolution of the images 

reduces towards the centre of the vessel. The percentage error in the calculated  volume of the 

image relative to the suspended phantom is observed to increase from 15%  at the boundary to 

853% at the centre from one end of the vessel ( table 5.5 ). However, the reduction in resolution of 

the reconstructed images was observed not to reduce the precision of the PAS significantly as shown 

in figure 5.10 (a).  

In the best measurement strategy obtained, likely sources of error such as an insufficient  data set 

for 3-D reconstruction and less sensitive Jacobian matrix owing to electric field lines resulting from 

current injection through adjacent electrode pairs were eliminated since data sets measured over 

four rings were induced from current stimulation through opposite electrode pairs. 
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However, three sources of errors distorted the accuracy of the measured voltage at the boundary in 

the solution of both the forward and the inverse problem. This lead to increase in volume of 

reconstructed images toward the centre. In the explored public domain library function written with  

MATLAB syntax (EIDORS), first-order FEM based on the dual model approach were implemented in 

solving the forward and the inverse problems. Due to this, the electric field lines, which are curves in 

2-D, particularly towards the centre are not appropriately modelled. In modelling the UCT rig, an 

automatic 3-D mesh generator (NETGEN) was explored. NETGEN discretised the domain of the rig 

with varying mesh densities from fine mesh  near the boundary to coarse mesh toward the centre. 

The increase in coarseness of the mesh towards the centre yields less accurate voltage values at the 

boundary for a phantom suspended near the centre of the vessel. Furthermore, the limitation in the 

memory and processing power of the computer system used for reconstructing the images restrict 

the generation of number of element to less than 16,000 as compared to 150,000 elements 

recommended for high resolution 3-D imaging. The inconsistency in the inherent noise associated 

with the data collected from the UCT vessel added to the that of solution of the forward problem,  

affects the quality of the reconstructed images. Moreover, the image prior developed by Nick 

Polidorides (2002) included in the open source code was explored in the defining the image-prior in 

the implemented algorithm. This image-prior was developed from data sets from other laboratory. 

The use of this image-prior rendered the resolution of the images imperfect as the image prior was 

not developed with data sets from UCT laboratory. These sources of error in both the forward and 

the inverse problems are noticed to reduce the resolution of the images towards the centre of the 

rig.  

The developed signal analysis software from the best measurement sequence for static phantom  

was used to investigate the flow of conductive  solution within a bulk saline homogeneous solution, 

in order to visualise fluid movement due to spherical, radial and planar diffusion or other physical 

phenomenon in an undergraduate project work (2010) in the department of Chemical Engineering, 

University of Cape Town. Analysis of the tomograms reveals that the developed reconstruction code 

is efficient at reconstructing images through which the movement of the conductive fluid due to 

convective effects, can be visualised. The convective movement of the solution was noticed to be 

sustained by the initial momentum with which the conductive fluid was injected at the base of the 

solution in some experiments. Further analysis of the tomograms informs that the movement of the 

conductive fluid was not due to diffusion processes alone. However, this does not establish the 

unsuitability of the ERT technique to visualise the movement of the conductive solution due to 

diffusion as the experimental design needs to be appraised to ascertain the design is adequate for 

diffusion of the injected solution to be observed.  
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 6.2 Recommendations 

The error in the solution of the inverse problem (reconstructed image) due to inaccuracy in 

reproducing the tank phantom measurements can be eliminated by developing a 3-D algorithm with 

a second-other FEM and availability of a computer system of much larger memory and high 

processing power with which 150, 000 finite elements can be obtained (as recommended by Adler et 

al, 2008). 

In order to eliminate the error in the solution of the forward problem due to increase in degree of 

coarseness of the mesh towards the centre of the vessel, the use of fine mesh in the entire domain 

or an adaptive mesh that automatically generates finer mesh over the region of a target phantom 

will prove useful. This can be achieved by exploring other automatic 3-D mesh generators or a user-

developed 3-D mesh. 

Furthermore, the inconsistency in the inherent noise associated with the data collected from the 

UCT vessel to that added to the solution of the forward problem ( 25 decibel signal to noise ratio) 

can be addressed by adequate measurement of the noise level from every source within the 

laboratory, and adding this to the solution of the forward problem. 

It is proposed that significant improvement in the resolution of the reconstructed images will be 

achieved if a user-written image-prior code is developed using earlier measured UCT resistivity data 

in the first iterative loop and the solution of the inverse problem of this loop should be used as the 

initial guess in the next iteration. In addition, since the performance of the regularization method is 

closely related to the smoothening coefficient, the development of an algorithm that automatically 

determines a good coefficient depending on the experimental data will improve the resolution of 

the reconstructed images.  
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   APPENDICES 
 

APPENDIX A 

 
Basic Step for Running of UCT ERT Set-up 

 
The following basic steps are required for smooth running of the hardware set-up in order to generate 

three dimensional data sets for offline reconstruction are as follow: 

Step 1: Initiating the starting screen 

(a) The user needs ensure that the tomography instrument is switched on. 

(b) that the tomo USB cable is plugged into a USB port on the PC 

(c) that the USB serial adapter is plugged into the tomography instrument "comms port" and a PC USB 

port. 

When these are done, user need locate and run the executable program file called 

UCT_Tomography.exe and screen display should be as that in Figure 3.11. 

                              
  Figure A1: The initial start screen 

Step 2: Setting up the measurement sequences and testing the serial comms that enables 

communication between the software and the tomography instrument. 

(a) User needs select Hardware Options >> Select Hardware and choose the appropriate instrument 

connected to the computer. The system should prompt the user to select two files. One of the files is a 

download file, which is a binary file that runs on the tomography hardware. This should be chosen by 

selecting ' Download Files\download_file.bin '. The second files is the measurement sequence file. There 

are six measurement sequence files specifying the current injection sequences and voltage 
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measurement sequences for two, three and four rings based on adjacent and opposite  current injection 

respectively. Clicking on two_rings_netgen_injection_adjacent or two_rings_netgen_injection_opposite 

or three_rings_netgen_injection_adjacent or three_rings_netgen_injection_opposite or 

four_rings_netgen_injection_adjacent or four_rings_netgen_injection_opposite by the user informs the 

PC measurement sequence table to load into the data acquisition device. A progress bar as in Figure 

should appear signifying that the file is being downloaded to the instrument if the instruments are 

connected properly. 

                                                        

   Figure A2: Downloading measurement sequences table 

 

 

If error message as in Figure is displayed it may be that the program is using the wrong comm port, thus  

the downloading was not successful. 

                                                        

            Figure A3 : An expanded error message box 

 In order to specify the correct comm port, user should select Hardware Options >> Change Comm Port, 

and repeat step 2. The instrument may, then, be started in the data capture mode by clicking on the 

start Capture button on the menu bar (Figure ). The 'running with current' LED (the bottom one) should 

be lit if the device is in a proper working condition. User should press 'Stop Capture' botton when this 

has been established. 
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                      Figure A4 : The Start Capture botton 

Before the description of steps required in setting the injected current level into the conductive medium 
(saline solution) through peripheral electrode system, it is appropriate to define some measured data 
set recovered from the tomography rig. The raw tomography voltages for homogeneous solution graph 
is a plot of the voltage measurements taken 
by the tomography instrument when a non-zero magnitude of current is injected into a homogenous 
solution without any processing. The calibration offsets are obtained when no current is injected into a 
homogeneous solution. The processed tomography voltages for homogenous solution is the plot of the 
data sets obtained from the difference between raw tomography voltages and calibration offsets about 
each data point. The Scaling factors voltages is the ratio of the simulated homogeneous voltage data 
sets to the measured processed  tomography data set.The calibrated tomography voltages graph is a 
plot of the voltages once the calibration offsets and scaling factors have been applied. These are the 
values that are used in the reconstruction algorithm. 
 

Step 3: Setting the current level 

For the purpose of this experiment, the current level was adjusted manually by clicking on Hardware 

Options >> Adjust current. This selection should prompt open an interface where the slider can be 

moved to the right so as to increase the current level. To ensuring that the appropriate magnitude of 

current is input into the medium, one needs to select View Options >> Add new graph or click the 'add 

new graph' button. This allows the raw voltage measurement to be visualised in a graph window and as 

such it possible to obtain suitable current level while the instrument is running. It is noteworthy that the 

number of frame to average should be kept at one (1) owing to manual calibration the algorithm 

employed. To set this, user should click  'Reconstruction Option' >> ' Number of Frame to average' and 

enter 1 in the provided space. Furthermore, clicking on Hardware Options >> Start Capture or clicking 

the 'Start Capture' button on the menu bar starts the instrument. If the current level was set to zero, 

the graph window displayed is Figure 3.16, while if the slide was moved to a level, the graph window 

obtained is similar to Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 for adjacent and opposite respectively. It should be 

noted that the extent of sliding is not the magnitude of the current introduced into the domain, though, 

there is a linear relationship between this and the value of current injected. 
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Figure A5 : Data Capture with no current applied   Figure A6:  Data Capture with current         

                  applied through  adjacent electrodes  

  

Figure A7 :  Data Capture with current                        

     applied through opposite electrodes 

Each "U" curve or "horseshoe" shaped data plot of Figure 3.17 is the selected thirteen of the sixteen 

measured voltage data set from a ring for each current injection. 

Step 4: Calibration of measured voltages for inhomogeneous solution with current applied to the 

medium using measured voltages for homogeneous solution with current applied and offsets voltage 

voltages. 

Although the automatic calibration data sets saved into the hard drive is not used in the image 

reconstruction algorithm, it is necessary that the user clicks "Calibrate" on the menu bar to prompt an 

interface where the value of the number of frame to average and the number of seconds to count 

before averaging are entered.  

                                             

            Figure A8:  The 'Calibrate' button 

With a view to calibrating the measurement from inhomogeneous saline solution with the introduction 

of an object of higher resistivity than the surrounding medium within the domain of the solution or by 
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injecting some hyper-saline solution into a region of the domain, the raw tomography homogenous 

voltage with no current applied, the raw tomography voltages for homogeneous solution with current 

applied and the simulated measurement for homogeneous solution with same amplitude of current 

applied are needed. In this experiment, the offset voltages are the raw tomography voltages for 

homogeneous solution with no current applied. The offset data sets were deducted from the data sets 

of both the homogeneous solution with current applied and the inhomogeneous with current applied in 

order to derive processed data sets for both. Accordingly, scaling factor data sets were derived from the 

ratio of simulated homogeneous data with current applied to the processed homogeneous voltage data 

with same current applied about each data point. Thus, the calibrated data set used in the 

reconstruction was obtained from the product of the inhomogeneous data sets with the scaling factor 

data sets about each data point.  

Step 5: Saving the voltage data via quick record 

The moment the 'Record' button on the menu bar is clicked the system starts saving the measured 

voltage values to disc and when 'Stop Capture' is clicked, the system prompt up an interface where the 

name with which the file containing the data will be saved (Figure 3.20). 

                                      

               Figure A9: The record button 
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Appendix B 
  Six 3-D Reconstruction Codes for Both Opposite and Adjacent Current          

Injection Strategy in a Two, Three and Four Rings Electrode System 
 

B1 :  Reconstruction Code for A sequence of Current Stimulation through Adjacent Electrode Pairs 
 and A Sequence of Voltage Measurement through Adjacent Electrode Pairs in a Two Rings of 
 Electrode System 
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39 - [currentd .. t"l ·"eec .. libr .. tiond .. t .. 2r,,_ .. dj .. cent_cur; ent I ' C: \ U,er~\bode \ De~l<top\NOV _19TH _2J.DJ \ ho"",_ lIith_current . tOl'() ' 1 ; 

40 - [nocurrened .. e"l·"eec .. lib r .. eiond .. e .. 2r,,_ .. dj .. cent_nocurrent I ' C: \ U~er~ \ bode\ De~l<top\NOV _19TH_2J.DJ\ hO!flO_no_current to..o ' 1 ; 

41 OFFSET Inocurrentd"u.1 IS SUBSTRJ.CTED FROII THE CURRENT DJ.T.!. 

42 t Icurrentd .. t" l : HOIlc.;ENEOUS SOLUTIW 

" 44 UIH9URlD DJ.T.!. rOR HOIlc(;W!OU9 Opp_ho"",,,eMou~3 54 . c .. l 

45 - He .. ~_HOIIOd .. t .. · currentd .. t .. - nocurrentd .. t .. ; 

46 t OnUNING THl SCJ.LING CWSTJ.NT rOR HCH HOIlc.;lNlOUS SOLUTIW 

47 Ht Div i ~ the sc .. l1n" COn~t"nt 

" tHo"",,,eneou~ _ .. djacent I' l ' 1 

SO t lIhere Johnr i~ the "",delled ho"",,,eMou~ d .. t .. noeded . 

51 ~9c .. l1n" f .. ctor i~ Ho"",_rlld_rrdel! Ho""'_""'MUred_dU .. 

52 - Sc .. J .. c·Johnr . !He .. ~_ HOIIOd .. t .. ; 

" 54 UIHSURED DJ.T.!. FOR INHOIlc.;ENEOUS 

55 , ofhet i~ deducted from the INho"",d .. t .. 

56 - lIeM _ INHOIIOd .. e .. · INho"",d .. e .. - nocurrentd .. e .. ; 

" 58 ~c .. libr .. ted d .. t .. tor inhomo"eou~ 1~ 

" 60 - C .. l1b_Inhoroo · lle .. ~_INHOIIOdat" .·Sc"J"c; 

61 ".i" ... ,,_d .. t .. _h.""'M-JohnF ; 

62 " Cre .. te tar"eu in i .... "e 
63 ~~im_irt'l\l elem_d .. t" I [541:S52 11 · 1O 0; 

64 HHJ.NTOH IS NHR THl EOUND J.RY 
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65 % Blu~ colour 

66 - ~im _ irrq. ~ l ~m _data I [277: 307,309 : 312 , ~21: 43 6, 438, 444, 499, 500 : 510, 556 : 560, 562 : 584 , 586 : 588 , 698, 700: 704, 706: 714]1- 0.8; 

67 % Brown colour 

68 - ~im _ irrq. elem _data I [37: 67,69: n , 163: 166, 168: 178, 180: 183,232: 238, 240 : 243,316 : 344]1 - 1.15; 

69 % Simulate inholOOgeneou~ IDea~ureIDent~ 

70 - ~im_irrq . fwd_lOOdel- zigza9'_lOCI1; 

71 - zigzag_data_i- fwd_~o lve l ~im_irrq I; 

n - Zi9'Za9'_ data_ i . IDea~- C a1ib _ InholOO; 

13 

74 - c lt; 

75 - ax lSI -~ubp 1otI 2,3, 1, ' rep1ace ' l; 

76 - xax- l: max l ~ i 2 e 12i 9'2a9'_ dat a_ h. IDeM I); 

77 - hh- p1otVVlxax, [2i9'2a9'_ dat a_ h. IDeM, 2i 9'2a9'_ dat a_ i. IDeM] , ... 

78 xax,2i9'2a9'_dat a_h. IDeM 2i9'2a9'_dat a_i. ll'M!M I; 

79 - ~et lhh, ' Xlim ' ,[l,maxlxaxlll; 

eo 
81 <Add 25dB SNR noi~e to data 

82 - noi,~· , td I2iQ'2aQ'_data_i. mea, - 2iQ'2aQ'_dat a_h.mea, 1 ... 

83 /10'125/201 • randnl ' i2 ~ 12i Q'2aQ'_data_h . mea' ll; 

84 - 2iQ'2aQ'_dat a_i .mea,· 2iQ'2aQ'_dat a_i .mea, ,. noi ' ~ ; 

85 

86 <ilOCl l 3d . fwd IOOd~l· ziQ'zag_lOCI1; 
87 HHH 

88 H% COIIP.l.RISOO Of J.LGORITHII HER! 

89 

90 H% NICK POLIDORIS!S SOLVER J.LGORITHII iHH 

91- inv3d- ~idor~_obj l ' inv_lOOd~l ' , ' !IT inv~r~ e ' l; 

92 - inv3d. recon~t _ tvpe- ' difference ' ; 

93 - inv3d.jacobian_bkgnd.value - 1; 

94 - inv3d.fwd_lOOdel- zigza9'_lOCI1; 

95 - inv3d.fwd_lOOdel.np_fwd_~olve.perm_~ym'" IV) ' ; 

96 1 Nick Polvdoride~ ' Gau9~-Newton Solver 

97 - inv3d.hvperparart'eter.va1ue - 1e-3 ; 
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98 i nv3d . ~0 1v~ - 8np_ i nv_~0 1v~ ; 

99 ~ N1Ck Po17dorid~~ ' Prior IL"pl"c~ ) "(###Iproduc~d" much b~tter re~ult)###'(' 

100 i nv3d . R_pr i or - 8np_c"lc_imaQ"e_pr i or; 

101 i nv3d. np_c"lc_imaQ"e_prior.p",ameter~- [3 1]; 

102 inv3d.p"'MJ!teu.max iter"tion~· 1; 

'" 104 HHH '"'' III CHANGE or VARIABL! HER!)) ) ) "'" 
105 ~ Tikhonov pr10r 

106 ~ 1m3 d . R _pr ior-8 t ikhonov _ 1maQ"e _pr ior ; 

'" '" 109 HH. TIllE PR I OR SOLVER ALGORITHII 

110 inv - eidou_obj l ' inv_model ', ' lIT inveue ' ) ; HIDORS conmln model dcr ' ); 
111 l nv . recon~t _ type - ' diUer~nce ' 

112 1nv . j"cob1"n_bkQ"nd v"lu~ - 1; 

113 1nv . tvd _ mod~ 1- '1Q"'''Q"_ mdl; 
114-

'" 
i nv . tvd_mode l. np_tvd_~olve . perm_~"",- ' (7) ' ; 

inv . hyperp"rameter. v"lue • O.0300 ; ile- 3 ; 

116 inv .!olve- Btirne prior !olv e 

117 inv .tirne_~mooth_prior.~p"ce_prior- Bno~er_imaQ"e_prior; 

118 i nv. t i rne _ ~mooth _pr i or . t i rne _ we i Q"ht - O; 

119 i nv . t irne_pr i or_~o lve . t irne_~ t e p ~- 0; 

120 HH 

121 1nq- 1 nv_~01ve I 1nv3d , ziQ"z"Q"_d"t" h , zi>rz"Q"_d"t"_ i ); 

m 
123 "x I6) -!ubplot I2,3,6,' repl"ce ' ); 

124 " ~hov_3d_~liculimq, ,-"xi', y-"xi',x-"xi') 
125 "~hov_3d_~licu l imq, O.57,[], []); 

126 ~~hov_3d_~ licu l inq, [1 , 1.9] , [0.5] , [0.5] ) ; 

127 ~v iev l - H , 13); "xi~ tiQ"ht; "xi~ equ"l; zliml[O , l . S]); 

128 ho l d on; 

129 ~ p"r"llel to 7-"x1~ 

130 "x iS) ·~ubplot I 2, 3 , 3 , ' repl"ce ' l ; 
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131 ~ ho .. _ t ~m (irno;/) 

132 hold on ; 

133 a x( 3 ) - ~ubplot(2,3,4, ' r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

134 ~ ho .. _ t ~m (irno;/) 

135 ho ld on ; 

136 % ~ ho .. 3d ~ lic~~ ( irno;/, [] , [O.O] , []); 

137 % ~ ho .. _3d_~lic~~ (irno;/, [1,1.9], [0.5],[0.5]); 

138 %vi~ .. (-14 , 13); ax i~ ti\lht; ax i~ ~qual; 2 lim ( [0 , 1 .5]); 

139 a x(l) - ~ubplot(2,3,1, 'r ~plac ~ ' ); 

140 ~ ho .. _ t ~m (irno;/) 

141 hold on ; 

142 a x(i) - ~ubplot(2,3,2, ' r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

143 r<;lb - imr~ad ( ' C: !u~~ r ~ !bod~!d~~l::top!bod~ ! I IIG _1329 . jP\I' ) ; 

144 ima\l~ (r<;lb); 

145 titl~ ( ' Top Vi~ .. ot Pha ntom 5u~ p ~nd~d a t 0.8dru on y-"x i~ ' ) 

146 %para ll ~ l to x-ax i~ 

147 % ~ ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( irno;/, [],[],[O.O]); 

148 '<v i~ .. (-14,13); ax i~ t i \lht; ax i~ ~qua l; 2lim([0 , 1.5]); 

149 hold on ; 

150 a x(2) - ~ubplot(2,3,5, ' r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

151 r<;lb - imr~ad ( ' C: !u~~ r ~ ! bod~!d~~l::top!bod~ ! I IIG _ 13 35 . jP\I' ) ; 

152 ima\l~ (r\lb); 

153 titl~ ( ' Ri \lht ~id~ vi~ .. ot Pha ntom 5u~ p ~nd~d a t O. i dru on y-"x i~ ' ) 

154 axi ~ ( ax, ' ima\l~ ' ) 

m 
156 , Lo .. ~~ t limit 

157 dadada- irno;/ . ~ l ~m_data ; 

158 1 lim- min(da d a d a ) ; %-0 . 6300; 

159 % hi\lh~~ t ~ l ~""'nt valu~~ 

160 hi\lh _ valu~ ~ l ~m _da t a-ma x (da d a d a ) ; %0.2778; 

161 %lo .. ~~ t ~ l ~""' nt valu~~ 

162 10 .. _ valu~ ~ l ~m _da t a - min (da d a d a ) ; %-0.6300; 

16 3 % ~ t ~ p chan\l~ 
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164 - d~ lt ~ (hiqh _ valu~ _ ~ l ~m _ dat a- l ov _ valu~ _ ~ l ~m _data) / 20; 

165 - [sav] "Sortinq_ el emi ndex (dadada); 

166 - [il'llQ'qq~ J - SOrtinq_ r ~~ i ~ tivit'j' (dadada) ; 

167 - colour_map" []; 

166 - ~ av _ n~v- [J ; 

169 - - tor uu= l:max( si~e (inqqqe (:,l))); 

170 - qe.d- (il'llQ'qq~ (uu) - l_ lim)/d~ l t; 

171 - S9 1ouL lYiaP" [colour_map; qad1 l0, inqqqe (uu)] ; 

172 - ~ a,:, .. n~v- [ ~e.v_n~v ; ~e.v(uu)J; 

173 - if colour_map(uu,1 j>40 

174 - bree.k 

175 - end 

176 -

111 

118 
179 -

160 
181 -

162 
183 -

164 -

185 
166 -

181 
lea-
189 

190 -

191 

19Z 

193 
194 -

195 -

196 -
197 -

,,' 
% SUIIII.l.TIOO OF VOLUIIE OF THR.l.HEDR.I.L OF HIGHER RESISITIVITY V.l.LUES 

VVVOLUIIE" [J ; add_ volume" O; ~e l_ el e" [J ; ~e l_ re~i~t " [J ; mas~ _phant" [J ; 

Ie S.l.V denote, indexe, ot the el ement' 

- tor ll'I" l: max ( ~i~e ( ~av_ nev (:, 1))); 

;ae.l,bbl,ccl,ddl are node. l pOint' ot an el ement. 

el em _ inde x"~av _ nev (m) ; 

Ml"tmdl. el elTl!! (el em _index, 1) ; 

%b" 1097(0.8744,0.1186,2.0),1960 

bb l "t mdl. el elTl!! (el em _index, 2) ; 

'c"436(1.0995,0.0328,2.0),348 

cc l "t mdl. el elTl!! (el em _index, 3) ; 

%d" 1080(0.9291,-0.0481,2.0) 1959 

dd l "t mdl. el elTl!! (el em _index, 4) ; 

• C.l.LCUL.l.TING THE VOLUIIE OF .I. THR.l.HEDR.l.L 

volume in meter, 

• V"I (a-d) . ((b-d) X(c-d)) 1/ 6 

al "t mdl. node, (bbl, 1) - t mdl. node, ($0$01, 1); a2" t mdl. node, (bbl, 2) - t mdl. node, ($0$01, 2) ; a3"t mdl. node, (bbl, 3) - t mdl. node, ($0$01, 3) ; 

b l "fm:l l. node ~ (cc 1, 1) -fm:ll. node ~ (aa1, 1) ; b2 "fm:l l. node ~ (cc 1, 2 ) -fm:ll. node~ (aal, 2) ; b3 "fm:l l. node~ (cc 1, 3 ) -fm:ll. node~ (aal, 3) ; 

o l "t m:l l . node= (dd l , 1) - t m:l l . node= ($0$01, 1) ; 02 "t m:l l . node= (dd l , 2 ) - t m:l l . node= ($0$01,2) ; 03 "t m:l l . node= (dd l , 3 ) - t m:l l . node= ($0$01, 3) ; 
vo l - [al a2 a c' b l b 2 b3; c l c 2 c3]; 

198 - vo lUIt'l< - ab ~ (do t (vo l ))/6000.0: " "0 divido d by 6000 b ocau~o ot tho convo r .ion ot di""'n~ion in doci""'t o r~ to ""'t o r ~" 

199 ''''''_ v o lw,,,, -ad "_ v ol w n" +vo l .. ",,,,; 

200 - ~- [ ~ol_olo ; ~av_no" (m)l; 

201 - ~~- [,o l_r o ~ i~ t; irrJQ\I~o (m)]; 

?n? - ~_ [1JVI.·()],TT"F ;vnl"""'l ; 

203 %phano - d o n _ cub'volU1t'JO ; 

20 4 %It'Ia~~_phant - [ma~~_pM.nt; phant]; 

205 - o nd 

206 , 11M _~ha_ t-~um (It'Ia~ ~ jha nt) ; 

207 - vo l_~ '-,,"- ~um (\'VVOL UIIE ); 

208 - di ~ p ( ' SUII o r UOLUIIE o r RE CctlS TRUCTlD TlTRJ.HEDRJ.LS ); di~p Ivol_ ~ um) ; 

'" 
210 , COII"UTJ.TIctI o r THE CENTlR o r 11.1.55 o r THE REGIctI o r HIGMlR RlgI5TIVITY 

m 
,"" - "01 \1hO O "_PO~ _ ma~~- lj; coor"nato~ - lj; 

213 - - tor to - l : lt'Iaxl~ i2o ( ~av_no ,, (:, 1 ))); 

214 - o l om_indo x-~av_""" (t t ); 

015 - QQ1-brll .c l cmo(clc,,"_ i n d cx, 1 ); 

216 %b - 1097 (O . 87<'1 , 0 . 1l86 , 2 . 0) , 1960 

217 - bb l - t rocll . olo=( olo m_ i ndox, 2 ); 

218 %c-'131 ( 1 . 0995.0 . 0328 . 2 . 01.H8 

219 - c cl-trocll . olo= ( o l ~m_indox,3); 

220 %d-1080 (O . 9291 ,-0 . O'l81 , 2 . 0 ) 1959 

221 - ddl- trocll.~ l ~= ( ~l ~m _ indox, i ) ; 

222 - x_va l- (tool nod~~ ( aa l , l I HrocIl nod~~ (bb l , l ) HrocIl nod~ , (cc l , l ) HrocIl nod~~ (dd l , l ))/~; 

223 - y_val - ( tool. nod~~ ( aa l ,2I HrocIl nod~~ (bb l ,2) HrocIl nod~, (cc l ,2) HrocIl nod~~ ( ddl ,2))/ '1 ; 

22 4 - 2_ v al - ( tool. nod~~ (a a l , 31 HrocIl nod~ ~ (bb l , 3) HrocIl nod~, (cc l , 3) HrocIl nod~~ (ddl, 3) ) /~; 

225 - al - trocll nod~~(bb l , l )- trocl l nod~ ,( aal , l ); a 2- trocll nod~,(bb l , 2 )- trocll nod~ ~( aal , 2 ); a3-trocll nod~~(bb l ,3)- trocl l.nod~ ~( aal ,3); 

226 - bl -trocl l nod~~ (ccl , 1 ) - trocll .nod~, (aa l , 1 ) ;b2 - trocl l nod~ ~ Iccl , 2 ) - trocl l nod~~ (aal , 2 ) ;b3 -t:ncll nodo ~ (cc l ,3) - trocll nod~ ~ (aal ,3); 

227 - cl -trocll nod~~ (ddl , 1 ) - trocl l. nod~, ( a a l , 1 ); c2 -trocl l. nod~~ Iddl , 2) - trocll . nod~~ (aa l,2) ; c3 -t:ncl l. nodo ~ (ddl , 3) - trocl l. nod~~ (aa l, 3) ; 

00 " - vu l -[" l ~O "'; v l VO W, c l cO c 'l ; 

2;29 - vol~- all ~( dH (vol ) / 6000.0; 
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B2 : Reconstruction Code for A sequence of Current Stimulation through Opposite Electrode Pairs 
 and A Sequence of Voltage Measurement through Adjacent Electrode Pairs in a Two Rings of 
 Electrode System 
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33 - !im_ill'lQ.twd_!olve.~et_all_rnea! - 1; 

" 
35 \ HOlro~enOU! 

36 - ~i~n~_d!lta_h- t wd_!olve l ~i~n~_m:l1 , !im_ill'lQ I; 

" 
38 - (INholrod!lta] ~rnea! _ inholro2r~_ opp I ' C: \ U!eu\bode\ Dnktop\NOV _19TH _ 20PP\ pvc _19cm. tOlro I; 
39 \ (holrod!lta] ~rneu _ hOlro2r~_ opp I ' C: \ Program ri1n\ II.I.TL.I.E\ R2006b\ work\ jU1'i'_9th oppo!iU _ !in~le _ obj!ct\ horogeneou!. tooo ' 1 ; 

40 - (currentd!lta] -~etca1ibr!ltiond!lta2r~_ opp _current I ' C: \ U!eu\bode\ Dnktop\NOV _19TH _ 20PP\ hOlro _with_current. tOlro ' 1 ; 

41 - (nocurrentd!lta] -~etca1ibr!ltiond!lta2rg_ opp _ no_current I ' C: \ U!!u\bode\ Dnktop\NOV _19TH _ 20PP\ hOlro _ no_current. tOtoo ' 1 ; 

" 
43 \ OrrS!! Inocurrentd!lta l IS SUBSTRAC!D fROII TH! CURRlNT DAn Icurrentd!lta l : HOIIOGlN!OUS SOLUTIOO 

44 \II!.1.SUR!D DAn fOR HOIIOGlN!OUS 

45 - lieu _ HOIIOd!lta-currentd!lta-nocurrentdata; 

46 \ OBT.l.INING TH! SCALING COOSTJ.NT fOR !.I.CH HOIIOGlN!OUS SOLUTIOO 

47 \H Div i! the !calin~ coutant 

48 - Johnf- ~i~n~_d!lta_h.lt'J!!u; 

49 \ where Johnf i! the lrode lled hOlro~eneOU! d!lta needed . 

50 \Scalin~ hctor i! HOlroJwd_m:le1/Holro_lt'J!!Uured_d!lta 

51 - ScaJac-Johnf./lleu_HOIIOd!lta: 

52 \II!.1.SUR!D DAn fOR INHOIIOGEN!OUS 

53 % othet i! deducUd trom the INholrod!lta 

54 - Heu _ INHOIIOd!lta-INhorood!lta-nocurrentdata; 

55 \calibraUd d!lta tor inhoroogeou! i! 

56 - Calib _ Inhoroo-Heu _ INHOIIOd!lta. 'ScaJac; 

57 % Simu1aU inhoroogeneou! It'J!!uurelt'J!!nt! 

58 - !im_inq . hd_roode 1- ~i~n~_ro:\ l; 

59 - ~i~n~_d!lta_i- hd_!o lve l ~i~n~_ro:\ l, !im_inq I; 
60 - ~igng_d!lta_i .lt'J!!u-Ca1ib_Inhoroo; 

" 62 - cH ; 
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94 a x(6) - ~ubplot(2,3,6, 'r~pl"c ~ ' ); 

95 % ~ ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( imq, 2- a x i2 , y- a x i2 ,x-a x i2 ) 

96 " ~ ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( img, 0. 5 7, [ ], [] ); 

97 % ~ ho .. _3 d_~li c~~ ( imq, [1, 1. 9], [0. 5] , [ 0. 5] ); 

98 %vi~ .. (- H ,13); ax i~ t i <;jht; ax i~ ~qual ; 2lim( [ 0, 1 . 5] ); 

99 hold on ; 

100 " p arall~l to y-ax i~ 

101 a x(5) - ~ubplot(2,3,3, 'r~plac ~ ' ); 

102 ~ ho .. _ t ~m (imq) 

'"1 hn1rl nn ; 

104 a x(3) - ~ubplot(2,3,4, ' r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

105 ~ ho .. _ t ~m (imq) 

106 hold on ; 

107 % ~ ho .. 3 d ~li c~~ ( imq , [ ] , [O .O ] , [] ); 

108 "~ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( imq, [1 ,1.9] , [ 0. 5] , [ 0. 5] ); 

109 %vi~ .. (- H ,13); axi ~ ti<;jht; ax i~ ~qua l; 2lim([0, 1 . 5] ); 

110 a x(l) - ~ubplot(2,3,1, 'r~pl"c ~ ' ); 

111 ~ ho .. _ t ~m ( imq ) 

11 2 hold on ; 

113 a x( i ) - ~ubplot(2 , 3,2, 'r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

114 r <;jb - imr~ad ( ' C: !u~~r~!bod~!d~~)::top!bod~ ! IIIG _1329 . jp<;j ' ) ; 

115 i"""<;j~ (r<;lb); 

116 titl~ ( ' Top Vi~ .. ot Phantom 5u~ p ~nd~d a t 0.8c\m on y-axi~ ' ) 

117 %parall~l t o x-ax i~ 

118 "~ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( imq, [] , [] , [ O.O ] ); 

119 "vi~ .. (- H , 13 ); ax i~ ti<;jht; ax i~ ~qual ; 2lim( [ 0, 1 .5 ] ); 

120 hol d on ; 

121 a x( 2 ) - ~ubplot(2,3,5, 'r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

122 r <;jb - imr~ad ( ' C: !u~~ r ~!bod~!d~~)::top!bod~ ! IIIG _1331. jp<;j ' ) ; 
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123 ima<;l~ (r<;lb); 

124 titl~ ( ' rront V1~~ ot Phantom gu~p~nd~d at O . Odm on y-axi~ ' ) 

125 axi ~ ( ax, ' ima<;l~ ' ) 

m 
127 % Lo"~~t limit 

128 d a d a d a - irr>;/ . ~ l ~m _ elat a ; 

129 llim- mi n(da d a d a ); %-O. 6300; 

130 % h i<;lh~~t ~l~""' nt v"lu~~ 

131 h i<;lh _ valu~ ~ l ~m _ elat ,,- max (da d a d a ) ; %0.2778; 

132 %lo .. ~~ t ~l~""'nt valu~~ 

133 10 .. _ valu~ ~ l ~m _da t a - mi n (da d a d a ) ; %-0.6300; 

134 % ~ t ~p chan<;l~ 

135 d~ lt - (h i<;lh_valu~ ~ l ~m_dat"-lo .. _valu~ ~ 1 ~m_dat")!20; 

136 [ ~av] - Sortin<;l_ ~ l=ind~x (da d a d a ) ; 

137 [ irr>;/<;I<;I~ ] - Sort in<;l_ r ~~ i ~ t i vi t y (da d a d a ) ; 

138 c olour_map - []; 

139 ~av _ n~ .. - [] ; 

140 tor uu- l:max( ~ i2 ~ ( irr>;/<;I<;I~ (:,1))); 

141 <;Iad- (irr>;/<;I<;I~ (uu)-l lim)!d~ lt; 

142 co lour. map - [ co lour_map; <;la d '10, irr>;/<;I<;I~ (uu) ] ; 

143 ~~- [ ~av_n~ .. ; ~av(uu)]; 

144 it colour_map(uu,l»iO 

145 br~ak 

146 ~nd 

147 ~nd 

148 % SUIIII.l.TIOO or VeLUII[ or HTR.l.H[DR.I.L or HIGH[R R[SISITIUIP U.l.LUIS 

'" 150 UVVOL UII[ - []; add_vol~-O; ~~ l ~ l ~ - []; ~~ l r ~~ i ~ t - []; ma~~ pha nt - []; 

151 % S.l.U d~not~~ in~x~~ ot th~ ~l~""' nt ~ 

152 G tor m- l:max( ~ i2 ~ ( ~av n~ .. (:,l))); 
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lS3 "'.U,bbl,cCl,ddl are nodal pOint! ot .. n element. 
154 - elem_index - eav_ ne v lrnl; 

155 - aa l - trnd l. e l e"", Ie l em _ inde x , 11 ; 

156 ~b - l097 1 0 . 8744 , 0 . 1l86 , 2 . 0 1, 1960 

157 - bbl - trnd l. e l e""' le l em_index,2 1; 

158 "c-436 11.0995,0.0328,2.01,H8 
159 - cc 1-trndl. e le"", Ie lem _i ndex, 31 ; 

160 ~d·l0eOI0 . 9291,-0 . 04e1,2 . 01 1959 

161 - ddl · trnd l. e le""'l e lem_index , 41; 

162 ~ eJ.LeULJ.TING THI UOLUIII or J. UTRJ.HlDRJ.L 

163 ~ volume in meteu 

164 " V- II .. -d l . llb-dI Xlc-dIII/ 6 

16S - U-trndl . nodee Ibb 1, 11 - trndl . node e 1 .... 1, 11; .. 2 -trnd l . node e Ibb 1, 21 - trndl . node e 1 .... 1, 21 ; .. 3 -trnd l . node e Ibb 1, 31 - trndl . node e 1 .... 1, 31 ; 
166 - b l · t rndl. node e Icc 1, 11 -trndl. node e 1 .... 1, 11 ; b2 · t rndl node e Icc 1, 21 -trnd l node e 1 .... 1, 21 ; b3 · t rndl node e Icc 1, 31 -trnd l node e 1 .... 1, 31 ; 

167 - c l · trnd l . node~ I ddl , 11 -trnd l . node~ 1 .... 1, 11 ; c2 · trnd l . node~ I ddl , 21 -trnd l node~ 1 .... 1, 21 ; c3 · trnd l . node~ I ddl , 31 -trnd l . node~ 1 .... 1, 31 ; 
168 - vo l · [ .. 1 .. 2 .. 3; b l b2 b3; c l c2 c3 ]; 

169 - volume·ab~ l det l vol II/6000.0; ~ ve divided by 6000 bec .. u~e ot the conver~ion ot dimen~ion in decimeters to meters. 

170 - .. dd_volume- .. dd_volume+volume; 
171 ~ ee l_ ele- [eel_e le; e .. v _ nev Iml] ; 

1 n - eel .. r eeiet· [eel_ree iet ; 1".,.(/O"e Iml] ; 
173 - VVVOLUIII · [VVVOLUIII; vo lume]; 

174 ~ph .. nt · den_cub'volume; 

175 "",",u_ ph .. nt · [",",u_ ph .. nt; ph .. nt]; 
176 - end 

177 ,H .. e_ph .. _t - eurnlmase_ph .. ntl; 

178 - vol_e urn· e urnIVVVOLUII1 1; 

179 - di ~ p I ' SUII or VOLUIII or RleOO9TRueUD UTRJ.HIDRJ.LS ' I ; di ~ p Ivo l _ ~ urnl ; 

'" 
181 • eOIlPUTJ.TIOO or THI eWUR or HJ.9S or THI RIGIOO or HIGHIR RISISTIVITY 

183 - ve;(/t_ud_po~ _ "",.~- [] ; "oordin .. t e.· [] ; 

184 - - tor ttOl:max leize lu v_nov l:.l lll ; 

18S - elem_ looex · ... v_~e l l tt:; 

186 - ~ .. l · tmdl.el.m.lelem_index,ll; 

187 'b-1C9i I0.8744,J.1l86.2.0 : , 1960 

188 - tb1·tmdl.e l . m. lelem_lndex,2 1; 

189 Ic - 436 11 .0995 , O. OJ2e , 1 .01. 148 

190 - ccl -tmdl. el!m' le l em_index,3 1; 

191 \d"lC8CI0.9291,~0.0-l81,:.01 1959 

192 - Cd1 · tmdl.el.m'lelem_index,41; 

193 - " _ v .. l - ItOOl. n,dee I ul 11 +t rnd l . ncdee Ibbl, 11 +tnt l . node! I"c 1, 11 +!ndl. ood.e I ddl. 1 I : 4. 

194 - , _ v .. l-Itool. n:lde e lul, 21 Hrndl.ncdee Ibbl" I H nt l. node. Ice1, 21 Hrrdl. ood.e Iddl. 2: I :4. 
195 - ,_ v .. l · Itool. U:lde~ I U 1e 31 Hrndl. ncde~ Ibb1, J I +tntl. node. Icc 1, 31 +trrdl. ood.~ I ddl. 3 I ,' 4. 

196 - ~ l - !ndl. ood.s Ibb 1. 1 -!rndl. nodo s lu l, 11; ~2 -tnt l . node! I ~b 1, 21 - !ndl. ood.s I u l. 2 ; .. 3 - tool. r.ocu It/;) 1, 31 -trndl. nodos u l, 31 ; 

197 - n "trrdl. ood.e I ec 1. 1: - !rndl . nodee lul, 11 ; bl -trndl. nodee : ec 1, 21- tm::U . node . 1, .. 1, 21 • b3 -tm:1 l . ncde e leel, 31 - tro l . ~ode. 1 .... 1, , I ; 

198 - C 1"trrdl. ood.~ I ddl. 1: -!rndl . nod.~ lu l, 11 ; cl · trndl node~ : ddl, 21- tm:11 . node. 1, .. 1, 21 : cl · trndl . ncd.~ Iddl, 31 - b1d1 . ,ode. 1 .... 1, , I ; 

199 - vo) · [ .. l s2 ~3 ; bl b, ~3. 01 c2 ol ]; 

:00 - volUIie-abe I:let 1'101 1'1 ,000.0; 

101 - ~e ;(/l'ted_po',,:na"e " [vei (/ht ed _Pc"_~"; x _v .. p ·,o l "..... y_ va l 'Vclll'l'le, z_ ""1'", 1'-",,," ] : 
: 02 - ccordinatee- (c,o:dinato • • >:_" .. 1, , _ v .. l, . _ v~l l ; 

:03 - end 

104 - XCII".urr I ... i(/ht e:l_,o._ ",,"~ .:, 11 I Ivcl_"1Jn ; Y_ e~·'\m (vei(/ht ed _Pc"_ ~~ (:, 211Ivo1_" um: :_ CII""un I ve i~hted _P'"_ mae. I', lll!\·01_. urr, 

: 05 

:06 - disp I ' im:!_ elew _ i .. tl ' I : dl!p I ' colout !cale - ns1s:1'/it1_ valuO! ' I ; 

107 - di..p IccloUf_ ",,-pi; 

: 08 - di.p ( ' COCRDINJ.1tS ' I : di . p ( .... .. n Icoord inate. (:,1 111 : di . p ( .... .. n Icoord i Mte. (:, 21) I : di . p ( .... .. n Icoord inate. (:, J ill : 

:09 - disp I ' x_ell ' I ;dlsp IX _ e~ 1 • dl! p I ' Y _ el ' I; dl!p IY _:111 ; disp I ' !_ CII ' I ;di!.1 z_ ell l; 

ao 

a2 - toe; 
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B3 :  Reconstruction Code for A sequence of Current Stimulation through Adjacent Electrode Pairs 
 and A Sequence of Voltage Measurement through Adjacent Electrode Pairs in a Three Rings of 
 Electrode System 
 

 

1 - tic; 

2 - IIIDL_3D-mk_corrroon_lOOd~1I ' c3cr ' , [1 6, 3]1; 

3 - n~ l ~ c- 16; nrinq~ - 3; 

4 - rinq_V~rt_pO~ - [0.3,0.7,1.05]; 1[0.15,0.5,0.67] 

5 - ~xtra- I ' ba ll ' , ' ~o li d ball - ~phere l - 0.1 S , - 0.1,0.S;0.11 ;' ); 

6 - [!mdl]-nq_ mk _ Cyl_lOOd~ l ~ ([ 1.1, 1.1] , [n~ l ~ c, rinq_ v~rt _po~] , [0.1, 0.2] ) ; 

8 - ~tim - mk _ ~tim _patt~rns (16, 3, [0, 1] , [0, 1] ,I ' no _ ID!!a~ _current ' , ' do_redundant ' ),2.01; 1[0, nelecl2] [0,1: 

9 - !md l. ~timulat ion - ~tim; 

10 H. COIIPARISctl' OF ALGORITHII FOR FORWARD COIIPUTATIctl' 

11 H. USING NICK POLIDORIDIS FORiARD SOLVER 

12 - fmdl.~timulation-~tim; 

13 - !md l. so lv~ - ' np_!Vd_~O lv~ ' ; 

14 - t m:l l. ~y~tem _ ~t·' np _ca l c _ !yst em _mat ' 

15 - fm:l l.j acobian-' np_calc)acobian ' ; 

16 - !mdl.tYP~·' !Vd_lOOd~ l ' ; 

17 - tm:ll.np_!vd_SO lve .perm_S?l'tI·' In) ' ; 

18 - mat- one~( ~i~e ( tmd l. e le~, l) ,1); 

19 - ~im_irrq· ~ idor~_obj l ' imaqe ' , ' holOOq~ neou~ imaqe ' , ... 

20 ' e l ~m_data ' , mat, 

21 ' !Vd_lOOde l ' ,tm:ll); 

22 

23 ~ Simulat~ hOlOOq~n~ou~ !TIea!ure!TlentS 

24 - !im_irrq.!vd_lOOde1- t m:l1; 

25 - !im_irrq . twd_!o lve . qet_all_meas - 1; 

26 

27 - s im_irrq .!wd_model - ! mdl; 

28 - ~how_tem( ~im_irrq ); 

29 - ~im_irrg . ~ l ~m_data l mat l · 1; % HOlOOq~nou~ 

30 - vh · !Vd_!olv~ (!md l, ! im_ irrq ); 

" 32 - [INholOOdata] -meas _ inholOO _ 3rinqs _adjacent I ' C: \ U! ~ r! \ bod~ \ De!ktop\ NOV _19 TH _ 3J.DJ\ pvc _19cm . tOlOO ' 1 ; 

33 ~ [holOOdata]-ID!!a~ _ hOIOO _ 3rinq~ _ adjac~nt ( ' C: \ Proqram Fil~~\ IIATLAB\ R2006b\ work\June _ 23 _ datal jun _23_ adj_ hOIOO _ 2. Ocurr~nt. tOlOO ' ) ; 
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34 - [currentd"t"] - Q'etc"libr"t i ond"t ,,3ri nQ'~ _ "dj_ current I ' C: \ U~er~ \ bode \ De~l<top\NOV _ 19H_ 3ADJ\ hOn>:) _ vith_ current . tOn>:) ' 1 ; 

35 - [ nocurrentdatal - Q'e tcalibrat iondata3rinQ'~ _ adj_ no_current I ' C: \ U~ er~ \ bode \ D e ~l<top \ NCIl_ l 9TH_ 3ADJ\ home_no _current . tome ' 1 ; 

36 \ OrrSIT Inocurantdau.1 IS SUBSTRACTlD FROII THI CURRINT DATA Icurantdual : HOllih!NIOUS SOLUTIOO 

37 .IIHSURE D DATA FOR HOllihlNEOUS 

3e - lIea~ _ HOIIOda t a- currentda t a- nocurrentda t a ; 

39 \ OBTAINING THI SCALING COOSTANT FOR HCH HOllihlNIOUS SOLUTIOO 

40 \H Div b the ~c"li nQ' con~t"nt 

41 - JohnF- vh . mea~ ; 

42 t where Johnr i~ the roodelled horooQ'eneou~ dua needed. 

43 'Sc"linQ' f"ctor b Ho""'_Fvd_ro:1e l /Ho"",_meu uad_du" 

44 - Sca J " c- J ohnF . !lIe,,~ _ HOIIOda t " ; 

45 \IIHSURID DATA rOR INHOllihINIOUS 

46 " ofhet i ! deducted from the INhoroodua 

47 - lie"! _ INHOIIOd" t ,,- INhon>:)d"t ,,- no currentd" t " ; 

48 \calibrated data tor inhorooQ'eou! i~ 

49 - Calib _ Inhoroo-lleu _ INHOIIOdata . 'ScaJac; 

" 
51 - ~im_imq. e l em_datalmatl - 0.95; \ Non-conduct i ve inc l u~ i on 

52 - v i · t vd_!olvel t ro:11,!im_ imql; 

53 - vL meu- C"lib_ Inhomo; 

" SS - clt; 

S6 - axl SI -!ubplotI2,3,1, 'replace ' l; 

S7 - x" x- l :maxl!ize lvh .meu l l; 

58 - hh- plot77lxax, [vh. mea~, vL mea~l, 

S9 xax, vh. meu - v i-meu I; 

60 - !et lhh, ' Xlim ' ,[l,max lx"x l ] l; 

" 62 \ COIIPUTATIOO or THI NOISI 

63 - noi!e - !td lvLmeu - vh .meu l 

64 ! 10' 125120 1 • r "ndnl ~ iz e I vh . me"~ II; 

" 66 - vLmea!- vLmea! + nOi!e; 
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68 I IIDL 3D. twd roo d~ l - t mdl; 

69 H% COIIP.l.RISOO or .I.LGORITHII H[R[ 

;c 

%H NICK POLIDORI5[5 50LV[R .I.LGORITHII HH% 

72 i nv3d- ~ i dor ~ obj( ' inv_mod~l ' , ' [IT inv~r~~ ' ); 

73 i nv3d.r~con~ t t yp ~ - ' dUt~r~nc~ ' ; 

74 inv3d. j acobian_bk<;/nd.valu~ - 1 ; 

75 i nv3d. t wd rood~ l - tmd l; 

76 i nv3d. twd_rood~ l.np twd_~olv~ . p ~ rm_~ym- '{ y )' ; 

77 % Nick Polydorid~~' Gau~~-N~wton Solv~r 

78 inv3d. hyp~rpar "'"" t ~ r. valu~ - 1 ~ -3; 

i nv3d. ~olv~ -

80 % Nick Polydor id~~ ' Prior (L aplac ~ ) ••• #U(produc~d a much b~tt~r r~~ult)###& •• 

81 i nv3d.R_pr i or - 8 np c a lc ima<;/~ pr i or; 

82 inv3d.np c a lc ima<;/~ prior.par "'"" t ~ r ~ - [3 1]; 

83 i nv3d. par "'"" t ~ r ~ . max i t ~ r at i on~ - 1; 

e. 
85 HHH HH. (( (CHJ.NG[ or V.l.R I.I.EL [ H[R[)))) H.H 

86 % Tikhonov prior 

87 % i nv3d.R_pr ior -8 tikhonov_ima<;/~ prior; 

ee 
89 H%H TIII[ PRIOR g OLV[ R .I.LGORITHII 

90 inv- ~ idor ~ ob j ( ' inv _ rood~l ' , ' [IT inv~ r~~ ' ); % [IDOR3 corrtnOn _ rood~l c3cr'); 

91 i nv. r ~ con~ t typ ~ - ' ditt~r~nc~ ' ; 

n i nv.j acob i an_bk<;/nd.valu~ - 1; 

93 i nv. twd mod~ l - t mdl; 

94 Hnv.twd_rood~l.np twd_~olv~ .p ~rm_~ym- '{y)'; 

95 i nv.hyp ~ r p ar "'"" t ~r.valu~ - 0.0300; %1 ~ -3; 

96 i nv. ~olv~ - 8 ti"'" p r i or ~olv~ 

97 i nv.t i"", ~mooth_pr i or. ~ p ac ~ pr i or - 8 no~~ r ima<;/~ pr i or; 

93 inv.ti"", ~rooo th_prior.ti"'" "~ i<;/ht - O; 

99 i nv. U"", pr i or ~olv~ . U"", ~ t ~ p ~ - 0; 
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"" 
'" we 
we 

'" 
'" 
'" 
'"' 
'" 
'" no 

'" He 

He 

'" m 
no 
no 
He 

no 

"" m 
m 
m 

'" 
'" 
'" m 

'" 
'" n" 
m 
m 
, -,-, 
~ -'>4 

, -, -~ 

~ -,,, 
,~.,. 

~ -.>U 

m ,-
'"' , ... , 
~ ... '-" .
~ ... -, .,... .-. 

,., 
U, 
, .. .-

1mq- inv_~ol~ ( inv3d, vh, vi); \ O~ ~~ (inv) ~~ ~ I ~DL 3D 
",x ( 6) - " ubplot. ( 2 , 3,6, ' ""plac",, ' ) 

\"hov 3d_ " lic"",, ( imq , :;:: - "xi:;::, y - axiz,x - a"i:z) 

~"how_3d_"lic""(irng , O . 'iS,[] []); 

\"hov_ 3d_ " l,c",,,(imq, [1,1 . 9] [O.51,[O.5}); 
\v'",v( - 14,13) 

hold on ; 
""",,, ti q ht ; """,,, "qual ; 21i..,([0 , 1.5]) 

\ p",,, ... ll.,1 to y - axi" 

a x ( 5) - " ubplot ( 2 , 3,3, • ""plae",,' ) 

" ho>. :r" .. ( i mq) 

hold on ; 

a x (3) - " ubplot ( 2 , 3,4, ' ""plac",,' ) 

" ho>. :fern ( i mq) 

hold on ; 

\"hov 3d "lic"",,(imq, (l,(D.O) (J) ; 

\"how_ 3d_ "lic"""(i ..... , (1,1 . 9] , (0. 5 ),(0.5)) ; 

\vi""v( - 1'i,13) ; ",xi" ti q ht ; ",xi" "qual ; :;::li",([0 , 1 . 5]) 

ax ( 1) - " ubplot ( 2 , 3, 1, ' ""plae",,' ) 

" ho>. :r" m ( imq ) 

hold on ; 

a x ( '\) - " ubplot ( 2 , 3,2, • " "pl"c,,' ) ; 

" gb im"""d ( • C : / u~" ,, ~/bod,,/ d"~ktop/bod" / HIG _ 1329 . j p q' ) 

i maq" ( " gb) ; 

titl,,( 'Top Vi"v o~ 3u~p"nd"d Pbantom at O.Bdm on y-a~i~' ) 

\p"""ll"l to ~-"~1~ 

\~how_3d_~ 11c"~(i ..... , (),(),(O . O)) ; 

\v1"w( - 1'i,13) 

hold on ; 

a~1~ tiq ht ; a~i~ "qu" l; "11,,,((0 , 1 . 5)) 

a~ ( 2) ~ubplot(2,3 ,5 , · r " p lac"· ); 

r gb imr""d ( • c: /u~"r~/bod"/d"~ktop/bod"/ HIG _ 1335 . jpq' ) 

i ma..,,, ( r gb) ; 

titl,,( ' Yront V1 " W o~ Phantom 5~p"nd"d at 0 . 'i<1m on y-axi~' ) 

n~'n , n~, ' ' ~"r · , 

, Low._t . ~~ ~ t 

~n~n~n- .~ . r'r _ _ ~n~n ' 

L • ~n~'~1>' ( dadaaa , . , _ u . ~ ,uu, 

n~qn_~aLu. aL • • ~_data_.~ax' aadada , . , u . ~., ' U.%LUW __ '- _J._._ .... ~_~~ __ .0_ ~_.U __ ._.~_d_ t _ _ n. ~n ,ctadacta , , ' _0 _ ."00, 

~r ' r_ - "" ... h_~n ' .. r r'r _ _ ~nr_n 'nv_ ='''r r.r _ _ ~nr.n'/u .. , 
L _ _ v J _ "'UL ... . "U _ L • • "",-,_ x ,'-'_'-'_ '-'_ , , 
[·~cr"r] -~nrr . ncr_rrn.nr.~.rT'~n~n~n' 

~o'our .~a"- LJ' 

nn~_nru- [] , 

r - ",-, 
, "' '''' .. _TU ... C~ ~ •. "." .... n .. T" T "U''' '' ''-'. C~ "T'-.""" ""~ ~,",TT~~TT"- v_,.,,"" 
vvvn .. " .. "- [],n~~_~,,,~- ,, , nr. r 'r - [] · nr. rrn'nr - [],~nn l'hnnr -[ ] 
, ,-, ,,-v d_no t __ ~nd.x __ 0" t n. _L •• _ n t_ 

r
r~.:._: .. ':,;,:.::~ '::;;:. ~ ':::-;- n:<~:~ ' ~~~:.t _ 0" 
_'_,"_ ,<0 ,_" _ ____ ' --<n." 
a_. _1:nK'U _._n_ '_ .. ~_ .nd_ x • ., 
%v_ ~0~7<O . ~ 744. 0 . ~~e6 . ~ . O) ~g60 

DD. -1:~._O.O~ ' QLC _ _ .ndcH.2 ' 

_u_,,~~ '1 . U"'''' '' ,u.u~~",~ .U). ~ .. " 
~~' -T~'_r'r~'r'r_ ' n~r~ . ~' , 
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167 HI~ 1080 1 0.n91,-O.Oi81,2.0 ) 1959 

168 - ddl - tndl. e l e= le l em_inde x,1 ) ; 

169 • CALCULATING THl VOLUIIE or .I. TETRAHEDRAL 

170 • v olUID! in ID!ten 

171 • V~ )I .. -d ) . llb-d) Xlc-d))) !. 

1 n - .. l - tndl. nodu Ibbl, l ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 1 ) ; .. 2-tndl. nodu Ibbl, 2 ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 2 ) ; .. 3-tndl. nodu Ibbl, 3 ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 3 ) ; 

173 - bl- tndl. nodu Iccl, l ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 1 ) ;b2 - tndl. nodu Iccl, 2 ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 2 ) ;b3 - tndl. nodu Iccl, 3 ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 3 ) ; 

174 - ol- tndl. nodu 101011, l ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 1 ) ; c2 - tndl. nodu 101011, 2 ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 2 ) ; c3-tndl. nodu 101011, 3 ) - tndl. nodu 1 .... 1, 3 ) ; 

175 - vol ~ ( .. 1 .. 2 .. 3; bl b2 b3; 01 c2 c3 ]; 

17. - VolUID!-ab~ l de t lvol ))! .OOO.O; ' we divided by .000 bec .. u~e ot the conve~~ion ot diID!n~ion in deciID!te~~ to ID!te~~' 

177 - .. dd_volUID! ~ .. dd_volUID!+volUID!; 

178 - ~e l...! !:!~ ( ~e l_e l e ; ~ .. v_ nn lm)] ; 

179 - ~e l ~u i~ t - ( ~e l_a~i~t;i""'\I\le l m )] ; 

180 - VVVOLUIIE - (VVVOLUIIE;vol UID! ]; 

181 'ph .. nt-den_ cub'volUID!; 

182 '"",u_ ph .. nt- ("",u_ ph .. nt; ph .. nt ] ; 

183 - e nd 

184 'lIu _ph .. _ t·~Wll I ""'u _ ph .. nt ) ; 

185 - V01_~ Wll-~ Wll IVVVOLUIIE ) ; 

18. - di ~ p I ' 3UII or VOLUIIE or RICOOSTRUCTED TETRAHEDRAL3 ' ) ; di ~ p Ivol_ ~ Wll ) ; 

'" 188 ~ COIIPUTATIOO or THE CENTER or 11.1.33 or THE REGIOO or HIGHER RE3ISTIUITY 

'" 190 - n i\lht e d_po~_"",u· [] ;coordin .. t u· []; 

191 - - tor tt - l:""'x l ~ i .e l ~ .. v_ ne wl :,l ))) ; 

192 - e l em_inde x ·~ .. v_ ne wltt ) ; 

193 - .... l - tndl. e l e= le l em_ inde x,l ) ; 

194 'b-l097 10.87H , 0.1l86,2.0 ) ,1960 

195 - bb1- tndl. e l e= le l em_ inde x,2 ) ; 

196 "c-436 11.0995,0.0328,2.0 ) ,348 

197 - cc 1- tndl. e l e= le l em_ inde x,3 ) ; 

198 "01-1080 10.9291,-0.0181,2.0 ) 1959 

199 - dd1 - tnd l . e l e= le l em index ,1 ) ; 

200 - x_val" I fm:1l. ncd~~ laal, 1) +fn:! l. nod~~ Itb 1, 1) +fm:ll. nod~~ I cc 1, 1) +fm:1 l. noc\~~ I :ldl, 1))1 ~; 

201 - '1'_ va l · lfm:1 1.ncd~~ laal, 2) H n:! I. nod~ ~ Itbl, 2) Hm:ll. node~ Iccl,2 ) Hm:1 I.nocl~, I:ldl, 2 )) /~ ; 

202 - 2 _ va l - lfm:1l. ncd~= laal , l ) H lId l. nod~= Itb l , 3) +fm:l l . node= loc l ,3) Hrod l .nocl~' I:ldl,) ))/ ~; 

203 - a l -~m:1 1 . nod~~ (bbl, I ) -frol . node~ ( ~a 1, 1); ~ -fm:ll. node~ (bh 1, 2)-frodl . noc\e~ (!al, : ) : a3 - flOCl . noc\e~ (bb1, J ) -fn:!: . nod~~ ( ~a1, 3) ; 

204 - b l -~m:l l. nod~~ Icc1, 1) -frot. nod~ ~ I aa1, 1) ;b2-fmdl. nod~ ~ I cc ~, , ) -fool. oo~~ I a!1. 2: ; h3 -fool. r.o~~ I cc 1, 3 1 -fm:l l. node~ IM1, 3) ; 

205 - c I-~m:l l ' nod~= Iddl, I) - t rol . nod~ ~ I aal, I) ; c2-tmdl , nod~ ~ I dd~, 1) -tool. oo~= I a! l, 2' ; c3 -tool . r.ode= I ocll, 3 I - fm:l l ' node= IM1, 3) ; 

206· vo l - tal ai e3; bl b2 bl; 01 c2 0; ] ; 

207 • vo 1 ume - ab= (cet (vo 1)) 16JOO . 0; 

208 • wetght~,d .. po~ .. na~~- [ w~i;h:~d.po~. na~~; x. val tvJlume,7. va: tYolUl'll!!, z. valt'ID1Ul'l!!: 

209 • coordinat~~- [ccordinat~' ; x_val, '1'_ val, z _vel]; 

210 • encl 

211 • X n- ~ um : lIeiqhtec.~~. m!~~ (:, I) : Ivol.=un; Y. CII==um (lIeiqhted.po=. na~~ (: , 2)) /vo1.=\U'l; Z. Cl-~\U'I (lIeiqhted.;1o=. na=~ I: , 3 ))/vol.~\l"ll; 

212 

213 • di=i (' 11'9_ ~:~n. catl ' ) ;di,p I ' colon _ =cal~ r~=i=tiViti'_ value= ' ) 

214· (11=;1 (cO lour. map ); 

215 • di~;1 I ' COORD:UITlS ' ) ;di~p (m~a~ ( coordinate~ (:, I ))) ; :li~p (mean ( coordir.at.e~ (:, 2))) ; di=p :mean ( cocrdiMte~ (:, 31 ) : 

216 - di~~ I' X. C~' ) ;di ~p IX. CII) ;:li ~p l ' ·I.CII' ) ;di ~~ IY. CII) ;di ~p I' Z. (X' ) ;di ~p IZ. CII); 

211 

21e· tJC: 
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B4 : Reconstruction Code for A sequence of Current Stimulation through Opposite Electrode Pairs 
 and A Sequence of Voltage Measurement through Adjacent Electrode Pairs in a Three Rings of 
 Electrode System 
 

 

 

tic; 

IIIDL 3D -mk_corrtnO n_roo d~ 1 I ' c3cr ' , [10,3] I; 

n~ l ~ c - 16; nrin\l~ - 3; 

4 - r i n\l_v~rt po ~ - [0.3,0.7,1.05]; %[1.0,1.~,1.75,2.1]% [0.3,0.7,1.05] 

~ xtra- { ' b all ' , ' ~ olid ball _ ~ph~ r ~ I -O.15 , -0.1 , 0 . 5;0.11; ' ); 

[ trocl l ] - n\l_ mk _ cyl_ rood~ l " 1 [1. 1 , 1. 1] , [n~ l ~ c, r i n\l_ v~rt po ~ ] , [0.1, 0.2 ] 1 ; 

~ t im - mk _ ~tim _patt ~rn" 1 16 , 3, [0, n~ 1 ~ c !2 ] , [0, 1] ,{ ' no _ "",a~ curr~nt ' ' do r~dundant ' ),2.01; "[0, n~ 1 ~ c!2] [0,1] 

trocll. ~ timulation - ~ tim; 

10 "", COIIP.l.RISOO Of .l.LGORITHII fOR fORII.l.RD COIIPUT.l.TIOO 

11 H% USING NICK POLIDORIDlS fORII.l.RD SOLVlR 

12 trocll . ~ t imulation- ~ t im; 

13 trocll. ~ olv~ - ' np t"d_~olv~ ' ; 

14 - trocl l. ~ y~ t ~m_mat - ' np c al c ~y~t~m_mat ' 

15 trocll.j a cob ian- ' np c al c jacobian ' 

16 trocll .typ ~ - ' t .. d_rood~l ' ; 

17 trocll.np t .. d_~olv~ .p ~rm_~ym- ' { n ) ' 

18 mat - on~~ 1 ~ i2 ~ l trocl l. ~ 1 ~,"" , 1 1 , 1 1; 

19 ~ 1rtl_'rtl\1- ~ idor ~ objl ' ima\l~ ' , ' horoo\l~ n~ou~ ima\l~ ' , 

' ~l~m daU. ' mat , 

' hrd_l"IlOd~l ' , trocll I; 

23 % Simulat~ horoo\l~ n~ou~ ""'Mur~""'nt ~ 

24 - ~ 1rtl_'rtl\1. t .. d_rood~ l - trocll ; 

25 ~ im_irtl\l . t .. d_~olv~ . \I~ t a ll_""'M - 1; 

"' 27 % Simulat~ horoo\l~ n~ou~ ""'Mur~""'nt ~ 

28 ~ im_ irtl\l. t .. d_rood~ l - trocll ; 

29 ~ ho .. _t ~ml ~ im_irtl\l l; 

30 ~ im_ irtl\l . ~ l ~m_data l matl - 1 ; " Horoo\l~nou~ 

0' 
32 vh - t .. d_~ o lv~ l trocll, ~ im_irtl\ll; 

n 
34 - [ Ilihcrocd~t ~] - rtl<M : r ~i nhorro 1 ' C : \ U~<r. \ bod~ \ D.~ttop \ NOV _ 19TM _1 OFF '. pvc _ 19c>l. 00»0 ' 1 : 

35 - [clTr ~ r.tcat a] - ,,~ tc a librationdat a:r'n~~ _ opp _ curr ro nt 1 C : \ U~<r, \ bod~ '. D .~ :<top \ NOV _19B_l OOP \ homo_with _ c urr ~ nt . tomo ' 1 ; 

36 - [ncclTr ~ r.tcat a] - ~~ tc a librat ionda t a 3 Ln~~ _ opp _ nocurr ~ nt 1 ' C : ' U' ~r~ bod. \ ) ~.k 0) \ 1I0"l_ 19TH _3 JPP \ ho>lO _ no ouor,nt. te<oo ' 1 ; 

37 " onsn Ir.oemrontdatal IS SUBSTRiClD fROII THl CURHIIT DATA Icurr~ntdaoal :~O!O;!IIWU~ 30l.Un::N 
38 ", ..... unr UU FOP. HOIIOCINlOUS 

39 - ~cc~ _ HC'IICodctc-currontdQtQ nocurront d QtQ; 

.0 , C'~UININC Till 'CJ.LING COO~TJ.HT rOR hn ~O~OC~"~OU' 'OCUTIcti 

.1 H% Iiv i ~ tt~ ~calin\l con,tant 

. 2 - J otn~ - vt. ,..., ~~ ; 

.3 % ~h<r. Jotn~ i ~ th~ rood.ll ~ d ho"" ~~ n~ ou, data n. ~ d~d . 

• 4 %Scalir.cl t~ctor i ~ Horro hd_l'KI.l/Horro_"" a~urod_data 

•. , - Q~ " ' ~ c _ ,l ntn •. /,," ~ " X()"(),o1 ~ t. ~ ; 

16 "' .... eunr rATA FOR IHHOIIOCImous 

'" - ~~ ~~ _ niHOIl0c\~~~- INhortO<1a~ a-nocurr ~H<1a~a ; 

.9 %c~librat ~ c cata tor inhoroo\l.ou~ i, 

50 - Ca lit I ntol"lQ - II< M lNHO~O:1at a . ' Sc aJ a c; 

H 

52 - ' i"_irt"lCC. <l<m_d~ta l_tl - 0 .95; %Hon-conductiy~ Hc_u",on 
\3- _ hd _ _ clv. lbodl • • i,,_ imql ; 

54 - v i .mcQo-Cc" i~ I nho",, ; 

" ; " - e a ; t>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>«««««««««««« 
57 %ax I~I -~mj:lct 12 ,3,1,' r ~ plac.' I; 

58 ,x~x- l:_xl'i' ~ lvh ,..., a~ll; 

59 %ht- plotnlxa x, Ivh. "H~, ,"i."",a,l, 

,n ' ~ ', vh. _.~ _ v; 

" ".tlhl-·,'Xli" ',[l, '--"I,,,ul]l; 

" " COnnH lcri OF TH NO,"~ 
64 - r.oj ~ < - ~ tdlvi. ,...,a~ - vh. ,...,a~ 1 

65 ! 1[AI2~!,OI 'randnl 'i ' ~ lvh "",a~ ll; 

" 
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" 69 1IID1 3D.fwd rood~ l - tmdl; 

70 ""% COIIPJ.RISOO or J.LGORITHII HER! 

%H NICK POLIDORISlS SOLVER J.LGORITHII HH% 

n inv3d- ~ idor ~ obj( ' i nv_!rod~ l ' , ' lIT i nv~ r ~~ ' ); 

73 i nv3d.r~con~ t typ ~ - ' C\iU~r~nc ~ ' ; 

74 inv3d.j acobian_bk<;/nd.valu~ - 1; 

75 inv3d.twd rood~ l - t m:ll; 

76 inv3d. t .. d_roo d~ l.np t .. d_~olv~ .p ~rm_~ym- '{ y )' ; 

77 " Nick Polydorid~~ ' Gau~ ~-N~ .. ton 501v~ r 

78 inv3d. hl'p ~ rpar """' t ~ r. valu~ - 1 ~ -3; 

,; 
ec 

inv3d. ~olv~ -

81 " Nick Polydorid~~ ' Prior (Laplac ~ ) •• ".U(produc~d a much b ~tt ~ r r ~~ult)NU ••• 

8np c a lc ima<;/~ prior; 

83 inv3d.np c a lc ima<;/~ prior.par """' t ~ r ~ - [3 1]; 

84 inv3d.par """' t ~ r ~ . max it ~ r ation~ - 1 ; 

" 86 HHH HH'(((CHJ.NGl or VARUBLl HER!)))) ..... 

87 % Tikhonov prior 

88 %inv3d.R_prior-8tikhonov_,ma<;/~ pr10r; 
e, 
90 %"""" 
91 HH% TIlIl PRIOR SOLVER J.LGORITHII 

n inv- ~ idor ~ obj ( ' i nv _ !rod~ l ' , ' lIT i nv~ r ~~ ' ); % lIDORS corrroon _ !rod~ l c3cr'); 

93 i nv. r ~con~ t typ ~ - ' ditt ~ r ~ nc ~ ' ; 

94 inv.j acobian_bk<;/nd.valu~ - 1; 

95 inv.t v d rood~ l - t m:ll; 

96 Hnv. tvd_!rod~ l.np tvd_~olv~ .p ~rm_~ym- '{y)'; 

97 i nv.hyp~rpar~t~r.valu~ - O.0300; '1 ~ -3; 

98 inv. ~olv~ - 8ti"'" prior ~olv~ 

99 inv.t i"", ~roooth_prior. ~ p ac ~ prior - 8no~~ r ima <;/~ prior; 

100 inv.ti"", ~roo oth prior.ti"", v~ i<;/ht - O; 
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101 inv.ti"", prior ~olv~ .ti"", ~ t ~ p ~ - 0; 

102 H H 

103 irno;/- inv_~olv~ (inv3d, vh, vi); 

104 a x(6) - ~ubplot(2,3,6, 'r~ph.c ~ ' ); 

105 ~ ~ how_3 d_~lic~~ ( irno;/ , . - a x i. , y - a x i' ,x-a x i. ) 

106 ~~how_3d_~li c~~ ( irno;/ , 0 . 5 7, [], [] ); 

107 ~~how_3 d_~li c~~ ( irno;/, [1 , 1. 9 ] , [ 0. 5] , [ 0. 5] ); 

108 ~vi~w (- H , 13 ); ax i~ ti <;jh t; ax i~ ~qual ; .li,"( [ 0, 1 . 5] ); 

109 hold on ; 

110 ~ p ara11~l to y-axi~ 

111 a x(5) - ~ubplot(2,3,3, ' r~plac~ ' ); 

112 " ho w _ t ~m ( i rno;/) 

113 hold on ; 

114 a x(3) - ~ubplot(2,3,~, 'r~plac~ ' ); 

115 " ho w _ t ~m (irno;/) 

116 hold on ; 

117 ~~how 3d ~li c~~ ( irno;/ , [] , [ O.O ] , [] ); 

113 ~~how_3d_~li c~~ ( irno;/ , [1 , 1.9] , [ 0. 5] , [0 . 5] ); 

119 ~vi~w (- H , 13 ); ax i~ t i <;jht; ax i~ ~qual ; .lim( [ 0, 1 . 5] ); 

120 a x(l) - ~ubplot(2,3,1, 'r~plac ~ ' ); 

121 " ho w _ t ~m (irno;/) 

122 hold on ; 

123 ax(~) - ~ubplot(2,3,2, 'r~plac ~ ' ); 

124 r<;jb - imr~ad ( ' C: !u~~ r ~ ! bod~!<1~~ktop!bo<1~! IIIG _1371. jp<;j' ) ; 

125 ima<;j~ (r<;lb); 

126 titl~ ( ' Top Vi~w ot gu~p~n<1~<1 Pha ntom at O.Sclm on y-axi~ ' ) 

127 ~ p arall~l t o x-ax i~ 

128 ~~how_3d_~lic~~ ( irno;/, [] , [] , [ O.O ] ); 

129 ~vi~" (- H ,13); ax i~ ti<;jht; ax i~ ~qual ; .lim( [ 0, 1 . 5] ); 

130 hold on ; 

131 a x(2) - ~ubplot(2,3,5, 'r~plac~ ' ); 

132 r<;jb - imr~ad ( ' C: !u~~ r ~ ! bod~!<1~~ktop!bod~! IIIG _133 -1 . jp'l' ) ; 

133 ima'l~ (r<;lb); 
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134 titl~ I ' rront vi~ .. ot S u~ p ~nd~d Pha ntom a t O . 8 c\m on y-ax i~ ' ) 

135 ax i~ l ax, ' ima\l~ ' 

U, 
137 " Lo .. ~~ t limit 

138 dadada- iID;/ . ~ l ~m_data ; 

139 llim- mi nlda d a d a ); '<-0.6300; 

HIO " h i\lh~~t ~l~""' nt valu~~ 

141 hi\lh _ valu~ ~ l ~m _da t a - max Ida d a d a ) ; %0.2778; 

142 <lo .. ~~t ~l~""' nt valu~~ 

143 10 .. _ valu~ ~ l ~m _da t a - mi n Ida d a d a ) ; '<-0.6300; 

144 " ~t~p chan\l~ 

145 d~ lt - Ihi\lh_valu~ ~ l ~m_data-lo .. _valu~ ~ 1 ~m_data)!20; 

146 [ ~av] - Sortin\l_ ~ l ~mind~ x Ida d a d a ) ; 

147 [ iID;/\I\I~ ] - Sort i n\l_ r ~~ i~t i v i t y I d a d a d a ) ; 

148 colour_map - []; 

149 ~av _ n~ .. - [] ; 

150 tor uu- l : maxl ~ iz ~ liID;/\I\I~ I:, l ))); 

151 \lad- liID;/\I\I~ luu)-l lim)!d~ lt; 

152 ~r.Y""p - [colour_map ; \lad'lO, iID;/\I<;/~ luu)] ; 

153 ~!:!Y • ...!$.!- [ ~av _ n~" ; ~av I uu) ] ; 

154 it colour_mapluu,l»iO 

155 br~ak 

156 ~nd 

157 ~nd 

158 1; SUIIII.l.TIOO or VOLUIIE or TETR.l.HEDR.I.L OF HIGHER RlSISITIVITY V.l.LUES 

m 
160 VVVOLUlIl - []; add_vol~-O; ~~ l ~ l ~ - []; ~~ l r ~~ i ~ t - []; ma~~ pha nt - []; 

161 % S .l.V d~not~~ ind~x~~ ot th~ ~l~""'nt ~ 

162 tor m- l : maxl ~ i2 ~ I ~av_n~" I:, 1 ))); 

163 '<aal,bbl,ccl,ddl ar~ nodal point~ ot a n ~l~""' nt . 

164 ~ l ~m _ ind~ x -~av _ n~ .. 1m) ; 

165 aa l - trocll. ~ l ~,"" I ~ l ~m _ ind~ x, 1) ; 

166 ,b-1097 O . 87H,O .1l8 6 ,2.0 , 1960 
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167 - bbl - tmdl. e l e""' le l em_ index,2 1; 

168 %c- 436 11. 0995 , 0 . One , 2 . 01, 348 

169 - cc l - tmdl. e l e"", le l em _ i ndex, 31 ; 

170 %01- 1080 10.9291, - 0.0481,2.0 1 1959 

171 - ddl - tmdl.ele""' le lem_ index,4 1; 

172 % CJ.LCULJ.TING THI VOLUIII or .I. UTRJ.HIDRJ.L 

173 ~ vol\l!'l'1e in !'l'IetH~ 

174 \ V- l la- d l. llb- d I Xlc - d lll /6 

175 - " l - tmdl. nodu Ibbl, l l - tmdl. nodu 1 .... 1, 11; ,,2- tmdl. nodu Ibbl, 21- tmdl. nodu 1 .... 1, 21 ; ,,3 - tmdl. nodu Ibbl, 31- tmdl. nodu 1 .... 1, 31 ; 

176 - b l - t md l node~ l cc l,1 1 - tmdl.node~ I ""1,1 1 ;b2 - tmd l node~ l cc l, 2 1 - tmd l node~ I "" 1, 2 1 ;b3 - tmd l node~ l ccl,3 1 - tmd l node~ I "" 1, 3 1 ; 

177 - cl - tmd l . node ~ 101011 , ll - tmd l . node ~ I"al , 11 ; c2 - tmd l . node ~ 101011 , 21- tmd l node~ I" a l , 21 ; c3 - tmd l . node~ 101011, 31- tmd l . node~ I" a l, 31 ; 

178 - vol - [a l a 2 a3 ; bl b2 b3; cl c2 c3] ; 

179 - vol \l!'l'1e- abs lde t lvol ll /6000.0; i we divided by 6000 bec"u!e ot the conve~!ion ot dimen!ion in decimete~! to mete~! i 

180 - "dd_vol\l!'l'1e - "dd_vol\l!'l'1e+vol\l!'l'1e; 

181 - ~el .. e le - [~el_e l e ;~"v_new lml]; 

162 - !e l_ r e!i!t- [! e l _ r e!i!t ; i""'Q'Q'e Iml]; 
183 - VWOLUIIE - [VWOLUIIE ;vol\l!'l'1e]; 

184 %ph" nt - den_cub'vol\l!'l'le; 

185 ~ ma!! _ ph"nt - [ma!! _ ph"nt ; ph"nt]; 

186 - e nd 

187 i llas_pha_t-sWll lmas s_phant l; 

188 - V01_! Wll-!WllIVWOL UIIEI ; 

189 - d i !p I ' SUII or VOLUIII or RICOOSTRUCUD UTRJ.HlDRJ.LS · I ; d i !p Ivo l _ ~Wll I ; 

'" 191 \ COIIPUTJ.TlOO or THl C!NUR or IIJ.SS or THl RlGlOO or HIGHlR RlSISTIVITY 

m 
193 -
194 -

195 -

196 -

m 
198 -

m 
200 -

'"' 202 -

203 -

204 -

205 -

206 -

207 -

208 -

209 -

210 -

211 -

212 -

213 -

214 -

'" 

we i Q'ht e d_po~_ma~~- [l ;coordin"te~- [l ; 

I 
t or tt - l :max I ~ iz e I· "v _ ne w 1:,1111 ; 

e l em _ inde x-!av _ new Itt l ; 

aU-fmdl. elemll ielem _ i ndex, 11 ; 

%b- 1097 10.8744 ,0.1l86 , 2.0 1, 1960 

bbl - tmdl. e le"", le lem _ ,ndex , 21 ; 

~ c - 436 11. 0995 , O . 0328 , 2 . 0 1 , 348 
e<: 1- t nd l. e l em' le l em _ ince x. 31; 

' 01- 108 010 .929 1, - 0 . 048 1, 2 .01 1959 

.nd 

~:Il - tnd l. e l em' le l em _ ince x , 41; 

x_v~ l - I tl'ld l mde. I .... l,lIHmd l node. lbbl, ll H nd l node. lo c l, 11 Hmdl nO~' l dCl,lll!4; 

y_ v~ l - Itl'ld l. mde. I .... l, 21 +fmdl node' lbbl ,21 +fnd l node. locl, 21 Hmdl nO~' l dCl , 111! 4; 

z _ v~ l - I tl'ld l. njde! 1 .... 1, 31 +fmd l node' lbbl,3 1 +tnd l node~ loc i, 31 Hmdl no~~ Idel, 1 II ! 4; 

vo l - Ee l ~2 ,,3 ; bl b2 b3; 01 cO cl]; 

vo l """' - M ! Ider Ivo lll i 6COO . 0; 

216 - H . p l · i l'l9_elom_d"n · l; di . p l · colour_.c"le - [e ~ i ~t ivitY_V!l. lue ' · 1 ; 

217 - H.p Ico l o"r _ ""pl ; 

218 - H . p I ' coo..o 1IIJ.1I5 ' I ; dbp l me"n l coorHn"te~ l : ,1 111 ;dio p : me"n l ccordin"t.~ : ,2 1 I ;disp l me~n : coordir."t. ~ I: ,J ill ; 

219 - H.p I ' X Cl ' I : di.p IX_CIII ; di. p I ' Y_CII ' I ; di.p IY_C111 ;di.p I ' Z_C11 I ; disp IZ_: II I ; 

21 0 

m 
212 - toc; 
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B5 : Reconstruction Code for A sequence of Current Stimulation through Adjacent Electrode Pairs 
 and A Sequence of Voltage Measurement through Adjacent Electrode Pairs in a Four Rings of 
 Electrode System 
 

 

1 . tic; 

HIIDL.3D=llIk.conroon.lOOde1 (1 c3cr ' , [16,3] 1; 

3 • ne 1ec- 16; nrin~s- ~; 

4 . rin~. vert .pO! - [0. 3,0 .7,1. OS, 1.~]; qo .15, 0.5,0 .87] [1. 0, 1.~, 1. 75,2 . 1] 

5· extre.-{ ' be.ll' ,' !o lid be.ll - !phere (-0. 15,-0. l ,O.S;0. 11 ; ' ); 

6 - [fm:l1] =n~.llIk. cy1.lOOde1s ([ 1. 5, 1.1, 0 .15], [ne1ec, rin~. vert .pos] , [0.1,0.22,0. 19] ) ; 

8 . ! tilll - llIk. ! tilll.pe.ttern! (16,~, [0,1], [0,1], { ' no .lI'I!e.!. current I , I do. redunde.nt I ),2.01; qo, ne1ec/2] [0,1] 

9 - fm:l l. stilllulation - st illl; 

10 H~ COIlPARISOO Of ALGORITHII FOR fORlIARD COIIPUTATIOO 

11 ~H USIlIG NICK POLIDORID!S FORWARD SOLVER 

12 - fm:l l. st illlu lat ionzst illl; 

13· fm:ll.!Olv!- ' np)vd.!O lv! ' ; 

14 . fm:ll. !1!telll.lMt- ' np. ce. lc. !1!t!llI.lMt I ; 

15 - fm:l l. jacobian-' np.calc)acob ian ' ; 

16· fm:l l.typ!-' fwd.lOOde 1' ; 

17 · fm:l l.np)vd.!o lve.perlll.!j'llI'" In) ' ; 

18 - mat- ones ( si.e (fm:l l. elems, l) ,1); 

19· !illl.iID;!- ! idOr!.obJ( ' ilM\I! ' , ' hom:l\l!neou! ilM\le ' , ... 

20 lel!llI.date. ' , mat, 

21 ' fvd.lOO del' ,fm:ll) ; 

" 23 Silllule.t! hOlOOgen!OU! ~e.!ure~nt! 

24 - ! illl. irrq . fwd.lOOde l- fm:l l ; 

2S· ! illl. iID;!.fwd.!OlV! .get.all.lI'I!M - 1; 

26 

Z1 

28· ! illl. iID;!.fwd.!OlV! .get.all.lI'I!M - 1; 

29 

30 - s illl. irrq .elelll.data (mat ) z 1; ~ HOIOO~enou~ 

31· vh - fwd.!O lVe (fm:l l, !illl.iID;!); 

32 . [INholOOdate.] =mee.!. ~RINGSholOO. AD J (' C: \ U!er! \bod!\ De!ktop\ NOV . 19TH. 4ADJ\ inholOO . 19clll . tOIOO I 1 ; 

33 - [nocurrentdata] z~etcalibrat iondata~r in~~ .adj. no. current (' C: \ User! \bode\ De3kt op\NOV.19TH. 4ADJ\ ho!l'(l. no. current. t o!l'(l ' ) ; 
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34 - [curr~ntdatal-Q'etcalibrationdata4rinQ'~ _ adj_ curr~nt I' C: \ U~~r~ \ bod~ \ D~~ktop \ NOV _19TH _ HDJ\ hOlOO _with _ curr~nt . tOlOO ' 1 ; 

35 % OffSET Inocurr~ntdatal IS SUBSTRACTED FROII THE CURRENT DATA Icurr~ntdatal : HOIIOGEN!OUS SOLUTIOO 

36 %IIHSURED DATA feR HOIIOGEN!OUS 

37 - lI~a~ _ HOlIl)jata-curr~ntdata-nocurr~ntdata ; 

38 ; OBTAINING THE SCALING COOSTANT fOR HCH HOIIOGENEOUS SOLUTlOO 

39 ~H Div i~ th~ ~calinQ' con~tant 

40 - Johnf- vh. ltlea~ ; 

41 ~ wh~r~ Johnf i~ th~ lOOd~ll~d hOlOOQ'~n~ou~ data n~~d~d . 

42 'ScalinQ' factor i~ HOlOOJwd_rocI~l!HolOO_ltlea~ur~d_data 

43 - Sca Jac- Johnf. !1I~a~ _ HOIIOdata; 

44 'II!ASURlD DATA fCR INHOIIOGENEOUS 

45 • oU~~t i~ d~duct~d from th~ INholOOdata 

46 - II~M _ INHOIIOdata· mholOOdata-nocurr ~ntdat a ; 

47 ;calibrat~d data tor inhomoQ'~ou~ i~ 

48 - Calib I nholOO·lI~ a~ INHOIIQdat a . 'Sea r ac; - - -
49 

50 - ~ im_ imq . ~ l ~m_dat~ l mat l - 0.95 ; ;Non-eonduetiv~ ine1u~ion 

51 - vi - !Vd_~o lV~ I!m:l 1 ,~im_imq l; 

52 - vi. ltleM-Calib InholOO; 

53 

S4 - elf ; 

S5 - ax lSI -~ubp 1 ot I 2,3,l,' r~p1ac~ ' I; 

S6 - xax- 1: max l ~i2~ l vh . ltlea~ ll ; 

57 - hh- p1otyy lxax, [ vh . ltlea~, vi.ltlea~ l , 

58 xax, vh . ltlea~ - vi.ltlea~ I; 

59 - ~etlhh,' Xlim ', [ l,max l xax lll; 

60 

61 % COIIPUTATIOO OF THE NOISE 

62 - noise- std lvi.meas - vh . mea~ 1 

63 ! 10' 125/20 1 I randn l ~iz~ I vh . mea~ ll; 

64 

65 - vi.mea~- vi.mea~ + noi~~ ; 

66 

67 - IIIDL 3D .!Vd mod~ l- foo l; 
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67 IIIDL 3D.twd rood~ l - tm:l l; 

68 %hold on; 

69 %1I1DL 3D. twd rood~l - tm:ll: 

70 H% COIIPJ.RI5CW or J.LGORITHII H!R! ( 10 pu"""'t~r~) 

71 H% NICK POLIDORIS!S SOL'l!R J.LGORITHII HH% 

72 i nv3d- ~ idor ~ obj( ' i nv_rood~ l' , '[IT i nv~ r ~~ ' ); 

73 inv3d.r~con~ t t l'P ~ - 'd it t ~ r ~ nc ~ ' ; 

74 i nv3d.j acobian_bk<;/nd.va L!~ - 1; 

75 inv3d. t wd rood~ l - tm:l l; 

76 1 nv3d. twd_rood~ l. np twd_~olv~ .p ~rm_~ym- '{ y )' ; 
77 %H Nick Polydorid~~' Gn~~-N~wton Solv~r 

78 i nv3d. hl'p ~ rpar """' t ~ r. vaL!~ - 1 ~ -3; 

" ec 
inv3d. ~olv~ -

81 " Nick Poll'dorid~~' Prioe (L aplac~ ) ••• UH(produc~d a much b~tt~r r~~ult)H## ••• 

8np calc ima<;/~ pr i or; 

83 inv3d.np c a lc i"""<;/~ prioe.par """' t ~ r ~ - [ 3 1]; 

84 i nv3d.par """' t ~ r ~ . """x i t ~ e ation~ - 1; 

C, 
86 HHH HH. ({ (CHANG! or VJ.R IJ.BL! H!R!)))) HH. 

87 % Tikhonov prior 

88 "inv3d.R_~rior-8tikhonov_imalJ~ ~rior; 

ee 
90 HH ANDR! J. EORSIC' SOLV;:R J.LGORITHII 

91 % J.ndr~a Eor~ic'~ PDIPII TV ~olv~r 

n i nv~d- ~ idor ~ obj ( ' i nv _ rood~ l' , '[IT i nv~ r ~~ ' ); 

93 inv4d.r~con~ t tl'P ~ - 'ditt~ r ~ nc ~ ' ; 

94 i nv~d.j acobian_bk<;/nd.vaL!~ - 1; 

95 inv4d . t wd rood~ l - tm:l l; 

96 1 nv~d. ab c a lc tv_pnor. a lpha 2 - 1 ~ -5; 

97 inv4d.par """' t ~ r ~ . max it ~ e ation~ - 1; 

98 i nv4d.par """' t ~ r ~ .t ~rm_tol~ ranc ~ - 1 ~ -3; 

inv4d . R_pr i or 

i nv4d. ~olv~ -

8ab_c a lc_t v_prior; 

8ab to, d itt ~ olv~ ; 
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inv~d. hl'p ~ rpar """' t ~ r. valu~ 1 ~ -3 ; 

102 HH% 

103 %HH TIlIl PR IOR 50LVlR .i.LGORITHII 

104 inv- ~ idor ~ obj( ' inv_mod~ l ' , ' lIT invH~~ ' ); H IDORS corrroo n roo d~l c3cr'); 

105 1nv. r ~con~ t tl'P ~ - ' ditt~r ~nc ~ ' 

106 1nv.j a cobi a n_bk<;jnd valu~ - 1; 

107 1nv.t .. d_rood~ 1 - tm:ll; 

>ee 
109 1nv. hl'p ~ rpar """' t ~ r. valu~ - 0.0300; % 1~ -3; 

110 1nv. ~olv~ - 8ti"'" prior ~olv~ 

111 1nv.t i"", ~roooth_pr i or. ~ p ac ~ pr i or - 8no~~ r ima<;j~ pr i or; 

112 1nv.ti"", ~roooth_prior.ti"'" "~ i<;jht - O; 

113 1nv.ti"", prior ~olv~ .ti"", ~ t ~ p ~ - 0; 

114 HH 

115 1rr>;/- i nv_~olv~ ( i nv3d, vh, v i ); 

W 

117 a x(6) - ~ubplot(2,3,6, ' r ~ pl"c ~ ' ); 

118 " ~ ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( irr>;/, 2- a x i2 , 1'- a x i2 ,x-a x i2 ) 

119 " ~ ho .. _3 d_~li c~~ ( irr>;/, 0. 5 7, [], [] ); 

120 % ~ ho .. _3 d_~li c~~ ( irr>;/ , [1 ,1.9] , [ 0. 5] , [ 0. 5] ); 

121 % v i~ .. (- H , 13 ); ax i~ t i <;jht ; ax i~ ~qual ; 2lim( [ 0, 1 .5 ] ); 

122 hold on ; 

123 " p arall~l to l'- ax i~ 

124 a x(5) - ~ubplot(2,3,3, ' r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

P.' ~ hn .. _ ~ ~m (;ma) 

126 hold on ; 

127 a x(3) - ~ubplot(2,3,~, ' r ~ plac ~ ' ); 

128 ~ ho .. _ t ~m (irr>;/) 

12 9 hold o n ; 

130 % ~ ho .. 3d ~li c~~ ( irr>;/ , [ ] , [ O.O ] , [] ); 

131 " ~ ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( irr>;/ , [1 , 1.9] , [ 0. 5] , [ 0. 5] ); 

132 %vi~ .. (- H , 13 ); ax i~ t i<;jht; ax i~ ~qua l; 2lim( [ 0, 1 . 5] ); 

n:J a x(l) - ~ubplot(2,:J,1, ' r ~p l .. c ~ ' I; 
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134-

135 hold on; 

136 axl4) - ~u.bp l ot I Z,3,Z,' replace ' ); 

137 rQb - iroread I ' C: / u~ers /bode/ duktop/bode / III"_13Z9 . jp" ), 

m 
m 

'" w 

'" 
'" 144 -

imal/e Irllb ); 
title I ' Top View ot Phantom Su~pended at 0 . 8dm on y-axis ' ) 

~parall e l to x-axi~ 

~~how _3d _~lice~ I 1""" [], [] , [0 . 0]) ; 
, v lewl - li,13) ; axis tl"ht ; axi5 eCjual; ;l1rol[0,1.5]); 

hold on; 

ax lZ) - suIJp lotIZ,3,5, ' replace ' ) ; 

145 rllb - imread I ' C: ! u~eu!bode! duktop!bode ! I II" _1334 jpQ' ); 

146 ima!1e lrQb); 

147 title I ' front view ot Phantom Su~pended at o . edm on y-axi~ ' ) 

148 axi~ l ax,' lma"e ' 

'" 150 % Lowut limit 

151 dadada- i"", . e l em_data; 

15Z l _ lim- min Idadada ) ; ~-O . 6300; 

153 \ hl"he~t element value~ 
154 - hil/h _ v .. lue elem _ d .. t .. -max Id .. d .. d .. ) ; .0.2778; 

155 %lowut eleroent v .. luu 
156 low _ v .. lue _ e l em _ d .. t .. - min Id .. de.d .. ) ; \-0 . 6300; 

157 \ ~tep chan!1e 

158 delt - lhi !1h_value_elem data- l ow value elem data)!ZO; 

159 [ ~av] -Sortln,,_elerolndex Idade.da ); 

160 [ ifl'l\ll/I/e] -Sort inl/_ ru i~t i vi t y I d .. d .. d .. ) ; 
161 co lour_",",p- [] ; 

162 ~av _ new- [] ; 

163 - tor uu- l:maxl~i~e l i""'!1!1e l:,l))); 

164 - "ad- l i""""e luu) - l_l1ro) /dele; 

165 colour map-[colour map; .... d·10, ifl'l\ll/I/e luu) ]; 
166 - s .. v new- s .. v new; s .. v uu 
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167 . if co lour }MP luu, 1) >40 

168 . break 

169 • end 

170 · end 

171 " SUIlItl.TI OO OF VOLUIIE OF TETR.l.HEDRJ.L OF HIGHER RESISITIVITY VJ.LUES 

112 

173 · VVVOLUIIE- []; add.vo lume-O;!el.ele- []; !el.re!i!t- []; me,!!. phant- []; 

174 " S.l.V denote! indexe! ot the element! 

175· • for rn=1:max Is i 2e Isav. newl: , 1))); 

176 hal,bbl,ccl,ddl are nodal point! ot an elel'rl!nt . 

177 . elem. index-!av. new 1m) ; 

178· aal=frocl l ,e l elll!l lelem.index, l); 

179 ~b-109710 . 8744,0 . 1186,2 .0), 1960 

180 · bb l=tm:ll. eleltl!l el em. index,2 ); 

181 ~c=43611.099S,O,0328,2,O), 348 

182· eel-frocll .elelll! lelem. index,3 ); 

183 ~d= 10801 0. 929 1, -0 . 048l,2 .0) 1959 

184 - ddl=frocl l , el elll!l lelem. index, 4) ; 

185 ~ O.LCULJ.TING THE VOLUIIE or .I. TETRAHEDRAL 

186 " vol\ll'l'1e in meter! 
187 ~ V=)la-d),llb-d)Xlc-d)))!6 

188 . al-tm:ll . node! Ibbl, 1) - tm:ll . node! laal, 1); a2-tm:ll . node! Ibbl, 2)-tm:ll . node! laal, 2) ; a3-tm:ll . node! Ibbl, 3)-tm:ll . node! laal, 3) ; 

189 . bl=t rocl l. node! leel, l) - t rocl l. node! laal, 1) ;b2 - t rocl l. node! leel, 2 )- t rocl l. node! laal, 2) ;b3 - t rocl l. node! leel, 3) - t rocl l. node! laal, 3) ; 

190 - cl=frocl l , nodes Iddl, l) -frocl l , nodes laal, 1) ; c2=frocl l , nodes Iddl, 2)-frocl l , nodes laal, 2) ; c3=frocl l , nodes Iddl, 3)-frocl l , nodes laal, 3) ; 

191 · vol-[ al a2 a3; bl b2 b3; el e2 e3]; 

192· vOlume-ab! ldetlvO l)) !6000, O; " we divided by 6000 because ot the eonver!ion ot dimen!ion in decimeter! to meter!; 

193 - add vo lume=add vo lumetvo lume; - -
194 . ru...tl!- [!el. ele; !av. new 1m)] ; 

195 . set, res is.£- [sel. res ist; ill'9~~e 1m)] ; 

196 · VVV2,LUIIE= [VVVOLUIIE;vo l ume]; 

197 ~phant-den_cub'volU!'tle; 

198 inlaS! .phant- [mas! .phant; phant]; 
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199 -

L .... _-_ •.......•.... _-_ ........ . ......... . 
,,' 

200 ~lIa~ _pha_ t ·~um ( ll'IIl~~ _phant ) ; 

201 - vol_~um·~um(VVVOLUIIE ) ; 

202 - di ~ p ( ' SUII or VOL UIIE or RECOOS TRUCTED TE TR.l.HEDR.l.LS ' ); di ~ p (vol_ ~ um) ; 

203 

204 • COIIPUT.l.TI OO Of THE CENTER Of II.1.SS Of THE REGIOO Of HI GHER RESISTIVITY 

205 
206 - lIe illhted_po~ _ ma~~· [] ; coordinate~· [] ; 

207 - - for tt - l:ll'IIlx ( ~he ( ~av_nell (: ,l ))) ; 

208 - e l em_index"~av_nell ( tt ) ; 

209 - aa l · !m::I l. e le~ ( e l em_index,l); 

210 .b·l097 (0 . 8744 , 0 . 1186 , 2 . 0),1960 

211 - bb l - tm::l l. e le~ ( e l em_index,2 ); 

212 tc-436 (1.0995,0 . 0326,2 .0),3 48 

213 - CC 1 - fm::l l. e le~ ( e l em_index,3 1 ; 

214 .d- l080(0 . 9291,-0 . 0481,2 . 0) 1959 

215 - ddl - !m::Il. e le~ ( e l em_index,4 ) ; 

216 - x _va l - (!m::I l. node~ (aal, 1) H m::I l. node~ (bbl, 1) H m::I l. node~ (ee l, 1) H m::I l. node~ (ddl, 1) ) /4; 

217 - 1'_ val- (!m::Il. node~ (aal, 2) Hm::Il. node~ (bbl , 2) Hm::Il node~ (eel , 2) Hm::Il nodes (ddl , 2) ) /4; 

218 - ~ _va l " (tm::l l. node~ (aal, 3) +tm::l l. node~ (bb l, 3) +tm::l l. node~ (cc l, 3) +tm::l l. node~ (ddl, 3) ) /4 ; 

219 - a l -fm::l l . node~ (bbl, 1) -fm::l l . node~ (aal, 1); a2-fm::l l . node~ (bbl, 2) -fm::l l . node~ (aal, 2) ; a3-fm::l l node~ (bbl, 3) -fm::l l . node~ (aal, 3) ; 

220 - b l - fm::l l. node~ (cc l, 1) -fm::l l. node~ (aa l , 1) ;b2- fm::l l. node~ (cc l , 2) -fm::l l. node~ (aa l , 2) ;b3- fm::l l. node~ (cc l , 3) -fm::l l. node~ (aa l , 3) ; 

221 - cl- t m::l l. node~ (ddl, 1) - t m::l l. node~ (aal, 1) ; c2 - t m::l l. node~ (ddl, 2) - t m::l l. node~ (aal, 2) ; c3 - t m::l l. node~ (ddl, 3) - t m::l l. node~ (aal, 3) ; 

222 - vol-[ a l a2 a3 ; bl b2 b3 ; c l c2 c3 ]; 

223 - V01\Ulll!!-M~ ( det ( vol ))/ 6000 .0; 

224 - lIeillhted .. po~ .. ma~~- [ lleillhted_po~ _ ma~~ ; x _ va l 'volume,l'_ va l 'volume, Z _ va l 'VQ l ume ] ; 

225 - coordinaU~- [coordinaU~ ; x_val, v_val, ~ _val] ; 

226 - end 

227 - X CII· ~um ( lle i llht ed_po~ _ll'IIl~~ (: ,1 ) ) /vol_ ~ um; Y _ CII· ~ um ( lle i llht ed_po~ _ll'IIl~~ (: ,2 ) ) /vol_ ~ um; Z _ CII· ~ um ( lle i llht ed_po~ _ll'IIl~~ (: ,3 ) ) /vol_ ~ um; 

228 

229 - di ~ p( ' irrq_elem_datl' ); di ~ p( l co lour_~ea l e - re~i~tivity_va lue~ ' ) ; 

230 - di~p (co l our map ); 

231 - disp [ 'COORD INATES ' ) ;disp [rnee.n( coordiMt es ( :,1 ))) ;disp (rnean(coordinat es ( : ,2)) ) ;disp (rnee.n(coordinat es (: , 3))); 

232 - disp (' X_ C!I' ) ;disp (X_ C!I) ; disp ( ' Y_ C!I' ) ;disp (Y_ C!I) ; disp ( ' Z_ C!I' ) ; disp (Z_ e M.); 

233 
234 - toe ; 
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B6 : Reconstruction Code for A sequence of Current Stimulation through Opposite Electrode Pairs 
 and A Sequence of Voltage Measurement through Adjacent Electrode Pairs in a Four Rings of 
 Electrode System 
 
 

 

1 - tic; 

2 - neleca 16; nrinq~a 4; 

3 - rinq_vertJ)o~ = [0.3,0.7,1.05,1.4]; qo.15,0 .5,0.87] 

4 - extra={ 'ba ll ' ,' ~o lid ball = ~pher e (-0.15,-0. 1,0. 5; 0.1 ); ') ; 

5 - [fm:ll]anq_ mk_ cVl_ roode l ~ ([ LS, 1.1, ° .15] , [nelec , rinq_ vert _po~ ] , [0.1, 0.22, 0.09] ) ; 
6 - ~tim a mk _ :9tim_pattern~ (16, 4, [0, nelec/2 ] , [0 , 1] ,I ' no }r~a~ _current ' , ' do_redundant ' ),2 . 0); qo, nelec/2] [0,1] 

7 - frocll.stimulation = st im; 

iH ColIP.l.RISOO OF ALGORITHII FOR FORWARD ColIPUTATIOO 

111 USING NICK POLIDORIDES FORWARD SOLVER 

10 - frocl l. st imulat ion=st im; 

11 - frocll.~olvea ' np_tvd_~olve ' ; 

12 - frocll.91'9teIll_ mat= ' np _calc _ ~1'9tem }Mt' ; 

13 - frocl l.J acob ian= ' np_calC_Jacob ian ' ; 

14- frocll.tvpea ' tvd_roodel' ; 

15 - frocl l.np) ll'd_901ve.perm_9J'1'!1= ' In) ' ; 

16 - mata ones( ~ i. e (frocl l. elellll5,l) ,1); 

17 - ~im_inqa eidor~_obj( ' image ' , ' horoogeneou~ image ' , ' elem_data ' , mat, ' tvd_roode l' , fool); 

18 

19 1 Simulate horoogeneou~ mea~urement~ 

20 - ~im)nq . tvd_roode l a fool; 

21 1 Simulate hooogeneous measurements 

,, - ~im_inq.tvd_eolve.qet_all_mea~ = 1; 

23 - ~im)nq . tvd}oode l = fool; 

24 - sim_inq .elem_datalmat) = 1; 

25 - vh = tvd_~o lve (trocl l,~im_inq); H PLEASE GET REAL DATE FRolI THE LASH 

26 

27 - [INholOOdata] =meas _ 4RINGSholOO _ Opp I' C: \ User~\bode \ De~ktop\NOV _18_ 4RINGS _ OPP\ inholOO _19cm. tOlOO ' ) ; 

28 - [nocurrentdata] aqe tcalibrationdata4rinq~_opp_no_current( ' C : \Uee r ~ \ bode\D e ~ ktop \ NOV_ 18_4R INGS_OPP\ horoo_no_current.t oroo ' ); 

29 - [ currentdata] =getcalibrationdata4ring~_opp_currentl ' C:\ Ueer~ \ bode\De!ktop\Nav_18_4RINGS_OPP\homo_v i t h_current . tomo ' ); 

30 1 OHS!! Inocurrentdata) IS SUBSTRACUD FROII THE CURRENT DATA Icurrentdata) :HOH~ENroUS SOLUTIOO 

31 illEJ.S URED DATA FOR HOII~ENEoUS 

32 - lIeas HOHlXlata=currentdata-nocurrentdata; 
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33 % OBTAINING THl SCJ.LING COOSTJ.NT fOR lJ.CH HOIIOGlNlOUS SOLUTIOO 

34 %H Div i~ th~ ~ c a lin<;/ con~ tant 

35 Johnf - Vh. ""'M ; 

36 % WhH~ Johnf i~ th~ rood~ ll ~ d horoo<;/~ n~ou~ d a t " n~~d~ d. 

37 %5c a lin<;/ tacto~ i~ Horoo_fwd_roc\~ l!Horoo_""'Mu~~d_dat" 

38 Sc a f ac - Johnf.!II~M HOllo.:la t a ; 

39 %lIl J.SURlD DJ.TJ. fOR INHOIIOGlNlOU5 

40 % ott~~t i~ d~duct~d t~om th~ INhorooda t " 

41 II~M INHOllo.:la t a - INhoroodata-nocu~~~ntdata ; 

42 %calib~at ~ d dat a t o~ inhoroo<;/~ ou~ i~ 

43 Calib Inhoroo - II~M INHOllo.:la t a . ' Sc a f a c; 

44 ~ im_iID;/. ~ l ~m_data ( matl - 1.0; %Non-conduct iv~ inclu~ion 

45 vi - t wd_~olv~ (troc\ l, ~im_iID;/ l; 

46 vi. ""'M- Calib Inhoroo ; 

47 clf; 

.e 

! lOA (25/201 • ~ andn( ~ i 2~ (vh. ""'M I I; 

51 Vi. ""'M- Vi. ""'M + noi~~ ; 

52 IIIDL 3D.twd rood~ l - troc\l; 

53 %1I1DL 3D. twd rood~l- t roc\l; 

54 HHH 

55 %H COIIPJ.R I SOO Of ALGOR I THII HlRl 

56 hold on ; 

H% NICK POL I DOR I DlS SOLVlR J.L GOR I THII 

58 inv3d- ~ido~~ obj( ' i nv_rood~ l' , ' lIT i nv~ ~ ~~ ' I; 

59 inv3d.~~con~ t typ ~ - ' ditt~~ ~nc ~ ' ; 

60 inv3d. jacob ian_bk<;/nd.valu~ - 1; 

61 inv3d.t wd rood~ l - t roc\ l; 

62 inv3d.twd_roo d~ l.np twd_~olv~ .p ~~m_~ym- '{ y )' ; 

63 % Nick Polydo~ id~~ ' Gau~~-N~ .. ton Solv~ ~ 

64 inv3d. hyp ~~pa~ """'tH. valu~ - 1 ~ -3; 
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inv3d. ~olv~ -

66 " Nick Polydo~id~~' P~io~ (Laplac ~ ) .,.#U (p~oduc~d a mu"h b~tt~~ ~~~ult)#U ••• 

67 inv3d.R_p~io~-8np c a lc ima~~ p~io~; 

63 i nv3d.np c a lc ima~~ p~ io~.p a~ "'"" t ~ ~ ~ - [3 1]; 

69 inv3d.pa~~t~~ ~ . max it ~ ~ ation~ - 1; 

70 HH 

71 lID;/= lnv solve(inv3d, vh, vi); 

n 
73 a x( 6 ) - ~ubplot(2,3, 6 , ' ~ ~ plac~ ' ); 

74 " ~ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( iID;/ , 2-axi2 , y-axi2,x-axi2) 

75 %~ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( iID;/ , 0.57, [], []); 

76 %~ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( irrq , [1,1.9], [0.5], [0.5]); 

77 '<v i~ .. (-H,13); ax i~ ti~ht; ax i~ ~qual ; 2lim([0,1.5]); 

78 hold on ; 

79 % pa~all~l to y-axi~ 

80 a x(5) - ~ubplot(2,3,3, ' ~ ~ ph.c ~ ' ); 

81 ~ ho .. _ t ~m (iID;/ ) 

82 hold o n ; 

83 a x(3) - ~ubplot(2,3,4, ' ~ ~ pl"c ~ ' ); 

84 ~ ho .. _ t~m (iID;/) 

85 hold o n ; 

86 "~ho .. 3d ~lic~~ ( iID;/ , [],[O.O],[]); 

87 % ~ ho .. _3d_~lic~~ ( i""" [1,1.9], [0 . 5], [0 . 5]); 

88 %vi~ .. (-H,13); ax i~ ti~ht; ax i~ ~qual ; 2lim([0,1.5]); 

89 a x(l) - ~ubplot(2,3,1, ' ~ ~ pl"c~ ' ); 

90 ~ho" _ t ~m (iID;/) 

91 hold o n ; 

92 a x(i) - ~ubplot(2,3,2, '~ ~ pla c ~ ' ); 

93 ~<;Ib - im~~ad ( ' C: ! u~~ ~ ~ !bod~ ! d~~ktop !bod~ ! IIIG _ 1396 . jp~ ' ) ; 

94 ima~~ (~<;Ib); 

95 titl~ ( ' To p vi~ .. ot ~ ix ~ u~ p ~ nd~d pha n t o,"" , ) 

96 %pa~all~l to x-axi~ 

97 %~ho .. 3 d ~lic~~ (i"9, U,U,[O.Ol); 
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~'U~~T~ ~q. ~o ~~x~pu, ~~.ou~p ATS % OC T 

, [] _ . m. qd ~~,.u" [] _ . ~ , ~ . ~ T ~~ ' [] _ ~ T ~ T ~~ 'O _ ;,urnT OA-PP"" [] _ :illll10Nlli 62T 

en 
S]ll1TA AnAU I SIS]lI lI:iHDIH 10 1TlIU:iHTlI.Ln 10 :illll10A 10 OOI.LTlIlIll~ % a T 

pu ~ 9ZT 

pu~ ,ZT 

}[ ... ~~q tZT 

Oh( , 'nn)d""'-~no T o~ n r ZT 

, [ (nn) A"'~ , .. ~U - A"'~ ] _" ~u - A"'~ ZZT 

, [ (nn) ~OOOUH 'OhP-"O ,d"", - ~noT o ~] _ d"", - ~noT o ~ TZT 

"T ~P!(01H T_(nn) ~OOt"'H) _P"'O OC T 

,((( , ':) ~OOJllU, ) ~ ", ~ )x"", :, _nn ~O ~ 6TT 

'[ ] _" ~U-A"'~ 8TT 

' [] _ d""'-~noT o ~ LTT 

, ( ... p ... p ... p) l. • 'A' . ~, ~~ ~ -OU , .~oS_ [ ~OOJllU, ] 9TT 

, ( ... p ... p ... p ) x ~PU< 01~ T ~ -Oun~os_ [A"'~ ] , TT 

'OU( ... . ... P-01~ T ~ ~nT ... A-.. OT-... . ... p-01~ T ~ ~nT ... A-qO' q) _ .T ~P t TT 

~OU ... q~ dn~ % £TT 

'00£9·0-% '( ... p ... p ... p)U<01_ ... . ... p-01~ T ~ ~nT "'A-"OT ZTT 

~~nT"'A 'U~~T~ '~~"OT% HT 

'9LLZ·O% '( ... p ... p ... p)x""'_ ... . ... p-01~ T ~ ~nT "'A-qO,q OTT 

~~nT "'A 'U~~T~ .~~qO , q % 60T 

'00£9·0-% '( ... p ... p ... p) U< 01_01< T T OOT 

, ... . ... P-01~ T ~ · JllU' _ ... p ... p ... p W T 

"01'T .~~"o1 % ~T 

M 

, ~O""" , 'x ... ) ~ <x... WT 

, ~, x ... _ l. u o "'P~ ·O . ... p ~pu ~ d ~ns O1o.u "'qd ~ o "~'A 'UO~l , ) ~ T' " £O T 

'(qll~) ~O""" WT 

, ( ,Od, · <;6£1' - DIII ! ~Po C( ! d o .}[ ~~p! ~po C( ! ~ ~ ~~n !: J, ) P"'~ ~01< _ qll~ TOT 

'( ' ~ ~"' Td ~ ~ , '<;'£'Z)'OTdqn ~ _ (z)x... OOT 

' UD P Toq 66 

'([<;·,'0])01<1' 'T ... nb~ ~F" "'IOn ~F" '(n'H-) "~'A% 96 
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131 - io~ m- 1 : max ( ~iz~ ( ~ .. v_n~v ( :,1 ))); 

132 h .. l,bbl,eel,ddl .. r~ nod .. l point~ 01' .. n ~1~ment . 

133 - ~ lem_index- ~ .. v_ne v (m) ; 

134 - u1"tm:ll.ele~ (elem_lndex,1); 

US 'b- 1097 (0.8744 , O.1l86 , 2 . 0 ) ,1960 

136 - bb l - tm:l l. e l em~ ( e l em_index,2 ) ; 

137 ~e-436 (1.0995,O.One,2.0 ), ~4e 

138 - ee1"tm:ll.ele~ (elem_lndex, 3 ); 

139 'd- 1080 (O.9291 , -O.0481 , 2.0 ) 1959 

140 - ddl - tm:l l. e l e~ ( e l em_index,4 ); 

141 CALCULATING THl UOLUlIl or A UTRAHlDR.I.L 

142 ~ vol\UtJo! in meter! 

143 • Ua l( .. -d l . ((b-dI X(e-dlll /6 

144 - .. l - tm:l l . nod~~ (bb L 1) -tm:l l . nod~~ ( .... 1, 1); .. 2- tm:l l . nod~~ (bb L 2 ) -tm:l l . nod~~ ( .... 1, 2 ) ; .. 3- tm:l l . nod~~ (bb l , 3 ) - tm:ll . nod~~ ( .... 1, 3 ) ; 

145 - b l - tm:ll. node~ (eel, 1) - tm:ll. node~ ( .... 1, 1) ;b2 - tm:ll. node~ (eel, 2 ) - tm:ll. node~ ( .... 1, 2 ) ;b:3 - tm:ll. node~ (eel,:3 ) - tm:ll. node~ ( .... 1,:3) ; 

146 - e1"tm:ll. node! (dd1, 1) - tm:l l. node! ( .... 1, 1) ; c2"tm:ll. node! (dd1, 2 ) - tm:l l. node! ( .... 1, 2 ) ; c3 -tm:l l. node! (dd1, 3 ) - tm:l l. node! ( .... 1, 3 ) ; 

147 - vol"[al a2 a3 ; bl b2 b3 ; el e2 e3] ; 

149 - vo l \UtJo! -~~ ( d~t ( vol )) ! 6000 . 0; ~ v~ divid~d by 6000 b~e .. u~~ 01' th~ eonv~r~ ion 01' dimen~ion in d~eimet~r~ to met~r~' 

149 - .. dd_vo l \UtJo! - add_vo l \UtJo!+vo l \UtJo!; 

ISO - ~ el_ele - [ ~ el_ele; ~av_nev (m)l ; 

151 - !el_rui!t"[!el_rui!t ; inqg-g-e (m) ]; 
152 - VWOLUIIE- [VWOLUIIE;vol""",]; 

153 ~ph .. nt - den_eull·vol"""'; 

154 ~ma~~ _phant - [ ma~~ _ph .. nt; phantl; 
155 - end 

156 " " .. ~ _ph .. _ t-~um ( ma~~ _ph .. nt) ; 
157 - vo l_~um- ~um (VWOLUII!); 

159 - di~p ( ' SUII or VOLUIII or RICOOSTRUCUD UTRAHlDRALS ' ) ; di~p (vol_ ~ um) ; 

'" 160 • COIIPUT.l.TIet< or THE CENUR or IIASS or THE REGIet< or HIGHER RESISTIVITY 

'" 162 -

163 -

154 -

155 -

156 

157 -
;S, 
159 -

110 
lll -

172-
173 -
174 -

115 -

116 -

117 -
118 -

119 -
BO -

111 -

132-
m
Il' 

ve i\lht ed_po~_ma~~- [l ;eoordin .. t e ~ - [l ; 

tor tt"l :max (!he (!.!-v ne v (: ,l ))); 

e l err _ index- ! .. v _ ~el (tt ) ; 

.... l · f ool. e lell'll! Ie lem _index, 11 ; 

;b" 109"710. 8;4~,O .1l 86.2 . 0), 19€O 

bbl -1'OOl. e l ew! I e l ew _ inclex, 2) ; 

'e"436 11.C99S,O .032a,2 .J), 348 

eel - too l. e l ell'll! (e l em _ incle x, 3) ; 

.d" 1000(O.9'9~,-O.0181,2.0) 19':9 

ddl - fOOl. e l ell'll! Ie l em _inde x, 41 ; 

,,' 

X _ v" l" I t nxll . node! 1 "~ 1, i) +too l node! Ibb l , i) +!mdl. no de! : cc 1. i) +tm:ll . noce! I dd~, 1) 1 /4 ; 

y _ v" l " I t nxl l. node! l a~ l , 2) +tool node! Ibbl , 2) +!mdl. nOde! : cc 1. 2) +tm:ll . no ce! I dd~, : ) 1 14 ; 

z _val" I tnxll . node! I u l, 3) +1'001 . node! Ibb1, 1) +!mdl . node! : ec 1. 3) +tm:ll. note! I dd~, 3)1 14; 

a l - ml . node~ (bb 1. 1) -trrdl. r.ode! (aa l , 1); 12- !mdl. node~ :bb 1. 2) -tm:l l. note! ( aa~, : ) : al - tm:l l. r.ot!! (bb ~, 1 ) -tml . no:\e~ (!lal, 3 ) ; 

b l - m l. node~ (ec 1. 1) -frrdl. r.ode! (aa l, 1) ; bl - frrdl. r.ode! (ce 1, , ) -f:ndl. no:\e~ 1 aa l. 2 ; b3 "f:ndl. ncde~ 1 ec 1. 3 -fm:! l. node~ (aa i, 3 ) ; 

e l - m l. node! I ddl . 1) - trrdl. r.ode! I"al, I ) ; cl · trrdl. r.ode" I ddl , , ) -f:ndl. node~ 1 ad . 2 · ; c3 "f:ndl. ncde! 1 ddl . 3 : -tm:!l. node~ I ea1, 3) ; 

vol" [e l ,,; .. 3; bl bl b3 ; c l c2 el] ; 

vo l \ftlI!-ab! I det 1·/0 I)) /6 000 . C; 

niQht!d_po! _lIa!!" [ ileiQhtet_po! _ !laS!: x val 'Vo lU'l'i<':, Y_ va l ··/olu.1'Je, z_ v!lI'\'~:ul'll( 

coordir.ate!- [ eoo:din!te~ ; x_va l , y_ val. z _ vll] ; 

~ :11- !\llI lveiqhted_,o" _~! 1:, 1)) /vo:_,, \III; Y _ CII- !\llI lveiqhted_,o! _~! 1:, 2)) /vo:_,, \III; Z _ CII-! \J'lI lveiqhted_,o! _~! 1:, 3)) /vo:_,, \III; 

B5 - ~ i ~p I ' i lrll_ e l eo _dat i ' ) : di!p I' colo ~r _ !cal e - n! i !t iYit!_ va:ue! ' ) ; 

B6 - di~p l co lou_map ) ; 

117 - di!p ( ' CCOl=DlN.i.TtS ) : d i !p (mean (coordinate! (: ,1 )) ) ; di ~ p lmean (coor:linate! (: ,2 )) ) ; di ! p (llI!an (coordinate! .. 31 )) ; 

138 - di! p ( ' X _ C1.' ) ; di!p (X _ C~ ) ; di ~p ( ' Y_ CII ' ) ; di ~, (Y _ : 11) ;di~l' ( ' Z _ C ~ , ; di ! p (Z _ CII); 

139 

1>0 

III - :o:z. 
BZ 

ll3 

1" 
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APPENDIX C 

Measurement Sequence Table for Opposite and Adjacent Current Stimulation Strategy  
 for Two, Three and Four Electrodes System 

 
C1 :    Sequence Table for Two Rings Adjacent Current Injection and Adjacent Voltage Measurement 
 Sequence   
 
I1V1:  db  (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$00,#$0F,#$00,#$00,#$10,#$00,#$00,#$21,#$00,#$00,#$32,#$00,#$00,#$43,#$00,#$00,#$54,#$00,#$0

0,#$65,#$00,#$00,#$76,#$00,#$00,#$87,#$00,#$00,#$98,#$00,#$00,#$A9,#$00,#$00,#$BA,#$00,#$00,#

$CB,#$00,#$00,#$DC,#$00,#$00,#$ED,#$00,#$00,#$FE,#$00 

I1V2:  db  ( current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$00,#$0F,#$11,#$00,#$10,#$11,#$00,#$21,#$11,#$00,#$32,#$11,#$00,#$43,#$11,#$00,#$54,#$11,#$0

0,#$65,#$11,#$00,#$76,#$11,#$00,#$87,#$11,#$00,#$98,#$11,#$00,#$A9,#$11,#$00,#$BA,#$11,#$00,#

$CB,#$11,#$00,#$DC,#$11,#$00,#$ED,#$11,#$00,#$FE,#$11 

I2V1:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$11,#$0F,#$00,#$11,#$10,#$00,#$11,#$21,#$00,#$11,#$32,#$00,#$11,#$43,#$00,#$11,#$54,#$00,#$1

1,#$65,#$00,#$11,#$76,#$00,#$11,#$87,#$00,#$11,#$98,#$00,#$11,#$A9,#$00,#$11,#$BA,#$00,#$11,#

$CB,#$00,#$11,#$DC,#$00,#$11,#$ED,#$00,#$11,#$FE,#$00 

I2V2:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$11,#$0F,#$11,#$11,#$10,#$11,#$11,#$21,#$11,#$11,#$32,#$11,#$11,#$43,#$11,#$11,#$54,#$11,#$1

1,#$65,#$11,#$11,#$76,#$11,#$11,#$87,#$11,#$11,#$98,#$11,#$11,#$A9,#$11,#$11,#$BA,#$11,#$11,#

$CB,#$11,#$11,#$DC,#$11,#$11,#$ED,#$11,#$11,#$FE,#$11. 

 

C2 : Sequence Table for Two Rings Opposite Current Injection and Adjacent Voltage Measurement 
 Sequence  
  
I1V1:  db (current injection on the first ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$00,#$08,#$00,#$00,#$19,#$00,#$00,#$2A,#$00,#$00,#$3B,#$00,#$00,#$4C,#$00,#$00,#$5D,#$00,#$
00,#$6E,#$00,#$00,#$7F,#$00,#$00,#$80,#$00,#$00,#$91,#$00,#$00,#$A2,#$00,#$00,#$B3,#$00,#$00,
#$C4,#$00,#$00,#$D5,#$00,#$00,#$E6,#$00,#$00,#$F7,#$00 
I1V2:  db (current injection on the first ring and voltage measurement on second ring)  
#$00,#$08,#$11,#$00,#$19,#$11,#$00,#$2A,#$11,#$00,#$3B,#$11,#$00,#$4C,#$11,#$00,#$5D,#$11,#$
00,#$6E,#$11,#$00,#$7F,#$11,#$00,#$80,#$11,#$00,#$91,#$11,#$00,#$A2,#$11,#$00,#$B3,#$11,#$00,
#$C4,#$11,#$00,#$D5,#$11,#$00,#$E6,#$11,#$00,#$F7,#$11 
I2V1:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$11,#$08,#$00,#$11,#$19,#$00,#$11,#$2A,#$00,#$11,#$3B,#$00,#$11,#$4C,#$00,#$11,#$5D,#$00,#$
11,#$6E,#$00,#$11,#$7F,#$00,#$11,#$80,#$00,#$11,#$91,#$00,#$11,#$A2,#$00,#$11,#$B3,#$00,#$11,
#$C4,#$00,#$11,#$D5,#$00,#$11,#$E6,#$00,#$11,#$F7,#$00 
I2V2:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 
#$11,#$08,#$11,#$11,#$19,#$11,#$11,#$2A,#$11,#$11,#$3B,#$11,#$11,#$4C,#$11,#$11,#$5D,#$11,#$
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11,#$6E,#$11,#$11,#$7F,#$11,#$11,#$80,#$11,#$11,#$91,#$11,#$11,#$A2,#$11,#$11,#$B3,#$11,#$11,
#$C4,#$11,#$11,#$D5,#$11,#$11,#$E6,#$11,#$11,#$F7,#$11. 
 

C3 : Sequence Table for Three Rings Adjacent Current Injection and Adjacent Voltage 
 Measurement sequence  
 
I1V1:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$00,#$0F,#$00,#$00,#$10,#$00,#$00,#$21,#$00,#$00,#$32,#$00,#$00,#$43,#$00,#$00,#$54,#$00,#$0
0,#$65,#$00,#$00,#$76,#$00,#$00,#$87,#$00,#$00,#$98,#$00,#$00,#$A9,#$00,#$00,#$BA,#$00,#$00,#
$CB,#$00,#$00,#$DC,#$00,#$00,#$ED,#$00,#$00,#$FE,#$00 
 
I1V2:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 
#$00,#$0F,#$11,#$00,#$10,#$11,#$00,#$21,#$11,#$00,#$32,#$11,#$00,#$43,#$11,#$00,#$54,#$11,#$0
0,#$65,#$11,#$00,#$76,#$11,#$00,#$87,#$11,#$00,#$98,#$11,#$00,#$A9,#$11,#$00,#$BA,#$11,#$00,#
$CB,#$11,#$00,#$DC,#$11,#$00,#$ED,#$11,#$00,#$FE,#$11 
 
I1V3:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 
#$00,#$0F,#$22,#$00,#$10,#$22,#$00,#$21,#$22,#$00,#$32,#$22,#$00,#$43,#$22,#$00,#$54,#$22,#$0
0,#$65,#$22,#$00,#$76,#$22,#$00,#$87,#$22,#$00,#$98,#$22,#$00,#$A9,#$22,#$00,#$BA,#$22,#$00,#
$CB,#$22,#$00,#$DC,#$22,#$00,#$ED,#$22,#$00,#$FE,#$22 
 
I2V1:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$11,#$0F,#$00,#$11,#$10,#$00,#$11,#$21,#$00,#$11,#$32,#$00,#$11,#$43,#$00,#$11,#$54,#$00,#$1
1,#$65,#$00,#$11,#$76,#$00,#$11,#$87,#$00,#$11,#$98,#$00,#$11,#$A9,#$00,#$11,#$BA,#$00,#$11,#
$CB,#$00,#$11,#$DC,#$00,#$11,#$ED,#$00,#$11,#$FE,#$00 
 
I2V2:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 
#$11,#$0F,#$11,#$11,#$10,#$11,#$11,#$21,#$11,#$11,#$32,#$11,#$11,#$43,#$11,#$11,#$54,#$11,#$1
1,#$65,#$11,#$11,#$76,#$11,#$11,#$87,#$11,#$11,#$98,#$11,#$11,#$A9,#$11,#$11,#$BA,#$11,#$11,#
$CB,#$11,#$11,#$DC,#$11,#$11,#$ED,#$11,#$11,#$FE,#$11 
 
I2V3:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 
#$11,#$0F,#$22,#$11,#$10,#$22,#$11,#$21,#$22,#$11,#$32,#$22,#$11,#$43,#$22,#$11,#$54,#$22,#$1
1,#$65,#$22,#$11,#$76,#$22,#$11,#$87,#$22,#$11,#$98,#$22,#$11,#$A9,#$22,#$11,#$BA,#$22,#$11,#
$CB,#$22,#$11,#$DC,#$22,#$11,#$ED,#$22,#$11,#$FE,#$22 
 
I3V1:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$22,#$0F,#$00,#$22,#$10,#$00,#$22,#$21,#$00,#$22,#$32,#$00,#$22,#$43,#$00,#$22,#$54,#$00,#$2
2,#$65,#$00,#$22,#$76,#$00,#$22,#$87,#$00,#$22,#$98,#$00,#$22,#$A9,#$00,#$22,#$BA,#$00,#$22,#
$CB,#$00,#$22,#$DC,#$00,#$22,#$ED,#$00,#$22,#$FE,#$00 
 
I3V2:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 
#$22,#$0F,#$11,#$22,#$10,#$11,#$22,#$21,#$11,#$22,#$32,#$11,#$22,#$43,#$11,#$22,#$54,#$11,#$2
2,#$65,#$11,#$22,#$76,#$11,#$22,#$87,#$11,#$22,#$98,#$11,#$22,#$A9,#$11,#$22,#$BA,#$11,#$22,#
$CB,#$11,#$22,#$DC,#$11,#$22,#$ED,#$11,#$22,#$FE,#$11 
 
I3V3:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 
#$22,#$0F,#$22,#$22,#$10,#$22,#$22,#$21,#$22,#$22,#$32,#$22,#$22,#$43,#$22,#$22,#$54,#$22,#$2
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2,#$65,#$22,#$22,#$76,#$22,#$22,#$87,#$22,#$22,#$98,#$22,#$22,#$A9,#$22,#$22,#$BA,#$22,#$22,#
$CB,#$22,#$22,#$DC,#$22,#$22,#$ED,#$22,#$22,#$FE,#$22 
 

C4 : Sequence Table for Three Rings Opposite Current Injection and Adjacent Voltage 
 Measurement  Sequence  
  
I1V1:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$00,#$08,#$00,#$00,#$19,#$00,#$00,#$2A,#$00,#$00,#$3B,#$00,#$00,#$4C,#$00,#$00,#$5D,#$00,#$
00,#$6E,#$00,#$00,#$7F,#$00,#$00,#$80,#$00,#$00,#$91,#$00,#$00,#$A2,#$00,#$00,#$B3,#$00,#$00,
#$C4,#$00,#$00,#$D5,#$00,#$00,#$E6,#$00,#$00,#$F7,#$00 
 
I1V2:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 
#$00,#$08,#$11,#$00,#$19,#$11,#$00,#$2A,#$11,#$00,#$3B,#$11,#$00,#$4C,#$11,#$00,#$5D,#$11,#$
00,#$6E,#$11,#$00,#$7F,#$11,#$00,#$80,#$11,#$00,#$91,#$11,#$00,#$A2,#$11,#$00,#$B3,#$11,#$00,
#$C4,#$11,#$00,#$D5,#$11,#$00,#$E6,#$11,#$00,#$F7,#$11 
 
I1V3:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 
#$00,#$08,#$22,#$00,#$19,#$22,#$00,#$2A,#$22,#$00,#$3B,#$22,#$00,#$4C,#$22,#$00,#$5D,#$22,#$
00,#$6E,#$22,#$00,#$7F,#$22,#$00,#$80,#$22,#$00,#$91,#$22,#$00,#$A2,#$22,#$00,#$B3,#$22,#$00,
#$C4,#$22,#$00,#$D5,#$22,#$00,#$E6,#$22,#$00,#$F7,#$22 
 
I2V1:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$11,#$08,#$00,#$11,#$19,#$00,#$11,#$2A,#$00,#$11,#$3B,#$00,#$11,#$4C,#$00,#$11,#$5D,#$00,#$
11,#$6E,#$00,#$11,#$7F,#$00,#$11,#$80,#$00,#$11,#$91,#$00,#$11,#$A2,#$00,#$11,#$B3,#$00,#$11,
#$C4,#$00,#$11,#$D5,#$00,#$11,#$E6,#$00,#$11,#$F7,#$00 
 
I2V2:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 
#$11,#$08,#$11,#$11,#$19,#$11,#$11,#$2A,#$11,#$11,#$3B,#$11,#$11,#$4C,#$11,#$11,#$5D,#$11,#$
11,#$6E,#$11,#$11,#$7F,#$11,#$11,#$80,#$11,#$11,#$91,#$11,#$11,#$A2,#$11,#$11,#$B3,#$11,#$11,
#$C4,#$11,#$11,#$D5,#$11,#$11,#$E6,#$11,#$11,#$F7,#$11 
 
I2v3:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 
#$11,#$08,#$22,#$11,#$19,#$22,#$11,#$2A,#$22,#$11,#$3B,#$22,#$11,#$4C,#$22,#$11,#$5D,#$22,#$
11,#$6E,#$22,#$11,#$7F,#$22,#$11,#$80,#$22,#$11,#$91,#$22,#$11,#$A2,#$22,#$11,#$B3,#$22,#$11,
#$C4,#$22,#$11,#$D5,#$22,#$11,#$E6,#$22,#$11,#$F7,#$22 
 
I3V1:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 
#$22,#$08,#$00,#$22,#$19,#$00,#$22,#$2A,#$00,#$22,#$3B,#$00,#$22,#$4C,#$00,#$22,#$5D,#$00,#$
22,#$6E,#$00,#$22,#$7F,#$00,#$22,#$80,#$00,#$22,#$91,#$00,#$22,#$A2,#$00,#$22,#$B3,#$00,#$22,
#$C4,#$00,#$22,#$D5,#$00,#$22,#$E6,#$00,#$22,#$F7,#$00 
 
I3V2:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 
#$22,#$08,#$11,#$22,#$19,#$11,#$22,#$2A,#$11,#$22,#$3B,#$11,#$22,#$4C,#$11,#$22,#$5D,#$11,#$
22,#$6E,#$11,#$22,#$7F,#$11,#$22,#$80,#$11,#$22,#$91,#$11,#$22,#$A2,#$11,#$22,#$B3,#$11,#$22,
#$C4,#$11,#$22,#$D5,#$11,#$22,#$E6,#$11,#$22,#$F7,#$11 
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I3v3:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 
#$22,#$08,#$22,#$22,#$19,#$22,#$22,#$2A,#$22,#$22,#$3B,#$22,#$22,#$4C,#$22,#$22,#$5D,#$22,#$
22,#$6E,#$22,#$22,#$7F,#$22,#$22,#$80,#$22,#$22,#$91,#$22,#$22,#$A2,#$22,#$22,#$B3,#$22,#$22,
#$C4,#$22,#$22,#$D5,#$22,#$22,#$E6,#$22,#$22,#$F7,#$22 
  

C5 :  Sequence Table for Four Rings Adjacent Current Injection and Adjacent Voltage Measurement 

 sequence  

 I1V1:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$00,#$0F,#$00,#$00,#$10,#$00,#$00,#$21,#$00,#$00,#$32,#$00,#$00,#$43,#$00,#$00,#$54,#$00,#$0

0,#$65,#$00,#$00,#$76,#$00,#$00,#$87,#$00,#$00,#$98,#$00,#$00,#$A9,#$00,#$00,#$BA,#$00,#$00,#

$CB,#$00,#$00,#$DC,#$00,#$00,#$ED,#$00,#$00,#$FE,#$00 

I1V2:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$00,#$0F,#$11,#$00,#$10,#$11,#$00,#$21,#$11,#$00,#$32,#$11,#$00,#$43,#$11,#$00,#$54,#$11,#$0

0,#$65,#$11,#$00,#$76,#$11,#$00,#$87,#$11,#$00,#$98,#$11,#$00,#$A9,#$11,#$00,#$BA,#$11,#$00,#

$CB,#$11,#$00,#$DC,#$11,#$00,#$ED,#$11,#$00,#$FE,#$11 

I1V3:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$00,#$0F,#$22,#$00,#$10,#$22,#$00,#$21,#$22,#$00,#$32,#$22,#$00,#$43,#$22,#$00,#$54,#$22,#$0

0,#$65,#$22,#$00,#$76,#$22,#$00,#$87,#$22,#$00,#$98,#$22,#$00,#$A9,#$22,#$00,#$BA,#$22,#$00,#

$CB,#$22,#$00,#$DC,#$22,#$00,#$ED,#$22,#$00,#$FE,#$22 

I1V4:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$00,#$0F,#$33,#$00,#$10,#$33,#$00,#$21,#$33,#$00,#$32,#$33,#$00,#$43,#$33,#$00,#$54,#$33,#$0

0,#$65,#$33,#$00,#$76,#$33,#$00,#$87,#$33,#$00,#$98,#$33,#$00,#$A9,#$33,#$00,#$BA,#$33,#$00,#

$CB,#$33,#$00,#$DC,#$33,#$00,#$ED,#$33,#$00,#$FE,#$33 

I2V1:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$11,#$0F,#$00,#$11,#$10,#$00,#$11,#$21,#$00,#$11,#$32,#$00,#$11,#$43,#$00,#$11,#$54,#$00,#$1

1,#$65,#$00,#$11,#$76,#$00,#$11,#$87,#$00,#$11,#$98,#$00,#$11,#$A9,#$00,#$11,#$BA,#$00,#$11,#

$CB,#$00,#$11,#$DC,#$00,#$11,#$ED,#$00,#$11,#$FE,#$00 

I2V2:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$11,#$0F,#$11,#$11,#$10,#$11,#$11,#$21,#$11,#$11,#$32,#$11,#$11,#$43,#$11,#$11,#$54,#$11,#$1

1,#$65,#$11,#$11,#$76,#$11,#$11,#$87,#$11,#$11,#$98,#$11,#$11,#$A9,#$11,#$11,#$BA,#$11,#$11,#

$CB,#$11,#$11,#$DC,#$11,#$11,#$ED,#$11,#$11,#$FE,#$11 

I2V3:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$11,#$0F,#$22,#$11,#$10,#$22,#$11,#$21,#$22,#$11,#$32,#$22,#$11,#$43,#$22,#$11,#$54,#$22,#$1

1,#$65,#$22,#$11,#$76,#$22,#$11,#$87,#$22,#$11,#$98,#$22,#$11,#$A9,#$22,#$11,#$BA,#$22,#$11,#

$CB,#$22,#$11,#$DC,#$22,#$11,#$ED,#$22,#$11,#$FE,#$22 
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I2V4:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$11,#$0F,#$33,#$11,#$10,#$33,#$11,#$21,#$33,#$11,#$32,#$33,#$11,#$43,#$33,#$11,#$54,#$33,#$1

1,#$65,#$33,#$11,#$76,#$33,#$11,#$87,#$33,#$11,#$98,#$33,#$11,#$A9,#$33,#$11,#$BA,#$33,#$11,#

$CB,#$33,#$11,#$DC,#$33,#$11,#$ED,#$33,#$11,#$FE,#$33 

I3V1:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$22,#$0F,#$00,#$22,#$10,#$00,#$22,#$21,#$00,#$22,#$32,#$00,#$22,#$43,#$00,#$22,#$54,#$00,#$2

2,#$65,#$00,#$22,#$76,#$00,#$22,#$87,#$00,#$22,#$98,#$00,#$22,#$A9,#$00,#$22,#$BA,#$00,#$22,#

$CB,#$00,#$22,#$DC,#$00,#$22,#$ED,#$00,#$22,#$FE,#$00 

I3V2:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$22,#$0F,#$11,#$22,#$10,#$11,#$22,#$21,#$11,#$22,#$32,#$11,#$22,#$43,#$11,#$22,#$54,#$11,#$2

2,#$65,#$11,#$22,#$76,#$11,#$22,#$87,#$11,#$22,#$98,#$11,#$22,#$A9,#$11,#$22,#$BA,#$11,#$22,#

$CB,#$11,#$22,#$DC,#$11,#$22,#$ED,#$11,#$22,#$FE,#$11 

I3V3:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$22,#$0F,#$22,#$22,#$10,#$22,#$22,#$21,#$22,#$22,#$32,#$22,#$22,#$43,#$22,#$22,#$54,#$22,#$2

2,#$65,#$22,#$22,#$76,#$22,#$22,#$87,#$22,#$22,#$98,#$22,#$22,#$A9,#$22,#$22,#$BA,#$22,#$22,#

$CB,#$22,#$22,#$DC,#$22,#$22,#$ED,#$22,#$22,#$FE,#$22 

I3V4:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$22,#$0F,#$33,#$22,#$10,#$33,#$22,#$21,#$33,#$22,#$32,#$33,#$22,#$43,#$33,#$22,#$54,#$33,#$2

2,#$65,#$33,#$22,#$76,#$33,#$22,#$87,#$33,#$22,#$98,#$33,#$22,#$A9,#$33,#$22,#$BA,#$33,#$22,#

$CB,#$33,#$22,#$DC,#$33,#$22,#$ED,#$33,#$22,#$FE,#$33 

I4V1:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$33,#$0F,#$00,#$33,#$10,#$00,#$33,#$21,#$00,#$33,#$32,#$00,#$33,#$43,#$00,#$33,#$54,#$00,#$3

3,#$65,#$00,#$33,#$76,#$00,#$33,#$87,#$00,#$33,#$98,#$00,#$33,#$A9,#$00,#$33,#$BA,#$00,#$33,#

$CB,#$00,#$33,#$DC,#$00,#$33,#$ED,#$00,#$33,#$FE,#$00 

I4V2:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$33,#$0F,#$11,#$33,#$10,#$11,#$33,#$21,#$11,#$33,#$32,#$11,#$33,#$43,#$11,#$33,#$54,#$11,#$3

3,#$65,#$11,#$33,#$76,#$11,#$33,#$87,#$11,#$33,#$98,#$11,#$33,#$A9,#$11,#$33,#$BA,#$11,#$33,#

$CB,#$11,#$33,#$DC,#$11,#$33,#$ED,#$11,#$33,#$FE,#$11 

I4V3:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$33,#$0F,#$22,#$33,#$10,#$22,#$33,#$21,#$22,#$33,#$32,#$22,#$33,#$43,#$22,#$33,#$54,#$22,#$3

3,#$65,#$22,#$33,#$76,#$22,#$33,#$87,#$22,#$33,#$98,#$22,#$33,#$A9,#$22,#$33,#$BA,#$22,#$33,#

$CB,#$22,#$33,#$DC,#$22,#$33,#$ED,#$22,#$33,#$FE,#$22 

I4V4:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$33,#$0F,#$33,#$33,#$10,#$33,#$33,#$21,#$33,#$33,#$32,#$33,#$33,#$43,#$33,#$33,#$54,#$33,#$3

3,#$65,#$33,#$33,#$76,#$33,#$33,#$87,#$33,#$33,#$98,#$33,#$33,#$A9,#$33,#$33,#$BA,#$33,#$33,#

$CB,#$33,#$33,#$DC,#$33,#$33,#$ED,#$33,#$33,#$FE,#$33      
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C6 : Sequence Table for Four Rings Opposite Current Injection and Adjacent Voltage Measurement 
 Sequence 
 
I1V1:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$00,#$08,#$00,#$00,#$19,#$00,#$00,#$2A,#$00,#$00,#$3B,#$00,#$00,#$4C,#$00,#$00,#$5D,#$00,#$

00,#$6E,#$00,#$00,#$7F,#$00,#$00,#$80,#$00,#$00,#$91,#$00,#$00,#$A2,#$00,#$00,#$B3,#$00,#$00,

#$C4,#$00,#$00,#$D5,#$00,#$00,#$E6,#$00,#$00,#$F7,#$00 

I1V2:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$00,#$08,#$11,#$00,#$19,#$11,#$00,#$2A,#$11,#$00,#$3B,#$11,#$00,#$4C,#$11,#$00,#$5D,#$11,#$

00,#$6E,#$11,#$00,#$7F,#$11,#$00,#$80,#$11,#$00,#$91,#$11,#$00,#$A2,#$11,#$00,#$B3,#$11,#$00,

#$C4,#$11,#$00,#$D5,#$11,#$00,#$E6,#$11,#$00,#$F7,#$11 

I1V3:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$00,#$08,#$22,#$00,#$19,#$22,#$00,#$2A,#$22,#$00,#$3B,#$22,#$00,#$4C,#$22,#$00,#$5D,#$22,#$

00,#$6E,#$22,#$00,#$7F,#$22,#$00,#$80,#$22,#$00,#$91,#$22,#$00,#$A2,#$22,#$00,#$B3,#$22,#$00,

#$C4,#$22,#$00,#$D5,#$22,#$00,#$E6,#$22,#$00,#$F7,#$22 

I1V4:  db (current injection on first ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$00,#$08,#$33,#$00,#$19,#$33,#$00,#$2A,#$33,#$00,#$3B,#$33,#$00,#$4C,#$33,#$00,#$5D,#$33,#$

00,#$6E,#$33,#$00,#$7F,#$33,#$00,#$80,#$33,#$00,#$91,#$33,#$00,#$A2,#$33,#$00,#$B3,#$33,#$00,

#$C4,#$33,#$00,#$D5,#$33,#$00,#$E6,#$33,#$00,#$F7,#$33 

I2V1:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$11,#$08,#$00,#$11,#$19,#$00,#$11,#$2A,#$00,#$11,#$3B,#$00,#$11,#$4C,#$00,#$11,#$5D,#$00,#$

11,#$6E,#$00,#$11,#$7F,#$00,#$11,#$80,#$00,#$11,#$91,#$00,#$11,#$A2,#$00,#$11,#$B3,#$00,#$11,

#$C4,#$00,#$11,#$D5,#$00,#$11,#$E6,#$00,#$11,#$F7,#$00 

I2V2:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$11,#$08,#$11,#$11,#$19,#$11,#$11,#$2A,#$11,#$11,#$3B,#$11,#$11,#$4C,#$11,#$11,#$5D,#$11,#$

11,#$6E,#$11,#$11,#$7F,#$11,#$11,#$80,#$11,#$11,#$91,#$11,#$11,#$A2,#$11,#$11,#$B3,#$11,#$11,

#$C4,#$11,#$11,#$D5,#$11,#$11,#$E6,#$11,#$11,#$F7,#$11 

I2v3:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$11,#$08,#$22,#$11,#$19,#$22,#$11,#$2A,#$22,#$11,#$3B,#$22,#$11,#$4C,#$22,#$11,#$5D,#$22,#$

11,#$6E,#$22,#$11,#$7F,#$22,#$11,#$80,#$22,#$11,#$91,#$22,#$11,#$A2,#$22,#$11,#$B3,#$22,#$11,

#$C4,#$22,#$11,#$D5,#$22,#$11,#$E6,#$22,#$11,#$F7,#$22 

I2V4:  db (current injection on second ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$11,#$08,#$33,#$11,#$19,#$33,#$11,#$2A,#$33,#$11,#$3B,#$33,#$11,#$4C,#$33,#$11,#$5D,#$33,#$

11,#$6E,#$33,#$11,#$7F,#$33,#$11,#$80,#$33,#$11,#$91,#$33,#$11,#$A2,#$33,#$11,#$B3,#$33,#$11,

#$C4,#$33,#$11,#$D5,#$33,#$11,#$E6,#$33,#$11,#$F7,#$33 
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I3V1:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$22,#$08,#$00,#$22,#$19,#$00,#$22,#$2A,#$00,#$22,#$3B,#$00,#$22,#$4C,#$00,#$22,#$5D,#$00,#$

22,#$6E,#$00,#$22,#$7F,#$00,#$22,#$80,#$00,#$22,#$91,#$00,#$22,#$A2,#$00,#$22,#$B3,#$00,#$22,

#$C4,#$00,#$22,#$D5,#$00,#$22,#$E6,#$00,#$22,#$F7,#$00 

I3V2:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$22,#$08,#$11,#$22,#$19,#$11,#$22,#$2A,#$11,#$22,#$3B,#$11,#$22,#$4C,#$11,#$22,#$5D,#$11,#$

22,#$6E,#$11,#$22,#$7F,#$11,#$22,#$80,#$11,#$22,#$91,#$11,#$22,#$A2,#$11,#$22,#$B3,#$11,#$22,

#$C4,#$11,#$22,#$D5,#$11,#$22,#$E6,#$11,#$22,#$F7,#$11 

I3v3:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$22,#$08,#$22,#$22,#$19,#$22,#$22,#$2A,#$22,#$22,#$3B,#$22,#$22,#$4C,#$22,#$22,#$5D,#$22,#$

22,#$6E,#$22,#$22,#$7F,#$22,#$22,#$80,#$22,#$22,#$91,#$22,#$22,#$A2,#$22,#$22,#$B3,#$22,#$22,

#$C4,#$22,#$22,#$D5,#$22,#$22,#$E6,#$22,#$22,#$F7,#$22 

I3V4:  db (current injection on third ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$22,#$08,#$33,#$22,#$19,#$33,#$22,#$2A,#$33,#$22,#$3B,#$33,#$22,#$4C,#$33,#$22,#$5D,#$33,#$

22,#$6E,#$33,#$22,#$7F,#$33,#$22,#$80,#$33,#$22,#$91,#$33,#$22,#$A2,#$33,#$22,#$B3,#$33,#$22,

#$C4,#$33,#$22,#$D5,#$33,#$22,#$E6,#$33,#$22,#$F7,#$33 

I4V1:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on first ring) 

#$33,#$08,#$00,#$33,#$19,#$00,#$33,#$2A,#$00,#$33,#$3B,#$00,#$33,#$4C,#$00,#$33,#$5D,#$00,#$

33,#$6E,#$00,#$33,#$7F,#$00,#$33,#$80,#$00,#$33,#$91,#$00,#$33,#$A2,#$00,#$33,#$B3,#$00,#$33,

#$C4,#$00,#$33,#$D5,#$00,#$33,#$E6,#$00,#$33,#$F7,#$00 

I4V2:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on second ring) 

#$33,#$08,#$11,#$33,#$19,#$11,#$33,#$2A,#$11,#$33,#$3B,#$11,#$33,#$4C,#$11,#$33,#$5D,#$11,#$

33,#$6E,#$11,#$33,#$7F,#$11,#$33,#$80,#$11,#$33,#$91,#$11,#$33,#$A2,#$11,#$33,#$B3,#$11,#$33,

#$C4,#$11,#$33,#$D5,#$11,#$33,#$E6,#$11,#$33,#$F7,#$11 

I4v3:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on third ring) 

#$33,#$08,#$22,#$33,#$19,#$22,#$33,#$2A,#$22,#$33,#$3B,#$22,#$33,#$4C,#$22,#$33,#$5D,#$22,#$

33,#$6E,#$22,#$33,#$7F,#$22,#$33,#$80,#$22,#$33,#$91,#$22,#$33,#$A2,#$22,#$33,#$B3,#$22,#$33,

#$C4,#$22,#$33,#$D5,#$22,#$33,#$E6,#$22,#$33,#$F7,#$22 

I4V4:  db (current injection on fourth ring and voltage measurement on fourth ring) 

#$33,#$08,#$33,#$33,#$19,#$33,#$33,#$2A,#$33,#$33,#$3B,#$33,#$33,#$4C,#$33,#$33,#$5D,#$33,#$

33,#$6E,#$33,#$33,#$7F,#$33,#$33,#$80,#$33,#$33,#$91,#$33,#$33,#$A2,#$33,#$33,#$B3,#$33,#$33,

#$C4,#$33,#$33,#$D5,#$33,#$33,#$E6,#$33,#$33,#$F7,#$33  
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APPENDIX D 

Electrode Select Sequence Table Format for Current Stimulations and Voltage                      

Measurement in a Two, Three and Four rings Electrode systems 

D1 :  

 

Figure D1:  Electrode select sequence table format 

 

D2 :  

 

  (a)        (b)             (c)   

 

  (d) 

Figure D2. Diagrams (a) - (d) show the implementation figure D1 for sequence of current injections and voltage 
measurements to collecting data  for 3-D image reconstruction using the two rings electrodes system. (a) Stimulation of 
current in first ring and measurement in the first ring, (b) Stimulation of current in first ring and measurement in the 
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second ring, (c) Stimulation of current in second ring and measurement in the first ring and (d) Stimulation of current in 
second ring and measurement in the second ring. 

 

D3 : 

 

  

  (a)    (b)        (c)   

 

  (d)    (e)          (f) 

 

 

 

  (g)        (h)       (i) 

Figure D3. Diagrams (a) - (i) show the implementation of figure D1 for sequence of current injection and voltage 
measurement for collecting data for 3-D image reconstruction for three rings. (a) Stimulation of current in first ring and 
measurement in the same ring, (b) Stimulation of current in first ring and measurement in the second ring, (c) 
Stimulation of current in first ring and measurement in the third ring, (d) Stimulation of current in second ring and 
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measurement in the first ring, (e) Stimulation of current in second ring and measurement in the second ring, (f) 
Stimulation of current in second ring and measurement in the third ring, (g) Stimulation of current in third ring and 
measurement in the first ring, (h) Stimulation of current in third ring and measurement in the second ring, (i) Stimulation 
of current in third ring and measurement in the third ring. 

D4 : 

   

  (a)    (b)       (c) 

   

  (d)      (e)         (f)   

 

   

  (g)        (h)              (i)   
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  (j)        (k)           (l)   

      

   

  (m)        (n)             (o)    

 

  (p)  

Figure D4: Diagrams (a) - (p) show the implementation of figure D1 for sequence of current injection and voltage 

measurement   for collecting data for 3-D image reconstruction for four rings . (a) Stimulation of current in first ring and 

measurement in the same ring, (b) Stimulation of current in first ring and measurement in the second ring, (c) 

Stimulation of current in first ring and measurement in the third ring,(d) Stimulation of current in first ring and 

measurement in the fourth ring , (e) Stimulation of current in second ring and measurement in the first ring, (f) 

Stimulation of current in second ring and measurement in the second ring, (g) Stimulation of current in second ring and 

measurement in the third ring, (h) Stimulation of current in second ring and measurement in the fourth ring, (i) 

Stimulation of current in third ring and measurement in the first ring, (j) Stimulation of current in third ring and 

measurement in the second ring, (k) Stimulation of current in third ring and measurement in the third ring, (l) 

Stimulation of current in third ring and measurement in the fourth ring, (m) Stimulation of current in fourth ring and 

measurement in the first ring, (n) Stimulation of current in fourth ring and measurement in the second ring, (o) 

Stimulation of current in fourth ring and measurement in the third ring, (p) Stimulation of current in fourth ring and 

measurement in the fourth ring. 
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APPENDIX E: Data Sorting Format for The Required Measured Voltage for Image   

  Reconstruction  

E1 : Table E1: Selection of 13 data per stimulation yielding 208 data out of 256 data from 16 current stimulation 

 through adjacent electrodes in a ring. Shaded readings are unused leaving out 13 data plotted for each of the 
 16 "u" curves in figure 2.13 

S/N E1/E

2 

E2/E

3 

E3/E

4 

E4/E

5 

E5/E

6 

E6/E

7 

E7/E8 E8/E

9 

E9/E

10 

E10/E 

11 

E11/

E12 

E12/

E13 

E13/E1

4 

E14/E1

5 

E15/

E16 

E16/

E1 1                 

2                 

3                 

4                 

5                 

6                 

7                 

8                 

9                 

10                 

11                 

12                 
13                 
14                 
15  

 

               
16                 
 

E2 : Table E2: Selection of 12 data per stimulation yielding 192 data out of 256 data from 16 current stimulation 

 through adjacent electrodes in a ring. Shaded readings are unused leaving out 12 data plotted for each of the 
 16 curves in figure 2.13 

S/N E1/E

2 

E2/E

3 

E3/E

4 

E4/E

5 

E5/E

6 

E6/E

7 

E7/E8 E8/E

9 

E9/E

10 

E10/E 

11 

E11/

E12 

E12/

E13 

E13/E1

4 

E14/E1

5 

E15/

E16 

E16/

E1 1                 

2                 

3                 

4                 

5                 

6                 

7                 

8                 

9                 

10                 

11                 

12                 
13                 
14                 
15                 
16                 
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APPENDIX F 

Writing of Measurement Sequence Tables for Two, Three and Four Rings Electrode Systems 

Considering  a Sequence of Current Stimulations through Opposite and Adjacent Electrode 

pairs ( Addressing the Forward Problem of the UCT Tomography Rig) 

An understanding acquired from the exploration of the stimulation function,                  of 

EIDORS by studying the format of data in the                   function lead to the development of 

six measurement sequence tables for the two, three and four rings electrode system with regard to 

current stimulation through opposite and adjacent electrode pairs. The six measurement sequence 

tables were used to investigate the statement by Paivii (1999), who stated that the more independent 

measured data are obtained, the better the expected spatial resolution. The sequence  tables  which 

specify the position of the current injection electrode pair, voltage measurement electrode pair, ring of 

current injection electrode pair and the ring of voltage measurement electrode pair were developed 

from the format shown in figure 3.9. The six measurement sequence tables, three of which are for 

current injection through adjacent electrode pairs in two, three and four rings and the other three for 

current injection through opposite electrode pairs in two, three and four rings, are displayed in section 

2.1.1 to 2.1.6 of the appendix.   

Plots of measured voltage data from an array of rings on loading the measurement sequence table into 

a C++ code that runs the UCT tomography rig are displayed in figures 5.7 to 5.10. It was observed that 

rings of electrodes off the plane of current injection ring detected the electric field signals introduced 

into the conductive medium due to current stimulation. This shows that electric field flux is a surfaces 

and not curve, thus, disproving the assumption by Barber  and Brown (1983) who in early days of 

electrical imaging research assumed isopotentials are curves rather than surfaces (Adler et al. 2006). 
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Figure F.1. A frame of 256 measured voltage signals made on the first ring due to a sequence of current injections 

through opposite electrode pairs in the first ring in a four rings electrode system. 

 

Figure F.2. A frame of 256 measured voltage signals made on the second ring due to a sequence of current injections 

through opposite electrode pairs in the first ring in a four rings electrode system. 

 

Figure F.3. A frame of 256 measured voltage signals made on the third ring due to a sequence of current injections 

through opposite electrode pairs in the first ring in a four rings electrode system. 
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Figure F.4. A frame of 256 measured voltage signals made on the fourth ring due to a sequence of current injections 

through opposite electrode pairs in the first ring in a four rings electrode system. 

The plots also confirm the assertion by Jossinet and Kardous (1987) who observed from their work on 

multi-electrode phantom study that sensitivity out of plane containing the injection electrode is far from 

being negligible. More importantly, the plots inform that the reconstruction of a complete 3-D image 

requires  measurement of  voltage on all planes, even if currents are only driven through one plane at a 

time for a system with several planes of electrodes as the flux spread out in all direction. This agrees 

with the suggestion of Polidorides et al (2002) for voltage measurement to reconstructing 3-D images. 

 

Relative to the maximum amplitude of measured voltage signal in the current injection ring (the first 

ring), the maximum amplitude of measured voltage signals in the second, third and fourth ring 

decreases progressively from the first ring to the fourth ring. The maximum amplitude in the first, 

second, third and fourth ring are 4.3274mv, 2.5232mv, 0.8112mv and 0.4083mv respectively. The trend 

of progressive decrease in the maximum amplitude of the measured voltage signal from a set of rings at 

various distances from the current injection ring is in good agreement with the physical relationship 

between electric field potential at a point and the mean distance of the ring of electric charges from that 

point. That is, the magnitude of electric potential at a point is inversely proportional to the distance of 

the source of the electric field (rings of charges) from that point.  
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APPENDIX G 

Writing of MATLAB Function Code to Load the Measured Voltage Signals from the   

 Boundary of A Two, Three and Four Rings Electrode System Considering  a Sequence of  

 Current Stimulation through Opposite and Adjacent Electrode pairs 

(Addressing the Inverse Problem of the UCT Tomography Rig) 

 

Following the analysis of the sequence of simulated measured voltage data sets as contained in the 

                  function  included within the                 function of EIDORS, eighteen 

MATLAB loading functions were developed. For each of the six reconstruction codes written, three 

loading functions were written for loading measured voltage data from the boundary of the UCT rig 

containing a homogeneous solution with no current stimulation, a homogeneous solution with fixed 

magnitude of current stimulation and an inhomogeneous solution with a fixed magnitude of current 

stimulation respectively. The eighteen loading functions are highlighted in table 3.3. The three loading 

functions for each of the six reconstruction codes were written the same way, though each code for the 

loading of different measured voltage data sets. The six distinct loading functions for each of the six 

reconstruction code are written in appendix H1 through to H6. 
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APPENDIX H 

  MATLAB Functions for Loading Data to the  Reconstruction Codes of the Two,   

  Three and Four  Rings Electrodes System 

H1 : Loading Function for Adjacent Voltage Measurement  Resulting from Stimulation through  
 Opposite Electrode Pairs in A Two Rings Electrode System (i.e. "meas_inhomo2rg_opp", 
 " getcalibrationdata4rings_opp_no_current " and  " 

 getcalibrationdata4rings_opp_current " were written the same  form) 
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33 hh- IHrino;J(v:3i+v); 

34 .!!!j - [ IHj; hh] ; 

35 v - v+32; 

36 <:: nd 

37 ~ R<::movino;J carrupt<::d ~ampi<::~ (i.<::. i024 data ~<::t ar<:: r<::duc<::d ta 448 data- ~<::t~) 

38 ~INhamodata- []; 

39 ~~ar u - i:2 

40 ~ INhadat - [IHj (u, u+i: u+6) , IHj (u, u+9: u+i4) , IHj (u, i 7: 32) ] ; 

4i ~ INhamodat .. - [INhamodata: INhadat]; 

42 ~<::nd 

43 li - [ IHj (i,2 :7 ), IHj (i, iO: 15), IHj (1,17: 32)]; 

44 12 - [ IHj (2,3 :8 ), IHj (2, ii: 16), IHj (2,17: 32)]; 

45 ~~ar u - 3:1:7 

46 ~ INhadat1 - [IHj (u, i :u- 2), IHj (u, u + i : u+6) , IHj (u, u + 9 : i6), IHj (u, 17: 32)]; 

47 ~ INhamodat .. - [INhamodata: INhadati]; 

48 ~<::nd 

49 13 - [ IHj (3, 1) , IHj (3 , 4: 9) , IHj (3, i2 : 16) , IHj ( 3, i 7 : 3 2 ) ] ; 

50 14 - [ IHj (4, 1 : 2), IHj (4, 5: iO), IHj (4, 13: i6 ) , IHj ( 4, i7 : 32) 1; 

5i 15- [ IHj ( 5, 1: 3) , IHj (5, 6 : i 1) , IHj ( 5, 14: i 6 ) , IHj ( 5, i 7 : 32) ] ; 

52 16- [ IHj ( 6, 1: 4), IHj (6,7: i2), IHj ( 6, 15: i6), IHj ( 6, i7:32)]; 

53 17- [ IHj (7, 1: 5), IHj (7,8: i3), IHj (7 , 16), IHj (7, i7 :32)]; 

54 ~~ar u - B:1:10 

55 ~ INhadat2 - [IHj (u, u - 7:u-2), IHj (u, u+i :u+6), IHj (u, i7 :32)]; 

56 ~ INhamodat .. - [INhamodata: INhadat2]; 

57 ~<::nd 

58 IB- [ IHj (B, 1: 6), IHj (8,9: i4), IHj (B , 17: 32 )] ; 

59 19- [ IHj (9,2 :7 ), IHj (9, iO: 15), IHj (9, 17: 32)]; 

60 liO- [ IH j (10,3 :8 ), IHj ( iO, 11: 16), IHj (iO, i7 :32 )]; 

6i ~~ar u - ii:1:i5 

62 ~ INhadat3 - [IHj (u, i: u - 10) , IHj (u, u - 7: u-2) , IHj (u, u+i: 16) , IHj (u, 17: 32)] ; 

63 ~ INharnodata- [INhomodata : INhodat3]; 

64 ~<::nd. 

65 li1 - r IH~ (i1, i), IH; (ii, 4: 9), IH~ (i1, i2: i6), IH; (i1, i7: 32) 1 

66 1 i2 - [ IHj ( i2, i : 2) , IHj ( 12 , 5 : iO) , IHj ( i2, i3 : i 6) , IHj ( i2, i 7 : 32) ] ; 

67 1 i3 - [ IHj ( i3, i : 3) , IHj ( 13, 6 : i 1) , IHj ( i3, i4 : i 6) , IHj ( i3, i 7 : 32) ] ; 

"" 1 1"' - [ IHj ( 1"', 1 : ... ) , IHj ( 1"', 7 : 12) , IHj ( 1"', 1 ~ : 1") , IHj ( 1"', 1 7 : '" 2) ] ; 

69 115 - [ IHj ( 15, 1 : 5) , 1 Hj ( 15, 8 : 13) , IHj ( 15, 16) , IHj ( 15, 17 : 32 ) ] 

70 ~~ar u - 16 

7i ~ INhadat4-[IHj(u,1:6),IHj(u,9:14),IHj(u,17:32)] 

72 ~ INharnadata- [INhomodata : INhodat4]; 

73 ".nd. 
74 116 - [ IHj ( 16, 1 : 6) , 1 Hj ( 16, 9 : 14 ) , IHj ( 16, 17 : 32) ] ; 

75 ~~ar u - 17:1B 

76 ~ INhadatS-[ IHj (u, 1: 16), IHj (u, u+1: u+6) ,IHj (u, u+9: u+14)]; 

77 ~ INharnadata- [INhomodata : INhodat5]; 

78 ~<::nd. 

79 117 - [IHj (17,1 : 16), IHj (17 , 1B : 23), IHj (17 ,26: 3 i)] 

80 I1B - [IHj (lB, 1 : 16), IH j (lB , 19 : 24), IHj (lB , 27 : 32)] 

" i "~UL u - 19:1:2'" 

B2 ~ INhadat6-[ IHj (u, 1: 16), IHj (u, 17: u - 2), IHj (u, u+1: u+6) ,IHj (u, u+9: 32)]; 

B3 ~ INharnodata- [INhomodata : INhodat6]; 

B4 ~<::nd. 

B5 119 - [IHj (19,1 : 16), IH j (19 , 17), IH j ( 19,20 : 25), IHj (19 , 2B : 32)] 

86 12a _ [IHj (2a, 1,16), IH j (20 , 17, 1S), IHj (20 ,21,26 ), IHj (2a , 2,;1,32) 1 

B7 12 1 - [ IHj (2 1, 1 : 16) , IH j (2 1, 17 : 19) , IHj (2 1, 22 : 27) , IHj (2 1, 30 : 32) ] 

B8 122 - [IHj (22, 1 : 16), IHj (22 ,17: 20), IHj (22 ,23: 2B), IHj (22 ,31: 32)] 

B9 123 - [IHj (23, 1 : 16), IHj (23 ,17: 2 i), IHj (23 ,24: 29), IHj (23 ,32 )] 

90 ~~ar u - 24:1:26 

9i ~ INhadat7-r IH; (u, 1: 16), IH~ (u, u - 7: u - 2) ,IH; (u, u+1: u+6) 1 

92 ~ INharnadata- [INhomodata : INhodat7]; 
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H2 : Loading Function for  Adjacent Voltage Measurement  Resulting from Stimulation through 
 Adjacent Electrode Pairs in A Two Rings Electrode System (i.e. " 
 meas_inhomo2rg_adjacent", "getcalibrationdata2rg_adjacent_current " and 

 " getcalibrationdata2rg_adjacent_nocurrent" were written the same 

 form) 
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33 - ~ O'" i - 1 : 32; 

34 

35 

36 

37 

3 8 

39 

40 

hh- IH"'i~Q(~ : 31+~) 

..!.!!.j_- [ IH.c.;hh) ; 

~-~+32 ; 

4l I 1 - ( IH.c. ( 1,3 : 15), I H .c. ( 1 , 1 7:32 )] ; 

42 I2 - ( IH.c.( 2 ,<i : 16),IH .:)( 2, 1 7:32 )] ; 

43 I3 - ( IH.c. (3 , 1) , IH.c. ( 3, 5 : 16) , IH.c. (3, 17: 32) ] 

44 I4 - ( IH.c. ('I, 1: 2 ), IH.c. ("'1,6: 16 ) , IH.c. ("'1, 17:3 2 )] 

45 I5 - ( IH.c. ( 5,1:3),IH.c. ( 5,7:16 ) ,IH.c.(5,17:3 2 )] 

46 I 6 - ( IH.c. ( 6, 1: <i) , IH.c. (6, B : 16 ) , IH.c. ( 6, 17: 3 2 ) ] 

47 I7 - ( IH.c. (7 ,1:5),IH.c. ( 7,9:16 ) ,IH.c.(7,17:3 2 )] 

48 IB - ( IH.c. (13, 1: 6) , IH.c. (B, 10: 1 6) , I H.c. (B , 1 7 : 32) ) ; 

49 I9 - ( IH.c. ( 9, 1: 7) , IH.c. ( 9, 1 1 : 1 6) , IH.c. (9 , 1 7 : 32) ) ; 

50 I 10- ( IH.c. ( 10,1 : 13 ), IH.c. ( 10, 1 2: 16 ) , IH.c. (10, 1 7 : 32) ) ; 

5l I 1 1 - [ IH.c. ( 11, 1 : 9) , IH.c. ( 1 1 , 1 3 : 16 ) , IH.c. ( 1 1 , 1 7 : 32) ) ; 

5 2 I 1 2 - [ IH.c. ( 1 2 , 1 : 10) , IH.:) ( 1 2 , 14: 1 6) , IH.c. ( 1 2 , 17: 3 2 ) ] 

5 3 I 1 3 - [ IH.c. ( 13, 1 : 11) , IH.:) ( 1 3 , 15: 1 6 ) , IH.c. ( 1 3 , 17: 3 2 ) ] 

54 I 1 <i - [ IH.c. ( 1'1,1 : 12) , IH.:) ( 1 "'1, 16 ) , IH.c. (14, 1 7 : 32) ) ; 

55 I 1 5 - [ IH.c.(15,1 : 13), IH.:)( 1 5,17:32 ) ] 

56 I 1 6 - [ IH.c. ( 16, 2 : 1"'1), IH.:) ( 1 6, 17:32)] 

57 

5 8 

59 

60 

61 

6 2 

I 1 7 - [ IH.c. 

I 1 B - [ IH.c. 

I 1 9 - [ IH.c. 

I20 - [ IH.c. 

I21 - [ IH.c. 

( 17, 

( 113, 

( 19, 

( 20, 

( 21, 

1 , 16, 
1 , 16, 
1 , 16, 
1 , 16, 
1 , 16, 

, IH.:) ( 1 7, 19:31)] 

, IH.:)( 1 B ,20:32 ) ] 

, IH.:) ( 1 9, 17 ) , IH.c. ( 19,21 : 32) ) ; 

, IH.:)(20,17: 1 B), IH.c.(20,22:32)] 

, IH.:) ( 2 1, 17: 1 9 ), IH.c. (21, 2 3 :3 2 )] 

63 122 - [IHj (22, 1: 1 6), IHj (22, 17 : 20), IHj (22, 2 4:32)] ; 

64 123-[IHj (23, 1 : 16), IHj (23 , 17 : 21) , IHj (23,25:32)] ; 

65 124- [IHj (24, 1 : 16), IHj (24 , 17 : 22), IHj (24,26:32)]; 

66 125- [IHj (25, 1 : 16) ,IHj (25, 17 : 23) ,IHj (25,27: 32)] ; 

67 1 2 6 - [IHj (26,1 : 16) ,IHj (26,17 : 24) ,IHj (26,28: 32) ] ; 

68 127-[IHj (27, 1 : 16), IHj (27 , 17 : 25) , IHj (27,29:32)] ; 

69 128-[IHj (28, 1 : 16), IHj (28 , 17 : 26), IHj (28,30:32)] ; 

70 129-[IHj (29, 1 : 16), IHj (29, 17 : 27), IHj (29,31:32)]; 

71 130- [IHj(30,1:16),IHj(30,17 : 28), IHj( 30,32)]; 

72 131-[IHj(31,1 : 16),IHj(31,17 : 29)] ; 

73 132-[IHj(32,1 :16),IHj(32,18 : 30)] ; 

74 INhornaadjacent - [I1, 12, 13, 14, I S, 16, 1 7, IB, 19, I10, Ill, 112, 113, 114, I1s, 116, 117, I1B, 119, 120, . .. 

75 121, 122, 123, 124, 1 25, 1 26, 127, 128, 129, 1 30, 1 31, 1 32]' ; 

76 

77 end 
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H3 : Loading Function for  Adjacent Voltage Measurement  Resulting from Stimulation through 
 Opposite Electrode Pairs in A Three Rings Electrode System (i.e. "meas_3rginhomo", " 
 getcalibrationdata3rings_opp_currrent " and " 

 getcalibrationdata3rings_opp_nocurrent " were written the  same form) 

 
- tunction [INhoroo d ata] -""'M 3r<;linhoroo (int il~n"""') 

[ no cur d ata] - LoadD atafr""", ( i nti l ~n"""', 1 , 1 ); 

1I!J.SURlD DJ.TJ. fOR HOIIOG!NlOUS SOLUTI OO 

4 ""'Mur~""'nt ot 16X16 t rom tir~t lay~r to th~ l Mt l ay~r bM~d on th~ 

~~qu~nc~ tab l ~ that WM down load~d i nto th~ toroo<;lraphy hard dr iv~ 1 n 

ord~r to obta i n th~ calibrat i on data ~~t~ wi th no curr~nt 

k 1 - [] ;k2- [] ;k3- [] ;k4 - [] ;k5 - [] ;k6- [] ;k7- [] ;kS- [] ;k9- [] ; 

v- 1 ; 

10 - tor i - 1 : tloor( 1 ~n<;lth(no cur d ata)/(9 ' 9)); 

11 k 1 - [ k 1 ;no cur d ata(v,:) ] ; 

12 k2- [ k2;no cur d ata(v+l ,:) ] ; 

13 k3- [ k3;no cur d ata(v+2,:) ] ; 

14- k4- [ k4;no cur d ata(v+3,:) ] ; 

15 k 5 - [ k 5 ;no cur d ata(vH ,:) ] ; 

16 !0:- [ k6;no cur d ata(v+5 ,:) ] ; 

17 k 7 - [ k7;no cur data(v+6,:) ] ; 

18 kS- [ kS;no cur data(v+7,:) ] ; 

19 k 9 - [ k 9 ;no cur data(v+S,:) ] ; 

"' 21 v-v+9 ; 

22 ~nd 

23 I NH 1-"",an (k1 ) ; I NH2-"",an (k2) ; I NH3-"",an (k3) ; I NH4 -"",an (k4 ) ; I NH5 -"",an (k5 ) ; I NH 6-"",an (k6) ; I NH7-"",an (k7) ; I NHS-"",an (kS) ; 

24 - I NH9 -"",an(k9 ); 

25 % R~ord~r i n<;l o t th~ volta<;l~ ""'Mur~d data ~uch that t or ~ach curr~nt 

26 % i nj~ct ion 32 data ~~t~ ot volta<;l~~ "~r~ ""'Mur~d. 

27 k- 1 ; 

28 y - 1 ; 

29 I Hr<;l l - [ ]; I Hr<;l2-[ ] ; I Hr<;l3-[ ] ; 

30 - tor i - 1 : 16 ; 

31 I Hr<;l l ( y : 47 + y) - [ I NH 1 (k: 15+k) , I NH2 (k: 15+k) , I NH3 (k: 15+k) ] ; 

32 I Hr<;l2 ( y : 47+y ) - [ I NH4 (k: 15+k) , I NH5 (k: 15+k) , I NH 6 (k: 15+k) ] ; 

~~ IHru~ (y : q , ... y) - (INH, (I<: : .1.5 ... 1<:) , INH .. ( I<: : .1.5 ... 1<:) , INH9 ( I<: : .1.5 ... ><:) ] 

34 1<: - 1<: ... 16; 

35 y - y ... 4S; 

"''' o::: n.et 

IHr1nu- [IHru 1 , I Hru2 ,IHru3 ] ; 

" di~p~ay~ tho::: data in. a m a t r i x ~orm o~ qSX4S - 230q d a ta 

v - 1; 

IH5-(] ; 

~or i - 1: 4S 

hh- I Hrinu (v : 47+v) 

..!!!.:l.- [IHj; hh] 

v - v ... 4S; 

I1-[IH5(1,2:7) IH5(1, 1 0 : 15) IH5(1,17 : 32) IH~(1,33 : 4S)] 

I2-[IH.:l(2,3:8) IH5(2, 1 1 : 16) IH5(2,17 : 32) IH~(2,33 : 4S)] 

"~or u - 3 : 1 : 7 

INhoda t1- [IH~ (u, 1 : u - 2) IH5 (u, u ... 1 : u + 6) ,IH~ (u, u+9 : 16) ,IH~ (u, 17 : 32)] 

INhomocta ta-[INhomoda t a :INhodat1]; 

I3- [IH.:l (3, 1) , IH.:l (3, q : 9) , IHj (3 ,1 2 :1 6) , IHj (3 ,17:32 ) ,IH~(3,33 : q8 )] , 
I4- [IH5 (4,1: 2) IH5 ( q, 5 : W, '"' ( q , 13 : ,0, 'H, (4,17 :32 ) , IH5 ( 4 ,33 : QS)] 

I5- [IH.:l (5,1: 3) 'H, ( 5, 6 : n , '"' OS. 1Q : 16), IH.:l ( 5 , 17 : 32), IH.:l ( 5 ,33 : 4S)] 

I6- [IH5 ( 6,1 : Q ) IH5 (6,7 : " , 'H, ,0. 15 : 16) , IH.:l ( 6 , 17 : 32) , IH5 ( 6 , 33 : QS) ] 

I7- [IH.:l (7,1: 5 ) 'H, (7,S : n, '"' >7. H' , IH j (7 ,17:32 ) ,IH~ (7,33 : QS )] 

"~or u - S : 1 : 10 

" INhoetat2 - [IH5(u,u- 7 : u - 2) ,IHj (u,u+ 1:u"'6),IHj (u,17:32)]; 

" INhomocta ta- r INhomoctata : INhodat21; 

" o::: nd 

IS-[IH.:l(S,1:6) IH~(S,9 : 1 4 ) ,IH5 (S,17 : 32) IH~(S,33:4S)]; 

I9- (IH.:l (9, 2 : 7) IH.:l ( 9 , 1 0 : 15) ,IH .:l (9, 17 : 32) ,IH~ ( 9 ,33 : 4S)] ; 
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I10-[IH.:l (10,3 : 8), IH.:l (10, 1 1: 16) ,IH.:l ( 1 0, 17:32), IH.:l (10,33 : 48)]; 

" ~ or " - 11:1 : 15 

.. INhodat3 - [ I H.:l (u, 1 : u - 10) , IH.:l (u, " - 7: u - 2), IH.:l (u, u+1 : 16) , IH.:l (u, 17: 32)] 

.. INhornodata- [INhornodata: INhodat3] ; 

"."nd 
I11-[IH.:l (11,1), IH.:l (11,4 : 9), IH.:l (11, 12: 16) ,IH.:l ( 1 1, 17:32), I H.:l (11,33 : 48)]; 

I12-[IH.:l (12,1 : 2), IH.:l (12,5 : 1 0), IH.:l (12, 13 :16 ), IH.:l (12,17 : 32), IH.:l (12 ,33:48) ] ; 

I13-[IH.:l (13,1 : 3), IH.:l (13,6 : 11) , IH.:l (13, 14:16), IH.:l (13,17 : 32), IH.:l (13 ,33:48) ] ; 

I 14- [IH.:l (14, 1 : 4) , I H.:l (14, 7 : 12) , IH.:l ( 14, 15 : 16) , IH.:l (1 4, 17 : 32) , IH.:l (14 , 33 : 48) ] ; 

I15-[IH.:l (15,1 :5 ), IH.:l (15,8 : 13) , IH.:l (15, 16) ,IH.:l (15, 17:32), I H.:l (15, 33 : 48)]; 

" ~ or u - 16 

.. INhodat4 - [IH.:l(u,1 : 6), I H.:l(u,9 : 14),IH.:l (u,17:32)] 

.. INhornodata- [INhornodata: INhodat4] 

"."nd 
I16-[IH.:l (16,1 : 6), IH.:l (16,9 : 14), IH.:l (16, 17:32), IH.:l (16,33 : 48)] 

" ~ or " - 17:18 

.. INhodat5 - [ I H.:l (u,1 : 16),IH.:l (u,u+ 1 :u+6),IH.:l(u,u+9 : u+14)] 

.. INhornodata- [INhornodata: INhodat5] ; 

"."nd 
I17-[IH.:l (17,1 : 16), IH.:l (17 , 18:23) ,IH.:l (17,26 : 31) , IH.:l (17,33 : 48)] 

I18- [IH.:l (18,1 : 16) , IH.:l (18 ,19: 2 4) , IH.:l ( 1 8,27 : 32) , I H.:l (18,33 : 48)] 

"~or " - 19:1 : 23 

.. INhodat6 - [ I H.:l (u,1 : 16),IH.:l (u,17 : u - 2),IH.:l(u,u+1:u+6),IH.:l (u,u+9 : 32)] 

.. INhornodata- [INhornoda ta: INhodat6] ; 

87 "."nd 

88 I19- [IH.:l (19,1 : 16) , IH.:l (19 ,17 ) , IH.:l (19 ,20:25), IH.:l (19,28: 32) , IH.:l (19,33: 48)] ; 

89 I20- [IH.:l (20,1 : 16) , IH.:l (20 , 1 7: 18), IH.:l (20,21 : 26) , I H.:l (20,29 : 32) , IH.:l (20,33: 48)] 

90 I21- [IH.:l (21,1 : 16) , IH.:l (21, 17: 19), IH.:l (21,22 : 27) , IH.:l (21,30 : 32) , IH.:l (2 1 ,33: 48 )] 

9.1 I2 2-[IH.:l (22,1 : 16), IH.:l (22 , 1 7:20) ,IH.:l (22,23 : 28), I H.:l (22,31 : 32), IH.:l (22,33 :48)] 

92 I2 3- [IH.:l (23,1 : 16) , IH.:l (23 ,17: 21), IH.:l (23,24 : 29) , IH.:l (23,32) , IH.:l (23,33: 48)] 

9 3 '<:!:or u - 2 4: 1 : 215 ,. 
" " " " " 
'" '" '" " , 

• 
• 
"end 

INhodst7 - [ I H j (u,1:16),IHj (u,u- 7:u-2 ),IHj (u,u+1:u+6)J; 

1Nhornadscs-[1Nhornadscs:1Nhodac7]; 

1 2 '1 - [1H j (24, 1 : 1 15 ) ,1Hj ( 2 4, 17: 22 ) , 1 H j (24, 25 : 3 0 ) , 1 H j ( 2 4, 33 : '1 8 ) J; 

I25- [IHj (25,1 : 16) , IH j (25, 18: 23) , IHj (25,26:31) , IH j (25,33: '1.8 ) J; 

1 2 15- [1Hj ( 215 , 1: 115) ,1Hj ( 2 15, 19: 24) , 1 Hj ( 2 15,2 7 : 32 ) , 1 Hj ( 2 15, 33 : '18) ]; 

":!:or u - 27 : 1: 3 1 

.. 1Nhodst8- [1H.:l (U, 1: 115) ,1H.:l (u, 17: u - 10) ,1H.:l (u, u -7 : u-2) ,1H.:l (U, "+1: 32 )]; 

'< 1Nhornadata- [1Nhomodata: 1Nhodat8]; 
.104 .... nd 

'" 1015 1 2 7 - [1H j ( 2 7,1 : 115) ,1Hj ( 2 7,17) ,1Hj ( 2 7, 2 0: 25 ) ,1Hj ( 2 7, 28 : 32 ) ,1Hj ( 2 7, 33 : '1. 8 )]; 

.107 12 8 - [1Hj ( 28 ,1 : 16) , 1Hj ( 28 , 17: 1 8 ) , 1Hj ( 28 ,21: 2 6) ,1Hj (2 8 ,29: 32 ), 1Hj (2 8 , 33 : '1. 8 )] 

10 8 1 2 9 - [1H j ( 2 9, 1 : 1 6 ) ,1Hj ( 29 , 1 7 : 19) , 1 H j ( 2 9,2 2 : 2 7) , 1 H j ( 2 9, 3 0: 32) , 1Hj (29, 33 : '1 8 )] 

.109 I30- [IHj (30,1 : 16) , IH j (30, 17: 20) , 1Hj (30,23: 28) , IH j (30,31: 32), IHj (30, 33: '1.8)] 

110 1 3 1 - [1Hj ( 3 1,1 : 1 6 ), 1Hj ( 3 1, 17: 2 1), 1Hj ( 3 1,24: 29 ) ,1Hj ( 3 1, 32 ), 1Hj ( 3 1, 33 :48 )]; 

'" '" " , 
":!:or u - 32 

.. INhods t9 - [ 1 Hj(u,1:16),1Hj(u,17:u- 10),IHj (u,u- 7:u-2 )]; 

'< 1Nhornadaca-[1Nhornadaca:1Nhodac9]; 
.1.14 "end 

11 5 1 32 - [1Hj ( 32 ,1 : 1 6 ) ,1Hj ( 32 , 17: 22 ) ,1Hj ( 32 ,2 5 : 3 0) ,1Hj ( 32 , 33 : 4 8 )]; 

1115 1 33 - [1H j ( 33 , 1 : 16) ,1Hj ( 33 , 17: 32 ) ,1Hj ( 33 , 3 4 : 3 9 ) ,1Hj ( 33 , '1. 2 : '1.7 ) ]; 

.1.17 134 - [IHj(34,1 : 16),IHj (34,17:32),IHj (34, 3 5:'l0),IHj(34,'l3:'l8)J; 

118 1 3 5- [1H j ( 35 , 1: 16) ,1Hj ( 35 , 1 7 : 3 2) , 1 H j ( 3 5, 33 ) ,1Hj ( 35 , 3 6: 41) , 1 H j ( 3 5,44: '1 8 ) ] ; 

.119 I 3 15 - [1H j ( 3 15,1 : 16) ,1Hj ( 3 15, 17: 32 ) ,1Hj ( 3 15, 33 : 3 '1.) , 1Hj ( 3 6, 3 7: '1. 2 ), 1Hj ( 3 15, '1.5: 4 8 )] ; 

120 1 37- [1Hj ( 3 7,1 : 16) ,1Hj ( 3 7, 17: 32 ) ,1Hj ( 3 7, 33 : 35 ) ,1Hj ( 37 , 38 : 4 3 ), 1Hj ( 37 , 46: 4 8 )] 

1 2 1 1 38- [1H j ( 38 , 1 : 1 6 ) ,1Hj ( 38 , 17: 32 ) ,1Hj ( 38 , 33 : 315) ,1Hj ( 38 , 3 9: '1.'1 ) , 1Hj ( 38 , '1. 7 : 4 8 )] 

.122 139- [1Hj (39,1 :16 ) ,1Hj (39,17:32) ,IHj (39,33:37) ,IHj (39,'l0:'l5),IHj(39,'l8)J; 
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123 - HO-[IHj 140, 1: HI, IHj 140, 17:321, IHj 140,33 :381, IHj 140,41:461]; 

'" 125 - I'll- [IHj I'll, 1 : HI ,IHj 141,17 : 321 ,IHj 141,34 : 391 ,IHj 141,42 : 471] ; 

126 - H2-[IHjI42,1 : HI,IHjI42,17 321,IHjI42,3S : 401,IHjI42,43 : 4SI] ; 
127 - H3 - [IHj (43,1 : 161 ,IHj (43,17 : 321 ,IHj (43,331 ,IHj (43,36 : 411 ,IHj (43,44 'lSI] ; 

128 - I44-[IHj(44,1 : HI,IHj(44,17 : 32I,IHj(44,33 : 341,IHj(44,37 421,IHj(44,4S 'lSI] ; 

129 - HS- [IHj ('IS, 1 : HI, IHj ('IS, 17 : 321, IHj (4S,33 : 3SI, IHj (4S,3S : 431, IHj (4S,46 : 4SI] ; 

130 - H6- [IHj (46, 1 : HI, IHj (46, 17 : 321, IHj (46,33 : 361, IHj (46,39 : 441, IHj (46,47 : 4SI] ; 

131 - H7- [IHj (47, 1 : HI , IHj (47, 17:321, IHj (47,33 :371, IHj (47 , 40 : 451, IHj (47 , 4SI] ; 

13: - HS- [IHj ('IS, 1: HI , IHj ('IS, 17:nl, IHj (4S,33 :3SI, IHj (4S , 41 : 461]; 

DO 

134 - INhorr.:ldata- [Ii , IZ, n, Ii , IS , I6 , I7 , IS , I9 , IlO , Il l, Il: , Il3 , Il4 , IlS , Il6 , Il7 , IlS , Il9 , I20 , IZ l, I2: , I23 , . 

135 I24 , I2S, I2 6, I27, I2 S, I29 , no , n l, In , n3 , n4 , ns , n 6, n7 , ns , n9 , HO , I'l l, H: , H~ , H4 , HS , H6 , H7 , HS] , ; 

m 
137 - ~nd 
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H4 : Loading Function for  Adjacent Voltage Measurement  Resulting from Stimulation through 
 Adjacent Electrode Pairs in A Three Rings Electrode System (i.e. " 
 meas_inhomo_3rings_adjacent ", " getcalibrationdata3rings_adj_current" 

 and " getcalibrationdata3rings_adj_no_current" were written the 

 same form) 

 

 

- tunction [INhorooadj ac ~ nt] -""'M inhoroo 3rin<;l~ adj ac ~ nt (intil ~n",",, ) 

[no cur d a t a ] - Lo a dD a t a fr ","" (inti1 ~n","" , 1, 1); 

IIlJ.SURlD DJ.TJ. fOR HOIIOG!NWUS SOLUTICW 

4 ""'Mur ~""' nt ot 16X16 trom tir ~ t 1 av~ r to th~ 1 M t 1 av~ r bM~d on th~ 

~~qu~nc ~ tab1~ tha t WM don1oad~d into th~ toroo<;lr a phv h a rd driv~ 1n 

ord~ r to obt a in th~ c a 1ibra -ion d a t a ~~ t ~ with no curr~nt 

k1 - [] ;k2 - [] ;k3 - [] ;k4- [] ;k5- [] :k6- [] ;k7- [] ;kS- [] ;k9- []; 

v - 1; 

10 - tor i - 1:tloor(1~ n<;lth(no cur dat a )/(9 ' 9)); 

11 k1 - [k1;no cur d a t a (v,:)]; 

12 k2 - [k2;no cur d a t a (v+l,:)]; 

13 k3 - [k3;no cur d a t a (v+2,:)]; 

14- k4 - [k4;no cur d a t a (v+3,:)]; 

15 k5 - [k5;no cur d a t a (v+4,:)]; 

H 

n 
,e 
H 

"' 

k6 - [k6;no cur d a t a (v+5,:)]; 

k7 - [k7;no cur d a t a (v+6,:)]; 

kS - [kS;no cur d a t a (v+7,:)]; 

k9 - [k9;no cur d a t a (v+S,:)]; 

21 v - v+9; 

22 ~nd 

23 INH1 - "",an (k1) ; INH2 - "",an (k2) ; INH3 - "",an (k3) ; INH4 - "",an (k4) ; INH5 - "",an (k5) ; INH6 - "",an (k6) ; INH7 - "",an (k7) ; INHS - "",an (kS) ; 

24 - INH9 - "",an(k9); 

"' 26 % R~ord~ rin<;l ot th~ volta<;l~ ""'Mur ~d d a t a ~uch tha t tor ~ach curr~nt 

27 % inj ~ction 32 d a t a ~~ t ~ ot volta<;l~~ w~ r ~ ""'Mur ~ d. 

28 k - 1; 

29 '1- 1; 

30 IHr<;ll - [];IHr<;l2 - [];IHr<;l3 - []; 

31 - tor i - 1:16; 

32 IHr<;ll (V: 47+'1) - [INH1 (k: 15+:<) ,INH2 (k: 15+k) ,INH3 (k: 15+k)] ; 
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33 IHrq 2 ( 11': '17+11' ) - [INH'I (k : 15+k ) ,INH5 ( k: 15+k) , INH5 (k : 15+k)] ; 

34 IHrq 3 ( 11': '17+11' ) - [INH7 (k : 15+k ) ,INH8 ( k: 15+k) , INH9 (k : 15+k)] ; 

35 k - k+1 5 ; 

35 11'- 11'+'18; 

37 ", nd 

38 IHrin<;J- [IHrq 1,IHrq 2,IHr .... 3]; 

39 \ di~ p1ay~ th'" d a t a in a matrix ~arm a~ 48X48 - 23 0 4 d a t a 

40 v - 1 ; 

41 IHj - [J; 

42 - ~ar 1 - 1:'18 

43 hh- IHrin .... (v:'17+v) ; 

44 .!.!!j_- [IHj; hh] ; 

45 v - v+'18; 

46 ", nd 

47 \ R "'IDOvinq carrupt", d ~ampl"'~ ( i. ", . 2 3 0'1 d a t a ~"'t a r ", r ",duc", d ta 2 1 60 dat a-~"'t~) 

48 \ '18 X48 r ",duc", d ta '15 X 48 

49 \ i. ", . 13 d a t a ~"'t~ a r ", ",ach t a k ", n ~ram 16 d a t a ~"'t~ 

50 I1- [IHj (1,3: 15), IHj ( 1, 17 : 3 2 ) , IHj (1,33 :'18 )] ; 

51 I2 - [IHj ( 2,4:16) ,IHj ( 2, 17 : 3 2 ) , IHj ( 2,3 3 :'18 )] ; 

52 I3 - [IHj (3, 1), IHj (3, 5: 1 6) , IHj (3 , 17:32 ) , IHj (3, 3 3 :48 )] 

53 I'I - [IHj ( '1, 1:2 ) , IHj ( '1, 6: 16), IHj ( 'I, 17: 3 2 ) , IHj ( '1,3 3 :'18)]; 

54 I5- [IHj ( 5, 1:3 ) , IHj ( 5,7: 16), IHj ( 5, 17: 3 2 ) , IHj (5,3 3 :'18 )] ; 

55 I6- [IHj ( 6, 1:'1 ) , IHj ( 6,8: 16), IHj (6 , 17: 3 2 ) , IHj ( 6,3 3 :'18)]; 

56 I7- [IHj (7 ,1:5 ) ,IHj (7,9:16),IHj ( 7,17: 3 2 ) ,IHj (7 ,3 3 :'18 )] ; \ 6,7 

57 I8- [IHj (8, 1: 6 ) , IHj (8, 10: 16), IHj (8, 17 : 32), IHj (8, 33 :'18)]; \ 7,8 

58 I9- [IHj ( 9, 1:7 ) , IHj ( 9, 11: 16), IHj (9, 17 : 32), IHj ( 9, 33 :'18)]; \ 8,9 

59 I10 - [IHj (10 , 1:8 ) , IHj ( 10, 12: 16 ) , IHj (10, 17:32 ) , IHj (10, 33 : '18 )] ; 

60 I1 1 - [IHj ( 11, 1 : 9), IHj ( 11, 1 3 : 16 ) , IHj ( 11, 17:32 ) , IHj ( 11, 33 : '18 )] ; 

61 I12 - [IHj ( 12, 1: 10 ) , IHj ( 12, 1'1: 1 6 ) , IHj (12,17:32), IHj (12, 3 3 :'18 )] ; 

62 I13 - [IHj ( 1 3 , 1 : 11 ) , IHj ( 13, 15: 16), IHj (13,17:32), IHj (13, 3 3 :'18 )] ; 

111 - (llIj (11, 1: 12 ) IlIj ( 11, 1G ) , IlIj ( 11, 17: 32), IlIj ( 11,33 : .. a)] 

11S _ (IHj(lS.1:13 ) IHj ( lS.17:32) IHj ( lS.33:48 ) ] 

11" - rIH-,(1".2 :11 ) IH ·'( 1".17: " 2).IH ;( 1". "" : .... ) 1 

117 - [IHj (i ' . 1: i" ). IHj ( i'. 19: " i). IHj ( 17. "" : .... ) I 

118 - (IH':; (lB, 1, 16 ), IHj ( 18,20: 32), IHj ( 18,33, '1 8 ) ] 

, 1 Y _ l , H3 ( 1 Y. 1 : 1 " ) • , H3 (1 Y. 1 -') • ' H3 (1 Y." 1 : :< ") • , H3 ( 1 Y. <:, :"K ) J ~ 

120 - (11Ij (20, 1: 1G ) IlIj ( 20, 17: 10) , IIIj ( 20,22: 32) , IlIj (20, 3 3 : "0 )] 

121 _ (IHj(21.1:16 ) IHj ( 21 . 17:1 ~ ) IHj ( 21.23:32 ) IHj(21.33:4B )] 

12Z - rIH-, (Z2. 1: 1" ) IH ·, ( 22.17: 20). IH ; ( 2Z. 2 .. : " Z ) . IH -, (22. ",, : .. .. ) 1 

123 _ (IH':; (23, 1, 16 ) IHj ( 23,17,21 ) , IHj ( 23,25,32 ) , IHj (23, 33 : 4B )] 

IZ" - [IHj ( Z" . 1: i" ). IHj ( Z". 1,: 2Z). IHj ( Z". 2": " 2 ). IHj (2"."" : .. .. ) I 

125 - (IH':; (25, 1, 16 ), IHj ( 25, 17,23), IHj ( 25,27,32 ) , IHj (25,33 : '1B )] 

'" "- l' H3 ("". 1: 1 " ) . ' Hj (" ". 1 - " " .. ) . ' H3 (" ". "H : :<O<). 'H3 ("".":< : "H ) J 
127 - (IIIj (2,,1 : 1G ) IlIj ( 27,17: 2~ ) , IIIj ( 27,29: 32) , IlIj (2,,33 : "0 )] 

128 _ (IHj (2B. 1: 16 ) IHj ( 28 , 17:26) IHj (28, 30:32 ) IHj (2B, 33 :4B )] 

129 - rIH-, (Z9, 1: 1" ) IH ·, ( 29. 17: 27). IH ; ( 29. " 1 : " Z ) . IH -, (29, ",, : .. .. ) 1 

130 _ (IH':; (30, 1: 16 ) IHj (30 , 17: 28) , IHj (30,32) , IHj (30,33: 48 ) ] 

l " i - [IHj (" i . 1: i" ). IHj (" i. 17: 29). IHj (" i. "" : .... ) I 

132 - (IH':;(32,1:16 ) IHj (3 2,18:30),IHj (3 2,33: '1 8 ) ] 

130:1 - (11Ij (33,1 : 1G ) IlIj (33 ,17: 32) , IIIj ( 30:1, 3~: "7 ) ] 
134 _ (IHj(34,l:16 ) IHj ( 34 , 17:32) IHj (3 4,36:48 ) ] 

1 " " - r IH -, (" ~ . 1: 1" ) IH ·, ("" . 17: " 2) • IH ; (" " . "") • IH ·, (" " . " ,: .. .. ) 1 
13 6 _ (IH':; (36, 1: 16 ) IHj (3 6, 17: 32), IHj (3 6,33 : 34), IHj (36, 38 : 4B )] 

1 " 7 - [IHj (" " 1: i"). IHj (" 7. 17: " 2). IHj (" 7. "" : " " ) . IHj (",."9 : .. .. ) I 
138 - (IH':; (3B, 1: 16 ), IHj (38 , 17: 32), IHj (38,33 : 36), IHj (3B, '1 0, '1B )] 

,,, Y - l , H3 (:,Y. 1 : 1 " ) • , H3 (:< Y. 1 -, : :<") • , H3 (" Y. :<:< : :< -'I • 'H3 (:' Y." 1 : "H ) J 

1"0 - (11Ij ("0, 1: 1G ) IlIj ( "0, 17: 32) , IIIj ( "0,33: 30) , IlIj ("0,"2: "0)] 

141 _ (IHj (41,1 : 16 ) IHj ( 41 . 17:32) IHj ( 41, 33 : 3'"') IHj (41, 43 :4B )] 
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H5 :  Loading Function for  Adjacent Voltage Measurement  Resulting from Stimulation through 

 Opposite Electrode Pairs in A Four Rings Electrode System (i.e. "meas_4RINGShomo_OPP", 

 " getcalibrationdata4rings_opp_no_current" and " 

 getcalibrationdata4rings_opp_current" were written the same form)
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32 k - 1; 
33 y - 1 ; 

34 Hr Q1 - [] ;HrQ2 - (] ; Hr o;;r3 - ( ] ;HrQ4 - []; 
35 ~or i - 1: 16; 
36 H rQ1(y :63+y) - [ H 01(k : 1 S+k) ,H02 (k : 1S + I<:) ,H03(1<::1S+I<:) ,H04(1<: :1S+k)]; 
37 H rQ2 (y :63+y) - [ H OS(I<: : 1S+k) ,H06(k : 1S + I<:) ,H07(1<::1S+I<:) ,H08(1<: :1S+k)] ; 
38 H rQ3 (y :63+y) - [ H 09(k : 1 S+k) ,H010(k :1S+k) ,H01 1(k : 1S + I<:) ,H01 2 ( k:15+1<: ) ] 
39 H rQ4(y :63+y) - [ H 013 ( I<:: 1S+k) ,H014(k:1S+k) ,H01S(k :1S+k) ,H01 6(k :1S+I<:)]; 
40 k-k+16; 
4 1 y - y+64; 

42 .::nct 
4 3 Hrino;;r - ( HrQ1,HrQ2,HrQ3, Hro;;r4] 
44 ..... - 1; 

4 5 H~ - []; 

46 ~or i - 1: 64 
47 h h - Hrino;;r ( ..... : 63+ ..... ) 

48 H~ - [H~; hh] 

49 ..... - ..... +64; 
50 .::nct 
.'" T 1 _ [ H~ (1 , ,. : 7) , H~ ( 1 • 1 n : 1 ", ) • H~ (1 • 1 7 : "") • H~ ( 1 •. " : 4A ) • H~ ( 1 • 4q : 0'<4) ] 

52 I2 - [ H~ (2,3 : 8) , H~ (2,11: 16) , H~ (2, 1 7:32), H~ (2,33 : 4 8) , H~ (2,49: 64)] 

'3 
54 I3 - [ H~ (3, 1 ) , H~ (3,4:9) , H~ (3, 12: 16 ) ,H~ (3, 17 :32), H~ ( 3,33 :48), H~ (3, 49: 64)] 
55 I4 - [H~ (4, 1: 2) , H~ (4,5: 10), H~ (4, 1 3: 16), H~ ( 4 ,17 : 32) , H~ ( 4, 3 3: 4 8) , H~ (4,49: 64)]; 
56 I5- [ H~ (S, 1: 3) , H~ (S, 6 : 11), H~ (S, 14 : 16), H~ (S, 1 7 : 32) , H~ (S, 3 3: 4 8) , H~ (5,49: 64)]; 
57 I6- [H~ (6, 1: 4 ) , H~ (6,7: 12), H~ (6, 1S : 16), H~ (6, 1 7 : 32) , H~ ( 6, 3 3: 4 8) , H~ (6,49: 64)]; 
58 I7- [ H~ (7, 1: S ) , H~ (7,8: 13), H~ (7, 16 ) ,H~ (7, 17 :32), H~ (7,33 :48), H~ ( 7 , 49: 64)] 

'9 
60 I8- [ H~ (8, 1: 6 ) , H~ (8,9: 14), H~ (8, 17 :32), H~ (8, 33: 48 ) , H~ ( 8,49: 64)] ; 
6 .1 I9- [H~ (9,2 : 7 ) , H~ (9, 10 : 1S) , H~ ( 9, 17:32) , H~ (9,33 : 4 8) , H~ (9,49: 64)] 

62 11 0 - ( H j ( 1 0 , -3 : 8) , H j ( 1 0 , 11 : 16 ) ,Hj ( 1 0 , 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 1 0 , 3 -3 : 4 8 ) , H j ( 10 , 4 9 : 6 4) ] ; 

" 64 1 11-(Hj ( 1 1 , 1) ,Hj (11,4: 9 ) ,Hj (11, 12 : 1 6) ,Hj (1 1 , 1 7 : 32 ) ,Hj (11, 33 :48) ,Hj ( 11,49 : 6 4)]; 

65 1 1 2 - ( H j ( 12 , 1 : 2) , H j ( 1 2 , 5 : 10 ) , H j ( 12 , 1 3 : 16) ,Hj ( 1 2 , 17 : 32) , H j ( 12 , 33 : 4 8) ,Hj (12 , 4 9 : 6 4) ] ; 

66 113 - (Hj ( 1 3 , 1 : 3) , H j ( 1 3 , 6: 11) , H j (13 , 14 : 16) , Hj ( 13, 17: 32) , H j ( 1 3 ,33 : 48) , H j ( 13 , 49 : 64) ] ; 

67 1 14 - (Hj ( 14,1: 4), Hj (14, 7 : 1 2 ), Hj ( 14, 1 5 : 16) ,Hj (14 , 1 7 : 32 ), Hj ( 14, 33 : 4 8 ) ,Hj (14,4 9 : 64)]; 

6 8 115- [Hj (15 , 1: 5) ,Hj (15 , 8 : 1 3 ), H j ( 15 , 1 6) , H j (15 , 1 7 : 32) ,Hj (15 , 33 :4 8 ) ,Hj ( 1 5, 4 9 : 6 4)]; 

" 70 1 1 6- (Hj ( 1 6 , 1 : 6 ) , Hj ( 1 6 , 9 : 14) , Hj (1 6 , 1 7 : 32 ) ,Hj (1 6, 33 : 4 8 ) , Hj ( 1 6 , 4 9 : 6 4) ] ; 

n 
72 117 - ( H j ( 17,1: 16) ,Hj (17, 1 8 : 23 ) ,Hj (17, 26 : 3 1 ) ,Hj ( 17, 33 : 4 8 ) ,H j (17,49:64 ) ]; 

7 3 1 1 8 - (Hj ( 1 8 ,1: 1 6 ), H j (18 , 1 9 : 2 4) ,Hj (1 8 , 2 7: 32 ), Hj ( 1 8,33 : 4 8 ) ,Hj (18 ,4 9 : 6 4)]; ,. 
7 5 11 9 - ( H j ( 1 9 ,1: 1 6 ), H j ( 19 , 17 ) , H j (19 , 20 : 25 ) ,Hj (19 , 28 : 32 ), H j ( 1 9 , 33 : 4 8 ), H j ( 19 , 4 9 : 6 4) ] ; 

76 1 2 0 - (Hj (2 0, 1 : 16), H j ( 2 0, 1 7 : 1 8 ) , Hj ( 2 0, 2 1: 2 6), H j (2 0, 2 9 : 32 ) , H j ( 2 0, 33 : 4 8 ), H j ( 2 0,49 : 64 ) ] ; 

77 121-(Hj (21 , 1: 1 6 ), Hj (21 , 1 7 : 19 ) ,Hj ( 2 1, 22 : 27 ), H j (21 , 3 0: 32 ) ,Hj (2 1 ,33 : 4 8 ), Hj ( 2 1,49 : 6 4 ) ] ; 

78 122 - (Hj (22 , I: 1 6 ) ,Hj ( 22 , 17 : 20) ,Hj (22 , 23 : 28) ,Hj (22 , 3 1 : 32) ,Hj (22 , 33 :4 8 ) ,Hj (22 ,4 9 : 6 4 ) ]; 

79 1 2 3 - ( H j (23 , 1: 16), H j (23,17 : 21) , Hj (23,24: 29), H j (23 ,32), H j (23,33: 48 ) , H j (23,49 : 64)]; 

" 8~ 12 4 - (Hj (2 4, 1 : 1 6 ), H j (2 4, 1 7 : 22) ,Hj (2 4, 25 : 30) , H j (2 4, 33 : 4 8) , H j (2 4,4 9 : 6 4 )] ; 

8 2 125 - ( H j ( 2 5, 1: 16) , H j ( 25, 1 8 : 23) , Hj (25,26: 3 1), H j ( 25, 33 : 4 8 ) , H j (25,49: 64 ) ]; 

83 126- (Hj (2 6, 1: 1 6 ), Hj ( 26 ,1 9 : 2 4) ,Hj ( 26 , 27 : 32 ), Hj (26 , 33 : 4 8 ) ,Hj ( 26 ,4 9 : 6 4)]; ,. 
8 5 1 2 7 - ( H j (2 7, 1: 16), H j ( 2 7, 17 ) , H j (2 7, 20 : 2 5) ,Hj (2 7, 28 : 32) , H j (2 7, 33 : 4 8 ), H j ( 2 7, 49: 64 ) ] ; 

8 6 1 28 - (Hj (28 , 1: 1 6 ), Hj ( 28 , 1 7 : 1 8 ) ,Hj ( 28 , 2 1: 26 ), Hj (28,2 9 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 28 , 33 : 4 8 ), Hj ( 28 ,4 9 : 6 4 ) 1 ; 

87 129- ( H j (29 , 1: 1 6 ), H j (29 , 1 7 : 19 ) ,Hj ( 29 , 22 : 27) , H j (29 , 3 0 : 32) ,Hj (29 , 33 : 4 8 ), H j (29 ,49 : 6 4 ) ] ; 

88 1 30 - ( H j (30 , 1: 1 6 ), H j (30 , 17 : 20) ,Hj (30 , 23 : 28) , H j ( 30 , -3 1: 32) ,Hj ( 30 , 33 : 4 8 ), H j (30 ,49 : 64 ) 1 ; 

8 9 1 3 1 - (Hj (3 1, 1 : 16), H j ( 3 1, 1 7 : 2 1) ,Hj ( 3 1, 2 4 : 2 9), H j (3 1,3 2 ), H j ( 3 1,3 3 : 4 8 ) , H j ( 3 1, 49 : 64)]; 

" 9~ 132 - ( H j ( 32 , 1 : 1 6 ) , H j ( 32 , 17 : 22) ,Hj (32 , 25 : 30) , H j ( 32 , -3 3 : 4 8) ,Hj (32 , 4 9 : 6 4 ) ] ; 
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92 I33 - [Hj (33, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 33 ,17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 33,34 : 39 ) ,Hj (33,42 : 47 ) ,Hj ( 33,49: 64 ) ) ; 

93 I34- [Hj ( 34, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 34 , 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 34,35 : 40 ) ,Hj ( 34,43 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 34,49: 64 ) ) ; 

94 I35- [Hj (35, 1 : 16) ,Hj (3 5, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj (3 5, 33 ) ,Hj (3 5,36 : 41 ) ,Hj (35,44 : 48 ) ,Hj (3 5,49: 64 ) ); 

95 I36- [Hj ( 36, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 36 , 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 36 , 33 : 34 ) ,Hj ( 36,3 7 : 42 ) ,Hj ( 36,45:48 ) ,Hj ( 36,49: 64 ) ]; 

96 I37- [Hj ( 37, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 3 7, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 37 , 33 : 35 ) ,Hj ( 37, 38 :43 ) ,Hj ( 37,46:48 ) ,Hj ( 37,49: 64 ) ]; 

97 I38- [Hj (38, 1 : 16) ,Hj (3 8, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj (3 8, 33 : 36 ) ,Hj (38,39 : 44 ) ,Hj (38,47:48 ) ,Hj (38,49: 64 ) ]; 

93 I39- [Hj ( 39, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 3 9, 17 : 32 ) , Hj ( 3 9, 33 : 37 ) ,Hj ( 39,40 : 45 ) ,Hj ( 39,48 ) ,Hj ( 39,49: 64 ) ) ; 

99 I40- [Hj ( 40, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 40, 17 : 32 ) , Hj ( 40,33 : 38 ) ,Hj ( 40,41 : 46 ) ,Hj ( 40,49: 64 ) ) ; 

WO 

101 I41- [Hj ( 41, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 41, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 41,34 : 39 ) ,Hj ( 41,42 : 47 ) ,Hj ( 41,49: 64 ) ) ; 

102 I42 - [Hj ( 42, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 42, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 42,35 : 40 ) ,Hj ( 42,43 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 42,49: 64 ) ); 

103 I43 - [Hj ( 43, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 43, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 43, 33 ) , Hj ( 43,36 : 41 ) ,Hj ( 43,44 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 43,49: 64 ) ); 

W< 

W, 
Wo 

'"' we 
w, 

I44- [Hj ( 44, 1 : 16),Hj ( 44,17 

I45- [Hj ( 45,1 : 16),Hj ( 45,17 

I46- [Hj ( 46, 1 : 16),Hj ( 46,17 

I47- [Hj ( 47,1 : 16),Hj ( 47,17 

I48- [Hj ( 48, 1 : 16),Hj ( 48,17 

: 32 ) ,Hj ( 44,33 : 34 ) ,Hj ( 44,37 : 42 ) ,Hj ( 44,45:48 ) ,Hj (44,49: 64 ) ]; 

: 32 ) ,Hj ( 45,33 : 35 ) ,Hj ( 45,38 : 43 ) ,Hj ( 45,46:48 ) ,Hj (45,49: 64 ) ]; 

: 32 ) ,Hj ( 46,33 : 36 ) ,Hj ( 46,39 : 44 ) ,Hj ( 46,47:48 ) ,Hj (46,49: 64 ) ]; 

: 32 ) ,Hj ( 47,33 : 37 ) ,Hj ( 47,40 : 45 ) ,Hj ( 47,48 ) ,Hj ( 47,49: 64 ) ) ; 

: 32 ) ,Hj ( 48,33 : 38 ) ,Hj ( 48,41 : 46 ) ,Hj ( 48,49: 64 ) ) ; 

110 I49- [Hj ( 49, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 49, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 49,33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 49,50: 55 ) ,Hj ( 49,58: 63 ) ) ; 

111 I50- [Hj ( 50, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 50, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 50, 33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 50,51 : 56 ) ,Hj ( 5 0, 59: 64 ) ) ; 

112 I51- [Hj ( 51, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 51, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 51,33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 51,49 ) ,Hj ( 51,52 : 5 7 ) ,Hj ( 51, 60: 64 ) ) ; 

113 I52 - [Hj ( 52, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 52, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 52,33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 52,49 : 5 0 ) ,Hj ( 52,53:58 ) ,Hj ( 52, 61: 64 ) ]; 

114 I53 - [Hj ( 53, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 53, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 53,33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 53,49:51 ) ,Hj ( 53,54:59 ) ,Hj ( 53, 62: 64 ) ]; 

115 I54- [Hj ( 54, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 54, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 54, 33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 54,49 : 52 ) ,Hj ( 54,55: 60 ) ,Hj ( 54, 63: 64 ) ] ; 

116 I55- [Hj ( 55, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 55, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 55,33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 55,49: 5 3 ) ,Hj ( 55,56: 61 ) ,Hj ( 55 , 64 ) ) ; 

117 I56- [Hj ( 56, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 56, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 56, 33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 56,49 : 54 ) ,Hj ( 56,57: 62 ) ) ; 

113 I57- [Hj ( 57, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 57,17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 57,33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 57,50: 55 ) ,Hj ( 57,58: 63 ) ) ; 

119 I58- [Hj ( 58, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 58, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 58, 33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 58,51 : 56 ) ,Hj ( 58,59: 64 ) ) ; 

120 I59- [Hj ( 59, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 59, 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 59,33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 59,49 ) ,Hj ( 59,52 : 5 7 ) ,Hj ( 59, 60: 64 ) ) ; 

121 I60- [Hj ( 60, 1 : 16) ,Hj ( 6 0 , 17 : 32 ) ,Hj ( 60, 33 : 48 ) ,Hj ( 60,49 : 5 0 ) ,Hj ( 60,53: 58 ) ,Hj (60, 61: 64 ) ] ; 

122 - 161" [Hj [61, 1: 15) ,Hi [i1, 17: 32),:iJ 161,3: :48 1 ,F.j [61,49: 5:) ,Hi [61, 5;;':9) ,H~ [61 , 62 : 6,) J; 

123 - 162- [Hi [62,1: 15) ,Hi [i" 17: 32 ),:iJ 162,3: :48 1 ,F.i [62 , 49: 5.) ,Hi [6 2, 5S : to) ,H~ [6 2, 63 : 6,) J; 

124 - 163- [Hi [63,1: 15) ,Hi [i:, 17: 32),:iJ 163 , 3: :481 ,fi [63 ,49: 53) ,Hi [63, 51: 0) ,H~ [63, 64) J : 

125 - 164- [Hi [6;,1: 15),Hi [i',17: 32 ) ,:iJ 164,3: :48 1 ,Ei [6;, 49: 5i ) ,Hi [64,57 : i2 ) [ : 

126 - Eoroodata-: 11, H, 13, H, IS, 16, 17, :8, B,.110, 1:1,112,113, :14, 115, 116, 117, :18, 119, 120, 121, liZ, 12 3, 121, 125, ' 

12'1 :, 6, 12~, 128, 129, 1:0, IL, 132, 133, I:~, 135, 136,.137, 13E, 139, HJ,. : ~1, H" 143, 144, : ~ 5, H6, H7, 148, :,9, ISO, 151, 152, ' 

128 :53, IS" 155,156, 157,158,159,160,161,15.,163 ,.164J I : 

129 - en;! 
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H6 : Loading Function for  Adjacent Voltage Measurement  Resulting from Stimulation through 
 Adjacent Electrode Pairs in A Four Rings Electrode System (i.e. "meas_4RINGShomo_ADJ", 
 "getcalibrationdata4rings_adj_no_current" and 

 "getcalibrationdata4rings_adj_current" were written the same 

 form) 

 
1 - funct i on [Hom::)(lata] -!l'Io!a~ _ 4RINGShom:) _ lDJ I infil~mlro!') 

2 - [rawl] - LoadDatarr art'le l infil~nart'le ,l,l ) ; 

IIHSURED DAn. fOR HOIIOGENEOUS SOLUTIOO 

" !'l'Ie a, ur ~!'l'Ient of 16X16 from fir ' t lay~ r to th~ la, t lay~ r ba~ ~ d on th~ 

, '~qu~nc ~ tabl~ that wa, download~d into th~ tomography hard driv~ , 

6 - kl - [] ;k2 - [] ;k3 - [] ;k4- [] ;kS- [] ;k6- [] ;k7 - [] ;k6- [] ;k9- [] ;kl0- [] ;kll- [] ;k12 - [] ;k13 - [] ;k14- [] ;klS- [] ;k16- []; 

7 - v- l; 

8- - tor i - l :!loorl l ~ngthlrawl)/116'16)); 

9 - kl - [kl;rawllv, :)]; 

10 - k2- [k2;rawl lvtl, :) ]; 

11 - k3 - [k3 ; r awllvt2,:)L 

12 - ~- [k4;rawllvt3,: )]; 

13 - kS- [kS;rawllvt4,:)]; 

14 - k6 - [k6;rawllvtS ,:)1; 

15 - k7 - [k7;rawl lvt6,: )]; 

16 - k8 - [k8;raw l (v+7, :)]; 

17 - k9 - [k9;rawl lvtS,:)l; 

18 - kl0 - [kl0;rawl(vt9,:)]; 

19 - kll - [kll ; rawllv+l0, :)1; 

20 - k12 - [k12;rawllvt11 ,: )]; 

21 - k13- [k13;rawl (vt12,: )]; 

22 - k14- [k14;rawllvt13,:) 1; 

23 - klS- [klS;rawl lvt 14,: ) ]; 

24- k1 6- [k1 6;rawl(vtlS,:)]; 

2S - v-vt16; 

26 - ~nd 

27 - HO _ l - !l'Io! an Ikl) ; HO _ 2-!l'Io! an Ik2) ; HO _ 3- !l'Io! an I k3) ; HO _ 4-mean Ik4) ; HO _ S-mean IkS) ; HO _ 6-mean Ik6) ; HO _7- me an Ik7) ; HO _ S- me an IkS) ; 

28 - HO _9- !l'Io!an 1k9 ) ; HO _ lO- !l'Io!an Ikl0) ; HO _ l1- !l'Io!an Ik11 ) ; HO _ 12-!l'Io!an Ik12 ) ; HO _13-!l'Io!an Ik13 ) ; HO _ l'l - !l'Io!an Ik14) ; HO _ lS- !l'Io!an IklS) ; HO _16- !l'Io!an Ik16 ) ; 

29 , R~ord~ring ot th~ voltag~ !'l'Ie a, ur ~d dat a , uch that tor ~ ach curr~nt 

30 " inj~ction 64 data ~~t~ ot voltag~~ w~r~ m!'a~ur~d, 

31 - k- l; 

32 - y- l; 

tlrcr l. - l J ;tlrcr"' - lJ ;Hro-" - lJ ; tlrcrq - lJ ; 
""o r i _ 1, 16 , 

...,-- ..l ; 

HL y1(y, 0~+ y) - [HO_1 (k ' 1-" +k) ,HO_ 2 (k . 1-"+k),HO_~ ( k .1 "' +k),HO_"' (k_1 "' +k)], 

Hro-'" (V ' fiO'l + V) _ [HO _ _ "< (10.,- , 1_"< + 1<-) , H O _ fi (1<- , 1_"<+1<-) , HO_ -:> ( ....- , 1 _"<+""-) , HO_ A (I<-, 1 ."<+1<-)] ; 

Hoo ..,-3 (Y ' 63 I y) - [ H O _ 9 (k ' 151 k) , HO_10 (k. 15 . k), H O _ 11 (k. 15 ' k) , HO_1" ( k. 15 I k)] 

HL~"'( V , 0~ + v) - rHO_1~(k'1 "' +k ) ,HO _ 1 "' (k,1"'+k ) ,HO _ 1-"(k'1-" +k ) ,HO _ 10(k,1-"+k)1 

1<- _ ""- + 1 fi, 

y - yI6'1, 

IH~ _ [ ) ; 

""o r i - 1, G ... 

hh-Hr1ncr (""- ' 0 ~+""- ) 

..!l:!';)_- [IH~: bb] 

onn 
I1_ [IH~ ( 1 ,3,15 ), I H~ (1, 1 7 , 32), IH~ ( 1,33.403), IH~ ( 1 ,4,..,64)] , 

I2 - [ I Hj (2, 4 , 10) , IHj (2 , 1 7 , ~ 2) , IHj ( Z, ~ ~ , 4 ",) , I Hj (2, 49 , 04) ] ; 

!:< - l' H.:J (:<,') , I H.:J (:<,-,", , 'h), I H:J ( :< , ' / .: , :<), I H:J (:' ,:~ :< '''-' H) , I H.:J (:~, "-'Y'h"-')J 

I" _ [IH~ (4, 1 . 2), IH~ ( 4, 6 , 16) , IH~ (4, 17,32), I H~ (4 ,33, 403), IH~ (4,4"' . 64 ) ] 

I-" - [IHj (-", 1 '~), IHj ("',7 , 10) , IHj ("', 17'~2), IHj ( -", ~ ~ ''' '''), IHj ("', "9, 0 .. ) ] 

T fi _ [ T H~ (fi, 1 '4) , TH~ (fi, A , 1 fi) , T H~ (fi, 1 7 , 0'1 "') , T H~ (fi, 0'1 0'1 , 4A) , TH~ (fi, 4Q , fi4 ) ] 

I7- [IH~(7,1,5),IH~(7,9 ' 16),IH~(7,17,3"),IH~(7,33''1S),IH~(7,'19.6'1 ) ] ." 6,7 

I"' - rIH ; ("', 1, 0), IH ·, (", 1 0 , 10 ) , IH; (", 1 7 , ~Z) , IH -, ("' , ~ ~ , ..... ) , IH-, ( "' , "'9, 0 ... ) 1 ; '" 7,'" 

TQ _ [ T H~ (Q, 1 '7) , TH~ (Q, 1 1 , 1 fi) , T H~ (Q, 1 7 , 0'1 "') , T H~ ( Q, 0'1 " , 4 A) , T H~ (Q, 4Q , fi4) ) , ,, A, Q 

I10- [IH~ (10, 1 , 8), IH~ ( 1 0, 1 " , 16), IH~ (10, 17,3"), I H~ ( 10,33,'18), I H~ ( 10, '19,6'1)], 

I..l..l - rIH1 ( ..l..l , ..l , 9) , IH 1 (..l J. , ..l~' ..l O ), IH 1 (..l J. , ..l7:~2:), I H1 (..l..l, ~ ~ : ... .. ) , IH1 (..l..l, '19 : 0'1) 1 ; 

I12 _ [IH~ (12, 1 , 10) ,IH~ ( 1 2,14 ' 16) , IH~ ( 1 2 ,17,3 2) ,IH~ (12,33 ' 403) ,IH~ (12 ,4,..,64 )]; 
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63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

7l 

72 

73 

74 
75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

BO 
B l 
B2 

B3 

B4 

B5 

B6 

B7 

B8 

B9 

90 

9 l 

92 

93-
94-

95-
96-

97-
98-

99-

100 -

101 

102 -

103 -

104 -

lOS -

106 -

107 -

106 -

109 -

110-
III -

112-

113 -
114-

115-
116-

117-

US 

119-

120 

121 
122 -

I 13 - ( IH~ ( 1 3 , 1 : 1 1) , IH~ ( 13 , 1 5 : 16) , IH~ ( 13 , 17: 32) , I H~ ( 13,33 : ~8) , I H~ ( 13 , ~9 : 64 ) ] 

I14- (IH~ ( 1 ~, 1: 12), IH~ (1~, 16), I H~ (1~, 17 : 32), I H~ ( 1 ~,33: ~8), I H~ (1~,~9 : 6~)) 

I15 - ( IH~ ( 15 ,1 : 1 3) ,IH~ (15,17: 32) ,IH~ (1 5 ,33 : 48) , I H~ (15, ~9: 6~)] 

I16 - ( IH~ ( 1 6,2 : 1 ~ ) ,IH~ (16,17: 32) ,IH~ (16,33 : 48) , I H::) (16, ~9: 6~)] 

I17 - (IH::) ( 1 7, 1: 16), IH~ (17, 19:31), IH~ (17,33 : 48), I H::) (17, ~9:6~)] 

I18 - ( I H::) ( 1 8,1 : 1 6) ,IH~ (18,20: 32) ,IH~ (18,33 : 48) , I H~ (18, ~9: 6~)] 

I 19 - ( I H::) ( 1 9, 1: 16) , IH~ ( 19, 17) , I H~ ( 19,21 : 32) , I H::) ( 1 9, 33 : ~ 8) , I H~ ( 19, ~9 : 6~) ) ; 

I2 0 - ( I H::) (20, 1 : 1 6) , IH~ (20, 17: 1 8) , IH~ (20,22 : 32) , I H~ (20,33 : ~8) , I H~ (20, ~9 : 64 ) ] 

I2 1 - ( I H::) (2 1 , 1: 16) , IH~ (21, 17: 1 9) , IH~ (21,23 : 32) , I H::) (21,33 : ~8) , I H~ (21, ~9 : 64 ) ] 

I2 2 - ( I H::) (22, 1 : 1 6) , IH~ (22, 17: 20) , IH~ (22,24: 32) , I H~ (22,33 : ~8) , I H~ (22 , ~9 : 64 ) ] 

I2 3 - [ IH~ (23, 1 : 16) , IH~ (23, 17: 2 1) , IH~ (23,2 5 : 32) , IH~ ( 2 3,33 : 48 ) , IH~ (23,4 9: 64 ) ] 

I2 4 - ( I H::) (24, 1: 1 6) , IH~ (24, 17: 22) , IH~ (24,26: 32) , I H ::) (2 ~ , 33 : 48) , I H~ (24,49 : 64 ) ] 

I2 5 - ( I H::) (2 5 , 1 : 16) , IH~ (25, 17: 23) , IH~ (2 5 ,27: 32) , I H~ (25,33 : ~8) , I H~ (25,49 : 64 ) ] 

I2 6 - ( I H::) (26, 1: 1 6) , IH~ (26, 17: 24) , IH~ (26,2 B : 32) , I H ::) (26,33 : 48) , I H~ (26,49 : 64 ) ] 

I2 7 - ( I H::) (27, 1 : 16) , IH~ (27, 17: 25) , IH~ (27,29: 32) , I H~ (27,33 : ~8) , I H~ (27,49 : 64 ) ] 

I2 B - ( I H::) (28, 1: 1 6) , IH~ (28, 17: 26) , IH~ (2 B, 30: 32) , I H ::) (2 B, 33 : 48) , I H~ (2 B, 49 : 64 ) ] 

I2 9 - ( I H::) (29, 1 : 16) , IH~ (29, 17: 2 7 ) , IH~ (29,3 1 : 32) , I H~ (29,33 : ~8) , I H~ (29,49 : 64 ) ] 

I30 - ( I H::) (30, 1: 1 6) ,IH~ (30, 17: 2B) ,IH~ (30,32) , I H~ (30, 33: ~ B) ,I H~ (30,49 : 64)) 

I31 - ( I H::) (3 1 , 1 : 16) ,IH~ (31, 17: 29) ,IH~ (31,33 : 4B) , I H~ (31, ~9: 6~)] 

I32 - ( I H::) (32, 1: 1 6) ,IH~ (32,18: 30) ,IH~ (32,33 : 4B) , I H ::) (32, ~9: 6~)] 

I33 - ( IH~ (33, 1: 1 6) ,IH::) (33,17: 32) , IH::) (33,35 : '17) , I H::) (33, '19: 6"1)] 

I34 - ( I H::) (3"1, 1 : 16) , IH::) (3"1, 17: 32) , IH::) (34,36 : -'lS) , I H::) (3 <1 , '19: 6"1)] 

I3S - ( I H::) (35, 1: 1 6) , IH::) (35, 17: 32) , IH::) (35,33) , I H::) (3 5 , 37: 'IS) , I H ::) (35, "19 : 64)) ; 

I3 6 - ( I H::) (36, 1 : 16) , IH::) (36, 17: 32) , IH::) (36,33 : 3 "l) , I H::) (36,38: "18) , I H ::) (36,49 : 64 ) ] 

I3 7 - ( I H::) (37, 1: 1 6) , IH::) (37, 17: 32) , IH::) (37,33 : 35) , I H ::) (37,39: "18) , I H ::) (37,49 : 64 ) ] 

I3 B - ( I H::) (3 B, 1 : 16) , IH::) (38, 17: 32) , IH::) (3 B, 33 : 3 6) , I H::) (38, '10: "18) , I H ::) (3 B, 49 : 64 ) ] 

I3 9 - ( I H::) (39, 1: 1 6) , IH::) (39, 17: 32) , IH::) (351,33 : 37) , I H ::) (39, q 1: "18) , I H ::) (39,49 : 64 ) ] 

I40 - (IH.:j ("10,1 : 16) ,IH~ (~0,17:32) ,IH~ (~0,33:38) , I H~ ( ~ 0, ~ 2:~8) ,I H~ (~0,~9 : 64 )] 

141"[ IHj (41 , 1 : 16) , IHj (4 1, 17 : 32) ,IHj (41 , 33 :39) ,IHj (41, 43 : 48) , I Hj (41 , 49 : 64)] ; 

142 - [ IHj (42,1 : 16), IHj (42, 17 : 32) ,IHj (42,33 : 40) , I Hj (42, 4 4 : 48) ,IHj (42,49 : 64)] ; 

143"[ IHj (43 , 1 : 16) , IHj (43, 17: 32) , I Hj (43 , 33 : 41) ,IHj (43, 45 : 48) , I Hj (43 , 49 : 64)] ; 

144-[ IHj (4'\, 1 : 16) , IHj (44, 17 : 32) ,IHj (44 , 33 : 42) , I Hj (4 4 , 46 : 48) ,IHj (4'\ , 49 : 64)] ; 

145-[ IHj (45 , 1: 16) , IHj (45, 17 : 32) , IH j (45 , 33 : 43) , I Hj (45, 47 : 48) , I Hj (45,49 : 64)] ; 

14 6"'[ IHj (46, 1 : 16) , IHj (46, 17 : 32) ,IHj (46 , 33 : 44) , I Hj (46, 48) , I Hj (46 , 49 : 64)] ; 

147 - [ IHj (47,1 : 16), IHj (47, 17 : 32) , I Hj (47 , 33 : 45) , I Hj (47, 49 : 64)] ; 

148-[ I Hj (48, 1 : 16) , I Hj (48, 17: 32) ,IHj (48 , 34 : 46) , IHj (48, 49 : 64) ) ; 

149"'[ I Hj (49 , 1 : 16) , I Hj (49, 17 : 32) ,IHj (49 , 33 : 48) , IHj (49, 51 : 63») ; 

150- [ IHj (50, 1 : 16), IHj (SO, 17 : 32) ,IHj (50 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (50, 52 : 64)] ; 

15 1"[ IHj (51 , 1 : 16) , IHj (5 1, 17 : 32) ,IHj (51 , 33 : 48) ,IHj (51, 49 ) , I Hj (51 , 53 : 64)] ; 

152 - [ IHj (52,1 : 16) , IHj (52, 17 : 32) ,IHj (52 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (52,49 : 50) , I Hj (52,54 : 64)] ; 

153"[ IHj (53 , 1 : 16) , IHj (53, 17 : 32) ,IHj (53 , 33 : 48) ,IHj (53 ,49: 51) , IHj (53,55 : 64)] ; 

154 - [ IHj (54, 1 : 16), IHj (54, 17 : 32) ,IHj (54 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (54 , 49 : 52) ,IHj (54 , 56 : 64)] ; 

155-[ IHj (55 , 1: 16) , IHj (55, 17: 32) , I Hj (55 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (55, 49 : 53) , I Hj (55,57 : 64)] ; 

156"'[ IHj (56, 1 : 16) , IHj (56, 17: 32) ,IHj (56,33 : 48) , I Hj (56, 49 : 54) ,IHj (56,58 : 64)] ; 

157" [ IHj (57 ,1: 16), IHj (57, 17 : 32) , IH j (57 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (57, 49 : 55) , I Hj (57,59 : 64)] ; 

158"'[ IHj (58, 1 : 16) , IHj (58, 17 : 32) ,IHj (58 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (58, 49 : 56) , I Hj (58 , 60 : 64)] ; 

159" [ IHj (59, 1 : 16), IHj (59, 17 : 32) , I Hj (59 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (59, 49 : 57) , IHj (59, 61: 64)] ; 

1 60"'[ I Hj (60 , 1 : 16) , I Hj (60, 17: 32) ,IHj ( 60 , 33 : 48) , IHj (60, 49 : 58) , I Hj (60, 62 : 64) 1 ; 

1 61" [ IHj (61,1 : 16), IHj (6 1 , 17 : 32) ,IHj (61 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (61, 49 : 59) , I Hj (6 1, 63 : 64)] ; 

1 62-[ IHj (62 , 1 : 16) , IHj (62, 17 : 32) ,IHj (62 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (62,49 : 60) , I Hj (62 , 64) 1 ; 

1 63 - [ IHj (63,1 : 16), IHj (63, 17 : 32) ,IHj (63 , 33 : 48) , I Hj (63, 49 : 61)] ; 

1 64"[ IHj (64 , 1 : 16) , IHj (64 , 17 : 32) ,IHj (6 4, 33 : 48) ,IHj (64, 50: 62)] ; 

Homodata· [11 , 12 , 13, 14 , 15, 1 6, 17, 18 , 19, 110, 111 , 112, 113, 114 , 115, 116 , 117 , 118, 119, 120 , 121 , 122 , 123 , 12 4 , 125, ... 

126,127,128,129 , 130, 131,132,133,134,135 , 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, I'll , 142, 143,14 4 ,145,146,147, 148,1 49, ISO, 151, ... 

152, 153 ,1 54 , 155, 156, 157,158,1 59 , 160 , 161,162, 1 63, 1 64 ] , ; 

,nd 
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APPENDIX I  

Downloading and Installing EIDORS and NETGEN on a MATLAB platform 

I1 : Downloading and Installing EIDORS on a MATLAB platform 

EIDORS being a public domain software base can be downloaded and installed properly when the 

following steps are followed. 

(a) User need type and enter 'http://eidors3d.sourceforge.net/index.shtml' on the address bar of 

winodow internet explorer. 

(b)  In the displayed page, user should click  on 'eidors-v3.4.zip (7 July 2010)' under download latest 

released version in the Released versions section. 

(c) Clicking on this opens the sourceforge page where 6.0MB of the software can be downloaded. It is 

recommended that the software should be extracted to the same directory where it was downloaded. 

Furthermore, the software is run on the MATLAB window prompt by entrying 

'C:/users/bode/desktop/eidors3d/eidors3d/trunk/eidors/startup.m', had the software been 

downloaded into the directory ''C:/users/bode/desktop/'. This automatically loads all the functions and 

returns the statement below indicating that the software has been installed properly. 

>> run C:/users/bode/desktop/eidors3d/eidors3d/trunk/eidors/startup.m 

EIDORS:[Complete EIDORS (Ver: 3.3+ ($Date$))] 

EIDORS:[Parameter: cache_size=100 MB] 

EIDORS:[Parameter: mapped_colour=127] 

EIDORS:[Default background colour: white] 

EIDORS:[EIDORS mex folder: C:\users\bode\desktop\eidors3d\eidors3d\trunk\eidors/arch/matlab] 

EIDORS:[New to EIDORS? Have a look at the Tutorials.] 

I2 : Downloading and Installing NETGEN on a MATLAB Platform  

Basic steps required to download NETGEN are as follows: 

(a) The user types and enters 'http://www.hpfem.jku.at/netgen/' into the address bar of windows 

internet explorer. 
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(b) Under the News section, user should locate 'NETGEN/NGSolve 4.4 available!' and click on 'Get the 

complete NETGEN/NGSolve package here! ', the statement below it. 

(c) Clicking on 'here' directs the user to a page where necessary details ought to be submitted before an 

access to downloading the software can be gained. 

(d) With appropriate details successfully submitted, a page containing 'NETGEN/NGSolve 4.4 (17 

November 2004) >> ngs44_rel.zip' should be displayed before the user. User need click on 

'ngs44_rel.zip' to prompt a dialogue box through which the user specifies the directory the software 

should be downloaded to. It is recommended that the software should be downloaded into the one of 

the MATLAB search path or a directory that can be added to the MATLAB search path. When a MATLAB 

script of EIDORS containing NETGEN functions is run, MATLAB prompts the user to add the directory into 

its search paths should NETGEN be downloaded to a directory that is not one of its search path. 

(e) NETGEN may require the MSVCR70.dll and some third party libraries such as tcl8.3.2.tar.gz and 

tk8.3.2.tar.gz file in order to optimise the computer's operation. tcl8.3.2.tar.gz and tk8.3.2.tar.gz can be 

downloaded from 'http://www.hpfem.jku.at/netgen/' while  MSVCR70.dll may be downloaded from 

'http://www.dll-files.com/pop.php?dll=msvcr70'. User need ensure that MSVCR70.dll is downloaded 

into the directory of the programme requesting it or it should be extracted into the system directory. By 

default system directory for windows xp, vista 7, windows 95/98/mac and windows NT/ 2008 are 

respectively C:\windows\system 32, C:\windows\system32 and C:\wiNNT\system 32. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hpfem.jku.at/netgen/download.html
http://www.hpfem.jku.at/cgi/download.cgi?ID=ngs44_rel.zip
http://www.hpfem.jku.at/cgi/download.cgi?ID=ngs44_rel.zip
http://www.sfb013.uni-linz.ac.at/~joachim/netgen/tcl8.3.2.tar.gz
http://www.sfb013.uni-linz.ac.at/~joachim/netgen/tk8.3.2.tar.gz
http://www.sfb013.uni-linz.ac.at/~joachim/netgen/tcl8.3.2.tar.gz
http://www.sfb013.uni-linz.ac.at/~joachim/netgen/tk8.3.2.tar.gz
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APPENDIX J 

Implemented Functions in EIDORS Developed from MATLAB Libraries 

J1 : FEM by EIDORS: Step-wise Approach to Solving the Forward Problem (CONTINUE) 

 (b) The function, mk_stim_patterns, was used for the stimulation pattern specifying the sequence of 

current injection into the domain and the sequence of 3-D voltage measurement over the entire 

domain. 

(c) The function, np_calc_system_mat, was used for setting up the global system matrix developed from 

each tetrahedral element. 

(d) In order to Set the Jacobian matrix computation function, the function np_calc_jacobian was 

employed 

(e) To setting the forward solver function of the forward problem, the function np_fwd_solve was used 

(f) Creating an EIDORS-object with appropriate input variables required the use of function eidors_obj 

(g) Specifying the conductivity of each element to be homogeneous in the NETGEN mesh, say fixing        

the value of conductivity to be 1 for all element in the mesh was made with the function ones 

(h) Creating a function that relates the homogeneous property of all element in the NETGEN mesh to the 

created EIDORS object;          

(g) The function fwd_solve was used to call the set forward solver function to solve for the boundary 

voltages arising from injecting current into a homogeneous solution.   

J2 :  Solving the Forward Problem Using EIDORS 

J2.1 Three-dimensional Mesh Generation with NETGEN 

The first step in addressing the forward problem requires generating a three-dimensional cylindrical 

mesh using the NETGEN function                  on line 4 of the code below.  
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Line 1: The statement     is used to start the time counter in seconds.  

Line 2:        and          are variables specifying the modelled rig to be four rings of sixteen equally 

spaced electrodes system in a ring. 

Line 3:               is an array indicating the position of the four rings of electrode begining from the 

base, i.e., the first, second, third and fourth ring were placed at 3.0, 7.0, 10.5 and 14.0 centimeters 

respectively from the base. 

Line 4:                  is the NETGEN function that was called by specifying the array  [1.5, 1.1, 

0.15 ] to define the height, radius and maximum size of mesh element, [nelec, ring_vert_pos] to define 

the number of electrodes in a ring and the respective position of each ring and  [0.1, 0.22, 0.09] to 

define the electrode shape as in width, height and  maximum mesh density on each electrode area.  

 

J2.2 Defining the Stimulation Pattern of Sequence of Current Injections and Voltage 

 Measurement  on the Periphery Electrode  

Since the sensitivity of the electric field distribution by the electrode system off the plane through which 

the current was injected is far from being negligible, voltage measurement by the boundary electrode 

for every injection ought to be carried out in a three dimensional manner, that is around the perimeter 

of the domain of the cylindrical vessel. Using EIDORS free library of MATLAB functions, the 

                 function was used to explore various current injection sequences and voltage 

measurement sequences to obtain an optimal measurement sequence as in line 6 below. 

 

The function requires as input the following notations with the specified definitions as illustrated in the 

table J2.2  
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Table J2.2.1. Input variables for the current stimulation and voltage measurement pattern function. 

Function Notation of Input 

Variables 

Definition of Input Variables 

                       Number of electrodes in each ring 

        Number of rings for the modelled vessel 

             Opposite current injection pattern 

       Adjacent current injection pattern 

             Opposite voltage measurement pattern 

       Adjacent voltage measurement pattern 

 no_meas_current A specification for sequences of voltage 

measurement across all periphery  electrodes on 

all rings for every current injection excluding 

measurement across electrodes through which 

current is injected   

 do_redundant A specification of sequence of voltage 

measurement across all periphery electrodes on 

all rings with polarity of injected current swopped 

over current injection electrode pairs 

 stim_amplitude Denotes the magnitude of injected current 

 

The function needs a specification of whether or not the voltage on electrodes, through which current 

was injected, should be measured. Entering                  or              informs the function 

not to measure voltage on the injection electrode or to measure voltage on injection electrode, 

respectively. Similarly, the function needs to be informed if it is to do a redundant measurement, 

involving voltage measurement across electrodes 1 and 2 not being counted independently from voltage 

measurement across electrodes 2 and 1. Entering              or               enables the detail 

of the measurement pattern to be specified. The magnitude of the constant current injected through 

boundary electrodes to stimulating the medium is defined as 2.5. In the case of two rings, the input 

variables for the                  function for adjacent current injection and adjacent voltage 

measurement sequence with no measurement on injection electrodes and with redundant 

measurement were specified as in line 8 below. 
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For the two rings opposite current injection and other input kept the same, the input variables are 

specified as in line 10 below.  

 

 

 

Similarly, for three rings, the input variables for the stimulation function for adjacent current injection 

and adjacent voltage measurement sequence were specified as in line 7,  

 

 

 

and opposite current injection and adjacent voltage measurement sequences were specified with  

 

 

 

In the case of four rings, the input variables for the stimulation function for adjacent current injection 

and adjacent voltage measurement sequence were assigned as in the line below  

 

 

 

while for opposite current injection with other input kept the same, the input variables of the 

stimulation function were specified with the function 

  

  

The modelled vessel denoted by       is linked to the designed stimulation pattern assigned to      in 

this form  

    

With respect to the UCT tomography hardware, a measurement sequence was written for two rings 

such that a sequence of sixteen (16) current stimulations was made on the first ring and measurement 

of 256 data sets were made on the same ring, followed by a sequence of sixteen (16) stimulations on the 

first ring and measurement of 256 data on the second ring. Subsequently, a sequence of sixteen (16) 

stimulations was made on the second ring and measurement of 256 data sets on the first ring, followed 
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by a sequence of sixteen (16) stimulations on the second ring and measurement of 256 data on the 

same ring as depicted in the figure D2 (a – d) of appendix D. The measurement sequence tables loaded 

into the c++ programme, controlling the data acquisition unit, are written in appendix C1  and C2 for 

current stimulation through adjacent and opposite electrode pairs, respectively. 

The electrode system, consisting of 16 equally spaced electrodes, formed a ring around the UCT 

tomography vessel and produces 256 measured voltage data sets (a frame) for a stimulation through 

sixteen adjacent electrodes. That is, for every stimulation through adjacent electrodes, sixteen voltage 

measurements were taken. Similarly, for stimulation of current through opposite placed electrodes 

involving a  redundant stimulation pattern, such as electrode 1 and 9, electrode 2 and 10, electrode 3 

and 11, etc. and electrode 11 and 3, electrode 10 and 2, electrode 9 and 1, etc.,  256 voltage data sets 

were measured for each ring. Three dimensional voltage measurement requires voltage measurements 

between adjacent electrode pairs in the two or three or four ring electrodes system for every 

stimulation through either adjacently or oppositely placed electrodes in each of these systems, 

respectively. In loading the measured data to a reconstruction code, the voltage measurements need to 

be sorted for any specified number of rings over which a three dimensional measurement strategy is to 

be made. The sorting is such that for every stimulation through any electrode pair, measurements were 

taken in all remaining adjacent pairs while excluding some measurements  to avoid interference of 

current with sensed signals. The selection of 208 measured voltage data sets from a total of 256 sets is 

carried out to remove measurement across electrodes through which current was stimulated. 

Considering adjacent current injection sequences, for every stimulation through adjacent electrodes in a 

ring, thirteen measurement were selected from the sixteen measurements in the same ring.  Thus, for  

sixteen current stimulation sequences in a ring, 208 (16 times 13) voltage measurements were 

measured in the same ring, while all measurements through adjacent electrodes were measured in the 

remaining rings. Table E1 in the appendix gives an indication of the selection of thirteen (13) 

measurements in a ring for every stimulation in the same ring, yielding 208 measurements from an 

injection ring. An illustration of the selection of twelve (12) measurement in a ring for every stimulation 

yielding 192 measurements from an injection ring by opposite current injection is presented in table E2 

in the appendix. In this way, for a three-dimensional measurement using the two or three or four rings 

electrode system, a total of 256 measurement were made in each of the other rings for sixteen 

injections in one ring as no selection of measurement was made beacuse current was not injected in any 

of the electrode pair. 
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Table J.2.2.2. Total data selected from the total measured data for various current injections 

S/N Number of rings Total data selected for various injection    

sequences 

Total data measured 

(Adjacent measurement) 

  Opposite  Adjacent  

1 2 rings 896 (28 x 32) 928 (29 x 32) 1024 

2 3 rings 2112 (44 x 48) 2160 (45 x 48) 2304 

3 4 rings 3840 (60 x 64) 3904 (61 x 64) 4096 

 

From table 3.2, for every stimulation of the 32 stimulations through adjacent electrode pairs in a two  

rings system, 29 measurement were made yielding 928 data sets using adjacent measurement 

sequences. For every stimulation of the 32 stimulations through opposite electrode pairs, 28 

measurements were made yielding 896 data sets using adjacent measurement sequences in a two rings 

system. 

In the three rings system, for every stimulation of the 48 stimulations through adjacent eletrode pairs, 

45 measurements were made using adjacent measurement sequences to obtain 2160 data sets. For 

every stimulation of the 48 stimualtions through opposite electrode pair, 44 measurment were made 

using adjacent measurement sequences to obtain 2112 data sets.  

In the four rings system, for each of the 64 stimulations through adjacent electrode pairs, 61 

measurements were made  through adjacent electrode pairs, yielding 3904 data sets while for each of 

the 64 stimulations through opposite electrode pairs, 60 measurements through adjacent electrode 

pairs were made yielding 3840 data sets. 

Sequence tables were written based on the architecture of figure D1 (appendix) in order to synchronise 

the output of the stimulation pattern (the simulated data sets) with that of the actual measured data 

sets from the UCT tomography rig. The sequence table contains details such as position of electrodes in 

a ring through which current should be injected and across which voltage should be measured. The 

plane of current injection and voltage measurement are also specified in the sequence tables  which are 

displayed in section C1 to C6 of the appendix. 
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J2.3 Setting up the Global System Matrix   

In calculating the global sensitivity matrix, Nick Polidorides' function (Polidorides 2002) was explored in 

developing the global system matrix from the local matrix system of each tetrahedral for the written 

programme in the form of   

 

J2.4 Setting up the function for the Computation of the Jacobian Matrix 

In the reconstruction programme from the developed algorithm, Nick Poldoride's function (Polidorides 

2002) for computing the Jacobian matrix, matrix of the derivative of the measured voltage with respect 

to the conductivity distribution, was explored. The Jacobian matrix was computed by linking it to the 

modelled vessel in the following form  

  

J2.5 Setting the Forward Solver Function of the Forward Problem 

Nick Polidorides' function (Polidorides 2002) was again explored in the development of the forward 

solver function. Here, the Cholesky method or preconjugate gradient method was employed if the 

conductivity values are real and    or biconjugate gradient method if the conductivity values lies in the 

set of complex numbers. The forward solver was set as follows 

 

J2.6 Creating an EIDORS-object with Appropriate Input Variables 

The forward solver function requires an EIDORS object with well-defined properties as an input variable. 

Creating an EIDORS object requires the type (     ), name (                  ), matrix of 

conductivity of finite elements (   ) with name           and the forward modelling mesh associated 

with the object (    ) with the name          . In the written code, the EIDORS object was 

developed using the lines of code below. 
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 J2.7  Specifying the Conductivity of Each Element to be Homogeneous in the NETGEN Mesh such 

 as  Fixing  the Value of Conductivity to be One for All Element in the Mesh                        

Data collection to visualise the perturbation within a conductivity domain requires voltage 

measurement for homogeneous distribution of conductivity as well as inhomogeneous distribution of 

conductivity. Introduction of insulating materials or hyper-saline solution into  regions of the entire 

domain produces less conductive medium or more conductive medium that perturbs the uniform 

distribution of the flux lines detected by the periphery sensor electrodes. Matrix of homogeneous 

distribution of conductivity is specified to be one as in  

 

J2.8  Relating the Homogeneous Property of All Elements in the NETGEN Mesh to the Created 

 EIDORS Object 

The created EIDORS object, denoted by         is linked to the associated forward modelling mesh, 

and the conductivity of each element in the mesh, by the following code 

 

 J2.9 Calling the Forward Solver Function to Solve for the Boundary Voltages Arising from 

 Injecting Current into a Homogeneous Solution 

The forward solver,             , is called with the function          . This requires the EIDORS 

forward modelling object  and mesh as input variable as shown in the function  

 

J2.10  Loading the Measured Data from the UCT Tomography Rig into the Written Code 

The calibrated data sets of measured voltages were contaminated with 25 decibel of Gaussian noise 

when the conductivity distribution within the tomography vessel is inhomogeneous. The simulated data 

sets of voltages for homogeneous distribution of conductivity was obtained using the forward solver 

function of EIDORS. Both the calibrated data sets and the simulated data sets are needed as input data 
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for the inverse solver function of EIDORS. To compute the calibrated data sets for inhomogeneous 

solution, the following data sets are required 

 (1) the raw tomography data sets for homogeneous solution with no current stimulated into the 

medium (offset voltage datasets ),  

(2) for homogeneous solution with certain magnitude of constant current (2.5mA), and  

(3) for inhomogeneous solution with the same magnitude of current applied as in raw data for 

homogeneous solution.  

From these data, the processed tomography data sets for the homogeneous solution were computed 

from the difference between the raw tomography data sets for homogeneous solution and the offset 

data sets. Similarly, the processed tomography data sets for the inhomogeneous solution were 

computed from the difference between the raw tomography data sets for inhomogeneous solution and 

the offset data sets. Furthermore, the scaling factor data sets were computed from the ratio of 

simulated data sets for homogeneous solution with the same magnitude of current applied to the 

processed tomography data for the homogeneous solution. Thereafter, the calibrated data sets of 

measured voltages were computed from the product of the processed tomography data sets for 

inhomogeneous solution and the scaling factor data sets. Therefore, the calibrated data sets were 

derived such that the ratio of the simulated voltage data sets for inhomogeneous solution to the 

processed data sets of measured voltages for inhomogeneous solution was the same as the ratio of the 

simulated voltage data sets for homogeneous solution to processed data sets of measured voltages for 

homogeneous solution about each data point. That  is  

                                                        
                         

                         
  

With reference to one of the six written codes with file name 

                              ,                     is a written MATLAB function 

required to load the raw tomography data sets for inhomogeneous solution. Then, the function 

                                        loads the raw tomography data sets  with no current applied 

for homogeneous solution while                                      function loads the raw 

tomography data sets with current applied for homogeneous solution. Similarly,              , and  
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                denote the processed tomography data for homogeneous and inhomogeneous 

solution  respectively while               denotes the calibrated tomography voltage data sets as 

detailed in the few lines of code below. 

 

 

 

Since the EIDORS inverse solver function was explored to solve for the conductivity distribution (inverse 

of resistivity) using the            voltage approach, the calibrated tomography voltage data sets for 

inhomogeneous solution had to be defined as the simulated voltage data sets for the inhomogeneous 

solution with the following lines of code 

. 

The MATLAB script for loading voltage data sets obtained by a sequence of measurement through 

adjacent electrode pairs for a sequence of current stimulation through opposite electrode pairs in a two, 

three and four electrode systems are illustrated in section H1, H3 and H5 of the appendix respectively. 

Similarly, the MATLAB script for loading voltage data sets considering a sequence of current injection 

through adjacent electrode pairs and voltage measurement through adjacent electrode pairs in a two, 

three and four rings of electrode tank are highlighted in section H2, H4 and H6 of the appendix 

respectively. 

J3 :  Computational operations to addressing the inverse problem of computing the conductivity 

 distribution given the boundary voltages for a sequence of current stimulation pattern  

(a) Writing a MATLAB function for loading the measured offset voltage data set, raw voltage with 

current for homogeneous and raw voltage with current for inhomogeneous from the UCT tomography 

equipment; 
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(b) Computation of the processed measured voltage data sets for the homogeneous solution; 

(c) Computation of the scaling factor data sets from the ratio of the simulated voltages for 

homogeneous solution using EIDORS library of MATLAB function to processed measured voltage data 

sets for homogeneous solution; 

(d) Computation of the processed measured voltages for inhomogeneous solution;      

(e) Computation of the calibrated tomography voltages for inhomogeneous solution by multiplying the 

scaling factor with processed measured voltages for inhomogeneous solution about each data point; 

(f) Defining the calibrated tomography voltages for inhomogeneous solution as the solved simulated 

voltages for inhomogeneous solution using EIDORS forward solver; 

(g) Computation of the white Gaussian noise  to be added to the calibrated tomography voltages 

required for the inverse problem  in order to improve the signal to noise ratio in the reconstructed 

image (computed with the function std and rand); 

(h) Adding the noise to the calibrated tomography voltages for inhomogeneous solution; 

(i) Creating an EIDORS object for the inverse solver function (using the function eidors_obj); 

(j) Specifying the forward model property, method of reconstruction, jacobian background value, the 

hyperparameter value, number of maximum iteration and the inverse solver function of  EIDORS (the 

functions fwd_model, reconst_type, jacobian_bkgnd_value, hyperparameter.value, 

parameters.max_iterations and @np_inv_solve were used respectively); 

(k) Specifying the image-prior data sets (the function @np_calc_image_prior was used); 

(l) Calling the inverse solver function, plotting of the reconstructed image in 3-D and 2-D plot of slices 

through the images parallel to x, y, and z axis and displaying the jpeg picture of the UCT tomography rig 

with an immersed object (show_fem and show_3d_slices functions were used respectively). 

J4: Solving the Inverse problem Using EIDORS 

J4.1 Computation of the White Gaussian Noise to be Added to the Calibrated Tomography 

 Voltages 
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The probabilistic idea described in section 4.5 indicates that the regularisation matrix was constructed 

with a prior knowledge that the calibrated voltage data sets was contaminated with low level noise. A 

distribution of white Gaussian noise signals (of 25 decibel signal to noise ratio) with an expectation value 

of approximately zero and variance   was used to contaminate the calibrated voltage data sets so as to 

synchronise the noise in the measured data with that adopted in the regularisation technique. The noise 

added to the calibrated data sets (       ) was computed with the following lines of code 

 

J4.2 Creating an EIDORS Object for the Inverse Solver Function 

Similar to the forward solver function of EIDORS, an inverse solver function requires an EIDORS object 

with specified properties as input variables. The reconstruction type was selected to be            

instead of        to indicate that the reconstruction was based on the difference between two data 

objects as compared to an image being reconstructed from a single data object. In line 21 below, Nick 

Polidorides' computed             was explored in solving the inverse problem as it yields  a more 

accurate solution of the inverse problem than both the Tikhonov prior,                      , and 

Andrea Borsic's image prior,                  , when the measured voltage data from the UCT 

tomography rig was loaded to the reconstruction codes. Line 18 signifies hyperparameter values and the 

number of iterations to obtaining approximate solution of the exact solution was specified on line 23. 

The lines of code below show how            function was used to create an object linking the object's 

properties to the object. 
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J4.3 Calling the Inverse Solver Function and Plotting the Reconstructed Images in 3-D and 2-D 

The inverse solver function,          , solves the inverse problem when the  EIDORS object (     ), 

simulated voltage data sets for homogeneous solution (  ) and calibrated data sets for inhomogeneous 

solution (  ) are set as input variables as in line 26. The          function in line 39 displays the 

solution of the           (   ) in three dimensions while                in line 30, 35 and 43 displays 

the slices through the reconstructed image on a  two-dimensional plane parallel to the z-axis, y-axis and 

x-axis respectively. The        function in line 48 attaches the       file of the tomography rig on the 

same page of the plots. 
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APPENDIX  K  

  Computation of Volume of Region Discretised into Finite Number of   

 Tetrahedra with Resistivity Values lying within a Specified Range 

K1 :  The code below was used for the computation of volume of region of high resistivity values 
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K2 :  Computation of coordinates of the centre of mass of Region Discretised into Finite  Number of 

Tetrahedrals with Resistivity Values lying within a Specified Range  

PAS values, computed using the code below, were compared to that of the actual suspended phantom 

for various position along the diameter of the tomography rig. The code for computing the coordinate of 

the center of mass is shown below. 
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ll'eighted_pos _ mass= [] ; coordinates= [] ; 

. for tt=l :max l~i2e Isav_ nell' I : ,1))); 

elem _ index=sav _nell' Itt) ; 

aal =fl1(\ l. elems lelem _index, 1) ; 

ib=109710 .8744, O.1186,2. 0) ,1960 

bbl =fl1(\l. elems lelem _ index,2) ; 

ic=436 11. 0995, O.0328,2. 0) ,348 

ccl =fl1(\l . elems lelem _ index,3) ; 

id=108010.9291,-0.0481,2.0) 1959 

ddl =fl1(\l . elems lelem _ index,4 ) ; 

eo' 

x _ val= Ifl1(\ l. nodes laal,l) +fl1(\1. nodes Ibbl,l) +fl1(\1. nodes ICC1,l) +fl1(\1. nodes Iddl,l)) 14; 

1'_ val = Ifl1(\l . nodes laal,2 ) +fl1(\1 . nodes Ibbl,2 ) +fl1(\1 . nodes Iccl,2 ) +fl1(\1 . nodes Iddl,2 )) 14; 

2_ val= Ifl1(\ l. nodes laal,3) +fl1(\1. nodes Ibbl,3) +fl1(\1. nodes Iccl, 3) +fl1(\1. nodes Iddl,3)) 14; 

al =fl1(\l. nodes Ibbl,l )-fl1(\l. nodes laal,l ); a2=fl1(\1. nodes Ibbl,2 )-fl1(\1. nodes laal,2 ) ; a3=fl1(\1. nodes Ibbl,3 )-fl1(\1. nodes laal,3 ) ; 

bl =fl1(\ l. nodes Iccl, l) -fl1(\l. nodes laal, 1) ;b2=fl1(\1 . nodes Iccl,2)-fl1(\1 . nodes laal,2) ;b3=fl1(\1 . nodes Iccl,3)-fl1(\1 . nodes laal,3) ; 

cl =fl1(\l. nodes Iddl,l)-fl1(\l. nodes laal, l) ; c2=fl1(\1. nodes Iddl,2)-fl1(\1. nodes laal,2 ) ; c3=fl1(\1. nodes Iddl,3)-fl1(\1. nodes laal,3 ) ; 

vol=[al a2 a3; bl b2 b3; cl c2 c3]; 

volUl'l'l:=abs Idet Ivol)) I 6000.0; 

ll'eighted_~_~= [ll'eighted_pos _ mass; x_val tvolUl'l'l:, 1'_ val tvolUl'l'l:, 2_ val tvolUl'l'l:] ; 

X_ CII= s\Il1Illl'eighted_pos _mass I: ,1)) Ivol_ S\Il1I; Y _ CII=s\ll1llll'eighted_pos _mass I: ,2)) Ivol_ S\Il1I; Z _ CII=s\ll1llll'eighted_pos _mass I: ,3)) Ivol_ S\Il1I; 

disp I' X_ CII ' ) ;disp IX_ CII ) ;disp I' Y_ CII ' ) ;disp IY_ CII ) ;disp I' Z_ CII ' ) ;disp IZ_ CII ); 




